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Chapter One

Introduction

Part One: The research topic: Women and Work

The main aim of this study is to investigate how women's work1 impacts upon gender

relations between husband and wife in low-income urban households. The secondary aim is

to contextualise household relations with respect to larger socio-economic processes of

change and continuity in the city. These themes will be examined through a detailed case

study that centres on poor urban households in the 'barrio'2 Alto Munaypata in La Paz,

Bolivia. Fieldwork for the study was carried out over a total of 11 months in the period 1998-

2001.

The topic is not new: early modernisation theorists, Marxists and feminists

have all been concerned with the impact of employment on women's position within the

household. Modernisation theorists saw women in the labour market as a sign and con-

sequence of progress and modernity, and associated it with changing attitudes among women

towards a greater sense of self-reliance and self-respect (Kabeer, 1995, pp.18-9). Marxists,

starting with Engels, argued that women's (inevitable) entry into the production sphere

would end their oppression as women and give them equality with men in working class

struggles (p. 45). And feminist theorists have since the 1970s seen women's employment as a

step towards their emancipation both inside the household and outside it (see for instance

Standing, 1991, chapter 1).

Why then take up this 'old' question? I believe that this theme warrants

renewed attention first of all because the context of women's employment and gender

relations have altered, and secondly because of women's increasing participation in the

labour force, which once more raises questions about family and household relations. Rather

than assuming that women's employment emancipates women (or not), we need to

problematise the mechanisms of change and the complexities at stake.

1 In this thesis work refers to income-generating work, where I refer to domestic work I specify it as such.
2 Neighborhood.
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Below I take the first step in this direction and illustrate the importance of re-

examining the theme through a) a discussion of more recent academic debates around

women's work and die household, and b) an analysis of women's increasing labour force

participation in Bolivia. On the basis of this, I elaborate a number of more specific research

questions, which guide the thesis. To give the reader a sense of how these questions translate

into real life, this is followed by a selective description of three couples, which is first

contextualised by a presentation of the research setting. The last part of the chapter deals

with the methodological groundings of the study and finally the themes addressed in the

various chapters are outlined.

The context of women's work and household relations

Recent academic concerns

The economic crisis of the 1980s sweeping Latin America and women's increasing entry into

the labour market have spurred a great deal of recent academic attention to issues of gender,

employment and the household. One area of the literature focuses on the conditions for

women entering the labour market and to what extent they are pulled by market forces or

pushed by economic need. Studies from Mexico, Guatemala and Ecuador have indicated that

some of these deciding factors include the size of the household, the income level of the

husband, the relative and absolute number of dependents and providers, whether women are

single heads of the household or not, and their age (Beneria and Roldan, 1987; Moser, 1981;

Katz, 1995; Chant, 1991; Willis, 1993; Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1994). Some of these studies

also point to the fact that women's participation in the labour force is not simply a matter of

personal characteristics and household circumstances - also called supply factors - but also

largely an outcome of the particular characteristics of the labour market, which in turn

reflects the national and the international economy, (see Chant, 1991 for the best treatment

of both demand and supply factors).

Drawing on this notion, a number of studies look into women's (largely

informal) work as part of a larger set of 'household strategies' in response to the economic

crisis in Latin American countries (Moser, 1992; Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1988; 1994, Chant,

1994; Fernandez, 1989; Rothstein, 1995). A lot of attention has also been paid to women's

participation in the global economy of transnational corporations. Some studies stress the

exploitative nature of the mechanisms of global capital which enables or induces (often

foreign owned) factories to draw on a big pool of cheap, unskilled female labour for factory

work, demanding them to be young, single and nimble-fingered. Others point to the fact that



in many places the demand for labour is less rigid, and see these new opportunities for work

as largely positive for the women involved, because they provide them with a source of

income otherwise not available (On this debate see among others Acevedo, 1995; Delano,

1993; Delano, P. & D. Lehman, 1993; Tiano, 1982; Scott, AM., 1986, Humphrey, 1987,

Kopinak, 1995; Pearson, 1986; Pearson, 1991; McClenaghan, 1997a; Radcliffe, 1999;

Standing 1999).

Some studies, cross-cutting the above-mentioned themes, examine the con-

cequences of women's work on domestic life. These studies have mainly looked into how

women's paid work has affected the division of labour in the household and patterns of

money management, and more broadly whether women's income generating activities have

changed the balance of power between spouses. It has been widely documented that women

taking up employment generally increase their overall work burden, as their domestic duties

do not diminish correspondingly with paid work In Chant's study 75% of the Mexican

women working in her sample had 'major responsibilities for housework' Chant, 1994: p.

209). Among poor women in Guadalajara, Mexico, a 'paid job does not mean that then-

domestic duties diminish. It means that their working burden increases to the extent that

working days last 17-19 hours' (Gonzales de la Rocha, 1994: p.138). Women's 'double day' is

then one of the most non-controversial findings in studies of women in Latin America as

well as in other developing countries (among others see also Moser, 1992; Pérez-Aleman,

1992). This is supported by time studies conducted in different developing countries, which

show that women generally work more hours than men (UNDP, 1995) .J

A number of studies from developing countries support Pahl's (1983) British

findings that management patterns vary with the level of income of the household on the

one hand, and gender norms surrounding allocation and control of money on the other hand

(see Pahl, 1983; Standing, 1991; Whitehead 1981). Evidence from the literature suggests that

women's income generating activities do not necessarily translate into control over their

earnings (Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1994) or when they do (Chant, 1991) it does not simply

follow that gender relations between spouses undergo any significant transformation

(Beneria & Roldan, 1987; McClenaghan, 1997b; Safa, 1999), although women have been

found to challenge certain aspects of the spouse relations (Safa, 1999; Larson, 1999). One

3 However, studies also find that poor women may delegate some household work to other members of the
household or family, and better-off women frequently employ maids to do some of the work. Delegation of
household tasks happens within the same sex, frequently from mothers to daughters or to other female
relatives. In Chant's (1994) study girls as young as 9 years old were given major domestic responsibilities when
their mothers went out to work (see also Beneria & Roldan, 1987). Where women can afford to hire help, the
responsibility for the domestic work still remains theirs, it has been concluded (ECLA, 1992).
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reason put forward for this is that working women themselves continue to subscribe to ideas

of the male breadwinner and to motherhood as the central role for women, encompassing

work as part (/their feminine role rather than using it to challenge existing power relations

(Beneria and Roldan, 1987, McQenaghan, 1997b; Larson, 1999; Tiano and Ladino, 1999).4

However despite these negative conclusions Beneria and Roldan (1987) remind us not to

dismiss the importance of earnings for the women themselves: "According to the home

workers, their wages, «o rmtterhowlow, can be used as a lever to secure a minimum space of

autonomous control: as a mechanism to pursue goals of household well-being; and to

ameliorate the damage to self-image caused by econmic dependency on their husbands."

(Beneria and Roldan, 1987: p.169. My emphasis).

The general conclusions that women taking up employment increase their over-all

work burden and that income does not translate into dramatic changes in gender relations, I

wish to argue, is a rather limited way of looking at intra-household inequalities and power

relations. None of the studies cited above look at questions like how the division of labour

connects with other intra-household inequalities,5 what variations in intra-household patterns

there are and the types of bargaining associated with them, and finally what role income-

generating work plays in this.6 A crucial issue generally overlooked is how employment has an

impact. To date, most attention has been paid to income,7 but one also needs to consider

how meanings of of work and the characteristics of different types of work become

important explanatory factors. In sum, we need to ask what mechanism are at play between

women's work and intra-household relations. Finally I would claim that the current literature

focuses too narrowly on women's employment, and does not fully enquire into the broader

context of change, the limits and possibilities actors have, of which employment and the

labour market is just am aspect, albeit a crucial one as this thesis will also show.

Two more shortcomings in the recent literature on intra-household gender relations

warrant attention. One is that none of the studies above examine spouse relations from the

4 Garcia and Oliveira (1995) researching perceptions among women in middle-class and working-class
households in three different urban areas in Mexico, found that middle class women more than working-class
women perceived a greater shift towards gender equality as a result of their work.
5 McQenaghan (1997a) does so only in a very limited way, dealing very superficially with the different aspects of
intra-household inequalities. She bases her discussion on respondents' answers to who was the main decision-
maker in the household and whether factory workers found that they generally did less domestic work as a
result of obtaining work
6 It is saying that a recent overview article by Radcliffe (1999) only mentions one study (Safa's from the
Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico) connected to the claim that "Latin American research highlights the
microscale household-gender negotiations which have been - in various places and recent times - so crucial in
changing women's social position and sense of themselves" (p. 199).
7 For an overview of arguments and studies related to this, not relating specifically to the Latin American
literature, see Kabeer, 2000.



perspective of both men and women, and if men's situation is accounted for at all, it is

largely through interviews with women. While recent concern with masculinities makes up

for some of the 'male deficit' in gender studies, few efforts are made to account for both men

and women's situation both in this literature and the more 'standard' gender literature.8

A second shortcoming is the undue focus upon female-headed households in terms

of single-parent young mothers with dependent children. While their often precarious

situation warrants attention, their significance in terms of numbers (or rather percentages)

have often been exaggerated and the focus on single-parent young mothers has meant that

older and more vulnerable female heads have been left out of the discussion, as Varley (1994)

has pointed out. There is another aspect to this bias, I would add. For while female-headed

households consisting of both younger and older women is without doubt a real

phenomenon in Latin America, and perhaps a growing one, it is useful to keep in mind that

in many places it is not the most common form of household. For example, according to the

latest census in 1992, female-headed households made up only 14% of all households in

urban Bolivia (Salazar de la Torre, 2000). Given the immense attention paid to female-

headed households in the Latin American literature, it could be argued that it is time to direct

some attention to the more under-researched yet empirically more common household

formations which revolve around the married or co-habiting couple.

Before discussing the gendered labour market in Bolivia, let me shortly turn to the

more analytical debate in the literature around gender and informal - formal sector work.

On gendered informal and formal sector work

The formal economic sector in developing countries is often considered as consisting of

firms of a relatively large scale which engage waged and skilled labour and provide workers

with high salaries, stability of work and protective legislation because of unionisation. These

firms have high barriers to entry, are dominated by foreign technology, and are capital

intensive. This stands in stark contrast to the informal sector which is made up of small firms

or self-employed individuals who use little technological input but are labour intensive, have

few barriers to entry but high levels of competition, and provide low and unstable incomes

8 Some authors are acutely aware of this. Still it has meant little in terms of empirical research. See the various
articles on masculinities in IDS Bulletin, Vol. 21, no.2, 2000 and articles in the European Journal of Develop-
ment Research, vol. 12, no. 2, December 2000 on masculinities and men's work See also articles in
Environmental and Planning A 1999, vol. 31 for articles on women and employment which largely ignore men.
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and work. They are non-unionised, and seldom fully registered or taxable (see Scott, 1994;

Wilson, 1993b).

Studies in Peru and Mexico, however, have illustrated that the formal-informal

dichotomy9 cannot simply be adopted without adding a gender dimension to it. When

comparing gender within the manual formal and informal sector (using the 'statistical'

definition of workers in establishments with less than five workers) in urban Peru, Scott

(1991) found that men would more easily straddle the informal-formal division than women,

and that the characteristics often assumed for informal sector employment generally, such as

low pay and dead-end jobs, were in fact characteristics of female jobs in both the informal

and formal sector. On the other hand, male manual workers in the informal sector easily

earned more than their male counterpart in the formal sector, whereas this was never the case

for women. In this way, Scott concludes, one should not only talk of informal/formal axes,

but about a crosscutting gender axis.

Wilson (1993b) examined workshop-based manufacturing in rural Mexico and

found that workshop production was closely associated with the domestic domain, providing

young women in workshops with 'protection' and the retention of their 'honour'. The

association with the domestic domain meant strong sex segregation in the workshops, and

also that men's employment terms were very different than those of women. Regardless of

how 'open' (registered) or 'concealed' the workshops were, women's employment was not

represented as waged but 'handled through the idiom of family relations' (p. 76).

In this way both Wilson (1993b) and Scott (1991) point to the fact that

employment should not simply be understood in terms of formal-informal divisions and

interconnections, but also in terms of the nature of gender and family relations in specific

settings. With this in mind, let me now give a broad picture of the developments and

characteristics of the Bolivian labour market.

Women's increasing participation in the Bolivian labour market

During the last three to four decades, women's labour force has increased globally per year at

a rate that is almost twice as fast as that of men. 10 In the developing regions, the increase has

9 See Scott (1979), Bromley & Gerry (1979), and Moser (1981) for problems with using the dichotomy of self-
employed versus wage workers instead.
10 Men's labour force has increased by almost 2%, women's by about 3.5% per annum (Tzannatos 1999 p
552).
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taken place mainly in South Asia and in Latin America and the Caribbean.11 In Latin America

women made up only 18% of the labour force in 1950, but 22% in 1970, and 26% in 1980

(Wilkie, J. W, 1995).12 By 1990 women made up almost 30% of the economically active

population.13 To a large extent Bolivia mirrored the picture of the rest of Latin America on

average, although the rise in women's share of the labour force was slightly less drastic from

1950 to 1980.14 However by 1990 women in Bolivia made up a greater share of the labour

market than the average, almost 39%,15 in part without doubt to be explained by the

economic crisis of the mid-1980s forcing women into the labour market.

Bolivia gathered a heavy foreign debt and developed an unsound economy

during the military dictatorships of the 1960s and 70s. A return to democracy in 1982 did not

change the economic picture. In fact in the decade of the 1980s, economic growth averaged a

minus figure of 2,3% with a mean inflation of 1,969% per year. In the first 6 months of 1985

the inflation rate was 8,170% on average (Klein, 1992, p.272). In response to this, the newly

elected president, Estenssoro, implemented a New Economic Plan in August 1985. The

immediate consequences of this Plan were drastic. At the same time it marked a new

economic policy which is still largely being implemented today: neo-liberalism.iS

With Decree No. 21060 of 29th of August 1985, the national currency was

devalued, a floating exchange rate established, all price and wage controls eliminated, and

government expenditure drastically reduced. The repayment of Bolivia's foreign debt was

temporarily stopped, and with prices rising and low investments, Bolivia was thrown into a

severe economic crisis (Klein, 1992). At the same time organised labour was weakened. 17

11 In fact, during 1970-1990 women's labour force participation fell in sub-Saharan Africa (Mehra and
Gammage, 1999, p. 535). One should be aware that the statistical increase in women's participation in the
labour market in Latin America may in part be a result of increased improvements in counting their labour
market participation, making much of women's 'invisible' work more 'visible'. For a discussion of this, see
Tzannatos, 1999; Mehra and Gammage, 1999; Chen, Sebsta and O'Connell, 1999; and Beneria, 1992.
12 The following countries are included in the average: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Dominican Rep., Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru jUruguay, and Venezuela.
13This is based on my own calculations from absolute numbers for individual countries in the Statistical
Yearbook for Latin America and the Caribbean, 1999 (2000). It includes the countries mentioned in the
footnote above less Haiti and Costa Rica. The economically active population (EAP) includes persons engaged
or seeking to become engaged in economic activities.
14 For Bolivia the figures are as follows: 1950: 19.5%, 1970: 21.4%, 1980: 22.5 (Wilkie, 1995).
15 Again this figure is based on my calculations from absolute figures for Bolivia from the Statistical Yearbook
for Latin America and the Caribbean.
16 See Radcliffe (1999) for a discussion of neo-liberalism in Latin America at large.
17 This was, according to Klein (1992), a consequence of the dismantling of COMIBOL ('Corporacion Minera
de Bolivia), a semi-autonomous state enterprise running the state-owned mines, which was strongly supported
by mine workers and COB. Jeppesen (2000) argues that the psychological shock of this seemed to weaken the
unions more than the actual dismantling.
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About 27,000 miners were laid off between 1985 and 1992 and their migration to the cities

contributed to a supply of workers in the city that exceeded demand (Arauco, 1997).

At the household level this meant lower real incomes (Loayza Castro, 1997). In

the decades that followed, women increasingly entered the labour market, partly as a

consequence of the economic crisis and, among the middle-class, also as a result of higher

educational levels (Arauco, 1997; see also Fernandez, 1989).

In 1987 women's global participation rate18 was just over 30%, in 1989 44%, by

1995 it had risen to 47% in the major cities of La Paz (Loayza Castro, 1997), and in 1997 (the

latest available data) it was almost 55% in the whole country (54,3%) (Encuesta Nacional de

Empleo III, 1997). Men's rates grew less drastically: in 198919 the rate was 63%, rising to 66%

in 1995 in the cities (Loayza Castro, 1997), and in 1997 it was 72% in total (Encuesta

Nacional de Empleo III, 1997). So while women - in total numbers and as a percentage of

the working age population - had a lower labour market participation than men throughout

the 1980s and 1990s, they increased their participation to a much greater extent than men.20

Between 1987 and 1997 - that is in ten years - their labour market participation increased by

roughly 60% .21

Looking more specifically at Loayza Castro's (1997)22 analysis of the develop-

ment and characteristics of the urban labour market in Bolivia, we see quite marked gender

differences. In 1989 women's work was concentrated in commerce, services and to a much

lesser degree, in manufacturing. In 1995 the services took the lead over commerce, but

women remained concentrated in these three sectors. Men on the other hand were con-

centrated in industrial manufacturing, construction and transport.

Within manufacturing women's share rose between 1989 and 1995. Still pri-

marily a male sector (64% were men in 1995) it was also grossly skewed in other ways:

women working in this sector were mainly non-remunerated or self-employed, while men

were wage earners and, to a lesser extent, employers. In 1989 5,5% of the employed male

18 The global participation rate is the economically active population expressed in % of the population of
working age (10 and over). It should be noted that the figures are not strictly comparable: the 1997 figures are
based on both rural and urban populations (separate figures are not provided) whereas the other figures are
based on the capital cities of each department and El Alto. As the figures come from three different studies,
designs and how they have been applied are likely to vary.
19 Loyaza Castro (1997) does not provide 1987 figures for men.
20 In the period 1989-1997 men's global participation rates rose 14%, women's rose 23% (my calculations from
rounded figures).
21 This I have calculated from the following figures: women's global participation rates in 1997: 54,3; in 1987
34%. The latter figure is a high estimate in order not to exaggerate the growth, as it is impossible to see the
exact figure from Loyaza Castro's (1997) graph on p. 49.



labour force worked as industrial workers, in 1995 the figure was 10%. In 1989 industrial

workers represented just 1% of working women, a figure which by 1995 had risen to 3%.

Clearly industrial work was scarce in urban Bolivia, but more so for women than men.

Another marked gender difference is seen within commerce. Here women

were concentrated primarily in the self-employed and non-remunerated family workers

sectors too. While many men were also self-employed, they were also more often employees

or employers than women. It is interesting that between 1989 and 1995 there was a fall in

self-employed women and a rise in non-remunerated female family workers, suggesting that

women in this period became more dependent on (male) family members and unable to

sustain their own businesses.

Loyaza Castro (1997) points to two other significant aspects of gender

differences within the labour market. One is that among the economically 'inactive'

population a higher proportion of women than men were inactive only temporarily.23 This

means that women moved in and out of the labour market more than men, something which

corresponds to their higher participation in the informal sector, where entrance and exit are

easier, as I explore more fully in Chapter Four. The other interesting aspect is that among the

unemployed - which was virtually the same for men and women24 - being laid off was by far

the most common explanation for men as to why they were so, while the majority of women

were categorised as 'aspiring' workers waiting to enter the labour market for the first time.

While both men and women's unemployment decreased between 1989 and 1995, the share

of laid-off workers rose, showing that first-time enterers to the labour market were absorbed

better in 1995 than in 1989, especially among women. Nonetheless, in absolute figures more

men than women experienced retrenchment while more women had problems with getting a

foot into the labour market in the first place.

With this general picture of women's increasing labour force participation and

a highly gendered labour market in mind, and on the basis of the shortcomings and gaps in

the literature that we saw existed, let me now develop a series of research questions. I will

deal with two sets of research questions that address the main aims of the thesis at different

levels.

22 This section is based on Loyaza Castro's (1997) own analysis and my analysis of her percentage calculations,
which in turn is based on the Encuesta Integrada de Hogares 1989-1995.
23 'Temporary inactivity refers to people who have once been active in the labour market; permanent inactivity
refers to those who have not previously worked.
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Research questions

To investigate the impact of women's income generating activities upon gender relations in

low-income urban households, we clearly need to look at how work impacts. An important

question then is:

o How were different types cf work associated with different intra-household gender

relations, and what explains this?

And more specifically,

o What are the causal mechanisms between work and intra-household gender relations?

We saw in the last section how women and men's aggregate labour force participation in

Bolivia had different characteristics. To understand the mechanisms between women's work

and what went on inside the household, we need to know more about gendered work among

the low-income urban population:

o What were the specific characteristics of different types of women's work and in

what ways were they different from men's? What changes were taking place in the

gendered labour market?

o Under what conditions did women enter work? To what extent was men and

women's work differently conditioned by the domestic situation on the one hand and

the labour market on the other, and what kind of intra-household bargaining was

associated with work?

o What meanings were attached to men and women's income generating activities, and

how did this shape (and was shaped by) the type of work that individuals engaged in?

I argued above that it is time to focus more upon the couple relationship within the

household. In this respect a central question that must be looked at is:

o How central was the couple both in the house and lis-a-iis other social relations

outside the house?

More specifically:

o How was the couple conceptualised (what different meanings were attached to it)?

What practices were centred on the couple and which were 'outside' it; and how did

they relate? In other words, what possible contradictions of practices 'within' and

24 In 1989 9.8% of the economically active male population (EAP) was unemployed compared to 10.9% of
women's EAP. In 1995 the figures were respectively 4.1% and 5.2% (See Loyaza Castro, 1997, p. 174-5).
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'outside' the partnership existed, and what struggles took place around these

practices?

o Were new patterns emerging? And what were the consequences of this?

As we have seen, intra-household gender relations have to date been investigated in only a

partial manner, ignoring the complexities in patterns and processes. Generally too, these

issues have been looked at through the lenses of women only. Two important questions

guiding the research then must be:

o What were the patterns of inequalities ('state of the matter' or 'outcomes')

between spouses within the household, and what processes shaped and contested

these? What was the relationship between different areas of inequality?

o What was the role of both husbands and wives in shaping patterns and

processes? What different strategies did they employ, what were the gendered

constraints and possibilities in this? In other words, what kind of bargaining did

spouses engage in?

I have indicated that one cannot expect work to explain all variations in intra-household

relations between couples. The household is simultaneously a central unit of very intimate

relations between individuals, and a core institution for the reproduction of customs and

traditions. This means that gender relationships within the household are often very resistant

to outside influences. However intra-household relations are not static; they change over

time and space, in interaction with broader socio-economic changes, within which the labour

market is just one aspect. A secondary aim of the thesis is to explore the relationship

between gender relations as expressed within the household and broader socio-economic

processes in the city.

Nineteenth century thinkers saw cities as embodying modernity and the future

(Harvey, 1997). Gties have been and still are the locus of social, economic and political

development. Not that such development does not take place outside the city, but because

capital, technology, political governance etc. are concentrated in the city, as are politicians,

intellectuals, capitalists and migrants, the city has a rhythm, a propensity to absorb and

develop new trends and counter-trends in social, economic and political areas sooner, more

intensively, and faster than rural areas do. In view of this, it seems pertinent to ask:

o To what degree should differences and similarities in intra-household gender

relations be explained not only in terms of women's work, but also in terms of

larger socio-economic processes and mechanisms in the city?
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And to answer this, we must ask

O How did these mechanisms develop historically and what elements and effects

were involved in contemporary La Paz?

O How did individuals cope with the processes and effects; in which way was

modem city life taken on board or rejected? And to what degree did the modern

city create different possibilities for different groups?

In developing my analytical framework in the next chapter, a number of additional research

questions will be asked, in this way developing upon and refining the two sets of research

questions presented here.
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Part two: Concretising the topic

Below I will point to what the translation of these research questions meant in terms of inhere

the research took place and vho was involved. The aim of this section is to provide the reader

with a descriptive background to the study and a fuller understanding of and 'feel' for the

relevance and depth of the research questions. The first part describes the barrio Alto

Munaypata where most of the research took place. The second part tells the story of three

different couples and women, focusing mainly on work and intra-household relations.

The setting: Alto Munaypata25

La Paz is renowned for being the highest placed capital in the world. It is situated in the

Andes mountains almost 4 kilometres above sea-level, surrounded in part by mountains of

which Illiinani (6402 m) is the highest and most impressive one. The city has the shape of a

'pot' where the upper classes live in the bottom of the city in the milder climate and the poor

in the outskirts, on the windy and cold mountainsides. A motorway connects the centre of

La Paz with the city of El Alto, which is a physical extension of La Paz.26

Alto Munaypata borders on El Alto, and is situated on a steep hillside next to

the motorway. Its history goes back to the 1960s. With the backing of the party MNR

(Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario) a group of tenants from other parts of the city

organised to re-settle a piece of land and thus expropriate it from hacienda ownership. They

illegally occupied the empty land and started building houses on it. It took more than 10 years

for the inhabitants to obtain legal rights to it. For many years there was no electricity at all and

water had to be brought illegally at night from the nearest college about a kilometre away.27

The original number of settlers was about 500. The motorway, constructed in 1974 to link La

Paz with El Alto, literally split the barrio in half. About 250 families were obliged to move to

a purpose-built neighbourhood in El Alto to make way for what reputedly became the most

expensive motorway in the world at the time.

25 This section is based on interviews with some of the original settlers, conversations with my female assistant
and the document 'Zona Alto Santiago Munaypata' produced by CEBEM.
26 El Alto used to be part of La Paz city, but retained its own city status in 1988.
27 From 1974, with the construction of the motorway, electricity was illegally tapped. It is not clear exactly when
legal electricity and water was made accessible.
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"What is popularly called Alto Munaypata today comprises three administrative

units: Villani, Alto Santiago Munaypata and Mirador Calvario.28 Villani is the smallest area

with 46 houses, Calvario has 68 houses and Santiago is the biggest area with 192 houses.29

The total adult population (over 17 years old) is estimated at around 900 (see appendix A).

Except at rush hour, one can reach the heart of La Paz in a 15-minute bus ride, and in 10

minutes one can get to the main market in El Alto. This ease of access, however, is

'compensated' for by the sloping terrain of the barrio, which makes entrance to the areas

furthest away from the motorway difficult and time consuming. The inclination of the barrio

is 45-50 degrees. Muddy paths and in a few cases cemented steps separate blocks of houses.

There are few open spaces and little vegetation.

Calvario is situated at the top of the slope, and it takes more than half an hour

of hard climbing from the motorway to get there. One can also get to Calvario and Santiago

Munaypata by a dirt road on the top of the hill linking various communities in El Alto.

Villani is separated from the other two sectors by a small hill too steep to be built on. Thus,

to go from Santiago Munaypata to Villani one needs either to climb the hill, walk along the

motorway or walk along the path above the motorway, which serves as a 'public toilet'.

281 found this out very late in the f ieldwork, as I was introduced to 'Alto Munaypata' in terms of the boundaries
of the -work of the NGO CEPROSI. For purposes of convenience in the rest of the thesis I refer to the three
administrative units simply as 'Alto Munaypata'.
29 This was counted by my assistant. Houses were counted in terms of plots separated by walls with buildings
suitable to live in. In the document by CEBEM Alto Santiago Munaypata is recorded as having 240 property
owners. It is not clear on what basis this calculation is made (or by whom), but it probably includes plots
without houses (which we did not count), possibly also some plots and houses maybe owned by more than one
person (e.g. siblings and spouses) and it might also be that (parts of) Villani and Calvario were included in the
count.
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Catholic church, which has Sunday services and runs weekly Club de Madres sessions,34 and a

health centre and kindergarten housed in the same building and run by the only local NGO

working in the area (CEPROSI). These are all situated in Santiago Munaypata. The NGO

also runs a 'women's group' producing craft goods on a small scale to sell in markets and to

small shops. There is no local school; the nearest is situated on the other side of the

motorway about half an hour away by foot. There are two small, bare fields that are used as

football grounds, though often men go elsewhere to play football on weekends.

Generally social life takes place more indoors than outdoors. While visits to the

corner-shop may involve gossiping, joking, or exchanging news with the neighbours, and

people sometimes stop for short conversations in the street, there is generally little 'hanging

out', except for young people courting. One reason for this is undoubtedly the harsh

weather, another the fact that many men and women leave the zona early in the mornings for

work and only return after dark Social life focuses around baptisms, weddings, 'techados' (a

kind of house-warming celebrating the roofing of a house), funerals, and to a lesser extent

the celebration of saint days ,35 These are not community-based gatherings in the sense that

all families are invited; only 'techados' and funerals are open to all. Selections are usually

made according to whose events one has been invited to in the past, and who participated is

often a reflection of the popularity of the family. The wedding of a daughter of a previous

president of the Santiago 'junta' was not attended by many because of the unpopularity of

her father. In contrast to this, when an elderly man whose wife ran a corner shop was killed

on the motorway virtually everybody from the barrio attended the funeral.

Differentiating work and household relations

With the description of Alto Munaypata in mind, let me now turn to descriptions of three

households to illustrate differences in work and intra-household spouse relations.

34 In the Church-room Club de Madres women were taught knitting and sewing activities, and much emphasis
was placed on teaching them about health and hygiene. Their participation was rewarded with donations of
food [alimentos] in amounts according to the number of children under 10 years that the women have.
35 Fiestas in the honour of private saints are mainly an urban phenomenon, Buechler & Buechler (1992) note.
They explain the principle like this: "A person initiates the process by sponsoring a fiesta for an image he or she
inherited or acquired in some other way. He/she then passes on the image, and the obligation to sponsor the
fiesta, to a person who has volunteered to sponsor (or has been pressured into sponsoring) the fiesta the
following year." (p. 232). See also Albo et al. (1983) for a discussion of the differences between rural and urban
fiestas.
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Esperanza Machaca and Carlos Quispe3

Esperanza and Carlos have been together for four years. Together they have a 1-year old girl

and in addition live with Carlos' two twins of 6 years - a boy and a girl - from his previous

marriage, which ended with his wife's death.

Esperanza was a housewife at the time of the interview. She was 22 years old,

'de pollera' — that is, wearing the heavy-gathered skirt, shawl, small ballerina-like shoes and

bowler hat characteristic of Aymara migrant women in La Paz city. She had stopped sub-

contracting sewing of children's clothes when she fell pregnant and had now been without

work for one year. Used to earning about bs 40 ($ 7)37 a week, she planned to start again

when possible ' Because I have to help, yes' [Torque tengo que ayudar, si'].

Esperanza grew up in the countryside with her grandparents. Her mother died

when she was two. Eleven years old, she was given the choice of staying in the countryside

with her grandparents or going to the city with her father. She chose the latter and

immediately upon her arrival in the city, started work in a factory in Obrajes, one of the

wealthier areas. At 15 she started to work as an 'empleada' (domestic servant) as a way to

earn money while learning different household tasks. Soon after, her brother began to teach

her sewing. He already worked as a sub-contracted sewer himself. "When Esperanza was

seventeen her brother managed to set up his own workshop, and she joined him for half a

year. But she found him difficult to work with as he was very impatient, and she returned to

sub-contracting. When she first got pregnant a few years ago, she stopped the sewing and

started selling underwear and socks 'ambulante' (itinerant)38. She lost the child however, and

after one year of selling she returned to sub-contracting work, which brought higher

earnings. When she became pregnant for the second time the doctor told her to stop

working altogether, so she did. Over the years, in between different sub-contracts and when

demand for her sewing was low, Esperanza used to 'escape' to wash clothes in other

people's homes, against her husband's wishes and without his knowledge.

Esperanza got together with Carlos after having chatted to him a few times at

the market. She already knew about him, as she had met him for the first time at a cousin's

wedding five years before. One day when she met him at the market she started drinking

with him and his friends. She had already decided to get together with him, because she

wanted to leave the house of her father and stepmother. They spent the night together, and

36 All the respondents' and informants' names are changed throughout the thesis.
37 Bs =Bolivianos; $=US $. The exchange rate used is the mean rate during the period of the main field work.
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from then on they were a couple. The next morning he told her that he had a child, but she

only learned later that in fact he had two children. Although upset about this in the

beginning, she soon accepted the children as her own.

In the beginning the relationship with Carlos was difficult and violent. His

parents and sisters would blame her for not becoming pregnant and for not doing the

domestic tasks well enough. Esperanza wanted Carlos to side with her and defend her to his

family, and this resulted in many arguments and violence too. After moving to a rented

house these family problems disappeared and her husband also gradually stopped beating

her. Now that they had been together for four years, she was quite happy with the

relationship and her main complaint was that her husband drank too much. He was aware

that she did not like him to drink, but her objections did not stop him from doing so.

The division of labour and responsibilities between Esperanza and Carlos was

clear: he was responsible for providing financially for the family, and she was to mind the

domestic life, including managing the wages he handed over. She found that 'stretching'

['estirar'] the money was quite difficult now that she herself was not earning. Carlos was a

long-distance lorry driver, which meant that he was away from home several weeks at a time.

At the time of the interview he had had his license for driving lorries for only one month.

Before that he worked as an 'ayudante' (helper). His basic salary was bs 350 ($ 62) a month

excluding overtime for long trips. Thus he was expecting to take home in the future between

bs 700 and 1000 ($ 125-178) a month. Despite his extensive physical absence from the

home, both agreed that he was the main decision-maker and primary authority in the

household.

Patricia Mamani and Francisco Tintaya

Patricia and Francisco were a young couple that had only been together for a bit more than a

year when we39 interviewed them. They were both factory workers.

Patricia, 24 years old, dressed 'de vestido', that is in 'western-style' clothing,

wearing trousers and a top or sweater. She was born in the city and had lived there all her

life. She started working in a chemical factory in the middle-class residential area of

Miraflores when she was 19. She had graduated as 'bachiller' after 12 years of schooling.

'Bachiller' was a requirement of the factory for all its workers.

38 Selling 'ambulante' means not having a fixed place authorized by the local authorities. 'Ambulas' seldom sell
in the same place but move around to avoid fines and conflicts with other sellers.
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For the first year she was employed on a temporary basis, receiving only bs 190

($ 34 a month). Thereafter she was given a permanent contract with a higher salary and social

security. Now, after four years, she earned bs 450 a month ($ 80). There was no overtime

pay. The factory was supposed to pay workers bs 4 ($ 1) a day for lunch on top of the salary,

but at the time of the interview it had not done so for the past two months.

Patricia's work hours were from 8 to 18.30 five days a week, with one hour off

for lunch.40 She was involved in producing and inspecting medicines, and sterilising the

rooms. She rose at 5 am to be at work at 8, but still sometimes could not make it on time.

On her way to work she passed by her mother's house nearby in Alto Munaypata, leaving

her 5-month-old daughter with her for the day. When she was half an hour late, half a day's

salary was deducted and if she was later than that, a whole day's salary was deducted. The

salaries at the factory were individually set for each person, but to her knowledge men did

not receive more than women. In fact the factory preferred women to men, and single

women to married women. They would take on married women too, Patricia explained, as

long as they had no children. Becoming pregnant and drawing on her maternity rights had

not been a problem though; it was not even commented on by management. Still, she was

now considering leaving work to better be able to care for her daughter.

Patricia got together with her husband after 7 years of dating him. They lived

with his mother and brothers, an arrangement Patricia was happy with. When we

interviewed Patricia's husband Francisco, he had just found a job in a garment factory, after

having been out of work for many months. He had passed by the factory by coincidence on

his way somewhere else, and had gone in to ask for a job. To his surprise he was offered it.

He had not yet had his first paycheck, but expected to earn between bs 700-800 ($ 125-143)

a month.

Francisco told us that he believed that men and women had the same

capacities in all aspects except when it came to physical strength. He was aware that there

was a lot of 'machismo' in Bolivia resulting in husbands not allowing their wives to work,

but stressed that he gave Patricia 'her space' ['su lugar'] so that she could work if she wanted

to. He believed that 'a man must always work' ['el hombre siempre tiene que trabajar'], but

he would never oblige his wife to work. Patricia characterised her relationship with her

husband as very equal, and both she and her husband stressed that they shared the decision-

391 use 'we' throughout the thesis to refer to my female assistant Marta Carrasco and I.
40 This meant that Patricia worked more than the 40 hrs stipulated by law as the maximum regular working
week for women.
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making, carried out most household tasks together and understood each other well.

However Patricia also revealed that the domestic tasks were mainly her responsibility.

According to Patricia she managed the household funds, but Francisco could

access the money in the box if he really needed to, as long as he told her afterwards. They

did the budgeting together and they had equal knowledge about the money available at any

time. This form of management was, according to Francisco, 'shared' money management,

and he did not feel constrained in his access to the money. This seemingly rather

harmonious relationship was not without conflicts: Patricia did not like her husband to go

out drinking and sometimes forbade him to. She was not always successful in this.

Marta Quispe

Marta looked as if she was in her late 50s, tired and worn out, despite being ten years

younger. She was 'de pollera' and sold food at night on the Avenida Tumusla - a lower-

middle class area in the city centre. She had a 'puesto*1 on the street, but no longer paid the

daily fee because she arrived late enough in the evening so as not to be a registered user. She

would start selling food between 10 and 11 pm in the evening and arrive back in the house

between 4 and 5 am. Marta had a daughter and a son living with her, both in their twenties.

They each had a small child, but no partners. Marta's daughter studied tourism and her son

worked as a car mechanic. Because of their work and studies, she told us, the responsibility

for the children was Marta's. Often her grandchildren woke up at 6 a.m. and Marta had to

then get up and take care of them. She often slept in the mini-bus or on her 'puesto' to make

up for the lack of sleep at night. The only help Marta got with the household duties was the

daughter washing her own child's clothes and her son paying off the loan they had taken out

to build an extension on the house. The explanation Marta gave for this was that her

daughter was busy studying, and her son's work was so physically demanding (as he himself

would point out to her) that when he was not working or playing football he needed to rest.

The extension to the house was not yet finished and Marta shared a room with her daughter

and the two grandchildren, while her son had a room on his own. Marta's husband had

recently left her for another woman with whom he also had a child. This put even more

pressure on her to bring back enough money so that they could all eat, but even on a good

41 A 'puesto' is an allocated place authorized by local authorities for selling activities. It is usually bought from
or granted by the local authorities, sometimes after spontaneous occupation over a period of time (Escobar,
1989). In addition a weekly or daily fee is paid and sometimes a yearly amount too. A 'puesto'may be on the
street or in a market. Women (and some men) sit on the ground selling their goods, they have a stand or they
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night she would only make at most bs 20 ($ 4). Despite economic difficulties she was not too

sad about her husband having left her. He had never handed over much of his earnings from

the taxi-driving he did, always bossed her around, and was often violent. She stressed that she

would never have left him though, as she was taught that a woman had to stand by her

husband. Him leaving her had nevertheless given her more peace and potential freedom, she

found. Now she dreamed of travelling when her daughter graduated and her son found

himself a new wife. By then she would no longer have to take care of her grandchildren, and

she would be able to do what she liked, she reasoned. Until then she did not want to make

too many demands on her children.

Malta's daughter was as from a different world: she was young, beautiful and

well-dressed. As far as we could judge when we saw her, her clothes and shoes adhered to

the latest fashion for young women, the same both in Bolivia and Europe. Her hair was long

and shining, and she wore perfect and quite heavy make-up. On the streets of the main

commercial centre of La Paz, anybody would probably have thought that she was an middle-

upper class woman from 'Zona Sur', the most expensive residential area in La Paz, living in a

house with domestic servants — not a single mother living in a small shared room in a house

without basic sanitary facilities, whose own mother was once a domestic servant and now

worked as a street-seller.

Issues and themes

Some issues around the research questions

The above stories were chosen for their diversity. They illustrate the variations that existed

between the different kinds of work that women performed in terms of place, hours, ways of

entering work, and stability: Patricia had only ever had one job while Esperanza had been

engaged in a number of economic activities. Patricia worked during the day for a set number

of hours specified by the employer, Marta worked at night according to her need for income

and the demand for her food, and while Marta's earnings were low and varied, Patricia's were

relatively high and stable. Esperanza's work was highly dependent on the family and

conditioned by the domestic situation, while Patricia had found her job on her own and

shaped domestic work around her paid work.

may even have a kiosk Marta did not have anything on her stand except for the pots and the heating devices
she brought with her everyday.
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The stories point to differences in the relationship between spouses' work; Marta

worked long hours because she was the main breadwinner, Esperanza engaged in activities

that could marry with her domestic and child-caring activities, leaving her husband to be the

main breadwinner, and Patricia worked in a job similar to her husband's and earned almost

as much as him.

We saw how the different couples got together and how varied their living

arrangements were; we also saw to what extent conflicts with family members moved beyond

the couple. The stories of Patricia & Francisco and Esperanza & Carlos also pointed to very

different forms of partnerships, with different degrees of sharing responsibilities and tasks

between spouses and different forms of money management: Esperanza and Marta did

almost all the household work, in part a consequence of having husbands who were

temporarily or permanently absent, while Patricia and Francisco shared most tasks although

the responsibility in the end was hers. They also shared money management to a large

degree, while both Esperanza and Marta were left with most of the burden of making the

money last. The three sketches suggested various degrees of conflict between husbands and

wives, different modes of bargaining and different strategies, each of which were

underpinned by gendered relationships to the domestic and the public sphere, and to leisure

and work both Marta and Esperanza had experienced violence. Patricia had never been

beaten by her husband and employed more direct strategies in her relationship with

Francisco, but when it came to his drinking, was only partially successful in curtailing it.

Esperanza did not like it when Carlos went out but did not try to prevent it. He on the other

hand objected to her washing clothes for money, but she did it anyway. We also saw

similarities that suggested certain deep-seated inequalities across different couple-

relationships: the domestic responsibility, irrespective of the degree of sharing the workload,

fell in all three cases to the women; they saw themselves as primarily responsible for making

the money last, while husbands engaged in costly leisure activities (drinking), which women

did not.

The story of Marta of her family particularly illustrates some of the issues around

the research questions on socio-economic processes and mechanisms in the city and changes

in gender relations within the household: it points to the different opportunities that existed

for and were acted on by individuals within the modern city, the degree of social mobility

within generations and the role of parents in shaping this, and gives us some hints as to the

speed of social change in the city.
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The stories of Esperanza & Carlos, Patricia & Francisco, and Marta are descriptions

that give 'life' to my research questions and point to a variety of practices related to them.

The descriptions tell us more about women's lives than those of their husbands', and this

reflects the balance of the gender analysis in the thesis as a whole. In part this is an analytical

(and political) choice inherent in the research, in that my concern is to explore the impact of

women's work on intra-household relations (with the overall political intention of assessing

women's emancipation in relation to this). In part, it is also a methodological consequence of

the difficulties in interviewing men, a point on which I elaborate below.

The sketches do not, of course, show a complete picture, nor do they provide us

with answers and conclusions. We cannot, for example, tell what the common patterns in

inequalitites and processes of bargaining were, what changes were taking place, what

different constraints and possibilities groups of individuals had, what the relationships

between different forms of inequalities were, nor what kind of causal mechanisms were at

play. Hawwe reach such conclusions and on what basis, raises important questions, such as

how to capture similarities 'despite' the variety and complexity of the patterns and processes;

how to capture causal mechanisms methodologically, how we 'assess' the knowledge gained

from interviews; how we get to know about what actually goes on inside the household

without being there, and finally, how one as a researcher 'builds' up knowledge. In the next

section I discuss these questions in detail.
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Part three: Methodology

This part discusses the methodology of the thesis, in part by describing and discussing the

actual processes of data collection and analysis, and in part through a more analytical

discussion of issues of knowledge.

Dealing with data

I was introduced to Alto Munaypata via a local NGO. It seemed a good place to conduct my

study, partly because it was a relatively old settlement, unaffected by a heavy influx of

migrants, and partly because it was clearly one of the poorest areas in La Paz city.

Fieldwork: a journey of building up data

The fieldwork for this thesis was carried out over a total period of more than 10 months.

The first period of fieldwork, from January to May 1998, was about identifying a place to

conduct the fieldwork, explore themes related to my research questions and 'testing' ways of

best collecting data.

Once having settled on Alto Munaypata I began to look into ways in which I

could best go about studying the topic of my Ph.D. I conducted a number of PRA

(Participatory Rural Appraisal) inspired sessions, with varying success (see Koch Laier, 1999

for a discussion of this; see Appendix B for a description of tools used), and with the initial

idea of a quantitatively dominated study, I then focused on designing a suitable questionnaire

and examining ways in which I could use visual techniques as part of this. In this period,

together with my assistants, I tested 5 quite different questionnaires, none of which turned

out to adequately capture inequalities and power relations between husbands and wives. With

the use of drawings (as opposed to the respondents themselves drawing) we fared better.

Using pre-drawn pictures turned out to be a good way to talk about otherwise sensitive

topics and they also served for categorisation and scaling purposes to closed questions (as

described later).

By the end of the three months I had abandoned my initial idea of a big

questionnaire survey as the main tool (although I still intended to do quantitative analysis),

and had a good grounding for conducting semi-structured interviews on the topic.
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In October 1998 I returned to Bolivia for a period of 7 months to do more

systematic data collection (see Appendix A for details). The first task we engaged in was to

register all individuals 18 years and older according to work, gender, age and marital status, in

part to draw out a sample of couples for detailed interviewing, and in part to get a more

detailed picture of work patterns in the community.

A total of 334 couples were registered in this survey. In order to determine the

impact of women's work, we decided to draw a stratified random sample according to

women's work 'position'. We ended up interviewing 24 women in informal work, 17 women

without any income-generating work, 4 women in formal work42, and 29 husbands in total

from all three groups. The reason for the low number of women interviewed in formal work

was that there were in fact very few formally working wives (21) in Alto Munaypata. If we

were to take women's formal work seriously as a separate category - recognising how

different this kind of work typically is to much informal work (see chapter 4) - we obviously

needed more women from this group. To solve this problem we decided to draw on a sub-

sample of female workers from the garment factory La Modelo.

La Modelo was introduced to me via the 'Federación de Fabriles' (Federation

of Factory Workers). From a list of all female workers we randomly drew a sample of 30

workers with the expectation that about half would be single, which indeed turned out to be

the case.43 We ended up interviewing 14 factory women and one husband who was also

working in the factory.

These interviews were of a semi-structured nature and centred on work and

intra-household relations. (I discuss the design of the interviews more fully below). As the

interviews proceeded we became more and more frustrated as interesting new topics

emerged which we could not address fully because of time constraints. The time limit for

respondents was about l-l1/^ hours, after which most became impatient and/or exhausted by

the exercise, and factory workers had to return to work. To get to the depth of certain

themes emerging from the previous interviews, especially changes taking place over time and

between generations, and to get a detailed understanding of some women's life-histories, we

drew up an additional small sample conditioned by the willingness of respondents to be

further interviewed. This resulted in in-depth, loosely structured interviews with seven

42 Formal workers: Two were factory workers, one was a cleaner in a college and one was a street-cleaner in a
co-operative.
43 Of the 30 women, 15 had partners and one had left work by the time we started the interviews. Of the 15
women, one refused to participate in the research.
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women already interviewed, four parents of some of these women44 and one other elderly

woman who had lived in La Paz most of her life. The diagram below illustrates the different

samples and the methods employed. In addition the analysis of the thesis also builds on

interviews from the 'testing' period (such as that of Marta), informal conversations with

friends, assistants and acquaintances acting as informants, and participant observation in Alto

Munaypata.

Table 1.1. Sample and Methods

Sample

Survey:

All adults 18 years and older in Alto Munaypata

(almost 900 individuals)

Main sample:

a) 45 couples in Alto Munaypata randomly

stratified according to women's income-

generating activities (45 wives and 29

husbands were interviewed).

b) 14 female factory workers randomly

selected + 1 husband (also factory

worker)

Additional sample:

Individuals from different generations, purposefully

selected on the basis of above (7 women from

main sample, 4 parents, 1 other elderly)

Method

Questionnaire survey recording basic data on age,

gender, marital status and income generating work

i

Semi-structured interviews with the use of

questionnaire parts and visual illustrations

In-depth semi-structured interviews with some use

of visual illustrations

I returned to Alto Munaypata and the factory in February 200145 to present and discuss the

initial findings of the research. I wanted to report back to the people who had spent time

talking to me by discussing the findings with them and handing over a short document about

the study for them to keep. Methodologically I also wanted to triangulate my interpretation

44 Two of the women were engaged in selling (one had her own small kiosk, one sold food on the street), two
were factory workers (one from Alto Munaypata and one from La Modelo who lived in El Alto), two women
were without income-generating activities, and one women was, together with her husband, engaged in sub-
contracted home-working. For two of the women their mothers were also interviewed and in one case both the
woman's parents were interviewed.
45 After one year of maternity leave.
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of the data by taking into account their responses to my initial conclusions in the final

analysis. In fact this did change parts of the final analysis.

Interviews and the initial analysis: getting at patterns and processes, and the

causal mechanisms

My concern was to capture both intra-household and work patterns as well as the processes

behind and challenges to the patterns. Getting at processes was important to understand the

complexities of the issues at stake and the power issues as they were played out, but a key

question was also the distributive patterns of inequalities. The interviews were designed and

conducted, and the analysis was carried out, in a way that supported these concerns.

The interviews I conducted with the main sample were of a semi-structured yet

standardised nature. They were standardised in the sense that all respondents were asked the

same questions46 in the same order and semi-structured in the way that there was also room

for making additional questions or changing the wording of the questions to suit the

respondent's understanding.

The interviews were a mixture of open and closed questions. This meant that

the interview guide was not only a guide but also partly a questionnaire at the same time (see

Appendix Q. Some answers were recorded on the paper and the whole interview was taped

as well. There were questions such as 'what are your responsibilities in the household?' and

questions related to specific domestic tasks where respondents were asked to indicate 'how

much' they did. We used visual illustrations for scaling purposes with great success. For

instance a drawing of five glasses filled with increasing amounts of water represented a scale

of 1-5. Three pictures where the size of a man and a woman on each varied, represented the

relative dominance of the husband and wife in decision-making on the specific issues we

asked about. We also used a drawing where a man hit a woman to introduce the sensitive

topic of domestic violence to the female respondents (but not to the male ones). We would

demonstrate the drawing and ask women to comment on it. In this way the picture gave the

individual the choice of talking about her own experiences or not. Sometimes it also worked

as a 'third' object diverting the attention away from the one-to-one discussion.47

46 The interview guide for the men was slightly different from that for women, mainly leaving out questions on
basic data (which we had from the women) and sensitive issues. See Appendix C.
47See Buchanan-Smith, 1993, on general advantages of visual techniques.
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Pre-drawn pictures were also used in the in-depth interviews in order to foster

a discussion of women's different kinds of income-generating activities.48 Generally these

interviews were characterised by their conversational tone, guided by open questions

designed specifically to each interview, and more spontaneous follow-up questions. Specific

questions were also asked to clarify relations and issues which had come up in a previous

interview with the respondent or with a family member. In addition to being respondents,

these interviewees were also considered informants and we asked them about the history of

Alto Munaypata, the factory and La Paz city.

Using both open and closed questions meant responses that were both

'straight' answers to direct questions as well responses characterised by elaborations,

'diversions', opinions, and discussions of various issues.49 Applying different types of quest-

ions to the same themes also meant that triangulation took place during the interviews,

allowing for the clarification of contradictions.

Open questions were particularly apt for getting at the procedural aspects and

complexities because responses often went beyond the questions, while the closed questions

made an accessible base for getting at comparative patterns across cases. This obvious

relationship was manipulated in the data analysis.

The data was analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Graph 1.250 illustrates the

relationship between the data and the analysis. The survey of adults in Alto Munaypata was

coded and put into SPSS for Windows. So too were the questionnaire parts of the semi-

structured interviews { • ) . When possible the open questions were also summarised,

categorised and coded and entered into SPSS for quantitative analysis ( >). The semi-

structured and in-depth interview transcripts51 were (also) analysed qualitatively with the help

of the computer programme NUDIST. Interesting and telling quotes were pulled out and

categorised in a 'node-tree' where 'nodes' corresponded to categories and sub-categories

defined by myself ( •> ) and summaries of the interviews were constructed ( — • • ) . This

yielded different forms of data analysis: the statistical techniques were used for descriptive

48 Drawings showed women engaged in different types of work, some common to women, some not, informal
and formal ones, blue-collar and white-collar jobs. The interviewees were asked to comment on the pictures.
49 It should be remembered that the closed questionnaire questions were designed on the basis of previous
'testing' and knowledge about the issues from the first, 3-month stay.
50 On ways of transforming data, see Kvale, 1998; on data analysis type, see Huberman and Miles, 1998.
51 Kvale (1988) says that transcripts are 'decontextualised' conversations and "Accepting as a main premise that
meaning depends on context, the transcripts make for an impoverished basis for interpretation"(p.99).
However I would argue firstly that when reading and analyzing transcripts one is usually able to recall the
context in which the interview was recorded, and secondly that the recording and transcriptions of interviews
allows for details to be kept. It also enables the interviewer to concentrate on atnducáng'áxt. interview rather than
on veoarding it.
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quantitative analysis (======> )., while the interview summaries and categorised quotes were

used for analysis which focused on certain themes (variables) and the relationships between

them, across individuals ( >), and analysis that departed from analysis of (aspects of)

individuals' lives (= cases: > ). The descriptive quantitative analysis and the variable-

oriented qualitative analysis were the basis for identifying patterns (in outcomes and

processes) and similarities across complexities. The variable-oriented and case-oriented

analyses were particularly useful for identifying variations and complex processes within

(outcome) patterns.

Graph 1.2. Data Analysis

Data Type

Data

Transformation

Data Analysis

Techniques

Data Analysis Type

Quantitative Qualitative
(interview transcripts)

Condense

Enter data into SPSS
and run basic

statistics

n
n
V

Descriptive
quantitative

(variable-oriented)

Categorise part of full
text

Write summary of
interview transcript

using NUDIST

Variable-oriented
qualitative analysis

Condense and
categorise

Pick out quotes illustrat-
ing interesting, typical or

atypical aspects and
categorise them using

NUDIST

Case-oriented
qualitative analysis

Participant observations of events such as funerals and 'fiestas', conversations with female

friends from Alto Munaypata, discussions with my assistants, and the explorative interviews

from the first period of fieldwork were all valuable sources of data which, while not formally

analysed according to what has been sketched out above, were nevertheless important

sources for the qualitative analysis related to my research questions.
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Quantitative and qualitative analysis: occurrences and causalities

Let me elaborate a little more on what role I now see for the qualitative and quantitative

analyses respectively. The analysis using SPSS in this thesis is a descriptive quantitative analysis

only, without the use of significance levels. The reason for this is two-fold. Firstly my

stratified random samples are carried out in two different settings (as presented above),

violating assumptions about the selection as based upon one population, or populations of a

similar type when treating the data together. The second reason is that the number of cases

in some of the sub-groups analysed is very small, making, for instance, any chi-square

analysis impossible. This means then that the relevance of relations between variables in this

study will be argued for qualitative)/ instead of being sustained or dismissed on the basis of the

relations between variables having appeared by chance or not. So, too, will the nature of

relations be examined qualitatively,52 to determine to what extent causal relationships are

necessary or contingent. How do we determine whether women's employment has an impact

upon intra-household relations? Quantitative analysis showing patterns with associations

between, for example, certain types of employment and certain outcomes in spouse relations

would give us hints. But associations of occurrences do not tell us about causations, and the hints

may in fact be misleading (although interesting and inviting one to address the issues). It may

be that other factors associated with work are the real causes behind certain intra-household

relations. In order to determine the real causal relationships Sayer (1999) suggests that one

asks a series of questions: What does the practice presuppose? What are the pre-conditions?

Could it exist without the other (i.e. could certain forms of intra-household relations exist

without women in a certain type of work)? What is it about it that enables certain things to

take place? Relevant questions are therefore not only what we observe, in other words how

things take place, but how they could look. To engage in such 'thought experiments' we need

a good understanding of things as they are. Such analysis points to whether causal mechanisms

are contingent or necessary, and inhat mechanisms are at stake and under what conditions they

are enacted.

Quantitative descriptions combined with qualitative in-depth analysis means

knowledge about 'how many' and what kind of patterns of distribution between categories

there are, as well as knowledge about complexities, processes and causal mechanisms within
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and across categories. In this thesis quantitative analysis is used primarily to quantify claims

and arguments which are based on qualitative analysis.53 This not only reflects a significant

shift from my original 'quantitative' position in the early stages of the fieldwork, it also has

consequences for what will be quantified in the thesis. For example many of my arguments

are based on qualitative data collected in the later stages of the fieldwork as I discovered their

relevance, and thus cannot be sensibly quantified in terms of the samples.

Questions of knowledge

From a slightly different angle let me now turn to a number of different questions of

knowledge relevant to my analysis.

Knowledge from interviews

There are two extreme positions when it comes to interviewing and the knowledge produced

from it. One position claims, crudely put, that to obtain true knowledge one should minimise

aspects which can influence the answers of the respondents. It is about asking the right

questions in the right manner, in the same way in every interview. Another position rejects

this and argues that such concern with 'bias' is irrelevant as all knowledge is a product of the

particular interview situation, hence there is no objective knowledge, and no point in looking

for it, nor should we 'assess' knowledge which arises from the interview, or in any other way

be critical of it.

Both positions in their extreme are problematic. The first position assumes

that individuals understand questions and what they are about in the same manner, and does

not account for the fact that respondents often shape their answers according to isho

interviews them or how the interview interaction unfolds, independent of how 'correctly1 the

interviewer behaves and how well-designed the questions are. Neither does it take into

account that interviewers may interpret answers differently. While it is obvious that the

knowledge is a product of the interview (situation), the second position ignores the reality

that many aspects of daily life are interpreted based on a reasonably shared understanding,

resulting in answers that are going to be the same (or at least similar) whoever poses the

question in whatever situation. Age, marital status, what the person had for breakfast, and

52 Statistical correlations and regression say nothing about causations, but are often assumed to. See Sayer, 1999,
chapter 6, for an excellent discussion on this.
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perhaps even political affiliations are not issues to which responses are going to be much

different depending on the researcher, and questions on these issues can be asked in many

different ways without necessarily altering the essence of the response. Furthermore

researchers are often quite capable of acknowledging and questioning the 'baggage' they carry

as well as being sharply aware of how their particular presence (and topics) shape the

interview situation, and thus the knowledge derived from it. Some may even point to

different possible interpretations of data which can then be questioned, debated and perhaps

even 'tested' by others.

An in-between position is the most sensible one: that is, research is not simply

a matter of finding the right techniques to obtain true knowledge, nor is it all about

subjective interpretations which cannot be assessed in terms of which comes closer to reality

and just have to be accepted.54 Rather, research is both about developing adequate techniques

to ensure the validity and reliability of the data, being aware of how the 'position' of the

researcher influences the way research is conducted - and how it is interpreted and analysed

- as well as acknowledging how the interview situation produces knowledge which would

perhaps be rather different in another interview. Differences or similarities in gender, race,

class and age between interviewer and interviewees are often important, as much feminist

literature has pointed out (Lee, 1997; Lockwood, 1992; Thompson, 1992).

In the interviews I conducted, gender more than anything else played an

important role. The interviews with the women went better than I could have hoped for.

Most women were open and eager to communicate to us what their lives were like, even

when it came to more sensitive issues such as violence and sexual relations. At first I thought

that this was due to the popularity of my assistant who on a daily basis acted as the local

nurse in the area. But this could not have been more than a part of the explanation as the

interviews with the factory workers (unknown to my assistant Marta before the interviews)

showed. My conclusion was that it was much more about the empathy Marta illustrated,

combined with the women's urge to talk about their lives. Marta had strong Aymara features

(and spoke Aymara), and, although obviously from a higher social class than the respondents,

she helped to produce 'confianza' (trust) by the way in which she spoke and listened with

care and concern.

53 For a discussion of ways to combine qualitative and quantitative approaches and the advantages of this, see
Brannen, 1992; Bryman, 1992; Hammersley, 1992; Punch, 1998; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998.
54 For an excellent discussion of these issues, and a very good example of how differently one can interpret the
same data depending on one's ontological and epistemológica! position, see Lockwood, 1992. Sayer (1999) sug-
gest that we abandon the notion of 'truth' or think of it in terms of 'practical-adequate' to the world, 'that is the
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Not surprisingly, the interviews with men were more problematic. I had a male

interviewer but as with the women I decided to participate in the interviews. Most of these

interviews did not have the same spirit of 'confianza' as the ones with the women. Often the

men seemed suspicious and even reluctant to take part in the interview. Sometimes I had the

feeling that they wore a 'mask', representing themselves in a way which had little to do with

their real lives. The way the respondent looked at us -- with suspicion or confidence - the

way he sat uneasily or more comfortably on the chair, how genuine or polite his smiles were,

the tone of his voice, how rapidly he spoke as well as, obviously, what he said, were all

pointers to his engagement or disengagement with the interview. Apart from the few cases

where the men obviously contradicted themselves or directly stated their uneasiness with the

interviews, it was difficult to say exactly what the lack of 'confianza' was about though. It

may have been related to the men's perceived role as 'protectors' of the household and the

experiences with failed promises (money) from local authorities and NGOs that many of the

families (they told me) had experienced. Also, given that the topic was 'gender relations

between spouses' and I sat in on the interviews it is not surprising that men were 'on guard'.

Some of the 'desconfianza' may also have been imagined by me.55 This of course did not

leave me in any position to 'judge' the different interviews harshly, or to 'exclude' those in

which I thought the man was literally leading me 'astray*. Consequently at one level I have

treated all interviews in the same way. No exemptions or change of data are made when it

comes to the quantitative analysis. When it comes to the qualitative analysis however, I only

use information and quotes from the interviews, or parts of it, where I felt sure that the man

did not deliberately misinform me - unless I am discussing the interview (parts) in the

context of' mistrust'.

As a consequence, this means that not only is the balance of focus on women

in this study because of the research question, but also because more insightful data emerged

from the interviews with women than from the interviews with men.

Studying intra-household relations

What people say they do is not necessarily what they do. As Holy and Stuchlik (1983) point

out: "Whatever people say their actions are or will be cannot be taken as an equivalent to

whatever actions they might actually be seen to perform, or as a prediction that such an

extent to which it generates expectations about the world and about the results of our actions which are
realized' (p.23)
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action will actually take place." (p. 11). Observation may resolve this, one might think, but

people often also change behaviour in a researcher's company. The relationship between a

couple is likely to be quite different if a researcher studying couple relations lives with them,

especially when the researcher is around, where for instance discussions and violence are

likely to be suppressed.

Studying intra-household behaviour then poses a particular problem because of

its very 'private' nature. A 'conspiracy of silence' (Wilson, G., 1991) shared by the couple

about aspects of what goes on makes for one reason why it is particularly difficult to get at

the real gender relations within the household. But even when the partners are quite happy to

talk about what goes on, accounts by husbands and wives will often differ. This is not

because one is lying and the other one is telling the truth, but because husbands and wives

are likely to put different emphasis on different things and interpret the same events in

different ways. Getting at 'what actually happens' or 'what usually happens' within the four

walls of the house thus seems an impossible task This however does not mean that we

should give up the endeavour altogether, in my view. But it does mean that we should be

cautious in considering individuals' perceptions and tales as neat reflections of what truly

goes on.

There are two ways of getting doser to the realm of reality inside the house

(where most of the 'played-out' couple relations take place, though not all). One is to

examine discrepancies and agreements between spouses on particular issues, for example

who decides what and who does what. Although similar perceptions might be exactly that,

discrepancies and agreements are nevertheless likdy to tell us something about what really

goes on. If, for instance, both men and women agree on the fact that women do the majority

of clothes washing and men mainly decide about going out, then it is after all likely that this

is what happens, unless something points to a 'conspiracy of silence' on this. Where spouses

disagree greatly about what goes on, more than variations in perceptions, this may very well

indicate contestation and conflicts surrounding these issues.

The other way of 'getting inside the house' without being there, is to examine

particular events or critical areas of contestation where respondents' accounts of these

illustrate power relations as 'played out', and where they point to the relations of inequality,

domination and sub-ordination between the couple in specific or more general terms. Of

course one should be careful in judging a particular event, such as an instance of wife-

55 My emotional involvement was 'sided' with the women, which may have made me feel more suspicious about
men's accounts than women's, especially when they were not very co-operative.
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beating, as representing a constant and absolute balance of gender domination/subordin-

ation between the couple. However while it certainly does not, accounts of such and other

events do point to gendered possibilities, constraints and boundaries, intra-couple

negotiations or the lack of the same. Combined with knowledge of other 'played-out' gender

relations we can begin to piece together a picture of variations and constancies in power

relations, and the elements of these, between the couples.

Analysis: building up knowledge

Building up knowledge is a process of constant refinements, of moving forward, going

sideways, stopping up and looking back, and choosing a different direction. It is about hav-

ing a hunch, following a lead and being surprised by the unexpected. It is both a mental

(thinking) and a physical exercise (writing) in close and sometimes simultaneous connection.

It is a very personal process as one debates with oneself and re-examines the data, as well as

a shared process as one discusses and presents interpretations to the academic community, to

respondents/informants and to friends and family.

Interpretation starts during fieldwork; during and after interviews and as one

participates in 'local' events and talks informally with new-found friends in the research

setting. One begins to see connections between things, entry-points for understanding

certain issues, and what the nature of the elements of the issues under investigation appear to

be. New, different or deeper forms of interpretation take place when analysing the data

qualitatively or quantitatively post-fieldwork Perhaps what one thought to be the case, was

after all not, and what one did not consider suddenly appears significant.

Analysing data involves making sense and making connections. To do so one

needs to synthesize and structure the data, place it in categories, label it, and relate the

categories to one another. As the fieldwork gets underway and the post-fieldwork data

analysis unfolds, the initial framework is usually built upon further and sustained. There is a

danger, though, that the analysis takes on its own logic, both in terms of interpreting data in

a narrow way — relating it only to the now almost-complete framework - and ignoring data

which does not 'fit'. A second, related danger lies in building on or sustaining the argument

with self-made blocks which are actually empty of real meaning, that is, making arguments to

make the puzzle fit which cannot be sustained by the data but are presented as so. These are

seldom conscious processes and can be avoided if the researcher questions the framework

and allows structures to change, that is keeps an open mind, ready to build on the

framework, but also to tear parts of it (or the whole) down and change its shape. In essence
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it is about making choices - choices about what to exclude and what to include in a valid and

non-arbitrary manner. Such choices will of course be different according to the person

making them, which is why a piece of research is in part also simply a story told from the

personal perspective of the researcher.

Because of the danger of the analysis taking on its own logic, perhaps especially

in qualitative analysis, one needs to be not only 'open-minded' but also systematic in the

analysis. Qualitative data analysis usually lacks transparency. With quantitative analysis it is

(or should be) clear what kind of statistical analysis is performed and the analysis is in full

(figure) form available in the main text or an appendix, so that the basis of the interpretation

is presented to the reader/listener. I do not want to underestimate the (invisible)

manipulations that can be made in quantitative analysis; I merely point out that in

comparison it is often difficult if not impossible to know on what basis qualitative analysis is

made; in other words how conclusions have been reached. Transcripts or notes from

interviews, unlike tables, cannot (usually) be presented to the reader. In part this cannot be

resolved. But it part it can - if one gives oneself and the reader (listener) the assurance that

the analysis is not a result of a logic 'taking over' but a product of an analysis carried out

thoroughly and systematically with a mind which both structures, synthesises and

continuously questions it all. This is what I have tried to do in this section, by highlighting

potential pitfalls and by carefully accounting for the data collection and analysis of this study.

Conclusion

In this introductory chapter I have shown the relevance of my research topic 'what is the

impact of women's employment on intra-household gender relations in low-income urban

households', and developed a number of more specific research questions. Through a

description of the main research setting and the lives of Esperanza & Carlos, Patricia &

Francisco and Marta I have given 'life' to these questions. "With the research topic laid out

firmly, the last part of the chapter has dealt with the methodological issues of the study. In

this part I have mapped out the fieldwork, and pointed out that a combination of both

qualitative and quantitative data and analysis have been used for investigating both patterns

and processes, but also stressed that the weight of the thesis is on qualitative analysis, as it is

more useful for determining causal mechanisms. How one interprets the knowledge coming

'out from' the interview situation and how one gets at what goes on inside the four walls of

the house have been addressed to show what the basis for the descriptions, arguments and
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conclusions of the thesis are. Lastly I have tried to describe how these have come about, in

other words how the analysis has been built up.

Structure of the thesis

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter Two builds up the theoretical and analytical foundations for the analysis

carried out in the rest of the thesis in three ways. First I examine the two gender models that

are generally considered as the foundations for understanding gender relations in Andean

Latin America, namely the Hispanic model and the Andean model. Having set the scene I

move into a more theoretical discussion of different concepts from which I develop the

conceptual framework of the thesis. The last part of the chapter puts the conceptual

framework into perspective through an epistemological discussion of the reproduction of

gender relations.

In order to answer how work has influenced intra-household gender relations, we

need to know about household patterns and the places each member of the couple takes

within the household and in the social relations outside it. The aim of Chapter Three is to

'place' the urban couple amidst other social relations, and to examine the foundations or

'workings' of the partnership. In the chapter I look at how spouses got together, why they

stay together and what the 'conjugal contract' involves in every-day life. I examine the

importance of the house as the frame that constitutes the couple, the struggles around

getting a house of their own, and how conflicts between women and mothers-in-law

especially were key reasons for women's desire and agency in obtaining a house. The chapter

examines extended relations beyond the household, and I argue that while couples were

more autonomous than is generally recognised in the household literature, at the same time

they were becoming increasingly mare isolated, with negative consequences for women

especially. I end the chapter by examining three concepts that were central to couples in

making sense of partnership, and on which individual spouses may draw in shaping the

conjugal contract. I show how the particular meanings attached to the concepts varied greatly

and how different degrees of agency were attached to them.

In Chapter Four I address the second part of my research question, namely the

question of women's work. In this chapter I describe the main different forms of economic

activities that women engaged in. I discuss men's work in comparison to that of women and

show how the labour market was highly gendered, with most women being relegated to low-
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income jobs largely conditioned by the domestic situation. I address changes in the gendered

labour market and argue that men's favourable position in the gendered labour market was

also associated with inflexibility, while women were more flexible, consequently posing a

(perceived) threat to men's breadwinning position. Finally I explore the bargaining and

strategies involved between spouses in women entering the labour market, and what

meanings women themselves attached to their work

In Chapter Five I examine intra-household processes in detail, and address the role

of women's work in shaping these. In the first part of the chapter I concentrate on two key

areas of bargaining: money management on the one hand, and leisure outings and wife-

beating on the other. I argue that women were generally key strategic agents in the first field,

while men often engaged in practices in the second field, which many women could do little

about. In the second part of the chapter I turn the analysis 'around' to examine processes of

bargaining and patterns of inequalities between sub-groups of the sample around 'poles' of

'hierarchy' and 'egalitarianism'. I argue that 'work mattered', seemingly especially so when it

came to certain women in formal sector work, who stood out by being stronger bargaining

agents within the conjugal contract and having a high degree of shared division of labour and

decision making between spouses. I also argue that these more 'egalitarian' couples cannot be

understood simply in terms of these women's work I end this chapter by concluding on the

thesis so far.

In Chapter Six I broaden up and 'twist' the analysis by addressing the secondary

research theme: how larger socio-economic processes influence gender relations. More

specifically I seek to answer the question of how to understand the association between

'certain' women, certain kinds of work and certain couple relationships and why it is that

couple relationships took such different forms, cutting across women's work as well, with

women (and men) employing very different strategies within them. I address these questions

firstly through a detailed historical examination of gender, class and ethnicity, and secondly

through an analysis of the position of the urban chola woman in contemporary La Paz. I

show how experiences of modern city life were very different for women depending on

whether they were migrants from the rural areas or born and raised in the city. I argue that

urban mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion help us to understand associations between

women's work and couple relationships.

In Chapter Seven I conclude the thesis by drawing together the main arguments and

themes of the thesis and by discussing new and different directions that the thesis questions

have inspired.
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Chapter Two

Setting the Scene: Theoretical and Conceptual Foundations

Introduction

In the last chapter I developed a series of research questions, illustrated them through

accounts of aspects of three women's lives, and discussed the methodology of the research.

In this chapter I explore the research questions from a different angle, namely in terms of the

theoretical and conceptual foundation. In setting up the theoretical foundation for

investigating how women's employment affects intra-household gender relations among

urban couples in low-income households and what role socio-economic processes have, I

will discuss bodies of quite different theoretical work, in terms of the level of theory

addressed (concepts, frameworks, larger theories) and in terms of the epistemological

perspectives underpinning these.

"Within the Latin American Andean literature it is commonly argued that one should

understand gender relations in terms of two 'models': the Andean and the Hispanic. In the

first part of the chapter I outline the content of these two models and argue that in

themselves they are not sufficient for understanding intra-household gender relations, and

consequently we need additional analytical tools. This leads onto a delineation of my

analytical framework, which is the aim of the second part of the chapter. The initial focus of

the discussion that follows is on perspectives that capture the dynamics and diversity of

intra-household relations and the 'movement' of households. In this part of the chapter key

concepts are discussed - some of which have already been mentioned - that are central to

my study of intra-household relations and gendered work the domestic cyde, pauer, bargzining

and strategies, and the oonjugd contract as a framework that can encompass the last three.

To fully understand and explain intra-household relations we need to explore

how relations beyond the household impact within it. There are two kinds of 'outside'

relations that need investigation. The first is those social relations that individuals themselves

directly engage in. These I address using the concepts of networks and orgmising practices. The

other kind is the urban societal gender frames or patriarchal barmans that, in the abstract,

advocate a set of 'rules of the game' for gendered practices. All this I argue must be

contextualised within socio-economic processes of change and continuity.
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To further position myself, to address how to conceptualise change and continuity,

and to show how my emerging conceptual framework 'fits' into more abstract theoretical

debates, the third part of the chapter addresses the reproduction and constitution of gender

relations through epistemological questions of structure and agency, and meaning and

identity.
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Part one: Two Gender models

The duality of gender relations

It is often argued that gender relations in Andean Latin America are to be understood in

terms of two main co-existing gender models. Miles and Buechler (1997) talk respectively of

the Andean model and the Hispanic Model; Pozo (1997) of Andean complementarity and

Western patriarchy, Peredo Beltrán (1993) of an Andean society and a Creole-Western

society, and Scott (1994) of the peasant family (with its Andean roots) versus the bourgeois

family (with its Spanish roots). The authors recognise that these models have not been static,

nor have they developed independently of each other, but often - implicitly or explicitly -

they are considered to express respectively egalitarian and hierarchical gender relations. To

understand what these perspectives or models entail, we need to piece together various kinds

of empirical research. Later in the thesis I return more fully to their explanatory values.

The A ndean 'modd'

This is without doubt the most documented and discussed of the two models. Various

authors have documented the importance and inter-linkage between gender, duality, and

complementarity in Andean rural societies. For instance in Andean cosmology the sun and

the moon, the mountains and the earth are respectively considered male and female (Harris,

1978; Silverblatt, 1987). 'Ayllus' (rural 'traditional' communities) have traditionally

incorporated high zones and low zones, respectively seen as male and female (Carafa, 1993,

Astvalsson, 1998). What 'cargos' (administrative and political community positions) men

hold has also been documented to be gendered (see Rosing, 1997). In ritual ceremonies, the

husband-and-wife unit is central in the performance of rituals (see for instance Harris, 1978),

and un-married men cannot hold 'cargos' in the community.1 Arteaga Montero (1990) argues

that in the Andean culture, marriage defines the identity and roles of men and women. In a

similar way Harris (1980) found that among the Laymis in highland Bolivia, 'the married

couple is the embodiment of society itself and is contrasted to unmarried people who in

1 Also, in Aymara there is no word for 'he' or 'she', only third person exists (Spedding, 1997). A woman or wife
is called 'warmi', and a man or a husband is named 'chacha'. Chachawarmi refers to the conjugal couple (Harris,
1978)
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certain respects are relegated to the wild' (p. 90),2 and Radcliffe (1991) found that in Calca in

the department of Cuzco, Peru, "Prior to marriage, the social construction of gender is a

process of becoming the full person who is realized upon marriage." (p. 138). Crudely put

then, in the Andean world, social, political, religious and ecological aspects are based on

principles of duality which are gendered.3 The couple, a dual and obviously gendered

construction, is in itself of crucial significance.

Central to the idea of complementarity is that men and women both engage in

agricultural and herding activities, often doing different 'complementar/ parts of the work,

such as men attending the crops and women the animals, men the ploughing and women the

sowing (see for instance Sikhink, 1994; Paulson, 1992; Harris, 1978; Harris, 1980).

Household tasks are usually carried out by women, as is childcare, but these are seen as

complementary to men's work in the fields. How segregated or shared the performance of

tasks is and how flexible and rigid the division of labour, may differ greatly in different areas

and according to different tasks.4

The complementarity of Andean couples has often been implicitly or explicitly

taken to mean equality between the genders (see for instance Miles and Buechler, 1997, p.2).

As Pozo (1997) says: "The concept of complementarity is generally expressed in the idea that

the relations of complementarity between men and women would tend to be ideologically

dominant in the Andean world, and its signification is associated with that of equality." ["El

concepto de complementaridad se expresa por lo general en la idea de que las relaciones de

complementariedad entre hombres y mujeres tenderían a ser ideológicamente dominantes en

el mundo andino, y su significado se asocia con el de igualdad."] (p. 131, author's own

emphasis). This, I would say, perhaps reflects a concern with studying practices in terms of

rituals, work, etc. at the expense of looking at the bargaining, authority and power relations

2 Unmarried people are expected to have sexual relations in mountains and odier places thought of as 'wild', as
opposed to married couples who have it in their homes. Dead unmarried people are diought of as having a
more difficult road to the land of the dead dian married people.
3 On other meanings attached, see Harris (1980) for an example of ambiguities in Andean images among the
Laymis in Northern Potosí, Bolivia.
4 Scott (1994), referring to a number of other audiors, argues that the Andean couple is generally characterised
by a 'marked segregation between men's and women's activities in the home and the farm' (p.84). However
among die Laymis in Nothern Potosí Harris (1978) found that division of labour was flexible when it came to
herding activities — where either part could take over when necessary -- and rigid when it came to
ploughing/sowing and weaving. In the nearby area of Condo Sikhink (1994) found the flexibility in
sowing/ploughing that Harris did not, and also in domestic cooking, where men would cook if the women were
not around. Spedding (1997), who looks at gender relations in the Los Yungas in Bolivia, also found a pattern
of flexible labour in farm activities.
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behind them. Power relations within Andean couples is generally an under-researched topic,5

but gender inequalities outside the household, such as women's absence in local assemblies,

have pointed to the fact that Andean gender complementarity is associated with inequality,6

and has caused some authors to re-think the spouse relation.7 For instance in an article

written in 1978 Harris states that decisions about the household economy are taken jointly by

all adult household members, and decisions about children are ultimately in the hands of

women (see p. 31). But in an article from 1980 she notes that 'women have a major voice in

all decisions' (p.79), even though men represent the household to the community as a whole.

Men's violence toward women is the 'most overt expression of men 's control over women'

(p. 79). In an article published in 1994, however, she explicitly examines violence and argues

that the Andean marriage should in part be seen as a 'permanently re-enacted scene of

violent abduction' (p.58). Radcliffe (1991) found in her study that men put less value upon

women's agricultural tasks than their own, and in their representation of the agricultural

cycle, have even denied women's role in certain tasks altogether. Harvey (1994) goes further

and argues: "Andean complementarity is essentially a hierarchical notion. The bringing

together of distinctive elements to form the complementary whole is confrontational

however. Because the hierarchy is not the prescribed, respectful, trusting hierarchy of kinship

but the achieved hierarchy of conquest." (p. 76).

To talk of an Andean model we refer to a context in which the social and

symbolic importance of the 'couple' is dual and gendered, and in which complementarity is

crucial to a conjugal contract that constitutes the division of labour between the couple.

Women, it appears, are not simply subordinated to men, although the degree of

'egalitarianism' and 'hierarchy' (and what exactly it entails) is unclear. It is impossible to be

much more specific about Andean gender relations in gneral terms because of the variations

which exist and the changes that they undergo and have undergone.8

The Andean model is to be understood in terms of actual (as studied) gender

relations in rural areas. Thus for rural migrants in the city these are lived relations in the

countryside - although not isolated from other influences - aspects of which they carry with

5 For instance Sikhink (1994), Paulson (1992), Spedding (1997), Albo (1976) all ignore the subject or deal with it
superficially. See also Paulson's (1996) critique.
6 However for an uncritical assessment of women's authority see Astvaldson (1998) who argues that women's
authority equals that of men, because they are consulted on community matters, aldiough they cannot vote.
7 Harris (1978) has been criticised by Paulson for making a simple division between household complementarity
against inequality at the level of the wider society (Paulson, 1992).
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them to the city. For second-generation migrants they may be more distant or diffused, and

easier to reject or remould - and idealise -as other perspectives or models become alternative

options.

The Hispanic 'model'

If the Andean model can be defined from studies of rural Andean societies, it is more

difficult to pin down what the Hispanic model is about. In my interpretation it is generally

considered by academics to be about the ideas and practices of the White elite during

colonial times, which are still today contained in some form within the upper classes. While

other classes may adhere to some of these 'rules' to varying degrees — or at least strive

towards them - it is the upper classes that represent the images associated with the Hispanic

model.9

The Hispanic model is then more abstract for the low-income urban

population than the Andean model. To them, it is largely about how the white elite lives or

the ideologies of gender relations associated with the white upper/middle classes. Direct

contact with these ideologies and practices have come through working as domestic servants

in the houses of the elite, and indirectly through seeing how elite life is presented by the

media, especially in soaps, and the educational system. Images of gender relations, as

presented in the soaps, do not necessarily mirror actual elite lives, but probably have had a

great (and under-researched) impact on how modern gender relations are thought of by the

lower classes and what ideas and practices they might adopt and remould.

Ideologies of the male breadwinner and the female homemaker are strong

within the Hispanic tradition. While this might not always correspond with actual practice,

ideas of the domestic room being for women and the public street being for men

nevertheless prevail today in middle-class Bolivia, according to Spedding (1997). Historically,

during colonialism, the public was seen as 'dangerous' to women (López Beltrán, 1997) in

part because this was not 'their' sphere and in part because women were thought of as

weaker-natured beings, possessing virtues of purity and innocence that could easily be

corrupted. Men, on the other hand, whose responsibility it was to earn an income outside the

8 See Sikhink (1994), Paulson (1992) and Spedding (1997) for analysis of changing gender relations as a result of
increased engagement in capitalist market relations and exposure to 'western values'. Silverblatt (1987) has
looked at changing Andean gender relations in the historical context going back to the Incas.
9 Unfortunately there are very few studies of middle and upper class gender practices and ideologies.
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house, 'belonged' in the public space, and in any case were considered strong and not easily

corruptible.10 While elite women began to challenge these conceptualisations of men and

women at the turn of the 19th century, their political mobilisation drew largely on the 'natural'

differences between men and women, where women's role was mainly domestic.11 Practices

changed in the 20th century, as women obtained equal rights to men in many aspects, and

upper-class women increasingly took up a greater share in the educational system and the

labour market (Duran Jordán & Seoane Flores, 1997; Gill, 1993). Nevertheless, a marked

division of labour ~ paralleled by a gendered spatial separation in which women's

contribution is devalued compared to men's - still exists today (Miles & Buechler, 1997). In

many contemporary popular soaps that portray the lives of the upper class, women dedicate

themselves to domestic matters and men to business. Women's role as mothers is seen as

central to their domestic role (Spedding, 1995). Their sexuality is supposed to be 'restrained'

both in the sense that women are expected to be virgins at marriage and in terms of generally

having little sexual desire (see Spedding, 1995, pp. 11-2). This is based on a Hispanic

conceptualisation of the virile man against the pure virgin mother, in other words images of

'machismo' and 'marianismo'. Controlling women's sexuality and their movement outside the

house becomes central, as men's honour is closely linked with that of women's (Wilson,

1993b).

The Hispanic model thus shares with the Andean mode gendered

complementarity as central to the husband-wife relationship. The former, however, is

seemingly based on a much more rigid and hierarchical separation of men's and women's

activities, coupled with ideas of distinct natures of and roles for men and women, heavily

influenced by what has been advocated by the Catholic church.

The Hispanic model is not simply about ideologies inherited from the Spanish

which (probably) only partly correspond to upper class lives today, now only mediated in

'pure' form through soaps, books and the educational system. The Bolivian state has also

acted upon these ideas by implementing legislation that builds upon the assumptions of the

male breadwinner and female homemaker. For instance the current Bolivian labour

10 Those are my interpretations from the letter of judge Segovia (1997) written to his daughter in 1794. As the
values and ideas Segovia expresses in his letter correspond -with López Beltrán's synthesis of the ideal elite
woman at the time, it seems plausible that what Segovia expresses in his letter is closer to the ideals and
practices of the period than deviations from them.
11 Upper-class women argued for their right to education and to work as teachers by drawing on the mother-
teacher image that crióle women had because of their role in raising children. They also pressed for full civil and
political rights under the argument 'separate but equal' accepting that women were of a different 'nature' and
that their prime role was in the home (see Stephenson, 1999, chapter 1). See also Rossels, 1987.
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legislation treats men and women differently: by protecting women and children from doing

certain kinds of work it also clearly suggests that women are of a weaker nature than men

and by stipulating a shorter legal work-day for women than men it acknowledges and

endorses women's domestic responsibilities. It is also notable that the social security system

is based on the notion of the man as the head of the family, which in practice means that the

man's spouse and children are secured under his social security insurance, whereas a woman

can only secure her husband and children via her work, if she declares herself 'head of the

family1. My assistant laconically told me that she would have no problem in declaring herself

'head of the family to secure her independent shoe-making husband medical care, if she

could find herself a job with that option.12

Even though the two models are commonly referred to as models of equal status,

they are based on varying degrees of detailed research. The Andean model is heavily

documented through contemporary rural studies, whereas the Hispanic one must be pieced

together from historical discussions (and documents) and sporadic contemporary claims on

elite life and ideology today. They are rather diffuse, insofar as one can only draw out their

general characteristics and the general differences between them. This is in part because

claims to understanding gender relations in these terms are seldom tied up with a debate as

to what exactly the two models entail, leaving one to construct them through various pieces

of information. The two models are largely silent on questions like intra-household power

relations, bargaining and husbands and wives' strategies, although the more recent literature

on Andean rural life has begun to address some of these issues, as we saw. The broad and

fundamental 'rules' for the partnership between spouses, and the 'focalky of the couple are

then the most important contributions of these models.

To understand gender relations inside the household, clearly we cannot rely on an

analysis that draws only on the two models. The task then is to draw up a conceptual

framework that helps us to approach intra-household gender analysis and gendered work

too, and couple it with an analysis of social relations, societal gender 'rules' and larger socio-

economic processes beyond the household. This is the aim of the next part of the chapter.

12 Another quite remarkable example is the state's treatment of 'educadoras (childminders in nurseries). They are
given a salary below the minimum wage because the work is not 'real' work, but an extension of their domestic
duties, in part based on the fact that educadoras can have their children with them in the nursery and eat for free.
This justified their low earnings, according to a representative from the state organisation PAN (Programa de
Alimentos para niños menores de 6 años [Feeding Programme for children under 6 years} responsible for the
nursery in Alto Munaypata.
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Part two: Constructing an analytical framework

Approaching household relations

Below I first provide the reader with an introductory discussion of the household, family and

kinship relations, before moving on to discussing the 'domestic cycle' as a useful theoretical

concept for analysing the changes households undergo over time.

Household, family and kinship

Usually a distinction is made between the family and kinship on the one hand, and the

household on the other. The household is usually thought of as institutional unit containing

individuals who as a minimum share residence and consumption and sometimes also

production, whereas the family and kinship are about blood and genealogical relations

between individuals (Chant, 1991; González de la Rocha, 1994). The household is then about

sharing certain pradwes; the family is about defined (and usually fairly fixed) positions between

individuals. Obviously in reality the household and the family/kinship usually overlap, as

most households are made up primarily by family members, but not necessarily solely, and

most families also go beyond the individual household.13

There are many examples in the literature of the household and the family

being treated as an undifferentiated black box, an idyllic and thus unproblematic unit where

members share common goals and interests and where individuals act in the interests of the

unit. These include theories of the 'domestic mode of production'14, early bargaining models

(see later), numerous economic 'household studies' within the various development studies

spheres, legal laws, social policies, statistical agencies, literature etc. Feminists have long ago

pointed to the fact that ignoring the relations isithin families and households is problematic

and misleading. There is no need to repeat the very obvious arguments for this.

In gender research, a focus on the household seemingly has two advantages.

One is that the research deals with the household as a core site for shaping and reshaping

gender inequalities: 'for social relations of gender subordination assume a particularly intense

13 Harris (1981) also notes that non-kinship members are sometimes thought of and talked about as kin. See for
instance Gill's (1993) study of servants-employers in La Paz, where she discusses the phenomenon of servants
becoming 'daughters'.
14 See for instance Harris (1981) for a discussion of this.
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expression among small groups of people who spend their daily lives in close contact with

each other' (Kabeer & Joekes, 1991). A second advantage is that the household is a tangible

unit that frames the analysis neatly. However neither of these advantages is unproblematic.

For, although the household is no doubt a key institution of social relations and for the

production and reproduction of them, it is not necessarily the most important one for

shaping gendered inequalities and opportunities. For instance, networks outside the

household - and not only kinship ones - may be as important or more important, especially

when it comes to sustaining livelihoods (see for instance Chen, 1989). Also, the household is

not necessarily a neat, tangible and unproblematic unit of analysis. As mentioned, kinship

and other social relations often go beyond the household. For another thing, some

households are very fluid, with members moving in and out. To complicate matters even

further, it is not always the case that individuals living together also consume together;

several domestic groups might share the same residence, and individuals who do not sleep in

the same place may eat together and pool resources. In brief, households take different

shapes and the importance of social relations beyond the household also varies.15 The point

then is not to abandon the household in academic analysis, but not to assume households and

families, and instead to analyse them.

So, although we should be warned against taking the household for granted, we

must also take it seriously. González de la Rocha (1994) has developed the concept of the

'domestic cycle' as a theoretical tool for understanding the different opportunities and needs

that individuals (especially women) face as a household develops.

The domestic cycle

González de la Rocha's (1994) notion of the 'domestic cycle', builds particularly on

Chayanov's idea of 'family cycle'. She argues that individuals' life cycles often correspond

with a certain stage of the household cycle in societies where women and men get married

and have children at a similar age. To González de la Rocha the domestic cycle is central to

understanding women's work and the poverty and vulnerability of households in Guadalajara

city in Mexico, as a result of the economic aspects (income) involved in the different phases.

15 For instance where the household equals the nuclear family, kinship relations beyond the household may be
more important than where the household consists of an extended family. There is of course no necessary
relationship between the type of household and the importance of extra-household relations. Some commonly
identified types of households are (Chant, 1991, 1994): nuclear households, extended and nuclear-compound
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She uses the domestic cycle as an analytical tool in order to analyse the different

opportunities and needs women face depending on the 'maturity' of the household, where

the different stages are 'derived from observation of repetitive and measurable aspects of

domestic life (mother's age, number of workers, domestic incomes)' (p.24).

González de la Rocha divides her sample into those in the 'expansion phase'

(where the domestic unit grows through birth of new members), the 'consolidation phase'

(where at least some children are ready to work) and the 'dispersion phase' (when members

start to separate from the household to live apart and set up their own units). One of her

findings is that women in the consolidation phase were better off than women in the state of

expansion, insofar as they could choose to end their participation in the labour market or

decide not to take up the worst jobs, because other members of the household (mainly

children) were engaged in income-generating activities.

De la Rocha is very aware of distancing herself from cycle-approaches with

evolutionary connotations: "... The stages proposed and analysed in this book can be better

conceived as analytical moments, or constructions, to understand household dynamics, and

not as a unilinear evolutionary model of household change." (p.25). And the use of the

domestic cycle in her book is successful partly because her sample (apparently) allows her to

place households into certain 'phases' based on shared characteristics, and partly because

looking at the domestic cycle is only part of the analysis. The last point is important, because

of the structural pre-dominance of such a framework. The domestic cycle focuses on

structural characteristics (age, income, population of household, employment) within which

agency is subdued; in other words it is not so much agency, as enabling and constraining

structures about which the domestic cycle has something to say.

It would be impossible to divide the couples in my sample into any meaningful

household phases. However as we shall see, the idea of households having different phases

according to a domestic cycle, is useful - even if one does not (and is not able to) define

different phases - for pointing to the fact that household relations are not static once formed,

but develop over time, with individuals facing different constraints and opportunities during

the domestic cycle. Adopting the idea of the domestic cycle, we may start to ask not only

'How 'central' was the couple?' but also 'Did conceptualisations and practices centred on the

couple change during the domestic cycle and with what implications?' 'Did intra-household

households, single-person households, female-headed households and, less common, the no-family households,
grandmother-headed households and single-sex households.
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inequalities and bargaining relations change as the domestic unit matured?' and finally, 'To

what extent should women's income-generating work be understood in terms of the

domestic cycle?'

Intra-household relations through power, bargaining and strategies

Let me turn to theoretical tools that primarily aid an ¿«ira-household analysis of agncy. Three

concepts are central: power, bargaining and strategies.

Power

Power is a term that has been applied to mean a lot of things. One controversy has been

about whether power has to do with meeting one's interests and whether the exercise of

power is always intentional. Another controversy has been about whether power is the

production of effects, the enactment or the capacity to produce them, and what the role of

resistance is. The specificities of the debates are complex (see Lukes, 1986 and Qegg, 1997

for detailed discussion); suffice it here to note the differences between what one could call

the 'old' and the 'new1 perspective. The 'old' perspective stresses power over someone or

something, individuals or institutions holding (or having) power without necessarily

exercising it, and the effects (results) of power. Power is usually seen as negative — that is, as

suppression of the (relatively) powerless by the (relatively) powerful. The 'new1 perspective

focuses on power as practice. Power is not possessed but enacted. As such, power is not

held by the powerful; rather all individuals exercise power in their daily interactions with each

other. This perspective -which is a great deal more complex and nuanced than presented

here - has inspired many detailed studies of power relations which emphasise the fluidity,

negotiations and changing nature of social relations as power is enacted in particular times

and circumstances. An example is Villarreal (1994) who argues that power is about 'wielding

and yielding'. According to her, in order for someone to exercise power, another one must

allow it. Thus wielding of power and yielding of power take place simultaneously. Hence

relationships of power are constantly changing and being negotiated: "... power implies more

than a capacity to exercise a will; it entails a recognition of such capacity, a predisposition to

obey - or negotiate or confront if the 'power' is considered as opposing one's interests."

(Villarreal, 1994, p. 165).
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As briefly presented here the two perspectives are incommensurable, but in fact

they need not be. It is possible to encompass both the idea that power can be held but not

necessarily enacted, as well as the notion that it is crucial to look at the relations of dominance

as they unfold. Within a critical realist perspective 'it is the inherent properties and intrinsic

causal powers of objects that are of primary importance' (Stones, 1996, 29). Powers of

objects -- including human beings - may or may not be activated, as argued by the 'old'

perspective. Power thus exists independently of what takes place (the empirical), as it might

be unexercised 'so that what has happened or been known to have happened does not

exhaust what could happen or could have happened' (Sayer, 1999, p.5). Hence power is not

simply about what we can observe. There is more to the world.

First, the real is whatever exists, be it natural or social, regardless of

whether it is an empirical object for us, and whether we happen to have an

adequate understanding of its nature. Secondly, the real is the realm of

objects, their structures and powers. Whether they be physical, like

minerals, or social, like bureaucracies, they have certain structures and

causal powers, that is capacities to behave in particular ways, and causal

liabilities or passive powers, that is specific susceptibilities to certain kinds

of change. (Sayer, 1999, p.3-4).

However we need to start with what we observe for two reasons: one because, as we saw in

the last chapter, it provides a starting point for understanding the necessary and contingent

causal relations of the social world and thus also what the future might hold16, and two

because what happens within institutions, between people in a given time and place is in

itself important in order to document inequalities, alliances, poverty etc. In this way the focus

on the particularities of negotiation, resistance and 'pressing something home' to one's

advantage (Villarreal, 1994) is important. But it is equally important - and in certain

circumstances even more important - to identify powers that are not exercised.

16 Critical realism, unlike positivism, does not claim to be able to predict what the future holds, but rather what
the future tri$>t be like. As Sayer (1999) explains: "A crucial implication of this ontology is the recognition of
the possibiKty diat powers may exist unexercised, and hence that what has happened or been known to have
happened does not exhaust what could happen or have happened. The nature of the real objects present at a
given time constrains and enables what can happen but does not pre-determine what will happen. Realist
ontology therefore makes it possible to understand how we could be or become many things which currently
we are not: the unemployed could become employed, the ignorant could become knowledgeable, and so on "
(p.5).
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However if we accept that power is both that which is held and that which is

exercised, then we also limit the analytical usefulness of the concept for investigating intra-

household relations -- because of its all-embracing quality. Or put in another way, power needs

to be coupled with other theoretical concepts that are more specific and help us to illuminate

the nature and dynamics of intra-household gender relations. One such concept is

bargaining, which, as indicated in the research questions in the last chapter, is central to the

thesis.

Bargaining through cooperative conflict

Sen's (1990) bargaining model of cooperative conflict is probably the framework which has

been given most attention in the literature on gender and household relations, sometimes

simply referred to, other times partially or fully adopted for the analysis.17 In view of this it is

worthwhile paying some attention to it and the responses it has triggered. In the sections that

follow I present Sen's model of cooperative conflict, and the criticisms made by Agarwal

(1994) and Hart (1997). The three have different perspectives on the importance of the

material and the ideological, and on and the relationship between them, and in this way what

follows is more than a discussion of a popular model that I end up rejecting. It also serves as

a base for me to position myself with regard to bargaining as a theoretical concept.

Early bargaining models generally saw an individual's bargaining power as a

reflection of his/her status outside the household, i.e. to the focus was on the individual's

fallback position and how much he or she had to lose if negotiations broke down within the

household. Sen (1990) is also concerned with the individual's fallback position, but according

to him this cannot adequately explain the outcomes of intra-household bargaining. He argues

that one needs to pay attention to perceptions, which are likely to be very different from

objective welfare and interests. According to Sen, taking account of perceptions is important

"...not because they are definitive guides to individual interests and well-being (this they are

not), but because the perceptions (including illusions) have an influence - often a major

impact - on actual states and outcomes" (p. 128).18 In one aspect however, he does not divert

17 See Kabeer (1997) for an example of adopting and testing his framework For a discussion of it, or reference
to it as a useful framework, see also Kabeer, 1991; 1995 ; 2000, Evans, 1989 ; Dwyer & Bruce, 1988; Koch
Laier et al., 1996.
18 On perception and objective welfare/interests Sen (1990) argues that there are objective aspects of welfare
and interests, even if the corresponding self-perception does not exist, and thus that one should not take the
absence of protests and questioning of inequality to mean that diere is an absence of such inequality, or that die
issue of inequality is not important.
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much from traditional bargaining models. He too, believes that the options women have,

both materially and emotionally, outside household relations -- or in other words what they

stand to lose - are determining factors. This he calls the 'breakdown well-being response',

where "If, in the case of a breakdown, one person is going to end up in more of a mess than

it appeared previously, that is going to weaken that person's ability to secure a favourable

outcome." (p.135). Equally important, however, is how individuals perceive themselves and

are perceived by the other household members. Sen distinguishes between the 'perceived

interest response', where "Given other things, if the self-interest perception of one of the

persons were to attach less value to his or her own well-being, the collusive solution, if

different, would be less favourable to that person, in terms of well-being." (p. 136) And the

'perceived contribution response' where "Given other things, if in the accounting of the

respective outcomes, a person was perceived as making a larger contribution to the overall

opulence of the group, then the collusive solution, if different, would be more favourable to

that person." (p.137).

What his approach addresses is the 'perception bias' unfavourable to women, both

in terms of the gap between how women perceive their own interests and their actual well-

being compared to other household members, and in terms of recording and valuing

women's contribution in production and reproduction. This 'bias', he notes, will vary in

different countries, regions and between families.

Sen sees women's employment as a crucial factor for improving their bargaining

position. Firstly because the earnings improve a woman's breakdown position, secondly

because it is likely to give her a clearer perception of her individuality and well-being, and

thirdly because it is likely to positively influence the way other members of the household

perceive her financial contribution to it. However Sen's approach is problematic in a number

of ways and Agarwal (1994) addresses some of them.

Improving the model

Agarwal (1994) makes a number of refinements to Sen's approach, as well as offering more

substantive criticism. She notes that what one might call women's lack of perceived self-

interest, is likely to be more complex than portrayed by Sen, as attending to the needs of the

family might in fact benefit women in the long run, and may thus be a practice serving the

interests both of the family and the individual woman. However, what neither Sen nor

Agarwal recognises, in my view, is that an individual with high bargaining power who
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generally attaches a lot of value to meeting his or her own interests might nevertheless -

maybe just from time to time - act against their own preferences to the benefit of other

household members, whether out of choice, constraint or coincidence. 19 The point is that

individuals do not simply hold a low or high view of themselves and their own needs and act

according to that. Also, while individuals might have a personality which could be more or

less altruistic or egoistic, more commonly individuals in partkdar situations believe that their

own claims have more legitimacy than that of others, and that commonly depends on the

counter-claims. Whether a person will try to press home claims and how successfully this is

done, again depends on a number of other issues (such as the efforts involved, how

important the claim is to her/him, the resistance, the likelihood of a positive outcome etc).

The point is then that the 'perceived interests response' is not a very useful notion for

understanding bargaining. Rather, one should look at the sources of the claims individuals

make, in what circumstances they do so, how they 'fight' (or not) for them, and what the

outcome is. That is, one should investigate the 'forces of fusion' and the 'forces of fission'

(Bourdieu, 1996).20

While Agarwal recognises that the contribution factor is important in legitimising a

favourable outcome of bargaining, she notes that legitimacy might also come about with a

person's need. She further points out that what matters is not only the outcome of

bargaining, but also isSoat is being bargained about in the first place. This is in itself influenced

not only by individuals' bargaining power, she argues, but also to a large extent by 'doxa' —

that is, what is taken as self-evident and not open to questioning (p. 58). In this way

meanings and ideological contestations are central to bargaining: "...the outcomes of

bargaining over work, economic resources, and so on, are critically and dialectically linked

with the meanings attached to them, and with the accepted legitimacy (or otherwise) of

certain claims, needs, rights etc. Ideological contestations are therefore an integral part of

contestations over material resources." (p.60). The question of what claims are made is tied

up with vho makes them. For instance while men in urban Bolivia might claim the right and

sometimes even the 'need' to go and play football (usually followed by heavy drinking) a

similar claim to go out to enjoy oneself would not be a legitimate claim for women.

19 Agarwal does note that both altruism and pursuit of self-interest can be self-aware actions (p. 58), but not the
full scope of this (in my view), as I discuss above.
20 If one is to abandon the idea of individuals being this or that (e.g. selfish or altruistic) and instead look at how
people act in certain situations, it might be useful to think of families and households as consisting of 'forces of
fusion', meaning how members identify with and act according to collective interests, and 'forces of fission,'
that is, how individuals act according to own interests which may work against the collective project
(Bourdieu,1996).
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Agarwal argues that while certain forms of bargaining are a result of observable

processes of discussion and negotiation, other forms are much more subtle. Women's overt

compliance with certain practices does not necessarily mean that they accept them, and

women may be resisting more covertly. So while the processes of decision-making do reveal

aspects of bargaining power, more fundamentally - according to Agarwal - it is revealed in

'whose interests prevail in the decisions made' in the final outcome (p.67).21 Resources that

act as sources of bargaining power may themselves need to bargained about; the outcome of

bargaining may strengthen a person's bargaining power, which in turn may affect future

situations of bargaining.

In the view of Agarwal, improving women's bargaining power would then come

about partly from improving their fallback position and partly from strengthening the

legitimacy of their claims (p.57). Agarwal thus argues in favour of more attention being paid

to external constraints, than to women's perceptions of their self-interests, and believes that

the State should be an important actor in this through a system of sanctions (p. 58).22 Thus,

women's intra-household bargaining power is often linked to their extra-household

bargaining power within the community and the state.

Rejecting the model...but refining the analytical concept

In Hart's (1997) article 'From 'Rotten Wives' to Good Mothers': Household Models and the

Limit of Economism' she goes a step further and argues that not only is meaning important

to understanding bargaining rules and what is being bargained about, but meaning and

practices cannot be separated, for any separation of the 'material' from the 'ideological' is

false. Thus, in this article Hart rejects the notion of women's objective interests versus their

self-perception. She argues that the interesting focus is not so much on what the rules are

that govern intra-household resource allocation, but rather 'how are gendered rights and

obligations constructed, maintained, and made to appear 'natural'..." (p.19), through an

understanding of agency "...that recognises multiple (and possibly contradictory) sources of

identity and interests." (p. 20). Her position in this article differs somewhat from that of

Agarwal; to Hart it is the construction of the rules that matter rather than the rules

21 Sen argues that women need to be more aware of their own interests. Agarwal on the other hand says that the
problem is not that women lack knowledge of their own interests but rather that they lack the possibilities of
meeting these interests. Women are fully aware of what is in their interests although they may not be able to
meet them easily or at all.
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themselves, to Agarwal it is the workings of the rules, and primarily the final outcome that

should be of concern. According to Hart, contestation and thus instability is a fact of life,

and this in turn means that we cannot predict outcomes from cultural norms: "Since

meanings - such as those associated with intra-household exchanges or claims on resources

or, indeed, the boundaries of the 'household' - are multiple, contested, and change over time,

outcomes cannot be predicted from 'rules' or norms" (p. 19).

To sum up: both Sen and Agarwal are concerned with how women's bargaining

position can be improved through their material improvement, although both recognise that

this in itself might not be enough. While Sen points to politicisation as important in raising

women's awareness, Agarwal argues that women's claims need to be further legitimised, for

example through legislated enforcement of land inheritance. Agarwal's and Sen's approaches

thus differ substantially from what Hart advocates, in that they focus primarily on the

material aspects of women's lives, while also recognising the importance of the meanings (or

perceptions) attached to them because of the way they might change the outcomes of

bargaining, and for Agarwal, what is being bargained about as well. Hart is not concerned

with devising ways of improving women's bargaining position, indeed she argues that trying

to predict outcomes is a worthless exercise. Instead she wants to examine the complex nature

of intra-household relations, with a particular focus on contested meanings.

Agarwal's position, which marries material aspects with meanings (or what she calls

'ideological contestations') without conflating them as Hart does, is useful in my eyes insofar

as it focuses on both processes of bargaining and outcomes. Sen's original approach is too

stringent to say anything about the processes and Hart's critique ignores outcomes. Refrning

Sen's model is of little use though: the idea of 'perceived interest response' does not work, as

I have argued above, and as Agarwal shows, the 'perceived contribution response' is not a

useful concept either. "With two out of three crucial components being problematic, the

model falls apart. However what comes out of this discussion are some useful ways - coming

from Agarwal primarily - of approaching elements of bargaining as a concept. I discuss these

briefly below and point out their implications for my research questions.

Resources (material and non-material) are important in the bargaining process for

two reasons. Firstly, since they shape the 'fallback position,' they also shape what kind of

bargaining and how far one 'dares' to go during the bargaining, and secondly, they are often

22 Agarwal's stress on the role of the state should be understood in the context of her concerns with land and
gender in India, where access to land is profoundly unequal between men and women.
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resources that one can draw on in the bargaining process itself. These kinds of resources

often have to be bargained about in the first place as well. The research questions 'how

different types of work were associated with different intra-household gender relations', can

thus be further pinned down to questions about 'what resources shaped what kind of

bargaining and how far did women and men go in the bargaining?' (fall-back) and 'what

resources did women in different types of employment draw on in the bargaining process?',

'what resources did men draw on?', 'To what degree was work a resource and what aspects

of work were important?' We also need to ask how women and men obtained these

resources for bargaining and what bargaining may be involved in this: 'to what degree were

men and women's resources conditioned by different forms of intra-household bargaining?'.

The question we asked in the last chapter -'What kind of intra-household bargaining was

associated with work' - is highly pertinent, but in addition we need to ask the question of

'what other resources maybe bargained about and used in the bargaining process?'

Legitimacy, shaped both by the meanings attached - whether contested or

unquestioned (doxa) -- and by the 'formal' regulations (rules and laws) of powerful

authorities like the state, employers, etc.23 is important for the bargaining process as well, in

terms of ishat can be bargained about and by vhom Later in the chapter I position myself

more fully in relation to the question of meaning. For now let us adopt the importance of

Agarwal's legitimacy with regard to meaning and regulations, and ask what this means for the

research questions specified in the last chapter. Clearly we need not only to ask 'what

different characteristics men and women's work had', as I did in the last chapter, but also to

what degree these differences were shaped by labour laws and by the meanings attached to

gendered work that shaped gendered legitimacy within the bargaining processes. We need to

examine how family laws (for instance on intra-household violence) clashed with, sustained

or shaped gendered meanings, and in what ways individuals were able to draw on law-

enforcement in the bargaining process. This means that the concerns with 'what kind of

bargaining spouses engaged in' and 'what different meanings were attached to the couple',

need further exploration by asking 'in what way were those meanings and 'formal regulations'

related to the couple - and to women and men in general - shaping what men and women

actively drew upon in the bargaining process'?

23 Meanings influence regulations, of course. And 'formal' regulations shape meanings. By 'formal regulations' I
mean rules and laws defined and enforced primarily by authorities and other powerful actors such as the state,
chiefs, community councils, neighbourhood associations, employers etc.
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The nature of the bargaining process is not necessarily simply an overt exercise,

Agarwal points out. It may be much more subtle, at times even involving compliance rather

than direct contestation, as a strategy in the bargaining process to meet one's interests.

Although Agarwal seems in part to distance herself from too much attention to nitty-gritty

bargaining processes that do not necessarily lead to changed outcomes, if one is concerned

with possibilities for change and 'small shifts', then such bargaining processes are important

to address. So, recognising the more subtle and partly 'invisible' aspects of bargaining, when

asking 'what kind (/bargaining spouses engaged in', it is useful to stress that this is not simply

about how the different roles of men and women in the bargaining process are conditioned

by their different constraints and possibilities, but also about 'what type of bargaining did

spouses engage in?' 'To what extent was bargaining about more overt (and easily identifiable)

forms and to what extent the more covert kinds?'

What we end up with, then, is not a model of bargaining where certain inputs give

certain outputs without one having to concern oneself with the 'in betweens' (in the case of

bargaining models, these ironically include the bargaining process), but a rather different

notion of bargaining. Bargaining in the way detailed above is about 'power as played out',

about processes, both the subtle and more overt ones as shaped by resources, meanings and

'formal' regulations.

Strategies

Within development research, the notion of 'strategies' has a pivotal place. This is especially

so within the famine and food security literature24 where poor people's survival has been

conceived largely as a result of their strategies to do so. The term has been useful in

portraying the fact that people - even the poorest and most desolate - are not simply victims

but actors who think, rationalise and act. The many studies showing how poor people cope

have given us immense insight into particular societies, the disastrous effects of food

insecurity, the scope and limits of individuals to safeguard their own and others survival, and

how aid might help this. However, much of this early literature focused on household

strategies in a way which ignored the fact that households are commonly made up of

individuals who may have different needs and different resources to draw on, and who do

24 As an example, in 1996 I co-authored an annotated bibliography on 'Gender, Household Food Security and
Coping Strategies' (my italics) at the Institute of Development Studies, Sussex. The institute is one of the key
academic institutes for food security research.
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not necessarily simply collaborate in a neat and uncomplicated way (see for instance

Schmink, 1984 for a critique of this neglect). This has been accounted for in the more recent

literature where particularly gender inequalities have received attention, focusing on both

men's and women's strategies. While the literature on food security primarily centres on

African countries for obvious reasons, a bunk of literature in the early and mid-1990s looked

at Latin American 'household survival strategies' from a gender perspective in the context of

the region's economic restructuring and crisis of the 1980s.23 (see Chapter One).

Two issues are of importance when dealing with strategies: the kind of agency (and

structure) involved and the kind (level) of practices we are dealing with.26

Frequently strategies are simply read as practices. 27 However if one thinks of

strategies as practices based on ideas or plans of how best to meet ones interests, it is of

course problematic to assume that practices are always based on clear and rational thoughts,

and to assume that individuals always behave in ways which will meet their interests.28

Conflating practices and strategies also ignores the fact that individuals' ideas,

thoughts and plans on how best to meet their interests are often met by (sometimes

unexpected) constraints. As Wolf (1992) points out, strategies maybe about subtle resistance,

submission and inactivity - which cannot simply be understood from observed practices.

Also, failed strategies are not given due attention if the focus is on inferring strategies from

activities that one can see taking place. In the most extreme situations non-survivors do not

live to tell about failed strategies (Wolf, 1992).

To sum up, we need to know how strategies have come about and how they failed.

This kind of agency can never just be thought of as given, it has to be researched.

Dealing with food security in an African context, Davies (1993) distinguishes

between practices, which are short-term coping strategies, and the more permanent

25 A lot of this 'gender ' literature o n Latin America however also - surprisingly - deals wi th 'household
strategies ' as t h o u g h they were straightforward, uncomplicated and non-conflictual goals. See for instance the
w o r k b y Chan t , 1994, and González de la Rocha , 1988. I d o no t advocate dealing with strategies on ly at t he
level of t h e individual, n o r d o I say that families and households cannot have c o m m o n , non-confl ictual
strategies. H o w e v e r the idea of household strategies is not to be supplanted with individual strategies. Ra ther
the p o i n t is t ha t t he foundat ion of strategies should be investigated.
26 Thanks t o m y supervisor F iona Wilson for point ing out this distinction.
27 Chan t (1991) is an example of equating strategies with action.
28 Another explanation, according to Wolf (1992), is the assumption that strategies are conceived at an
unconscious or sub-conscious level, which in turn means that the way to get at strategies is to observe people's
actions. This is the assumption behind some of the literature on strategies (see Wolf, 1992, for examples and
references) but this is not the assumption behind the more recent 'strategy' literature on Latin America and
Africa, I would say. For instance, Chant (1994) notes how women's rising labour force participation was a
strategy thought of in terms of die family, and not as a feminist project (p.223).
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adaptation strategies, which have different consequences: "Coping strategies indicate that if

livelihood systems are given a little one-off support, they can continue to provide security for

those who depend on them. Adaptive strategies imply that livelihood systems are moving

towards a new equilibrium (or not), necessitating that external support responds to the much

more basic constraints encountered in such processes." (p. 68).

I do not wish to adopt Davies' distinction between adapting and coping

strategies, because it is not relevant in the context of this study.29 Rather the point I wish to

make is that what is portrayed as 'strategies' in the literature may include different kinds of

activities carried out by different types of actors whose agency might vary greatly.

The task then is less to label strategies differently, than to show what different

activities, efforts, resistance and resources they involve in a given context, how successful

they are and what the outcomes are. There is no need to abandon the concept altogether.

Strategies are a crucial tool in the bargaining processes between couples, and

we need to explore them in terms of the kinds of intentional (or 'calculated') practices and

plans involved, as well as the kinds of agncy. We thus need to ask what gendered strategies

men and women employed in the bargaining processes within the couple relationship and

what strategies they employed outside the partnership, such as when looking for work.

We have moved down in levels' from power, to the bargaining process, and

from there to strategies. The intentional subject's plans or ideas and associated practices on

how best to meet her or his interests are strategies that are part of larger bargaining processes,

and the processes are about non-strategic practices and strategies. The bargaining process is

in turn an aspect of power-as-played-out and shaped by the relative power held by spouses.

I now wish to 'twist' the direction and discuss a concept that I believe is

capable of encompassing all three of these notions — power, bargaining and strategies ~

namely 'the conjugal contract'.

29 Davies' distinction is useful within a food security and policy perspective, but clearly has no role for
understanding intra-household and work strategies. In a rather different way de Certeau (1988) distinguishes
between strategies and tactics. A strategy is engaged in by a subject with will and power, and a place of its own,
such as a business, an army, or a scientific institution, which performs calculated actions with targets and threats
from the 'exterior'. A tactic operates not so much on the basis of place, but of time: "It operates in isolated
actions, blow by blow. It takes advantage of "opportunities" and depends on them...." (p. 37). Many of the
everyday practices of individuals are, de Certeau notes, tactics then. The scope of agency is clearly much greater
in 'strategies' than 'tactics', and the practices involved are different.While de Certeau's distinction maybe useful
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The conjugal contract

Origins of the conjugal contract

Whitehead (1981) talks of the 'conjugal contract', which is about 'the terms on which

husbands and wives exchange goods, incomes, and services, including labour, within the

household' (p.88). Through this concept she aims to many discussions that have separated

what goes on inside the household with that outside. She argues that the sexual division of

labour, both within the household and in the labour market should be understood together,

and from the perspective of the conjugal contract. For although men and women are

separated outside the household "...they come together with[in] it, and in doing so,

arrangements for personal and collective consumption needs have to be met out of total

household income. Thus the relations of exchange, distribution, and consumption which

comprise the conjugal contract characterize household relations even where the household is

not a unit of production." (p. 91) Pier point is that in capitalist economies gendered work

outside the household cannot be understand in terms of capital only, nor is it enough to look

at how women's position in the family condition their entry into the labour market. The

relationship between power relations inside the household and the gendered labour outside it

is more complex and indirect.

In her article Whitehead compares the conjugal contract in Northeast Ghana and

London, and illustrates how women's relative power ches not equal their relative wages or

their relative labour input in the agricultural production, because of the nature of the conjugal

contract. Among the Kusasi commoditisation has disadvantaged women and made them

more dependent on the household common fund than men. The kind of work women do,

compared to men, does not provide them with enough cash to retain any of it for their own

control, partly because they are responsible for the well-being of their children. Instead,

women work harder than they used to, to make up for the loss in household production as a

result of men's cash-crop production, and the fact that men do not necessarily hand over

their earnings. In London, assessing previous studies, she argues that women entering the

labour market also lose control over their earnings, irrespective of the money management

patterns and largely due to the 'ideology of maternal altruism' which stipulates that a woman

should put her family before herself, spending (the majority of) her money on things other

than herself. In short, her point is that in these two very different contexts the conjugal

in other contexts, given that the focus of this study is exactly on every-day practices (and not those strategies
pursued by larger institutions), there is no need to adopt this distinction.
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contract both shape what kind of work men and women engage in outside the household,

and acts as a barrier for women to dispose of their earnings freely.

The article is interesting because of its comparative form, highlighting the fact that

gender subordination can be similar across very different 'outside' circumstances, because

conjugal contracts may be different yet still encompass similar mechanisms of subordination

and domination. It seeks to deal with the various aspects of the husband-wife relationship --

including ideology, power structures and practices — without ignoring the importance of the

larger family and the household. Whitehead looks at responsibilities, rights and obligations,

and in this way does not treat the husband-wife relation much differently from a legal

contract. As Kabeer (2000) notes, 'contract' accounts for structures as resources as well as

the rules (pp. 40-1).30 However, it is not a legal contract, and her point is to show how power

relations inside the household interact with socio-economic processes outside it, in often

complex and changing manners, which reinforce women's subordination to men and change

the nature of the conjugal contract. Whitehead is primarily concerned with the structural

aspects of the 'conjugal contract' and power as 'held', and the article does not deal with the

more subtle aspects of 'living out' the contract, the bending of the rules and the negotiation

and contestations taking place, in short bargaining (or the power processes) and strategies. It

focuses primarily on money-management - and to a limited extent on division of domestic

labour -- and largely leaves out issues of decision-making on other aspects.

Refining the contract: embedding power, bargaining and strategies

Beneria and Roldan (1987), in what they call 'the marriage contract', 31 share Whitehead's

concern with money management. They argue that a number of 'main control points' within

the allocation circuits exist, most of which are men's control points that women are largely

unable to renegotiate, such as husbands withholding information about their earnings and

deciding on what part of the earnings to keep for themselves. The term 'control point' is a

rather static term suggesting that it is the one-way control of a certain person (or group) that

matters primarily. I suggest that this term be replaced by what I call 'strategic entries'. This

will move the concern away from control or power-as-held, to the strategies employed by

30 See also Stockman et al. (1995) for an example of a description of 'the gender contract element in marriage',
which is 'deep, sticky and enduring' (p. 127).
31 It is not entirely clear whether to Beneria and Roldan the marriage contract (1987) refers to the 'interaction
and exchange between spouses' (p.137) or to the 'normttræ expectations regulating legitimate or "proper"
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both men and women in the bargaining processes (or power as played-out). It points to

'openings' (entries) in money management patterns for bargaining 'points of possibilities' that

individuals may take advantage of in the bargaining process, and suggests that both partners

involved may intervene.

The way I wish to use the concept of conjugal contract, is in a much broader

way than Whitehead applies it. I too will pay particular attention to money management and,

as part of this, the bargaining and strategies around the 'strategic entries'. However I will also

examine other key areas of bargaining and general patterns of inequalities. Men's leisure

outings and wife-beatings were, as we shall see, another important area of bargaining

between spouses that is not dealt with in Whitehead's contract. In fact one may argue that

the notion of contract does not easily encompass violence, as violence appears to be about

breaking the contract. In this way too, the leisure outings of men may be considered as an

aspect outside of and irrelevant to the conjugal contract. I will show, though, that these

practices are central to the conjugal contract by involving temporary withdrawal and

suspension from the partnership, which reinforces and shapes the contract.

Whitehead's focus on understanding that which goes on inside the household

with the economic processes outside it, is crucial for shaping both power-as-held and power

as played-out (bargaining). If the latter aspect is neglected in her article, it will be a crucial

component of this study, as will the strategies that are part of the bargaining process. Taking

on board the conjugal contract as a framework for investigating intra-household gender

relations between spouses leads us to ask questions such as: 'how was the conjugal contract

between couples constructed and contested?' 'What division of tasks and responsibilities did

the contract involve?' as well as questions related to power, bargaining and strategies such as:

'What power did the contract give husbands and wives?' 'In what way was the contract

bargained about?' and 'what strategies did husbands and wives employ in shaping or bending

the conjugal contract?'

Theoretical concepts for studying social relations beyond the household

Turning the focus to concepts that will (primarily) be applied to those social and societal

relations that go beyond the couple but influence what goes inside the relationship, I now

interaction and exchanges between husbands and wives' (p. 137, my emphasis), or both, but the chapter as a
whole suggests the latter.
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discuss networks and organizing practices first. This is followed by a discussion on

patriarchal bargains.

Networks and organising practices

In women's studies a lot of attention has been paid to women's collaboration, both in formal

networks including large organisations and in more informal ones.32 It is illustrated that

women share certain conditions as women in particular circumstances, shaping common

interests, which serve as a basis for their collaboration.

However the assumption that women in similar circumstances equals shared

interests equals women's networks and mobilisation is problematic, of course. Firstly, it is

problematic to assume that women share similar interests, since class or family interests may

override the ones based on gender (Whitehead, 1984). Second, if one recognises that

interests are not a straightforward product of material aspects but shaped by identities and

meanings, interests may of course then be different for individuals regardless of their shared

circumstances. Third, networks are not necessarily formed on the basis of interests, but for

instance on the basis of relations of power and status, such as loyalty to kinship, and

networks thus shape practices (Villarreal, 1994) and interests. Fourth, women (or other

groups) may share key interests but still not organise together for a variety of structural

reasons and personal motivations (Whitehead, 1984).

Networks may cross-cut each other, be more or less durable, as well as more or less

formally organised, and have different purposes. A study that pointedly illustrates the many

forms of women's networks, is Villarreal's (1994) community study in Ayaquilla, Mexico. She

shows the work and friendship networks between women engaged in a local beekeeping

project, as well as the networks of kinship and networks of leisure that cut across the

beekeeping and the kinship groups. These networks are analysed in terms of genealogical

maps, types of transactions and commitment between networks members, and the density of

ties.

32 The great concern paid to women's networking, probably has two explanations. One is that it is seen as
'solidarity in action' and thus as an important way of reaching women's emancipation (different views on exactly
how and in what form this should take place exist, of course. See for instance Moser, 1993; Kabeer, 1995). The
other is that in many places these networks exist and no doubt are of great importance to women's lives.
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Nuitjen (1998, 1999) suggests that we should not look primarily at networks,

organisations and institutions, but at orgirúsing practices.^ Organising practices are about

'different action patterns', 'the manifold forms of organizing, whether they be individual or

more collective' (1998, pp. 13-4). This moves the analysis away from looking at structures

and end products, and instead stresses processes and activities, including those that are more

fragmented in nature. Organising practices also accounts for, according to Nuitjen, the

different constellations that people engage in, and it does not assume either a common goal

between individuals, or that they share key interests. She focuses on conflicts and tensions as

well as what is agreed upon, and pays attention to the power relations and access to resources

that shape organising practices.

I have two problems with organising practices as presented by Nuitjen. One is the

idea of 'patterning'. It is not clear to me whether 'action patterns' and 'structuring or

patterning in organizing practices' (1998, p.14) refers to repetition of practices, or simply to a

certain logic or interrelatedness of practices which come together in what might be one-off

constellations.34 The other is the idea that organising practices can be both individual and

collective, because the term in my view then becomes all-encompassing, and thus loses its

analytical value. If organising practices can be individual practices, patterns must then refer to

repetition, and mundane tasks such as brushing one's teeth and going to the toilet becomes

organising practices along with, for instance, women's organising practices of looking out for

each other's children when needed. This is not to suggest that mundane individual tasks are

unimportant; only that they are different in nature from practices which are collective —

collective in the sense not only of interaction between individuals (such as conflicts between

mothers-in-laws and daughters), but in terms of shared practices based on collaboration

(mother's taking turns in caring for each other's children; daughters and mother-in-laws

cooking together etc), which may indeed be based upon diverging interests and goals.

In this thesis, then, I use organising practices in the sense of collective and

collaborative practices that have certain repetitive and regular patterns to them. I do so

because the usefulness of the concepts lies not in labelling all practices as 'organising

practices' but in paying attention to the processes of those more fragmented collective

practices that are not organised in networks or other organisations. However the latter are of

33 This does not imply that examining networks, organisations and institutions in terms of structures and
organizational features is irrelevant.
34 It is clear that Nuitjen looks for regularity in organizing patterns, but whether that defines organizing practices
is another maner.
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course also important. Because organising practices are about what takes place, examining

networks (of which organising practices are part) is crucial because it points to what

structures are in place for what could happen, since networks may be drawn on or not at

different times and places. The implication of this is that networks function as 'fallback'

options for individuals and, even in a latent state (as Sen argues), shape practices and

outcomes.

Taking on board organising practices and networks means that we should ask

questions about: 'What kind of organising practices within the house and outside it did

women and men engage in?' 'What kind of networks did men and women develop, and in

what way could they and did they draw on them?' 'Were gendered networks and organising

practices changing in the urban context?'

Patriarchal bargains

Kandiyoti (1988) suggests that we look at 'patriarchal bargains' to understand the context

within which women engage in certain practices and strategies, be they individual or more

collective.35 The point to her is that 'Different forms of patriarchy present women with

distinct "rules of the game" and call for different strategies' (p.274). With this concept,

Kandiyoti challenges the idea of patriarchy as a singular term that is applicable to gender

relations universally.36 Instead she argues that one should look at the concrete constraints

within which women strategise, that is, the actual 'patriarchal bargains', as patriarchal bargains

vary between regions, call for different strategies and enable different degrees of active or

passive resistance. In her article she discusses patterns of patriarchy in sub-Saharan Africa

where women's relative autonomy goes together with practices of polygamy, and the 'classic

patriarchy5 of South and East Asia and the Muslim Middle East where women are more

subordinated. The idea of patriarchal bargains thus entails both structure and agency, that is

the constraints and, I would add, possibilities under which women (and men) live and what

strategies they employ. It also entails continuities as well as possibilities of change, which in

turn are fuelled both by women's struggles and a changing economic and social environment,

and finally it entails what similarities and differences exist between geographical places. The

concept is developed on the basis of a regional analysis of gender differences and as such, the

35 The latter, surprisingly, is largely absent in the discussion of women's strategies in the article.
36 She says: "Of all the concepts generated by contemporary feminist theory, patriarchy is probably the most
overused and, in some respects, die most under-theorized." (p. 274).
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article works exactly because the focus is on broad differences. However, regional, national

and local differences in gender relations are not captured in the article.

Taking on board the idea that certain broad patriarchal bargains exist, I want to

open up the possibility that several competing and overlapping patriarchal bargains may exist

in a given geographical area. In this way we may fruitfully re-label the Andean and Hispanic

models discussed at the beginning of the chapter as the 'Andean patriarchal bargain' and the

'Hispanic patriarchal bargain'. By doing so we point to the fact that the two models in

abstract each advocate a set of 'rules of the game' for gender practices, and that such

practices may take different forms as individuals adhere to, draw on, bend, reject or ignore

the patriarchal bargains. Later in the thesis I will argue that at least two more patriarchal

bargains can be identified in urban La Paz. But regardless of how many patriarchal bargains

one is able to identify, given the broadness of the concept it obviously cannot explain all the

variety in every-day, played-out gender relations; neither can all gendered practices necessarily

fit into something we may define as a patriarchal bargain. Equally, some patriarchal bargains

maybe more diffuse and less easily specified than others.

We may then recognise 'patriarchal bargains' as a useful concept for looking at

broad gender frames, which hdp us to understand every-day gendered lives and the different

patterns in these. Important questions in this research then become: 'to what degree and in

what way can we understand intra-household relations in terms of certain cultural and

geographically specific patriarchal bargains in urban Bolivia?' and finally, 'what is the

relationship between women's work and the various patriarchal bargains?'

The emerging conceptual framework

What I have done so far is to select and position myself in relation to some key theoretical

concepts and notions, which will guide the rest of the study. Where relevant, this has helped

me to ask a number of additional or refined research questions (to those presented in

Chapter One), which will aid the analysis in the forthcoming chapters. What I do here is

provide the reader with a discussion of my emerging conceptual framework.

As a starting point for this study I recognise the potential complexity and

fluidity of household relations, and especially the need to look at gendered social relations

inside the household. Households are not static, nor do they develop in a certain set

manners. Nevertheless (certain) practices and general patterns associated with the formation
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(and dissolving) of households and the constellations and development of them, means that

the domestic cyde is potentially a useful analytical tool for understanding some of the

differences and similarities in intra-household relations, and the different constraints and

challenges individuals face depending on the domestic cycle.

The main concern of the thesis is to capture the intra-household relations

between spouses. I have argued that three concepts are particularly apt for doing so: namely

poner, bargiirúngand strategies. They each represent different 'levels' where strategies are part of

bargaining processes and bargaining is in turn an aspect of power. Whitehead provides us

with a potential framework for analysing gender relations between spouses when she declares

that we should marry gender analysis 'outside' the household with analysis that examines

what goes on inside it, through the conjugd contract. The concept is also useful because of its

focus on the couple and because it can encompass power, bargaining and strategies, through

an examination of various areas of bargaining and patterns of inequalities, including money

management. With respect to the latter, which is a key concern for Whitehead (and Beneria

and Roldan) as it will be in this study, I have argued that a useful concept for grasping the

power play is strategic entries.

Household relations clearly cannot be isolated from the outside. I have argued

that we need to approach social and societal relations outside the household in two ways.

One is through an examination of the networks and orgtmsingpractices that individuals engage in

and can draw on as resources. The other is by identifying the content and influence of

various patriarchal bargtins, that is the broad urban societal gender frames that in the abstract

advocate a set of 'rules of the game' for gendered practices that individuals may draw on,

reject or combine with other patriarchal bargains. The particular patriarchal bargains,

networks and organising practices, intra-household relations and women's work must be

contextualised in terms of larger socio-economic processes of change and continuity. How we

conceptualise the reproduction of gender relations and how we research change and

continuity in context, is the concern of the next part.
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Part three: Epistemológica! questions

Having developed a conceptual framework that guides the analysis for the rest of the thesis, I

now wish to move the discussion a further step up the theoretical ladder and position myself

in larger debates on the reproduction of gender relations. I will examine the role of structure

and agency in this, as well as that of meaning and identity. These issues underpinned many of

the earlier discussions in this chapter or were indeed directly touched upon, and I now refine

my epistemological position through a more detailed analysis.

The role of structures and actors, meaning and identity

This discussion is based primarily on a discussion of Bourdieu's book 'Masculine

Domination' (2001, 1999), Connell's book 'Gender and Power' (1995) and Scott's book

'Gender and the Politics of History7 (1988).

Theoretical debates on women and gender are dominated by female academics, yet

my weight here is on the male ones. This may appear odd. But I have chosen the particular

works because they deal with gender issues at a very abstract and general level; in fact most

of the work on women/gender issues is tlieoretically 'smaller-scale' as we have seen. The

three pieces of work build upon this large body of feminist work (which they duly

acknowledge). That it is at this level that men enter the debate, is of course curious in itself.

The last section of this part discusses the role of meaning and particularly identity in

the social analysis more widely.

Reproducing Gender Relations: Bourdieu and Connell

In his recent book Bourdieu (2001, 1999)37 sets out to answer why inequalities and

differences between men and women have persisted so universally and for so long. His

analysis is grounded in his study of die Kabyle society where unequal gender relations have

persisted over a long period with few changes. Bourdieu believes that what has not been

answered so far in theorisation of gender relations, is what the causal mechanisms are that

37 This refers respectively to an English (2001) and a Danish (1999) translation of the French original. The
following discussion is based on the Danish version, except for quotes from the English version.
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are responsible for gender divisions and inequalities, and this is what he sets out to do in his

book

To Bourdieu 'masculine domination' is characterised by a construction that

naturalises differences and oppositions between men and women. The socially constructed

differences are legitimised on the basis of existing biological differences, which in turn are

socially constructed as being the natural differences informing all other differences between

the sexes. It is a practical as well as a theoretical construction where men and women are

thought to be different and in practice become different.

Structures permeate the body in terms of schemes of ideas (1999, p.55). Men

and women's dispositions are thus a result of structures; this works so that only certain

mechanisms are needed to release the dispositions for action that reproduce the masculine

dominance. These deep-seated processes - or mechanisms - ensure an agreement between

the cognitive and the social structures, what Bourdieu calls doxa.38 Individuals are socialised

according to a principle that favours the dominance of men. 39 The structures survive

through 'eternalising', where those who are dominated use the very schemes that are the

result of the relationship of dominance. That is, their thoughts and ideas are structured in

agreement with the structures of the relations of domination, thus both legitimating and

submitting themselves to the social order (1999, p. 22). Women themselves thus help to

legitimise the social order, and their strategies to meet their own needs and interests generally

find their principle in the andocentric worldview, thus reinforcing ideas and practices of

gender differences: "The logic is that of a curse." (2001, p. 32). As the social construction of

gender is so deep-seated among women and men, raising awareness is of no use. The

structures are inscribed in the body40 - it is not a question of ideology or mental perceptions

38 Doxa is when cognitive and objective structures, the shape of being and the forms of knowledge, and what
takes place and what is expected to take place are all in agreement (see 1999, p. 16)
39 Bourdieu (2001) writes: "...it is only after a formidable collective labour of diffuse and continuous
socialization that the distinctive identities instituted by the cultural arbitrary are embodied in habitus that are
clearly differentiated according to the dominant principle of division and capable of perceiving the world
according to this principle." (p.23).
40 In his book Bourdieu writes about the body in two ways. One is the way that the female body and the male
body are socially constructed as differentiated and relational, defining what is legitimate and what is not, in
terms of division of labour, divisions in spatial movements and divisions of behaviour between men and
women (see p. 1999, 34-5). This is an unproblematic view of the body, in fact referring to the practices of
people ('s bodies). Another way of talking about the body is the way that dispositions are persistently inscribed
in the body - which, as Bourdieu stresses in several places throughout the book, is not about mental
perceptions or ideas. It is not always clear what he means by this (what constitutes the 'body'?) but he does
make clear on p. 55 that this includes schemes of ideas/ways of seeing things. The importance of bodily
experience is difficult to get around though, in my view. Why is it that structures need to change, in order for
the bodily dispositions and ideas of the mind to change, so that our practices change, in order to change gender
relations? Why does reasoning, awareness raising, discussions etc. not work? Giddens (1991) criticises Bourdieu
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such as 'false consciousness'. The result is often then that even when freedom is gained and

new possibilities open up, people do not necessarily change their practices (1999, p. 53).

What is needed for gender relations to change is thus 'a radical transformation of the social

conditions of production of the dispositions that lead the dominated to take the point of

view of the dominant on the dominant and on themselves." (2001, p.42). One such radical

transformation is associated with women's work, according to Bourdieu, because it provides

women with economic independence. Hence, what is of crucial importance is how structures

are transformed or endure (1999, p.58).

As mentioned, Bourdieu sets out to explain the continuity in gender

inequalities. Consequently he does not pay much attention to discussing changes. However,

he notes that changes have and are taking place: women's increasing access to education and

their parallel entrance into the labour market, as well as changes in family structures are some

of the significant changes challenging doxa.41 Nevertheless later in the text he points to the

fact that many of the advances related to women, mask endurance in the rdatiie differences

between men and women.

While it is clear that for Bourdieu fundamental societal structures must change

in order for gender relations to change, how structures change is not clear in his book. It

appears as if actors have little space for changing much 'on their own'; in fact actors do not

feature much in the text other than as reproducing actors. At one point, he argues that in

many situations women might believe that they are free actors when they are actually just

reduced to instruments of symbolic exhibition or manipulation (1999, p.130). Nevertheless

he also suggests that resistance can take place independent of structural changes (1999, p.22),

when meanings of certain objects are not fixed. This allows for diverging and conflicting

for equating body and agency (p. 57). This might not be entirely justified, because he does not suggest, it seems
to me, that similar experiences/influences on the body create actors who perform the same or similar actions.
But in his book there is little room for women (or for that matter men) going against the grain, thinking about
gender relations differently, and living out their lives contrary to what is socially prescribed. Bourdieu thus
conveys the individual as rather homogenous and simple, almost as a machine that responds to what it is fed
and is caught up in a web of structures in which it moves only as the web (the interaction of structures) changes
because this enforces new and different bodily experiences.

A more persuasive notion of the importance of the body is given by Giddens. To him the
body is 'experienced as a practical mode of coping with external situations and events' and this monitoring of
the body is part of learning to become a competent agent (p.56): "Regularised control of the body is a
fundamental means whereby a biography of self-identity is maintained; yet at the same time the self is also more
or less constantly 'on display to others in terms of its embodiment" (pp. 57-8). There is thus a connection
between the body and the mind, but there is also a separation, and the body does not regulate the mind. It is
important how we are able to control our body, how we perceive it and not least how others respond to
(perceive) it.
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interpretations, enabling the dominated a possibility of resistance against the effects of the

symbolic imposition (1999, p.22).

In his introduction, Bourdieu says that he is interested in analysing the

processes which are responsible for history becoming culture and culture becoming 'natural'

(1999, p.18), but because he sees persistence in structures rather than changes in practices, I

would argue it becomes a matter virtually only of historical reproduction of structures42

where the role of actors is fairly limited. One could argue that his work has similarities with

feminist Marxist approaches where gender is seen as secondary to economic structures, and

as such has no analytical purpose as pointed out by Scott (1988).

Despite this, in my view Bourdieu's study is nevertheless a welcome correction

to the more recent post-structural and post-modernist literature on gender relations. He calls

for an understanding of gender relations in structures and thus argues that a focus on

ideology or discourse is inadequate because such an analysis misses out on the more deep-

seated structures.43 Consequently too much focus on 'representations' is not particularly

useful, according to him, because it is devoid of attention from the more deep-seated

mechanisms that exist (1999, p. 17).

Connell (1995) agrees with him that it can be problematic to focus too much

on discourse. He points out that discourse is just one kind of practice and one must look at

other practices as well. Practices are central to Connell, and I would say that he gives much

more room for practices that are not automatically reproducing structures, than Bourdieu. To

Connell, if patterns of practices are the same over a long period it is usually because a lot of

energy has been used to keep them this way, and not because structures are ingrained in the

41 O n w o m e n ' s e m p l o y m e n t - of particular interest to this s tudy - Bourdieu says that the increasing n u m b e r of
w o m e n w h o have en te red t he labour market mus t have influenced the division of labour in the house , and at
the same t ime t h e tradi t ional feminine and masculine roles (see, p . 115).
42 I n the same w a y Connel l (1995) finds that Bourdieu 's theory of structure and practice (referring t o his
'Out l ine of a T h e o r y of Practice ') is problematic because "... his image of social structure depends so heavily o n
the idea of social ' r ep roduc t ion ' tha t it is difficult t o reconcile with any idea of a historical dynamic, except
someth ing tha t h a p p e n s b e h i n d die backs of the actors." (p. 94). A very different view of actors is Or tne r ' s
(1996). She argues tha t actors 'play widi wit, intention, knowledge and skills, and diat we should focus o n the
resistance t o and t ransformat ions of pat terns . Bourdieu's and Connell 's focus u p o n h o w gender relations are
being reproduced and const i tuted is as important as the resistance to them, I would say.
43 H e also points ou t that masculine order does not need to be expressed in discourses (1999, p.17). O n
discourses I am in agreement with Nuitjen (1998) who says: "... I distance myself from approaches that place
t o o much stress o n the p o w e r of dominant discourses. I t is obvious that languages are never innocent n o r
ahistorical and influence the formation of identities. However, in m y opinion, we should not consider subjects
to be "captured" within discursive formations. Discourses do not necessarily shape human minds and cognitive
processes in a fixed way... " (p. 16).
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individual's body and mind as Bourdieu argues.44 To Connell an important point is that

practice can be turned against what constrains it, but practice cannot escape structures (p.

95). Here he argues that we should focus on the constitution of structures rather than the

reproduction, because this recognises that structures will be constituted in different ways (p.

44). Hence there is room for change by actors and agency, he stresses. In this way his notion

of history is different from Bourdieu's as 'historicity to Connell is not only about the

reproduction of structures,45 but also very much about the changes of structures and the role

of agency in this:

The idea of historicity implies a concrete history, some of whose features are

now clear. Its subject matter is a structure of social relations and the form

of life constituted in them... history is not homogenous... the different

structures of relationships may develop in different rhythms and come into

contradiction.... Real social struggles do not have predictable or standard

outcomes, and sometimes change the conditions diat gave rise to them.

There is a long-term historical dynamic of practice and structural

transformation.... Gender history is lumpy, (p. 149).

In line with this Connell seeks to identify institutions that engage in what he calls the

'remaking of sexual ideology5 and ways they do so46, but also discusses those that challenge

them.47

44 Connell says for instance: "The subordination of women and the marginalization of homosexual and
effeminate men are sustained neither by chance nor by the mechanical reproduction of a social system, but by
the commitments implicit in conventional and hegemonic masculinity and the strategies pursued in the attempt
to realize them." (p. 215).
45Gonnell says about structures that: "To describe structure is to specify what it is in the situation that
constrains the play of practice. Since the consequence of practice is a transformed situation which is the object
of new practices, 'structure' specifies the way practice (over tine) constrains practice' (p. 95, my emphasis).
46 According t o h i m there are three ways of doing so which are usually carried ou t b y different groups o r
institutions: t h r o u g h managemen t and regulation such as that d o n e by die church; t h r o u g h articulation such as
is done b y f i lmmakers , and d i rough theorisation, for instance the work academics do .
47 Connel l does n o t on ly discuss history theoretically but also provides us widi a b r o a d and interesting
discussion of g e n d e r history, since the hunt ing societies dismiss ideas of an 'original' division of labour whe re
men hunt and women stay at home or gather. He draws out the main features and argues that the present is
characterised by the fact that "... for the first time in history since early urbanization there is a strong dynamic
tending to standardize gender relations in different parts of the world. The spread of wage relationships is one
part of this; the labour market segmentation strategies of international businesses another; the cultural prestige
of the 'Western' family, especially among urban people, a third." (p. 157). This does not go without challenge,
however, and Connell notes certain crisis tendencies that give rise to potential for transformation. One such he
identifies as a 'crisis of institutionalization' with state/legal policies being challenged or directed towards greater
gender equity, especially in developed countries (thus also challenging the otherwise taken for granted
patriarchal authority in the family); another important one is the 'crisis of interest formation' with women's
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A problem with Connell's theorisation, however, is that he does not adequately

explain to us ¿era; actors come to act.

Joan Scott's (1988) starting point is what role gender has in theory and as such,

she does not concern herself with the empirical worldwide reproduction of gender relations

as both Bourdieu and Connell do. However by addressing this question through a critical

analysis of ways of 'using' gender in description and theory, she addresses the two core

problems of Bourdieu and Connell, namely in the case of Bourdieu the constant

reproduction of structures where agency and changing gender relations are secondary and

marginal, and in the case of Connell the question of on what basis actors bend and change

structures.

Scott on meaning and identity

To Scott (who obviously does not address Bourdieu or Connell directly) the answer is a

focus upon meaning and identity. In similar vein to Bourdieu, she argues that meanings are

placed upon physical bodily differences (p.2) leading to a social organisation of sexual

difference. In addition she also stresses that one must examine the 'cultural available

symbols' and those normative concepts that give meaning to these symbols. Reproduction of

gender relations (and other social relations) requires 'fixity5 of meanings, since meaning is

potentially in flux. So to understand how gender relations are reproduced, examining how

and by whom definitions are reinforced and contested is important. Actors do not contest or

seek to reinforce meanings and definitions out of the blue she says: one needs to look at the

nature and origins of interests behind this. They are not the product of 'objective

circumstances' which then give rise to certain identities (as mothers, workers etc) but are

variable and discursively constructed, and, if I understand her correctly, this happens through

the construction of meaning. This means that one cannot talk of political differences

between women as women's 'false consciousness'. And the bigger implication is that "The

story is no longer about the things that have happened to women and men and how they

have reacted to them; instead it is about how the subjective and collective meanings of

women and men as categories of identity have been constructed." (p.6).

I find die rejection of 'objective circumstances' of the material problematic.

Scott partly makes up for this later in the book where she argues that to understand 'social

increasing participation in the labour market where women form alliances in work and where their earnings
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relations based on perceived differences between the sexes' one must focus on institutional

and organisational aspects of kinship, and on the economy and polity, for instance the labour

market and education. What is interesting, she further argues, is the relationship between

meaning (here referring to cultural symbols available and the normative concepts attached),

identity and institutional/organisational aspects, in this way opening up for the possibility

that material aspects do impact upon women's lives and in fact matter very much. There is a

curious contradiction in her writing then: in the first chapter in her book she discusses and

seemingly fully endorses a (variation of) the post-structural perspective, however in chapter

two she diverges from this position. The explanation for this, I believe, is that her main

concern is the usefulness of gender as a theoretical concept for analysing the politics of

history, and not the reproduction of gender relations. Her point is that attention to how

gender is being represented and constructed is crucial for understanding ways in which

power is articulated and social relationships created, explaining her extensive emphasis on

meaning at times.

Whatever Scott's real position is on materialism (knowing that she rejects the

Marxist explanation, which puts gender secondary to economics), her theorising is useful in

pointing to the fact that changes in gender relations are not simply dependent upon

fundamental structural changes which affect women's experiences (structural changes which

themselves are likely to draw on gender, she would argue) and in emphasising what Bourdieu

only notes, namely that meanings are a means of resistance, change and of course

reproduction. This may not lead to the radical changes in gender relations that Bourdieu

would like to take place, but to both large continuities and small changes, or perhaps only to

'rocking the boat'. Scott's focus on meaning and identity also point to the basis of agency, it

is not simply about objective material circumstances (albeit crucial I would say) shaping

interests and action, nor is it just about conscious 'will' (or wishes) without roots; rather it is

largely about what meanings are given to the material and symbolic aspects of social life and

what self-identity (meaning attached to oneself) is being developed.

But even if looking at meanings and identity illuminates the possibilities of

change and sources of agency, and as such is useful in balancing an analysis that has become

'too' structural, nonetheless a substitution of meanings and identity for the examination of

the effects of material aspects is problematic (as I have indicated above). This may also be

challenge power dynamics in the domestic setting.
48 Her criticism of how gender has been addressed so far in historical studies does not concentrate on the
knowledge on gender relations produced, but on the lack of tbeorization of gender (see p. 22 & p. 24).
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the case with the way that meanings and identity are conceptualised. Below I will elaborate

slightly more on this, referring to perspectives on meaning and identity in general and not

specifically to Scott's work.

On meaning

As critical realism points out, it is true that we can only understand the social world through

definitions and the meanings that we attach to it. However despite this, large parts of the

social world exist independently of the meaning we give (aspects of) them. In Stones' words:

"... there is no contradiction between accepting that events, actions and institutions are social

constructions, and accepting that they have an existential reality of their own... " (1996, p.

32). For: "To be sure, what people think is the case can be a matter of assertion or

negotiation, but what is the case is generally not - otherwise wishful thinking would always

work." (Sayer, 1999, p. 37). Meaning guides social practices and is guided by them. It shapes

agency, but it does not necessarily determine it.49

An important issue is how meanings come about and how stable they are.

Post-structuralist/modernist studies have tended to point to the portrayal of meanings as

floating and multiple. In different circumstances and at different times meanings may be

contested and varied but broadly one probably finds much shared and unquestioned

understanding, or at least more than the degree assumed by some post-modernists/structur-

alists, as Bourdieu's idea of doxa points to. What structures (material and non-material) shape

shared meanings is as interesting, I would say, as the variation there might be in the latter. In

fact, as Ekholm-Friedman & Friedman (1995) point out: "...while all social systems are

complex, everyday life tends to reduce this complexity to schemes of meaning and action

that are significandy simplified" (p. 134). It is not the other way around, as some post-

structuralists/modernists seem to suggest.

As already indicated, meanings attached to gender and how gendered meanings are

attached to other aspects of social life will be a central focus in this thesis. So, too, will be the

49 As Stones (1996) notes, the issue of power and mechanisms, of potentials and the actual, is more complex
when it comes to dealing with actors than physical objects. To die former, hermeneutics are central: "Thus both
the potential powers available to an agent at a given time and how those powers are drawn on are highly
contingent upon the hermeneutic frames of meaning of themselves and of relevant others in an open system."
(p.36). Stones identifies different 'types' of meanings: 1) the frame of meaning of the social scientist, 2) the
frame of meaning of the agent, 3) the context-dependency of meaning, and 4) the meaning portrayed in textual
representations (pp.19-20).
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structures shaping these and how meanings on the one hand, and reality and what actually

goes on, on the other hand,50 may be in contradiction.

Identity

The 'construction of identity5 - popular as it is today in research - is in my view only

interesting if one looks not only at how identities are constructed but more importantly how

they shape people's actual lives, in terms of what they think and do.51 For instance women's

identities as workers, as mothers, as lovers or whatever, have consequences for what daily

activities they take up, what ideas they reject, and how they respond to changing

circumstances in the labour market, to men approaching them, to new possibilities of

political participation etc, - and how in turn, of course, identities may be shaped by these

social structures and activities.

What is at the core of how different studies perceive identities to come about,

is what role they give to individual agency. In certain cases identities are seen as being largely

about individual choices only, resulting in 'multiple' identities. For instance according to

Moore (1994):

The basic premise of post-structuralist thinking on the subject is that

discursive practices provide subject positions, and individuals take up a

variety of subject positions within different discourses. Amongst other

things, this means that a single subject can no longer be equated with a

single individual. Individuals are multiple constituted subjects, and they can,

and do, take up multiple subject positions within a range of discourses and social

practices. Some of these subject positions will be contradictory and will

conflict with each other, (p. 141, my emphasis).

In the case of post-structuralism, as presented by Moore (1994) here, there are a number of

discourses and other social practices from which the individual largely chooses his or her

50 Here I am adopting Sayer's distinction between the actual, the real and the empirical: the real is the realm of
objects, their structures and powers. The actual is the exercise of power, what actually takes place. The empirical
is what we can see or experience and may refer to the real or the actual (Sayer, 1999, pp.3-5)
51 For examples of this kind of study, see among others McCallum, 1999; Villarreal, 1994; Scott, 1994; Wilson,
1991; Moore, 1994; Seligmann, 1989; Wilson & Arias, 1995.
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identities.52 That is, the individual chooses how to represent him/her self amidst various

choices, and any person can have a number of contradictory identities which, because of the

choice, may not be very stable.53

While discourses may indeed shape identities (for instance official discourses

on motherhood may shape women's identities as mothers according to or in opposition with

this) and non-discursive social practices at large without doubt do, I would argue that one

should also look 'behind' discourses and other social practices - at what shapes them - as

identities are also often shaped by the fundamental material circumstances, structural

positions and larger social forces.54 As McCallum (1999) rightly notes: "Personal searches for

identity and meaning are hugely constrained by circumstances that are best approached

through such structural analysis of local social and political organisation, kinship, marriage,

employment and gender hierarchy. Thus, while it is important to recognise difference, one

must be careful not to decontextualise cultural analysis from understanding social processes."

(p. 288). A further implication of this is that identities do not necessarily simply change - they

are not just 'shifting' entities - according to what individuals choose, but are often fairly

stable, obviously depending on the (changing) context.

Ricardo Calla makes a useful distinction between identity and (social)

identification.55 To him identity is the process of an unconscious construct of the subject as

opposed to social identification, which is about creating an image of oneself, hence a

conscious process. But if one agrees that identity is about what meaning an individual

attaches his/herself in relation to the events and circumstances of his/her life, both in the

present and in the past 56 it is difficult to marry this with the idea that the process is

unconscious. Rather than being about unconsciousness/consciousness I would say that it is

about psychological processes of control and choice. One does not necessarily control or

choose which events and circumstances take on importance or how they shape one's

521 write 'largely because as Moore also notes, taking up subject positions is not about 'simple' choice, because
not all subject positions carry the same social rewards, and because it is not just about rational choice, but also
about fantasy about what the person would like to be.
53 See for instance Raissiguier who argues that we should conceptualize identities as 'multiple' and 'varied'
(1995, p.92).
54 Moore distinguishes between discourses and social practices, while others (e.g. Connell) would argue that
discourses are a form of social practices, the latter with which I agree. However, they are a subset of social
practices (Sayer, 1999, p.27). In the rest of the thesis I refer to 'social practices' as those that are not discursive.
Examples of 'material circumstances' are income levels or housing conditions, examples of 'structural positions'
are class and gender, and examples of 'larger social forces' are changing labour markets, financial flows and
urbanisation.
55 Personal communication. Ricardo Calla is a Bolivian anthropologist.
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experience of oneself. For instance while women often choose to become mothers, the

identity that they expect to develop once having given birth often does not correspond to

their actual sense of motherhood, that is their identity as mothers, once the child is born. A

woman may be overwhelmed by the extent and the manner in which being a mother shapes

a specific and strong identity, or she may be alarmed by a lack of 'mother' identity. In either

case she might try to change this identity, but if not impossible, it is a least difficult because

complicated psychological processes are at play.

The structural and material conditions of identity, such as being a mother,

clearly work against fluidity, or 'instability5 of identity, but so does the importance of identity

for the psychological well-being of the individual. Giddens (1991) argues that maintaining

ones personal identity is a prime requisite of ontological security.57 This points to that

individuals sharing the same circumstances and events (if one imagines that this is possible)

would not necessarily have the exact same identities because their interpretations of the

events/circumstances, and the psychological process behind this, are specific to the

individual.58

Summary discussion

A structuralist perspective like that of Bourdieu, where agency has little role and where actors

are unaware about the 'internalising' and reproduction of structure, is of limited use when the

concern is to understand every-day practices of power, bargaining and strategies. Connell's

idea that structures are constituted by practice, rather than simply automatically reproduced,

gives room for knowledgeable and wilful actors, and changes in structures. This is not to say,

in my view, that actors are always knowledgeable about the structures they constitute

(reproduce) - or about the outcomes of their actions. Nor is it to say (as discussed earlier)

that actors can always act according to their own will. However to understand what is

56 In the words of Giddens (1991) identity is about 'the self as reflexively understood by the person in terms of
her or his biography (p. 53).
57 According to Giddens, (1991) ontological security is something we all develop a framework of, but also
something that we - to different degrees- experience disruptions in. For a further elaboration, see his Chapter
Two.
58 Connell builds his argument about the personal on the basis of a discussion of various schools of
psychoanalysis and shows how psychoanalysis has been important in highlighting the notion that one individual
can have many different forms of personality - that their identity can be multi-layered and contradictory. He
stresses that personality cannot simply be deducted from larger social forces. Crudely put, to Connell then,
personality has a life of its own to some extent, because it is of course also influenced by the social relations
which it is part of, he argues without developing it further. It follows that it is not enough to focus on the
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'behind' practices, we need to focus both on those broad societal structures that limit and

provide possibilities, but also on the meanings and identities - and the variations and

contestations that might take place - and which shape practices. However recent concern

with meaning and identity is associated with post-structuralist/modernist academic work, and

I distance myself from what I see to be an overuse of the concepts. For meaning and identity

are not 'floating' individual choices but to a large extent are shaped by structures and

personal circumstances, and while they shape, they do not determine the real social world

and what actually goes on.

personal: "However much detail is known about a given life, personal life becomes unintelligible if the
structural bases of practices are not kept in view." (221).
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Conclusion

In this chapter I have established the theoretical foundations for the analysis carried out in

the rest of the thesis. I have done so from three 'angles'. In the first part I discussed Latin

American gender models, which later in the chapter I argued should be relabelled and

considered patriarchal bargains. The second and biggest part of the chapter was concerned

with establishing a conceptual framework for analysing intra-household gender relations and

gendered work, and those social and societal relations beyond the household, which impact

on what goes on within it. The conjugal contract — encompassing poner, bargaining and strategies

(and strategc entries) -- are key analytical concepts for addressing gender relations within the

household and, as we shall see, also for understanding gendered work outside it. To

understand how the development of the household and 'outside' relations are important in

affecting those relations, I argued that we need to look at the domestic cyde, networks, orgtrusing

practices, and patrumhal bargtins and contextualise this and an intra-household analysis in the

context of larger soáo-economic prooesses. The 'angle' of the last part of the chapter was from

'above', since we address the reproduction of gender relations at an abstract level. Primarily

through a discussion of work by Bourdieu, Connell, and Scott I positioned myself in relation

to structure and agency on the one hand, and meaning and identity on the other. I argued

that with Connell we need to understand the practices of individuals not merely in terms of

passive actors reproducing structures, but as actors constituting structures. Attention to

meanings and identity provide us with an understanding of the basis on which individuals

(and groups of them) act, why they sometimes reproduce structures while at other times and

places they change and bend them from 'within'. I have also warned against an 'overuse' of

meaning and identity that neglects the structural circumstances shaping them, as this would,

in my view, exaggerate their importance in explaining reality.
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Chapter Three

Urban Couples

Introduction

This chapter relates to the first aspect of the main aim of the research, namely low-income

urban couples. The main aim of the chapter is two-fold: to 'place' the urban couple amidst

other social relations in order to determine its 'focality5,39 and to discuss the foundations and

characteristics of the conjugal contract between spouses.

I approach the analysis in the chapter with a concern for women's and men's

agencies and the constraints and opportunities they have, and in this way point to

continuities in gender practices and some of the changes that were also taking place. At the

level of the individual and the couple, paying attention to the domestic cycle enables us to

understand how the challenges and opportunities spouses faced were not static. Through an

examination of meanings I show how the 'focality1 of the couple in terms of social practices

was underpinned by certain meanings attached to the couple, but also point out that practice

and meaning may sometimes be in conflict. Looking at spouse relationships in terms of the

ænjugd æntract means paying attention both to the patterns of inequalities and processes of

bargaining between spouses, and in this chapter the focus will primarily be on patterns of in-

equalities, while the bargaining processes between spouses are more fully addressed in

chapter five. I examine how the contract was constructed, what patterns of inequality

between spouses this entailed, and how and by whom it was contested. In the previous

chapter I argued that in order to fully understand what goes on inside the household we need

to examine those social and societal relations that exceed the household and exist outside it.

This I do primarily by examining networks and orgtrusingpractiæs, and where relevant draw on

the Andean and Hispanic patriarchal bargiins for understanding the particularities of the

'focality of the couple and the characteristics of the conjugal contract.

I begin the chapter by looking at the formation of couples and the (changing)

strategies spouses employed in getting together. This relates to why couples stayed together

and under what conditions, which is important for understanding how central the couple was

amidst other social relations and the durability of the conjugal relationship.
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I go on to show firstly how the conjugal contract came into being through the

new couple's practical and symbolic importance in forming a new household, and secondly

how their struggles — especially women's strategies to get a house of their own ~ were

struggles to consolidate the independence of the couple, particularly against mother-in-laws'

disruptive influences. I pay considerable attention to conflicts with in-laws and over family,

and I argue that the explanations for the often conflictive relationships between mothers-in-

law and daughters-in-law, are to be found primarily in the gender division of labour,

gendered authority, and the tension between close parent-child bonds on the one hand, and

meanings attached to the independence of the conjugal couple on the other.

Turning to networks, organising practices and friendships I examine the

(changing) social relations beyond the household, both fictive kinship networks of

'compadrazgo' and non-kinship relations. I argue that organising practices generally were

few, but that men were better able to create networks than women, and illustrate how

compadrazgo relations were weakened in the city, leaving some women very vulnerable and

dependent upon the partnership with husbands and with weakened fallback options in the

bargaining process.

The analysis of the 'focality' of the couple, the characteristics of the conjugal

contract, and the struggles around conjugal independence carried out by women, is - in the

last part of the chapter - complemented with an analysis of the meanings spouses attached to

the relationship between husband and wife. I identify three central concepts: collaboration,

understanding and luck, show how meanings attached to them differed, and argue that they

were important to reinforce and solidify the 'focality5 and 'autonomy5 of the couple, to the

couples themselves and their surroundings.

59 The 'focality or 'centrality of the couple refers to the degree to which the couple is at the centre of activities
and social relations.
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Part one: Practices of the urban couple

Couples getting together and splitting up

Anthropological studies from various rural parts of Bolivia show that young men and women

have a decisive say in who they choose as their partners, something that takes place mainly

through the ritual labelled 'robo' (theft).60 Apart from 'robar' (to steal), another way of

forming a union is through 'pedir la mano' (ask for the hand), apparently a less common

form in the countryside.61 My data suggests that the 'robo' is still a prevalent form of getting

together in the city, but that 'pedir la mano' is becoming more and more common.

'Robar' in the city - to 'steal' a woman

'Robar' is generally considered by academics and the low-income urban couples interviewed

alike to be the 'traditional' way for young Aymara people to get together, that is, it is the way

it is done in the countryside. In an urban 'robo' the young man 'steals' the woman, they sleep

together, and the next day they are a couple. The sleeping together usually takes place in the

man's family house,62 and after his parents have scolded them for the behaviour and they

have made up, the new couple and his family go to the woman's parents' house to ask for

'pardon' and acceptance of the new couple. After some arguments they do, and the two

families and the new couple celebrate all night long. The 'robo' should ideally involve the

following principles: the 'robo' takes place voluntarily and the parents are upset about it but

are easily won over, and then happily accept the new union their daughter or son has made.

In reality there were often twists to this tale though. We found that sometimes women did

not voluntarily engage in the robo.63 For instance Ana Apaza, who was an 'ama de casa'

60 See Albo, 1976; Sikhink, 1994; Paulson, 1992. For rural Peru evidence is more contradictory. Valderrama
Fernández and Escalante Gutiérrez (1997), examining several rural communities, finds that the extent to which
marriage is agreed upon by the couple or the parents varies, and de la Cadena (1997) finds in her research in
rural Peru that youngsters generally do not decide on their partners.
61 There is some confusion in the literature on rural Bolivia as to what 'pedir la mano' entails. According to
Albo (1976) it is part of 'el robo' -- that is, asking permission of parents for the robo that has already taken
place. Sinkhink (1994) refers to (in the words of the residents of Condo) 'pedir la mano' as the negotiating of a
union involving both the couple and the parents. In the urban context 'pedir la mano' takes on a slightly
different meaning, as I show above, but is closer to Sikhink's description than to Albó's.
62 In the countryside the couple runs off and has their first night together elsewhere (see Harvey, 1994).
63 Harvey (1994) says that women will never admit to willingly engaging in sexual relations with men. I am quite
convinced that in some of the severe cases I came across it was not a question of pretending not to have been
willing. Also, Albo (1976) notes in the case of Jesús de Machaqa in Bolivia that a 'robo' may involve violence.
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(housewife) without income-generating activities at the time of the interview, got together

with her husband after a party. He was drunk and would not let her go. She agreed to walk

him to his house and once there, he forced her into the house: "With force he closed the

door and would not let me go" ["A la fuerza se ha cerrado la puerta y no me ha dejado"]. She

stayed there for the night but they did not have sexual intercourse. The next day she returned

to her work as a live-in domestic servant and when the woman in the house heard her

explanation for her absence she insisted that they marry. Ana did not want to; after all they

had only known each other for two months, she reasoned, and they had not 'had relations'

that night. But her employer insisted and they were legally married a week later.

The example illustrates two issues: One that a 'robo' was not necessarily based

on clear agreements and voluntarism by both parties and, as examples below will also

illustrate, a 'robo' may involve force to a greater or lesser extent. Secondly it illustrates that

what mattered was not so much whether sexual relations had taken place, but that they could

have taken place.64 This cannot simply be explained in terms of 'what others might think has

happened'. For it is unlikely that other people apart from Ana, her husband and her

employers noticed Ana spending the night with a man, or at least not anyone that the

employer needed to be concerned about (where Ana worked and where she had her

encounter with her partner were in different places of the city). It then has to be understood,

I think, less in terms of reputation and more in terms of meanings attached to private space

reserved for the couple, which Ana and her husband transgressed during a time - the night -

which apart from sleep, was associated with sexual relations between spouses.

Meanings attached to private space, the night, sexual relations and the couple

were possibly more prominent among middle and upper classes, influenced by the Hispanic

patriarchal bargain. For, among low-income couples not all parents forced robbed daughters

(or 'robbing' sons)65 to establish a union against their will. In the eyes of some parents other

more important issues had to be accounted for, even if sexual relations had taken place. In

one example the parents went to fetch their daughter from the house of the man she had

slept with, and forbade her to see her boyfriend again, although they had already had sexual

relations. She was 14 and they wanted her to continue her education. They only accepted the

64 In another example a woman told us that she had gone to sleep in her boyfriend's house because it was very
late and she was afraid of returning to her parents so late. She slept in a separate room, sharing a bed with his
sister. The next day, despite the sister's testimony, the parents obliged them to 'juntarse' (get together).
65 We did not discuss these issues in detail with the male respondents and I am thus unable to say to what
extent sons might be forced into partnerships against their will, but given men's more pro-active role in the
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union when they found out that she was already pregnant. On another occasion the woman's

parents were made to accept her partnership with a man 'from the countryside' whom they

considered inferior to the family. Again the acceptance was made because she was pregnant.

Ana Capkique recalls her parents' first reaction: "My family was furious. At least my father

[was]... 'this man from the countryside who doesn't know how to do anything.... My father

protested in a thousand ways." ["Mi familia se ha puesto furiosa. Mi papá al menos ... 'este

hombre del campo que no sabe hacer nada... .Ha protestado de mil maneras, mi padre."].

Neither of these two women had consented fully to the 'robo'. The 14-year-old

woman, if not forced, felt tricked into having sex. She did not know that she could become

pregnant with die sexual activities they carried out, and she had never imagined ending up as

a couple with this boyfriend. She was not happy in the relationship, she told us when we

interviewed her, and a few months after the interview she left her husband, taking the baby

with her, to go and live in her parent's house. The other woman was raped by the man who

became her husband. At the time she was in the countryside alone because of a family

emergency in the city. The young man, who had the same surname (a common one)

presented himself as her cousin and they started spending time together. One day he invited

her back to bis room for lunch and raped her.

What is interesting is that in both cases the women told us that they wanted to

stay with their partners because they were pregnant, and clearly not because they were in love

or otherwise wanted to establish a marital union. Later in the chapter I will return to the

meanings attached to the couple and parent-child bonds, and to what consequences this had

for the establishment and endurance of couples. Before doing so I discuss the other way of

getting together.

'Pedir la mano' — ask for the hand

The elements of force and opposition were not involved when couples got together by the

practice labelled 'asking for the hand' or 'pedir la mano'. 'Pedir la mano' involved going to

both the woman's and the man's parents to ask for permission to 'juntarse' (join together).

Although pressure and persuasion on the part of the man or the woman may be involved,

they will have reached an agreement first about getting together. This usually happened some

time after having become recognised as 'enamorados' (two people in love) and parents

'robo' one could expect that most initiated a 'robo' when they wanted to get together permanently with a
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having been 'moulded' so that their acceptance of the union could be expected. In the case

of Ancelma Quispe, a 24-year-old Paceña (born and brought up in the city) who at the time

of the interview was dedicated to domestic matters and her young baby, her present husband

went as far as building up a rather close relationship with her parents before they got

together. She explained:

... he [her husband] is still working in a company [factory]. Previously I

worked in this company as well, it is there that we got to know each other,

and we have known each other for two and half years. From there we

started the courtship, he came here to my house before we got together, he

came here to live with my parents, to talk, to propose what we are going to

do, what it is we are planning to do, and other things...

[...el está trabajando hasta el momento en una empresa. Anteriormente yo

también trabajaba en esa empresa, es ahí donde y nos hemo conocido hace

dos años y medio. De ahí hemos empezado el enamoramiento, el venia aquí

a mi casa antes que nos juntáramos, venía a convivir aquí con mis papas,

charlar, proponer qué es lo que vamos a hacer, qué es lo que estamos

planeando y demás cosas....]

It was unusual that the husband came to live in the house of his future spouse, but in this

case he was without a house of his own as his mother was dead and he had long ago broken

off relations with his alcoholic father.

Getting together by pedir la mano could also be a way of forging acceptance

from parents who were ambivalent about their child's future choice. For once parents had

said 'yes' they could no longer oppose the relationship. Patricia Mamani, who we met in

Chapter One, dated her current husband for 7 years before they 'got together'. They married

as a way of cementing their relationship in her father's eyes, since he had objected to it all

along. Patricia would in fact have liked to wait a bit longer before marrying, and she would

have preferred to take advantage of her single life more:

To enjoy life a bit more. When one is a single you do a lot of things no?

But with... a husband plans change and you can no longer do the things

woman, or at least were prepared to live with the consequences.
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you planned earlier when you were single. When one is a couple you have

to... share your ideas with him, you have to say this is good, this is bad....

[Para disfrutar un poco más de la vida, cuando una está sola puedes hacer

muchas cosas ¿no ve? Así con... un esposo cambia los planes y ya no

puedes hacer las cosas que has planeado antes que estás soltera. Cuando es

una pareja tienes que... compartir tu idea con él, tienes que decir esto está

bien o está mal....]

Different practices and changing patterns

While Patricia and her husband's period of courtship was longer than most, my data suggests

that those engaging in 'pedir la mano' did in fact go out for a longer period before 'getting

together' than those who got together by means of a 'robo'. While it was perfectly acceptable

for all youngsters to have many 'novios' and 'novias' (boyfriends and girlfriends) before

deciding on the partner for life, those engaging in 'pedir la mano' had more scope to do so

because of the mutual agreement involved. Women's agency in 'pedir la mano' was stronger

than in 'robos' and they were less likely to be trapped in a boyfriend's decision or impulse to

get together through a 'robbery". However for some women exercising this agency could be

difficult, with boyfriends or family members pressuring them to 'juntarse', and the 'robo'

became an option for 'unwillingly giving in'. This was the case with Teresa Condori, for

instance. Born and brought up in the city, she started going out with her present husband

when they were at college. Her teachers, she told us, advised her to get to know her husband

well before deciding to live with him. They went out for many years, and for most of them

her husband was eager for them to 'get together'. She successfully resisted 'juntarse' up until

his family started interfering. At a party his sisters approached her and told her that she was

being selfish and that their brother was 'suffering' because of her resistance. A few hours

later she let herself be robbed.

According to Ancelma Quispe: "... there are other people who don't do this

[ask for the hand], especially because the girls are 'stolen' and this is another type of tradition

which more than anything is Aymara...." ["... hay otras persona que casi no realizan eso

[pedir la mano], especialment porque las chicas se las roban y es otro tipo de tradición ya, que

es más que todo es aymara... "].
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I do not have information on how all couples got together66, nor are there any

urban studies on this that I can rely on and compare with to understand the distributive

pattern and the changes that have taken place. However from the interviews where this issue

was addressed, a pattern emerged of younger women born in La Paz city entering into the

marital union more often after 'pedir la mano' than after a 'robo'. It is possible that it was

becoming more common among migrants as well. 67 The foundation for these trends was

that 'el robo' was thought of as a peasant, traditional, and uncivilised way of getting together

whereas 'pedir la mano' was considered a more modern, urban way, and possibly also a

sexually 'purer' way of getting together, as advocated by the Hispanic patriarchal bargain.

With respect to the latter it is also possible to interpret it like this68: in 'pedir la mano' women

were not 'taken over' or 'giving in to lust' as in a 'robo', but entered into a union in a

'proper', considered manner in which sexual desire was subdued or nonexistent.

Couples who got together did not necessarily marry at once, and some couples

never formally married. In our main sample 18 (30,5%) couples were cohabiting and 41

(69,5%) were married. There was no difference in whether the women were migrants from

the countryside or born in the city. The average age for getting together with a partner was

21 years for women, and 23 for men.69 Regardless of whether they were formally married or

co-habiting, partners were referred to as husband and wife [esposo/a]. Throughout this

thesis I will do so as well.

There has been much debate on whether cohabiting is a form of 'trial marriage'

(see Paulson, 1992, p. 180, footnote 29). It was clearly not considered as such among my

respondents. Little social distinction was made between couples who were formally married

and those who were cohabiting, as Paulson also finds in her study, but gtting married 'por

religion' in the church was nevertheless a marker of social status, and being married was so

because it had involved gtting married. A church wedding usually involved hundreds of guests.

The costs could be immense. Ancelma Quispe's wedding cost her and her husband around

bs 7000 ($ 1248). About 200 invitations were sent out and they made food for 500 people.

Her husband was at the time earning between bs 600 to 1800 ($ 107-321) a month and she

66 Only at a relatively late stage of the fieldwork did I fully discover the interesting issues surrounding 'getting
together'. Also, as a rather private matter, some women did not want to discuss or elaborate on how they ended
up with their husbands. We did not discuss this topic with men.
67 Sikhink (1994) finds changing patterns where 'pedir la mano' is now more common in the rural area of San
Pedro de Condo.
68 This is my interpretation; obviously respondents did not conceptualise it like this.
69 There were no big differences in this regard according to whether respondents were migrants or from the
city.
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had no income. Before getting married in the church couples have to be married 'por civil'

(civil register). Years might pass between getting married 'por civil' and 'por religión' because

of the costs involved. It is no surprise, then, that women who were married 'por religión'

were on average 8 years older than those cohabiting and also had a higher mean income.70

According to Stephenson (1999), urban mestizos and Indians71 did not

traditionally marry in the first half of the century. Seemingly then Aymara low-income

couples were increasingly distancing themselves from Aymara practices and taking on board

what in the past were mainly white elite customs.72 At the same time they retained

'traditional' norms that gave similar social respect to marriage and cohabitation in the daily

social interaction between couples and individuals.

Splitting up or staying together

In the sample there were few cases of separated or divorced women or men:731 met or heard

of about 6 separated/divorced women and only one man in the whole of Alto Munaypata.

This is likely to be an under-estimation as many previously divorced individuals were in new

relationships, but it serves to illustrate that the vast majority of couples stuck together. Men

abandoning women was the most common reason for split-ups, but women abandoning men

(and taking their children with them) was almost as common. A husband's violence or his

inability to contribute financially to the household, unhappy relationships or new lovers were

given as specific causes of split ups. However the more interesting question for this research

is inky couples got together and stayed together. In respect to the latter I am thinking

particularly of the women who stayed in very bad, abusive relationships.

Ana Chavez was the daughter of a very well respected previous 'Presidente' of

the 'junta de vecinos'. At the age of seventeen she got together with her husband, with whom

she was very much in love, but against her parent's wishes. She was studying at this point and

her parents had high expectations that she would continue and become a 'profesional'.

However, as she became pregnant soon after the wedding, all plans of going to university

70 The average income according to wives was bs 1103 ($ 197) for couples where the couple was married in
church and bs 986 ($ 176) for co-habiting couples.
71 See Chapter Six for a discussion of changing meanings and categorisation of mestizos and Indians. Originally
mestizo referred to an individual of mixed blood.
72 There is evidence however that the practices of formally marrying have declined slightly in the last decade. A
study conducted in Alto Munaypata on 220 families found that 77% were legally married and 33% were co-
habiting (Rivero, 1988).
73 In her study of the urban labour class, Scott (1994) finds equally low separation rates among couples.
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were shelved. After that she worked as a low-paid child-minder in the local nursery and when

the nursery temporarily closed down, she earned a bit of money by washing clothes for

middle-class families. Her husband drank a lot, sometimes right through from Friday to

Monday. He worked as a lorry driver in his father's small business, but often missed work

because he was drunk. When drunk he was often violent. When I interviewed Ana she felt

very sad and desperate about the situation. She felt that she had missed a golden opportunity

in her Ufe by getting married to her husband. She had been destined for more but had been

set back and was now held down. I asked her why she did not leave her husband, to which

she answered that as a woman living on her own, she would be unable to defend herself and

that she would not be able to manage financially. Though her siblings and a friend had

promised to help out, she refused to take responsibility for separating her children from then-

father. She said: ".... if I get separated, I think I will hurt them [the daughters], no Julie?

Because I will give... I will bring two children, two daughters that don't have a father and that

will make me feel bad about myself..." ["... si separándome, pero yo creo que voy a hacerles

[las hijas] doler, ¿no ve Julie? Porque voy a dar... voy a traer dos wawas, dos hijitas que no

tienen su papá y me van a hacer sentir mal a mí... "].

Harvey (1994) gives a clue as to how to understand what lies behind Ana's

words. According to her, one reason why women do not leave violent relationships is to be

found in the different meanings attached to the couple and the children. She argues that the

kinship relation between parents and children is depicted as one of respect, trust and

prescription while in contrast the affinial relationship between spouses is about confront-

ation, disorder and conquest. This means on the one hand a widespread acceptance of

marital conflict, including wife-beating74, and on the other hand great stress on sustaining the

relationship between parents and their children. While rural Peru is not urban Bolivia,

Harvey's (1994) account hints at a broader cultural understanding. Also underlining the

centrality of the parent-child bond is how the loss of a parent was conceptualised and talked

about: if a child lost his or her mother or father, the child was considered an orphan. By

losing one parent - not both - a child became an orphan and orphans were by definition

incomplete human beings and impoverished. Not only were parents important to children,

the relationship also went the other way. Women and men alike recounted how men changed

behaviour and became more 'responsible' when they became fathers.

74 On this, Harvey's argument is problematic, as I return to in Chapter Five.
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As in the case of Ana, a concern with security, how one is looked upon and

how one can cope alone, not least in financial terms, were real problems as well, especially in

an urban context.

A different explanation as to why women did not leave abusive men has its

sources in the Andean patriarchal bargain. In the words of Berta Morales, a housewife at the

time of the interview,: "...when you don't have a husband, they tell you 'girl', they belittle you.

Or on the other hand when you have your husband, they tell you 'señora'" ["...cuando

mientras no tienes esposo, te dicen 'chica', te tratan de poca cosa o en cambio cuando tienes

tu esposo, te dicen 'señora'."]. This connects with ideas of a person only being 'whole' when

married, and some of my data suggests that the ideas behind Berta's words were as much an

issue for men as for women. Undoubtedly this was an important explanation for women

sticking to their partners. It also provides at least partial explanations for uby some women

fought for the marital union (while others tried to resist it). Apart from the material

difficulties single mothers had in raising children on their own, the importance of being a

couple and having a partner on the one hand, and the importance paid to the relationship

between parents and children on the other, explain pregnant women's insistence on getting

together with the father of their child, even when nothing else motivated them for doing so.

Berta's statement also in part points to why some women tried to avoid getting

a husband for as long as possible. For being 'soltero' or 'soltera' (single) was also associated

with childishness, freedom and what would be seen as irresponsible behaviour for a married

woman, such as going out with college- or work-mates.

Those women in our sample who expressed concern or regret with changing

their single status to that of a married person, were all women born in the city. This suggests

challenges to the Andean patriarchal bargain insofar as one can argue that the importance to

the individual of being in a couple was becoming less important among the young

generations of women, who were aware that married life was a hard life, and associated with

loss of personal autonomy.

The couple, then, was increasingly taking on a different form. Getting together

was becoming more associated with years of dating involving getting to know each other well

and developing agreements and understandings as to how married life should be. The

conjugal couple, as the only right place for the adult person (making the person 'whole), was

being challenged by (some) women, either by delaying marriage or regretting it. Nonetheless

it did not appear that this was leading to increasing dissolution of marital unions, nor to a
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total abandonment of it (few women remained single). Instead it meant greater preparation

for marital life75, and a continued 'centralit/ of the couple for the individual. Let me now

turn to a description of the partnership and the struggles and strategies around it.

Struggles and strategies around the conjugal contract

Forming a household

Authors looking at urban Mexico and Peru in the 1970s and 1980s argued that the extended

family is of crucial significance to the individual and the couple (Lomnitz, 1977; Lobo, 1982)

retaining the nuclear family mainly as an unreal ideal (Lobo, 1982). More recent studies from

Mexico and Ecuador show that extended households have become more common in

response to the economic difficulties of households under policies of economic restructuring

(see Chant, 1994; González de la Rocha, 1988; Moser, 1992). And Paulson (1996), who b o b

at rural gender relations in the Cochabamba area of Bolivia, states that crucial social relations

beyond the nuclear family exist.

I found the opposite: the couple was the central social relation of the

household, and the conjugal family was not a myth but a reality for most. This corresponds

with what Medinaceli et al. (1999) argue is the trend in Bolivia, namely that households in

practice are being increasvn^y centred on the nuclear family.76

Once a couple 'got together' after a 'robo' or 'pedir la mano' life changed

dramatically and swiftly for both the woman and man involved, in several ways. Most single

young people shared a room and sometimes also a bed with other family members, but once

they had 'gotten together' with a partner, they got their own room. This may be a rented

room, but often they started by living with the family - a situation Ann Varley (1993) calls

'sharing'. In rural areas couples usually live with the man's family (see Albo, 1976; Paulson,

1992), but in my study couples also frequently lived with the woman's parents.77 In 'sharing'

arrangement the couple never paid rent, but contributed to the electricity and water bills with

the rest of the household members, often by taking turns to pay.

75 For instance Nancy Flores from La Modelo told us how she and her husband, while they were only going
out, used to talk a lot about what their relationship was going to be like once they were married.
76 Obviously I do not have any longitudinal data to compare with, but given that the 'fully extended household
was a rare case, there has obviously not been a significant increase in this. Official statistics state that 19% of all
households in Bolivia are extended, and most of these are in urban areas (Salazar de la Torre, 2000, pp.45-6).
77 See Buechler and Buechler (1992) for a similar finding; see also Varley, 1993, for a similar trend in urban
Mexico.
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Couples getting their own rooms symbolically and practically signalled to the

rest of the family and everybody else that a new independent conjugal unit had been formed.

The couple was expected to engage in their own 'private' life, in terms of sexual relations,

division of labour and decision-making. The bargaining over the conjugal contract and the

conflicts involved, which in many cases involved wife-beating, were largely considered a

private matter of the couple. For the vast majority of couples, wives cooked for then-

husbands and children only, they ate on their own, and women (and to a lesser extent men)

washed only their own, the spouse's and children's clothes. Other household tasks were

usually also divided up, centred around the couple, and mainly carried out by the wife.

Elderly daughters may help out, but often not to such a great extent that they 'took over'

mother's domestic tasks. Often in fact they did very little household work, as we saw was the

case with Marta Quispe's daughter in Chapter One.78 The management of money took place

strictly within the couple, but giving and lending money was common between parents and

children according to need. The households I came across with unmarried live-in children

who had a job, were characterised by children only handing over small parts of their

earnings, and on a irregular basis when needs arose in the family.

A number of these activities obviously took place outside the couple's room.

Often the kitchen was in a separate room, perhaps shared with other house members, and

washing always took place on the outside patio. Interestingly however, this did not mean that

the household tasks undertaken by women in the common space, were carried out together

with other female household members.

Couples then, upon 'getting together' formed the basis for a fairly autonomous

nuclear family household, often within the house of parents (in-law). There were of course

always exceptions to this trend. Sometimes single adults were incorporated into the

household centred around the couple. This incorporation could be more or less 'full'. For

instance a widow would eat with her son's nuclear family, but wash her own clothes, clean

her own room and manage her own money. Also some female factory workers relied heavily

on their mother's cooking and childcare, and would eat with parents. Collaboration and

social gathering was more prominent when family members shared meals on weekends. In

definitional terms then, extended households - in the sense of household members sharing

78 This contradicts with other findings in a Latin American context, see Chant (1994), Beneria and Roldan
(1987) and Katz (1995).
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residence and consumption - was not an entirely uncommon phenomenon.79 However it was

characteristic of these households that key aspects of the conjugal contract - money

management, most household tasks and decision-making in general - were still centred

around the couple.

The process of becoming an autonomous couple and the centre of a new

household was not without negative consequences. Once children got together with a

partner, parents lost final authority over them.80 In many cases this also meant that children

saw their base of support eroding. Ana Chavez told us how she did not want to burden her

parents with tales about her bad marriage, the implication being that she had chosen her

partner and she had to deal with what came with it on her own. Another woman told me that

when her husband beat her up and she went to tell her mother, she was dismissively told to

'aguantar' (put up with it) because she was now a wife. There were also examples of the

opposite however; children going to parents with their problems and parents trying to help

them out. Qearly parents did not suddenly become 'uncaring' as their child changed status,

but there was a broad understanding that couples were to manage their own affairs without

outside interference. If they needed guidance and help they were expected to turn to their

godparents, rather than their own parents.

The house was important for the autonomy of the couple in different ways: it

was within the walls of the house that the main part of the conjugal contract was enacted and

bargained upon and, as we shall see, within which the wife especially was concerned to

negotiate autonomous space for the couple with other members of the house. Obtaining

one's own house was a desirable goal for couples in their quest for autonomy. Husbands and

wives often disagreed on the timing of this however, as a result of having very different

experiences of intra-household conflicts -- especially with parents-in-law. Let me start this

discussion by turning to the struggles and strategies to obtain a house of one's own.

79 I am here considering the household as defined in Chapter Two, as 'an institutional unit containing
individuals who as a minimum share residence and consumption and sometimes also product ion ' . A n n Varley
(1993) argues diat sharing should be considered as a 'variation o n the extended household ' . I t is difficult t o see
w h y simply living under the same roof should make a household, considering the descriptions above. I n Bolivia
families often rent a r o o m in a house without having any relation to the o ther people living there.
80 Authori ty would usually gradually be loosened as single children became older, especially for men, it seems.
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Struggles and strategies to get a house of ones own

Graph 3.1. Housing Situation of Couples

rented living for free

owned 'anticredito'

As the graph shows, only about a third (19) of the couples in our sample owned their own

house. About 40% (25) of couples lived for free, sharing with family members of either the

husband or wife, and the rest lived independently, if not as home owners then in rented

accommodation or in 'anti-crédito.81

Obtaining a house of one's own was desirable because it was associated with

taking a step towards becoming a more socially and financially82 independent couple.83 Most

couples expected to be able to buy their own house at some stage, even if very late in the

domestic cycle. Among the couples we interviewed, those owning a house were on average

older than the rest, and they had been together almost twice as long.84 It also meant security

81 'Anticrédito' involves paying a specific sum of money to the owner of the house/flat in return for the right to
live in the property for a specified number of years. At the end of the specified period the full amount of
money is returned to the renter. There were no big differences in 'house' status of couples from the three
groups.
82 Financially independent both in the direct sense of not having to depend on collaboration with other house
members in paying bills of the house - something which often led to conflict - and in the sense that the house
was seen as a financial security in old age, as I note later in the main text.
83 A survey from 1975 of 600 individuals in La Paz city, found that 90% of the respondents would prefer to live
with their spouse and children only. There were no differences in responses of men and women (Gsneros,
1978, p. 20).
84 The mean averages for wives and husbands owning a house were respectively 37 years old and 38 years old.
There were no big differences between the other categories: the average age of wives in 'anti-crédito' was 28
years, with husbands of 29 years, women in sharing arrangements were on average 29 years old and their
husbands 30 years old, and where the house was rented couples were on average slightly older, namely 30 and
32 years old for wives and husbands respectively. Couples in own houses had on average been married (or co-
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in old age and the possibility of giving one's own children a room of their own - often by

building on to the house - once they found a conjugal partner. Buying a house or a piece of

land to build one's own house on, then, was a long-term strategy of most couples:

... now this house is my parents-in-law's, it is not mine, we don't have a

secure place, lets say where to live, and my daughters are going to grow,

with time they are going to want a place where they [can] bring their

friends, so we want a house on our own, because of this we want [a house],

we are working more than anything, taking up some kind of loan, saving a

bit, so we take up a loan, we buy ourselves a piece of land and then we

construct it no? But so that it is really ours, because of this more than

anything we have decided to both work together, with my husband.

[... ahorita esta es la casa de mis suegros, no es mía, no tenemos un lugar

seguro, digamos donde estar viviendo, y mis hijas van a crecer, con el

tiempo van a querer un lugar donde llevar a sus amigas, nosotros queremos

así una casa propia, por eso queremos, estamos trabajando mas que todo,

algún préstamo haciéndonos algo, ahorrándonos un poco, entonces

hacernos un préstamo, comprarnos un terreno y luego construírnoslo ¿no?

Pero que sea propio de nosotros, por eso más que todo nos hemos

decidido trabajar los dos juntos, con mi esposo.]

Pascuala Samo, working together with her husband in their own electronic

goods shop

While both husbands and wives usually desired their own house, they did not necessarily

agree on the timing of this. Women were often keener than husbands to get out of the family

house sooner rather than later, sometimes even if it meant renting, which was considered a

short-term and costly necessity and not a desirable long-term solution. The explanation for

this was the problematic relationships many women had with their mothers-in-law, when

they lived with the family of their husband. Pascuala Samo, whom we met in the above

quote, recounted how she tried to persuade her husband to move to their own place:

habiting) 15 years, the others respectively 8 among those renting and living for free and 4 years among those in
anti-crédito. The vast majority (79%) of those owning a house were migrant women, while the majority (53%)
of those living for free were 'Paceñas'. This, I think should be understood in terms of age and the domestic
cycle, as Paceñas were generally younger and at a earlier phase in the domestic cycle than migrant women.
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... she [the mother-in-law] is always watching this and that, that for the

baby, why this, you shouldn't give them disposable diapers, that, a lot of

things no, like these things, and they are things that I have to decide inside

my house... .so I tell him [the husband] that we should go to another place,

he does not want to and I even tell him that I will go on my own. Yes we

have discussed about this, because there was a house that I wanted to rent,

there was, then we only had to go and talk to the owner and we could move

and that would be it, but he didn't want to, he has not wanted to and still

doesn't want to...

[... siempre [la suegra] está mirando una cosa, otra cosa, que a la wawa, por

que estito, que no deberías ponerles pañales desechables, que muchas cosas

no, como esas cosas y es cosas que yo tengo que decidir, dentro de mi

casa... .entonces le [el esposo] dije que nos vayamos a otro lugar, entonces

el no quería e incluso le dije yo que me iba a ir sola. Si de eso hemos

discutido, porque había una casa que quería alquilar yo, había ya, entonces

sólo que teníamos que ir a hablar con el dueño y podernos trasladar y eso

norrias era, y el no quería, y no ha querido y no quiere....]

Men did not have the same problem with their parents-in-law, which made them less keen to

move if it involved big sacrifices such as paying a monthly rent on a house which was not

their own.

Not only were conflicts between women and their mothers-in-law very

confrontational at times, but also the mere fact of living for free in someone else's home

meant that women felt constrained in what they could do in the house, including in relation

to their husbands. One woman who was living with her in-laws told us that she never used

the (unconnected) toilet in the house, not because she had been forbidden to, but because

she did not find it appropriate. Another woman told us how she used to put up with her

husband's violence when she lived with his family:

Because at first for instance he hit me like this, I didn't say anything. Yes. I

kept quiet, I withstood it, I didn't say anything to my father — to no one.

Yes and it appears that he took advantage of this. Mm and here, no here I

didn't keep quiet any longer, I confronted him. As I am in my own house, as

we are here we both confront one another. I guess I was frightened of his
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mother, of his family. So I didn't say anything, I kept quiet.

[Porque al principio por ejemplo me pegaba así, yo no decía nada, callaba. Sí.

Me callaba, me aguantaba, no decía a mi papá ni a nadies. Sí yparece que eso

se aprovechaba. Mm y aquí, no yo no me callaba aquí ya, enfrentaba ya.

Como estoy en mi casa, como estamos los dos enfretabamos. Alia yo parece

que tenía miedo a su mamá, a su familia. Entonces no decía nada yo callaba.]

[Ana Capcique]

Getting one's own place was not simply about getting rid of in-laws. It also provided women

with a greater degree of agency in performing the conjugal contract or contesting it than they

had under the family roof, especially that of in-laws. As we saw, they might not object to the

husband's violence with family around, and domestic activities were commonly commented

upon. Women associated being 'on their own' with greater strength and success in the

bargaining process over the conjugal contract. Because of women's interests in getting out of

the house of in-laws, women were often key strategising actors in obtaining a house for the

couple. This was sometimes a struggle against husbands who felt comfortable in the house of

their parents, and/or were concerned about the financial burden that a move would involve.

When we asked couples about decision-making concerning 'where to live', women and men

in many cases gave very different answers about who had been the main decision-maker,

each considering themselves to have had the greatest say. This was an interesting pointer to

the bargaining involved in housing matters.

A curious case was that of Esperanza Quispe and her husband, however.

According to Esperanza, her husband and his stepfather in particular did not get along well.

Nonetheless, it was Esperanza who wanted to leave the house. At first, when she tried to

persuade her husband to move he rejected it outright, telling her that he was not 'used to

living as a renter' ['yo no estoy acostumbrado a vivir de inquilino']. He even told her to go

and live on her own in the house she had found ('vos ándate a vivir ahí', 'you go and live

there'). But in the end, when she threatened to leave him, her husband agreed, and when we

interviewed them they were living in their own (owned) house. This suggests that women's

desire to move was not only about the conflicts they had with their in-laws, whether overt or

covert, but also about a general desire for autonomy for the conjugal couple.
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To sum up: obtaining a house of one's own was a key long-term strategy for

most couples. It was seen as security for old age and an asset for their children once they in

turn formed a conjugal unit (since they would start out by sharing, and later inherit it). For

women especially, however, obtaining a house also meant a further cementation of the con-

jugal partnership. Buying a house was preferable, but renting a room would also do for the

keenest/most desperate women. Men often resisted the latter. Conflicts with and interfer-

ences by in-laws were motivating factors for women's strategies in the bargaining process on

moving. Let me now turn to what was seemingly a core problem for women: mothers-in-law.

Conflicts with in-laws and over family

Despite - and because of — the relative autonomy attached to couples living with parents,

relationships between the couple and their in-laws were often very tense. This was particular-

ly so between the mother-in-law and the live-in daughter-in-law. Women complained that

their mothers-in-law criticised how they carried out household tasks (often calling them

'lazy5), how much they went out, and how they treated their children. For instance according

to Porfiria Quisbert, her mother-in-law would enter her room without knocking to check

whether she was cooking, and criticise her if she was not. She would also check Porfiria's

husband's clothes and criticise her for not washing them well enough. Sometimes the

complaints were made to the son instead of to the woman herself. Natalia Inta told us about

how it used to be when she and her husband lived with her husband's parents:

When I came to live with my mother-in-law, it got to me because... I could

not care to my son quickly and [therefore] there were other things I did not

do. My mother-in-law saw that, she noted that and she told Roberto [the

husband] that 'your wife does not do things quickly, you wife does this' ...

that 'she does not care for time, [she is] all the time with her baby, she does

not hurry'. He came back drunk and told me to my face that 'you make me

argue with my mother', like that he said. He beat me, all that.

[Cuando ay he venido a vivir donde mi suegra se me ha golpeado

porque... no podía yo atender a mi hijo rápido y dejaba de hacer otras

cosas. Y mi suegra veía, se fijaba en eso y le decía al Nelson [su esposo] que

'tu mujer no hace rápido, que tu mujer está así'... que 'se pasa con el

tiempo, todo el tiempo con su wawa, no se apura'. Llegaba borracho me lo
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decía en mi cara que 'vos me haces hablar con mi mamá', así me decía el.

Me pegaba, todo eso.]

Not all women had problems with their mothers-in law. Patricia Mamani initially resisted

living with her widowed mother-in-law and brothers-in-law. She and her husband lived with

her family but eventually they moved to his mother's house, because of an uneasy

relationship with her father. At the time of the interview she was happy with the

arrangement: her mother-in-law treated her well and considered her to be the daughter she

had never had. This example was clearly an exception.

Lamphere (1980) suggests that the daughter-in-law/ mother-in-law conflict is

primarily to be understood in terms of interests: "Women quarrel with or dominate other

women when it is in their interest to do so; they share and exchange with other women when

it suits their own goals." (p. 112) She further argues that in societies where women have

relatively little autonomy and power, women's strategies revolved around 'working through

men' (p. 105). 'Working through men' I take to refer to mothers 'working through sons', as

she says the daughters-in-law are seen as competing for what little influence they might have.

Varley (1993), looking at urban Mexico, argues in a different way that one should understand

these conflicts partly in psychological terms: women's resentment about their own difficult

lives cannot 'legitimately5 be expressed towards their own daughters and are then given 'an

outlet in criticisms of a daughter-in-law's habits' (p. 23). They should also partly be

understood in emotional and practical terms of the 'privileged nature of the mother-son

relationship in Mexico' (p. 23). De la Cadena (1997), looking at a rural community in Andean

Peru, argues that the conflicts between mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law were rooted in

women 'marrying up' and men 'marrying down', so that mothers-in-law considered their

daughters-in-law to be 'indias' and thus inferior.

These explanations all carry some weight in explaining conflicts between

mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law in my study. Men sometimes 'married down', making

the mother-in-law feel that she had a higher social status than her daughter-in-law. However

this did not appear as a general pattern, and women also sometimes married 'down' as we

saw. It is also plausible that older women felt resentment and took it out on their daughters-

in-law by exercising the power the status as house owners and senior members of the family

gave them: 'I have had a rough time - she should have a rough time too'. Lamphere's

argument is more problematic when applied to my study. First of all, one could easily argue
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that it would be in women's interest to share some of the household tasks, especially where

the limits placed on their individual autonomy has relegated them to the domestic sphere and

little more. Secondly the women in my study cannot be said to generally'work through sons'.

Sons did not occupy such a privileged position as to 'bestow' much on their mothers, not

least because of the importance given to the couple as a unit.

I will suggest instead that the focality of the couple, the tight bonds between

parents and children, and the expectations involved in the wife's and the husband's roles

respectively, are keys to understanding some of these conflicts. It was not about competing

for own influence through the son as Lamphere suggests, but about mothers losing the

intimate relationships, which include caring through cooking, washing clothes etc, with sons.

It was probably both about a concern for whether the wife would take good care of the son,

and a matter of jealousy about being supplanted by the new intimate relationship in the son's

life. The female spouse, on the other hand, guarded her new union and did not want

interference. More than it being a question of a special relationship existing only between

mother and son, as Varley (1993) notes for Mexico,85 it was about the parent-child emotional

bond conflicting with the newly formed conjugal alliance, which only partly and ambiguously

replaced this bond, and in any case did so very abruptly.86

I will also argue that women's visible role as caretakers was an explanatory

factor. Some women's activities (such as washing and cooking) were visible to all household

members. Others were only visible if the couple's physical domain, their own room, was

trespassed, something which would also insult the symbolic status of the couple as an

autonomous entity. This in part explains why I found little open conflict between sons-in-law

and parents-in-law when the couple lived with the woman's parents. The man was not

expected to care for the wife through observable, and thus also easily 'criticisable' household

activities. As she was expected to care for him domestically, he was expected to care for her

financially, and usually worked outside the house. Money matters were handled very privately

among the couple, something that a mother-in-law entering the couple's room could do little

about.87 It was practically difficult, then, for the woman's parents to interfere, unless their

85 Among the couples in my study there was seemingly no preference for sons over daughters, nor did I detect a
special bond between mothers and sons.
86 That parents did not necessarily express their children's 'coupling-up' as a traumatic event, probably had
more to do with the fact that this was to be expected, it was the natural order of things, rather than an
indication that it was easy for parents.
87 As we shall see later, often household finances were kept on the woman or in a locked cupboard. Discussions
and decisions about how to manage money could obviously easily be suspended if someone was to enter the
room.
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daughter disclosed what went on. There was another crucial aspect to this, though. While

women were not simply subordinated to men, men were still commonly thought of as being

more authoritative than women in the couple. They were expected to 'lead' the family in the

manner they found best, in the interest of the whole family. This, together with the

autonomy attached to partnership, meant that a woman's parents, unless in severe cases such

as wife-beating (and then not necessarily, as we have seen), did not see themselves in a

position to criticise their daughter's husband, regardless of how sad they might be about the

'loss' of their daughter or how concerned about whether her new husband would take good

care of her.88

The above explanation also points to why married women also often had

problems with their sisters-in-law as well. As Belbia Capcha told us:

I might not like that she treats my brother like that, she doesn't cook him

something, I begin to bother... .It is better to live apart. Now my brothers

are single, we live tranquilly and that's it, but we don't know what type of

woman my brother will find, maybe she will be a good woman, [maybe] she

will be a bad woman, so it is better to avoid [this]...

[... yo no puedo querer que a mi hermano le trate así, no se lo cocine algo,

yo voy a empezar a molestarme... .Mejor es vivir aparte. Ahora que mis

hermanos son solteros, vivimos tranquilos nomás, pero no sabemos que

clase de mujer va a tener mi hermano, tal vez va ser buena mujer, va ser

mala mujer, entonces es mejor evitar ... .]

Sisters 'lose' a brother (which is not as 'severe' as when parents 'lose' a child to marriage, as

sibling relationships are not usually as possessive as parent-child bonds) and it is the

brother's new wife's responsibility that he is cared for adequately. If they live apart and she

cannot see how the wife treats him, she will not be able to complain.

The respective families did not necessarily stop being a source of friction once

the couples did not live in the same house as them, but the nature of the conflicts were very

88 For instance when Teresa Condon's husband decided to go to Argentina for a while to work, her parents
were very concerned about him leaving their daughter behind, but they made clear to us that they could not
object in front of him in any way.
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different. Teresa, who lived with her husband in her parents' house, said about the problems

she initially had with her husband and his family:

In the beginning he didn't want to distance himself from his mother. He

didn't want to be on his own, he always wanted to be with his mother, be

with his mother... but I told him: you are going to decide well... I also told

him: fine if you want to be with your mother or fine if you want to stay

with me, you decide. He decided to stay with me ... and so he has distanced

himself from his mother... I told him: if you want to go and have dinner at

that place or if you want to go and have lunch, it is better that you go [and

stay] there and don't come here.

[Al principio no quería alejarse de su mamá. No quería estar solo, siempre

quería estar con su mamá, estar con su mamá... pero yo le he dicho: bien

vas a decidirte... .también ya le he dicho: si bien quieres estar con tu mamá

o bien quieres estar conmigo, vos lo decides. Entonces él ha decidido estar

conmigo nomás, entonces se alejado nomás de su mamá... le he dicho: Si

quieres ir a cenar a ese lado o quieres ir a almorzar, mejor es que te vayas a

ese lado, y no vengas a este lado.]

Patricia Chavez's daily visits to help her widowed mother out around the house were a

constant source of conflict between herself and her husband. Generally he did not want her

to go there, but she went every day anyway when he was at work. Sometimes when they

discussed it she would say: 'Who is going to help my mother?' Then he would accept the

situation again for a while.

The problem of 'family5 was not only an issue of husbands and wives' alliances

with their parents and siblings, but could also be about how the spouses treated in-laws.

However this would only happen when the couple was not dependent on the

parents/parents-in-law. José Quispe, who lived on his own with his wife and children, had a

problem with how his wife treated his parents:89

89 Ann Varley (seminar Wednesday 18 April, RUC, Copenhagen) argues that in urban Mexico the patterns of
balance are shifting in favour of young women (in-laws), where mothers-in-law have to make themselves useful
to be cared for; they can no longer simply rely on children to care for them. This happens in a context of lower
fertility rates (women have fewer children) and old women generally outliving their husbands. I did not detect a
similar trend in my study, perhaps due to the fact that it was still parents who mainly owned the houses and
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... as my father was also poor, my mother [too], and for this reason she did

not want to say 'dad' nor nothing to my mum, I said to her mother 'mum'

also 'dad', saying like that to my father-in-law, she did not, she didn't say

that, 'good afternoon', sometimes she did not even greet, sometimes these

things have made us argue....

[... como era pobre también mi padre, mi madre, entonces ella por eso no

quería decir ni 'papá', ni nada a mi mamá, yo le decía a su mamá, mami que

papi, diciendo así a mi suegro, ella no, no decia eso, 'buenas tardes', a veces

no saludaba, a veces esas cosas nos ha hecho discutir....]

To sum up: One of the biggest sources of tension between couples was over-extended family

relations of the respective spouses. Men and women alike complained that their conjugal

partners did not accept their own practical and emotional loyalty towards parents, and/or

objected to what they saw as their spouse's greater loyalty to his/her family than to the

conjugal relationship. The sources were either direct conflicts with in-laws, primarily taking

place when the couple and in-laws lived together ~ and mainly between daughters-in-law and

mothers-in- law — or they were between spouses over family or in-law relations outside the

house. Both kinds of conflicts were at times an immense strain on couple relationships. In

resolving or coping with it, as we saw, women were key strategic actors in bargaining new

conditions for the conjugal contract by moving out of the house of in-laws, changing

husband's practices of loyalty, or by engaging in more subtle strategies to pursue relations

with their own family members. Many of these conflicts were associated with the early stage

of the domestic cycle, when couples could not afford not to 'share' residence. These

problems were much less severe for migrants who did not have any family or family-in-law

close by, since the situation is largely dependent on the couple having family members in the

city.90

Let me now turn to a discussion of the collaborative role of extended fictive

kinship and non-kinship relations.

children and children-in-law living in or 'sharing' with their parents/parents-in-law. This set the balance of
power in favour of the former.
90 In-laws living in the countryside might still be a problem when they travel to the city to visit their children,
often staying for weeks at a time, as it used to be the case with Natalia Inta's mother-in-law.
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Extended relations beyond the couple

Compadrazgo - weakened relations in the city

'Compadrazgo', or fictive kin, is a system of reciprocal ties that is modelled upon the parent-

child bond (Paulson, 1992, p. 191). Various anthropological studies in Bolivia have

documented the importance of these ties in a rural context (see Albo, 1976; Nash, 1993;

Paulson, 1992; Sikhink, 1994; Yampara, 1992).

When children get baptised they get their 'padrinos de bautizo' (godparents of

baptism), that is a godmother and godfather for life. The 'padrinos' become 'compadres' (co-

parents) with the biological parents. While 'padrinos de bautizo' were considered the most

important ones, an individual may have many other padrinos. There are 'padrinos de

matrimonio' (godparents of marriage) as well as padrinos for other events such as school

graduation or material things, such as wedding cakes. Padrinos of big events have a special

obligation to support their 'ahijados' (godchildren) emotionally and materially. They also

usually pay for a large part of the wedding, baptism or graduation. Ahijados on the other

hand are expected to help godparents out with their labour when needed, for instance for

house construction. In case of illness or birth, goddaughters are obliged to help then-

godmothers with domestic chores. For the married couple, the padrinos are to whom the

couple is expected to go to if they have problems between them, and equally individuals

should always be able to go to their madrina or padrino de bautismo with any personal

problems.

There is another element to compadrazgo relations: godparents' personal

characteristics are thought of as being diffused to the godchild through the bonds created.

This makes the choice of godparents especially important, because the godchild will become

- in part - like her godmother or his godfather. The godparents will transmit their values

and the godchildren will assimilate these.91 This also means that godparents have to set a

good example, an argument women may use as a tool to try to change their husbands'

behaviour. Tania Gutiérrez explained to her husband:

When you have a godson, [and] we continue fighting, what example are we

going to give to these godchildren? He will come to the house, 'we have
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been fighting like this, godfather', then what will you tell him, like this 'I am

also fighting' then that's the example you'll give him ... this my husband

took notice of.

[Cuando tienes ahijado, sigue vamos a estar peleando, ¿que ejemplo vamos

a dar a estos ahijados? Va a venir a la casa, 'así hemos peleado padrino', ese

rato que vas a decir, así 'yo también estoy peleando', diciendo ese ejemplo

vas a dar... .de eso se ha dado cuenta mi esposo.]

The importance of the compadrazgo system is symbolised at weddings. The godparents' role

is central, while the parents' role is minor at the party that follows the church ceremony. The

couple sits at a high table surrounded by the godparents, while their own parents sit among

the rest of the family at a different table. Once the couple has danced the first dance, they

dance with the godparents: the bride with the godfather and the groom with the godmother.

Only then do they dance with their parents and the rest of the family. Throughout the day,

the couple stays close to their godparents, dancing with them, talking to them and eating with

them ~ when the bride goes to the toilet her godmother even follows her. This is similar to

what Albo (1976) found in his study in Jesús de Machaqa although the 'closeness' of the

newly wed couple and their godparents was even tighter in this rural setting twenty years ago

than at the weddings observed among urban couples.92

According to Albo (1976) inter-family relations of compadrazgo are important

for the relative autonomy of the couple. Though he does not elaborate on this point, we can

see what he means: The compadrazgo system parallels parent-children bonds, but at the

same time it is designed to partly replace these bonds and in this way separate children from

their parents. This is the case for married (or co-habiting) individuals, not for single

individuals. For single young adults the main relationship is still with the parents. As my own

'ahijada' (goddaughter of baptism) explained to me: 'You are now my second mother.' Her

91 My assistant first explained this to me but it is also noted by Albo (1976) in his study.
92 Albo (1976)observes: " In the first days of the party (of the wedding) the spouses cannot do anything on their
own. The godfather serves the food to the groom with his hand, and the godmother does so to the bride. The
newly [wed] spouses can only dance in small doses, and only the groom with the godmother and the bride with
the godfather... Including if they want to urinate they have to go accompanied by their godparents." ["En los
primeros días de la fiesta [del matrimonio] los novios no pueden hacer nada por sí mismos. El padrino sirve con
su mano la comida al novio y la madrina a la novia. Los noveles esposos solo pueden bailar en pequeñas dosis, y
sólo el novio con la madrina y la novia con el padrino... .Incluso si quieren orinar han de ir acompañados de su
padrinos."] (p. 23).
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main reference was still her mother until she married. Married couples often go to their

godparents in case of problems, not their parents. When it came to problems between

spouses, godparents were a resource that especially women made use of when they felt

unable to deal with (aspects of) the conjugal situation. Petrona Cupita went to her godparents

for advice about her husband's drinking:

Earlier he used to drink, he went out to work on a Saturday, he would tell

me 'I am going to work,' he would meet up with a friend and come back at

three in the morning, five in the morning until one day he came back the

following day and he had lost his clothes. He arrived with just his shirt on.

These kinds of things I do not like, it bothered me, I warned him. The next

[time] he comes home the same way, comes home at five in the morning,

the same thing keeps happening... so I went to my godparents. There I

informed them [about it] and they got worried too. Well after that he

started changing a bit.

[Antes tomaba, se salía así a trabajar un sábado... .me decía 'estoy yendo a

trabajar', se encontraba con un amigo, o sea llegaba a las tres de la mañana,

cinco de la mañana hasta que un día ha llegado ya al día siguiente y ha

perdidio su ropa. Con camisa ha llegado. Sí, esas cosa a mí no me gustan

entonces me he molestado, le he advertido. En la próxima llega igual, llega

a las cinco de la mañana, sigue pasando los mismo... entonces he ido

donde mis padrinos. Ahí he puesto en conocimineto entonces ellos

también le han llamado la atención. Bueno así poco ha ido, ya ha ido

cambiando.]

Godparents are used for 'serious' matters. Equally their interference in the couple's

relationship is meant to carry a lot of weight. Godparents do not 'belong' more to one

spouse or the other, they are godparents of the couple and in this way expected to be

'neutral'.

Paulson (1992) found that compadrazgo ties 'appear to be increasing both in

number and importance' in the Mizque valley near Cochabamba, in Bolivia. But among the

urban couples in my sample many individuals and couples had no, few or weak relations with
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their godparents.93 One reason given was that godparents lived far away. For instance,

Porfiria Quisbert, who at the time of the interview was in a very violent relationship, came to

the city when she was a young child and could not remember ever knowing the godparents

of her baptism. Another reason was the practice of 'vertical compadrazgo', where godparents

were of a higher social status than godchildren. Albo et al (1983) argue that 'vertical

compadrazgo' is a more common phenomenon in the city than in the countryside. Vertical

relations can potentially help godchildren to become socially mobile. However what I found

taking place was that because of the difference in social status, godchildren hesitated to

approach their godparents. Teresa Condon, for instance, had gone to her godparents of

marriage only twice since she married 9 years ago, and one of these visits was because her

sister-in-law asked her to take her to them, since she had problems with her marriage and he

was a judge. Though her godfather told her off for not coming more often when she went

the second time, she was afraid of going, and no longer told anyone about her problems with

her husband.

Another aspect that worked against the continuation of compadrazgo relations

was evangelicalism, which, unlike Catholicism, rejects indigenous religion and fictive

kinship.94

Though compadrazgo relations were weak, this did not mean that they had

ceased to exist, or that people happily did without them. It did mean, however, that wives

especially felt increasingly that they had no one to turn to. Although 'formally1 embedded in a

network of fictive kinship, in practice women, who were the ones needing it most, were

often unable to draw on this network as a resource for bargaining in their conjugal contracts.

In a few cases though, one could detect a 'substituting' trend where children turned to their

parents.

Networks, organising practices and friendship95

In the literature one gets a sense of strong and visible solidarity between Latin American

women: of mothers uniting against the dictatorships in Chile and Argentina, women

organising 'soup kitchens' in various countries in response to economic crisis, and in Bolivia

93 For a contradictory finding in urban Mexico, see Adler Lomnitz, 1977.
94 As about 10% of the population is said to be evangelicals (Canessa, 2000), the impact is real.
95 Organising practices and networks may involve or be centred upon friendship, but friendships as relations of
feelings and emotions do not necessarily go beyond verbal communication in their manifestations and
reproduction.
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of miners' wives demonstrating against government closure of mines. Women's collective

and leading role in community affairs as an extension of their responsibility for the

household, has been well documented for urban Peru (Scott, 1994) and urban Mexico

(Gutman, 1996). Caroline Moser (1993) has gone as far as to propose that women have a

'triple' role: in work, in the household and in community affairs, thus arguing that women in

gneral are active in community affairs, and are so in a collective way.96 Studies in urban La

Paz have concluded that networks in the city are strong (Buechler & Buechler, 1992; Rivera

Gusicanqui, 1996), especially women's networks organised around a principle of reciprocity

that is crucial to the survival of households (see Rivera Cusicanqui, 1996, pp. 167-171).

I came to La Paz expecting to find strong organising practices, networks and

friendships among collectives of women based on a shared sense of solidarity. What I found

was rather different.

Community management in Alto Munaypata was solely the responsibility of

the 'junta de vecinos', a group of leaders comprising both men and women. The various

'junta de vecinos' seldom had the support of all the factions in the barrio and many of them

had over the years been in conflict with the local NGO operating there. Alto Munaypata in

fact had little in common with the traditional, self-contained, rigidly organised, 'idyllic' rural

communities that anthropologists have found all over the world. Rather, as we saw in

Chapter One, here people spend most of their waking time elsewhere in La Paz and El Alto;

alliances and both latent and open conflicts existed between different families; there was little

'hanging out' in public spaces. In one sense one could argue that a collective 'community

spirit' was lacking, which was further cemented by a lack of collaboration between the local

institutions (the Church, the NGO, the 'junta de vecino'). In this context it is perhaps not

surprising that we found few organising practices of both women and men.

Men were more engaged than women in community issues of the junta. There

were always fewer women than men represented in the junta and fewer women than men

turning up to the open meetings. At the meetings men were the most vocal, and it was

around men that the various factions and alliances were formed. I found no instances of

96 Moser (1993) writes. "In most low-income Third World households women have a triple role... .•women
undertake community mtnagmsnt work around the provision of items of collective consumption, undertaken in
the local community in both urban and rural contexts." (pp. 27-8, author's emphasis). And "... needs include
not only individual consumption needs within the household, but also the consumption needs of a collective
nature at the neighbourhood or community level. Thus for women the point of residence includes not only the
home but also extends into the surrounding areas. Social relationships include not only household members but
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women engaging in other organising practices in order to improve the infrastructure or

services of the barrio. Considering the community activities of the factory workers in the

sample who lived in different barrios throughout La Paz and El Alto, it does not seem that

Alto Munaypata was necessarily a-typical in its lack of 'community spirit'. In fact, on average

La Modelo factory workers indicated that they engaged less in community activities (work

and meetings) than the women from Alto Munaypata.

On a private basis lending and borrowing money took place, often between

family members but hardly ever between non-kin members. An exception to this was in the

case of corner-shops, which often provided credit on demand to those they knew and

trusted. Women were key actors in this practice, both as lenders and borrowers. Neighbours

seldom helped each other out with construction work. Construction work was primarily a

male task that wives 'helped' out with, and if other men or women in the barrio helped, it

was because they were hired and paid for the work However organising practices between

women in caring for children did exist. This was arranged more on a principle of 'emergency

than on a steady basis. Women accepted caring for each other's children when it was really

needed, such as if a woman had to go to the hospital for an examination, but there were no

organising practices around taking and picking up children from school, for instance. Where

networks became extremely important, however, was when it came to finding work

As the table shows, the importance of networks was especially great for

women, where kin and also friends helped to secure employment (I discuss conditions of

entry to work in more detail in the next chapter). Migrant women tended to rely most on kin

while 'Paceñas' relied first and foremost on friends, as the disaggregated statistical analysis

shows. Men tended to find work for themselves, though friends and kin might also help.

Migrant men relied more upon friends and family than 'Paceños'. In sum: women relied

much more on family and friends, whereas men relied more on themselves and only to a

lesser extent on friends. Or turning it around: women compared to men had little success in

finding work on their own, irrespective of whether they were coming from the countryside

or were born in the city.97

also neighbours. Mobilization and organization at the community level is a natural extension of their domestic
work." (pp. 34-5, my emphasis)
97 This contrasts with Bohrt (1997) who when interviewing unemployed men and women in La Paz city found
that men employed more strategies to get a job than women. A key difference of course is that we looked at
have our respondents had managed to go about getting their present work, whereas Bohrt's investigation
focuses on strategies to find a work.
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Table 3.2. Ways of Obtaining Work, by Gender and City

Routes to |
work

J

By
him/herself

Via a friend

Via family

Other

No response/

not applicable

Total

'Status'.98

Gender and city status

Female

migrants

4

12%

2

6%

13

39%

2

6%

12

36%

33

99%

Women

born in
city

4

15%

8

31%

6

23%

3

12%

5

[ 19%

26

100%

Women

in total

8

14%

10

17%

19

32%

5

9%

17

29%

59

101%

Male

migrants

7

30%

7

31%

6

26%

2

9%

1

4%

23

100%

Men

born in
city

4

57%

2

29%

1

14%

7

100%

Men

in total

11

37%

9

30%

7

23%

2

7%

1

3%

30

100%

Total

19

2 1 %

19

21%

26

29%

7

8%

18

20%

89

99%

Most women said that they did not have any close friends. Several remarked that their

husbands did not like them to do so, as they did not like them to gossip or talk 'privately";

and one woman told us that her parents had advised her to keep any problems to herself or

tell them only to the priest. Having friends was generally seen as something that did not

correspond with married life. Belbia Capcha, a factory worker born and raised in La Paz, told

us:

... in the past I used to have more friends, now I am with my husband,

now I don't share much [with them] any longer like in the past, in the past

we went out, we went out to eat, sometimes in the afternoon we went

strolling, everything, now it is not the same, I have to come [back] with my

98 Respondents were asked how they started their present main work, and we categorised the answer into the
four above categories.
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husband at noon and for a moment we greet each other and no

more... now it is no longer the same as it used to be.

[... antes tenía más amigas, ahora con lo que estoy con mi esposo ya no

comparto mucho como antes, antes con mis amigas, salíamos, íbamos a

comer, hay veces en las tardes íbamos por ahí a pasear, todo, ahora ya no

es lo mismo, tengo que venir con mi esposo a medio día y un ratito,

saludos nomás... ya no es lo mismo que antes.]

Some women said that they enjoyed joking with other women, but it was a form of

friendship that did not include discussing problems. Work was the main place where these

friendships between women were fostered, but the school and the church were important

places too. Often we were told by women that while other women told them about their

marital problems they themselves did not disclose whatever problems they might have. Only

one woman admitted openly to having close friends with whom she could speak about her

personal problems.

This contrasted heavily with how open the women were about the most

intimate issues in the course of the interviews. What explains this apparent contradiction?

Part of the explanation might lie in the fact that as 'outsiders' we seemed less threatening

and, also that they trusted we would not spread gossip. Another explanation might be that as

women's friendships were considered as 'going against' the couple, women did not admit to

having them. The private, intimate nature of the couple was thought to be eroded if partners

had close intimate friendships, where what should remain issues among the couple were

discussed with others. I suspect that women were in fact more likely to develop such

friendships because of their often unequal position in the conjugal contract, and therefore

perhaps more eager to stress that they did nat have any close friends with whom they talked

about personal issues (as were their husbands keen to prevent such friendships from

developing). While this remains speculation, my own experience of friendship with young

women in Alto Munayapata was that they did disclose some of their problems when they met

together while bringing or picking up children from the school, on the street, at Church

meetings and so forth, but that they hardly ever met in order to 'talk'. Friendships were not

nurtured as friendship per se. Women did not go out or get together because they were

friends, but they met up and talked because they happened to be in or going to the same
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place. Where they went and when (such as Mothers Qub) might of course also be influenced

by their knowledge of who else was going and what contacts could be made.

This form of friendship meant that women could not rely on each other to

help at the moments when they faced problems with their husbands. For instance, Máximo

Quispe, who was often beaten by her husband, was once locked out of the house by him

after a heavy fight. Although she had a few female friends in the barrio she stayed on the

street all night. While this probably also had something to do with how violence was

considered shameful and 'private', the kind of friendships that existed and the sense that the

couple must resolve its own problems explains a great deal too. This put women in a difficult

position when they experienced domination and inequality in the couple relationship. They

were left with a desire to talk to someone (as they did with us) together with a conflicting

feeling that they should not. This meant that while (some) women talked to other women

about their difficulties, friendships in terms of 'support networks' as fallback options largely

did not exist.

Men on the other hand engaged in social activities with the specific aim of

socialising with other men. Their leisure centred around two activities: football and drinking.

Often they were connected: heavy drinking sessions for most men followed playing football,

but men also drank on a variety of other occasions. Drinking after work, going out on a

Friday night -- which was known as the 'noche de solteros' (the night of the bachelors) -

pretending not to be married, and playing soccer at week-ends, were all 'male' activities from

which (married) women were excluded.

Men's leisure was conceptualised in relation to their work. As the story of

Marta Quispe and her family in Chapter One also pointed to, men's work was considered

hard and accompanied with the need and the right to relax. Also, the feeling that women's

work was continuous because of their domestic responsibilities, regardless of their paid

work, whereas men's work was 'set' and allowed for times of relaxing, was widespread

among many of women we interviewed, as well as some of the men. " Ana Quispe, a 55-

year-old evangelical who sold coffee and snacks in a 'puesto' in front of a college, said:

Everywhere I see that we women work more, because if the man works it

is for [a set number of] hours only, he leaves in the morning, if he comes

back, he comes back at twelve to have lunch, if he doesn't come back then,
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he comes back in the evening, at least then he can relax, whereas a woman

has no time to relax.

[En todas partes yo sé ver que la mujer más trabajamos, por que el hombre

si trabajaría él por horas nomás, se va en la mañana, si llega viene a las doce

a almorzar, si no viene, a la noche viene, por los menos ya descansa pero

una mujer no tiene hora para descansar...]

When it came to explaining drinking behaviour, men usually explained it in terms of peer

pressure and persuasion (rather than a need/right) and women, too, accepted that men were

pressured to be 'men' through this activity. Petrona Kantuta, who sold animals at market

days, said:

PK: ... when he drinks, he always spends, even if it is only 20 bolivianos, I

tell him that, 'don't go and drink, because we need [money] here', I tell

him.

I: What does he say?

PK: Then he says 'but ... but I didn't want to drink, my friends from work

obliged me though,' he says.

[PK: ... cuando toma, gasta siempre, aún cuando unos 20 bolivianos, yo

eso le digo, 'no vas a tomar, que nos falta aquí', diciendo.

I: ¿Qué dice el?

PK: Entonces 'pero' él dice... 'pero yo no quería tomar, mis amigos me

obligan pues, del trabajo', diciendo.]

Belbia Capcha from La Modelo explained how her husband went out to drink sometimes

and how she accepted it. Men have to drink to retain respect from other men, she said:

... Sometimes when he goes to a party, he tells me, 'I'll be coming back late,

I'm going out for a time with my friends.' I say 'Yes,' because sometimes

the friends, when one doesn't go, they take it badly no? The friends say

99 Many men, along with most women, believed that women worked more than men.
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'Are you dominated by the women,' no? Men enjoy themselves with each

other, they enjoy themselves I think, sometimes he goes as well, he joins

them.

[...a veces se va a farrear, él me dice, 'voy a venir tarde, voy a ir un rato con

mis amigos', 'ya' le digo, por que hay veces los amigos, cuando uno no va,

le toman mal ¿no? Los amigos, 'que eres dominado por la mujer', dicen ¿no

ve? Gozan entre los varones, se gozan creo, a veces va también, les

acompaña.]

Even though 'pressure to drink' in part at least was probably an excuse to do so, in part this

pressure was undoubtedly real. One of the male respondents told us how he sometimes

pretended to be on medication to avoid the pressure to drink. Drinking was seemingly

central to masculinity, part of being male to men, at the same time as 'too much' of it was

considered irresponsible to family life. Among the couples I interviewed only evangelical

men did not drink alcohol at all; and with one exception, all other men had drinking binges at

various intervals, according to their wives.100 So becoming evangelical was an alternative to

drinking, as we shall see later. From what Gonzalo Flores, a factory worker of La Modelo

married to a fellow worker, said, the environment around male drinking activities was less

one of solidarity or developing intimate friendships than about 'competition'. This of course

did not prevent networks from being developed and sustained during this process, which

men could draw on when needed.

... when you are real friends, you confide in one another, well but... the

result is that here it is not like that, it is not that... he betrays you. Another

day he will throw it in your face sometimes when we are drinking, we have

some drinks and... we throw it in each other's faces: Ah! You are like that!

So in order not to throw personal things in [each other's] face like that we

don't confide in one another.

[... cuando uno es amigo de verdad bueno confía así bien pero... resulta que

aquí no es así, sí no es que ... te delatas. Otro día te echa en cara y cuando

estamos tomando a veces, nos servimos una copa y... nos echamos en cara:
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¡Ah! Vos eres así! O sea que para qué nos echemos así en cara cosas

personales, no nos confiamos.]

To sum up: Men and women's organising practices and the networks they developed within

the barrio of residence were not strong. However, both husbands and wives engaged in

friendships, but they did so in very different manners and under very different conditions.

This was underpinned by gendered meanings. Women's friendships were seen as having the

capacity to develop great intimacy, and thus considered 'against' or 'contradictor/ to married

life and a threat to the unit of the conjugal couple. For men, however, friendship activities

were heavily associated with work, giving men the 'right' to relax and providing them with

the necessary time and possibilities to develop networks through collective activities

involving drinking. Again, this seemingly left especially women vulnerable within the

conjugal contracts, as they could not rely on networks or organising practices as resources in

the bargaining process or as fallback options.

Weak networks and organising practices cannot be explained solely in terms of

spatial or social distance. Studies have shown that in the Andean culture reciprocal ties of all

kinds are crucial for family survival in the countryside. These ties may be weakened with

seasonal male migration, as men are no longer around to maintain them (see Collins, 1986)

or they may be intensified because of shortage of land and labour in the community (see

Paulson, 1992, p.195). In the city, life was generally less conducive to reciprocal relationships.

Wage work, unlike harvesting, was an individual matter. Working from early morning to late

evening meant that one was not available to help out. As a consequence reciprocal relations

were less central in the city, and 'help' was often bought, as when families hired day workers

for house construction.101 As was often remarked to me: 'in the city it is all about money5 [en

la ciudad todo es dinero], 'people are egotistical' [la gente es egoista], referring to the fact that

people seldom helped one another out for free.

Having established, then, the 'focalit/ of the couple and its increasing isolation

in the urban context, let me now turn to look 'inside' the couple to examine the meanings

spouses themselves attached to the couple relationship.

100 According to wives' information. We did not ask men directly about this, and only touched on the topics
with few of the male interviewees.
101 Buechler and Buechler (1992) note that kin and fictive kin are often hired. Their study was conducted in La
Paz city in the mid-1980s and it is plausible that things have changed. I did not note a similar pattern of
extensive hiring of kin for construction work
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Part two: Understandings of the urban couples

In this part I examine meanings - and some of the related practices - attached to the couple

by my respondents, and the variations that existed in these. As I discussed in the last chapter,

understanding meanings helps us to understand people's practices. This is not to say that

there is necessarily a neat relationship between meanings and practices, as individuals do not

always act in correspondence with their beliefs and because their practices are not

unconstrained. Sometimes meanings are made to 'fit' the situation and help to cope with it.

Examining meanings (and to some degree the associated practices) attached to

partnership and help us to understand the nature of the conjugal contract and the 'focalit/ of

the couple. In this way we begin to understand the basis of the bargaining and strategies that

spouses engaged in (or not) and what strategies they employed; in other words, what the

basis was for the 'power play5 between spouses. In the following we see how declining

networks and organising practices as resources in the bargaining process were in part 'made

up' for, by an emphasis upon agency within the conjugal contract by some women. Let me

illustrate:

Three central concepts

In analysing the interviews with the couples it became clear that three concepts stood out as

central to the couple relationship: collaboration, understanding and luck.102

Collaboration was, in the respondents' definition, presented as 'colaboración'

or more commonly as 'ayuda' (help) and it referred primarily to the division of labour

between husband and wife. It was thus about the physical work that men and women did

and the extent to which the gender division of labour was rigid or fluid, based on equality as

'doing the same' or on difference. Meanings attached to it varied greatly.

Understanding ('entendimiento', 'comprensión') generally referred to the ac-

ceptance of each others' wants and actions, reaching verbal or non-verbal agreements and

sometimes also the ability to see things from each others' perspective, a kind of mental

102 The three central concepts emerged fully from the text when I first started analysing the interviews. The
analysis that follows is based on a text search of keywords and a re-analysis of the relevant sections of the
interviews. As they were not 'asked to' in the interviews, we do not have information on how all couples
conceptualised the three concepts. For this reason there are no quantitative figures attached to the analysis.
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harmony. A great deal of variation existed here as well in how the concept of understanding

was to come about between the couple.

Luck ('suerte') referred to destiny. It was often expressed in terms of God

('thanks God', or 'hopefully God will allow'). It meant that one must accept what comes

one's way, the implication being that there are limitations as to how far we can change things.

Luck was a concept not only used about the couple but also more widely about the directions

that individual lives took Compared to the other two concepts, 'luck' was not so central;

many individual's rejected the idea that 'luck' had any role in the couple relationship.

Collaboration, understanding and luck then referred to different aspects of the

partnership in terms of what partners did, how they related to what the other partner did,

wanted or thought, and what 'kind' of partner they had (or they themselves were). They

combined the practical, the mental (agreement or accordance) and the supernatural. They

reflected ideas about an individual's agency: for there is wide scope for agency in

collaboration, a more limited role in understanding and little agency present with respect to

luck.

Variations in meanings and uses of 'collaboration'

The most common meaning attached to collaboration was based on an understanding of the

division of labour, where women are primarily responsible for domestic tasks and men are

breadwinners bringing home the majority of the households' income. But as a corollary, men

were expected to 'help' their wives out with domestic tasks, and women were expected to

'help' the family out by earning an income. The most common task men helped out with was

washing clothes, more specifically rinsing the clothes. Washing clothes was also the most

heavy and least enjoyable of all their domestic tasks, according to women, and women often

expected their husbands to help out. In practice this usually meant during weekends, but for

husbands in unstable work it also meant when out of work

When he is here he helps me out, sometimes I wash clothes and he helps

me rinsing them, yes. But not always, he is not always here, sometimes he is

here, only when he doesn't have work he is here.

[Cuando está aquí me ayuda, hay veces lavo ropa, entonces él me ayuda a
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enjuagar, sí. Pero no siempre, no está aquí siempre, hay veces está, cuando

ya no tiene trabajo no más está.]

[Petrona Kantuta]

Men were most likely to help with looking after the children, and tidying rooms. Fewer

husbands cooked and cleaned. As one man told us:'... sometimes I help her with cooking, I

always help her with washing clothes, she is the one who washes first, scrubs the clothes, I

am the one that rinses them, we live, we share, we try to live well... " ["...a veces le ayudo a

cocinar, le ayudo siempre yo a lavar la ropa, ellas es la que lava el primer, refriega la ropa, yo

soy el que lo enjuaga, vivimos, compartimos, tratamos de vivir bien..."]. Men's help was

supposed to come from themselves, from their own initiative, out of concern for the heavy

burden of their wives. Christina Mamani told us that her husband would say to her: '"I will

help you out, look you are very tired' he tells me 'I help you out' saying, he helps me." ["'Yo

te ayudaré, mira mucho cansas', me dice, 'te ayudaré' diciendo, me ayuda "]. Sometimes

however men's help remained little more than rhetoric from the husband. Pascula Samo

never asked her husband to help her out and he sometimes reasoned that he should have

offered it, but not much usually came of it: "... I don't ask him to help me, sometimes he says

to me, 'I should have helped you' he tells me like that, sometimes he has helped me out...."

["... .no le pido que me ayude, alguna vez el me dice, 'te hubiera ayudado', me dice así, nunca,

alguna vez me ha ayudado... " ]. There were a few examples of women declining men's help,

but many more examples of women regretting the little actual help they received from their

husbands. As Carmen Choque put it in general terms: "...the man works, comes to the

house, eats, they help you out very little but we [women] always... do more..." ["...el

hombre ya trabaja, llega a la casa, cenan, poco te ayudan pero siempre nosotros ... más

hacemos..." ].

Paralleling this was an understanding and definition of women's income

generating activities as 'help'. As Petrona Kantuta put it: "...the wages of my husband are

not enough for me, because of this I have gone to sell, to help out a bit. To help out my

husband." ["... el sueldo de mi esposo no me alcanza, de eso he ido a vender, a ayudar un

poco. Para ayudar a mi esposo."] The kind of help referred to here was often women's

activities in the informal sector, such as street vending or sewing and knitting in the home, or

it referred to women who worked with their husbands 'helping out' in the family business.
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Pascuala Samo worked Thursdays and Sundays in the small electronics shop she and her

husband had in 16 de Julio. She said:

... Now that I cannot work because of my daughters, in some way I have

to help out as well, more than anything I keep an eye on things, I look

out because there are many thieves, my husband is attending the client,

he is giving prices and all that, and I have to watch the goods and at the

same time watch my daughters.

[...ya que yo ya no puedo trabajar con mis hijas, entonces de alguna

manera tengo que ayudarle también, más que todo yo a controlar, yo a

mirar, por que hay harto ladrón, mi esposo está atendiendo al cliente, está

dando precio, todo, hasta eso yo tengo que estar mirando la mercadería y

al mismo tiempo a mis hijas.].

Belbia Capcha, a factory worker, planned to leave her work ('ya no ir a trabajar') when her

son reached five years old, but she wanted to continue to 'help out' her husband by engaging

in some kind of selling. While informal work activities were more often talked about as 'help'

and formal work as 'work', sometimes formal work was seen as helping out too: María

Chuquimia, who was knitting sweaters in the house on a sub-contract, wanted to find herself

a job ('buscarme algún trabajo'), referring to a regular job with set hours and a salary, to

'help' her husband out ('para ayudar a mi esposo').

Some blamed the economic crisis, others the low salaries paid by the state for

why women had to 'help' out men. The vast majority of men and women, though, saw it

simply as a matter of fact that their husbands' salaries were not enough ('no alcanza'),

blaming no one and nothing in particular, making it an unquestionable pñnáple that women

had to work to 'help out' their husbands. As one woman stated: "Outside her kitchen, and

her work in the household, there must always be a help for the husband." ["... fuera de su

cocina, de su trabajo del hogar, tiene que haber siempre una ayuda para el esposo."]. Another

woman, herself a housewife, stressed however that women should not be obliged to work

"The work of the women is, I think, a form of help, the woman is not obliged to work" ["El

trabajo de la mujer es, yo creo, una forma de ayudar no, no es obligado que trabaje la

mujer."]. Some women wanted to work, to help out their husbands, as they explained to us,
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but their husbands were against it. In a few cases too, though, the husbands blamed then-

wives for not 'helping out' enough.

Sometimes collaboration was also defined in terms of the 'hispanic' gender

roles of men's paid work and women's domestic tasks. That is, men's work was seen as 'help'

in itself. José Mamani said about his work: "... I work to manage myself, to sustain myself, to

help out my family, no?" ["...trabajo para solventarme, para sosternerme, para ayudar a mi

familia no?"] And as Tania Gutierrez said about her husband's work and the money he

earned: "... my husband [is] like that as well, he doesn't have much work, when he has

[money] he helps me out, when he doesn't have he doesn't." ["...mi esposo es también así,

no tiene mucho trabajo, cuando tiene me ayuda, cuando no tiene no me ayuda."]. Men who

did not want their wives to work, at times defined their wives domestic chores or emotional

support as 'help'. Many housewives, however, avoided talking of the relationship in terms of

collaboration, instead stressing 'understanding', although a few did articulate their domestic

chores in terms of 'help' to their husband's paid work.

Another less common view of helping out or collaborating was based on a

notion of equality. According to Patricia Mamani, she and her husband helped each other out

and did all household chores together: "We help each other out, so it is like, when I wash

clothes he helps me, we cook together, we tidy up the room together, the two of us look

after our daughter, we give ourselves time, we help each other in everything." ["...nos

ayudamos unos a otros, entonces es como, cuando yo lavo ropa el me ayuda, cocinamos

juntos, recogemos el cuarto juntos, atendemos a nuestra nena los dos, nos damos tiempo los

dos, nos ayudamos en todo."]. And Julio Vargas, who worked in a co-operative cleaning

streets and whose wife worked in a similar co-operative, claimed: "... we help each other out,

when I work, she doesn't work, when I don't, I have to help out my wife, no, she is always

cooking, everything that the señora does, I do as well, it is all equal. " ["... nos ayudamos

entre los dos, cuando yo trabajo, ella no trabaja, cuando no, yo tengo que ayudarle a mi

esposa no, siempre cocina, todo lo que hace la señora yo hago también, sería igual."].

According to Máximo Quispe, an evangelical, her religion dictates that "... both must help

out [one another], one should never [just] watch... " ["... ambos deben ayudarse, que nunca

deben mirarse..."].

To sum up: collaboration or help "was seen by most wives and husbands as

crucial to the relationship. Generally men were expected to help women with their domestic

chores and women were expected to collaborate by earning an income when possible and
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when needed.103 Sometimes however, collaboration was defined in terms of the income-

earning activities of men and the domestic activities of women, pointing to how even a rigid

gender division of labour might be thought of in collaborative terms as well. For a few

(mainly) young men and women, collaboration was about sharing tasks equally.

Collaboration is tightly linked to complementarity which is central to the

Andean patriarchal bargain, and as we have seen, with a certain (and varying) flexibility in

this. Complementarity, I have argued, is also central to the Hispanic patriarchal bargain,

though without the dimension of flexibility. This, it seems, has informed how certain couples

talked about and defined collaboration. Rather than abandoning the term altogether, among

couples where the division was marked between the man as the breadwinner and the woman

as the homemaker, collaboration took on a different meaning than how it was perceived by

most of the couples, since it was based on a far more rigid division of labour. In this way

men (especially, but also some women) could draw upon Hispanic ideas (and practices) of

gender roles, in order to 'legitimise' women's relegation to the domestic sphere. However

some of the more egalitarian understandings and practices of collaboration cannot easily be

fitted into the two patriarchal bargains. This I return to later in the thesis.

Although meaning and practices were based on complementarity rooted in an

Andean patriarchal bargain, which in turn could be shaped or legitimised by drawing on the

Hispanic patriarchal bargain, evidence nevertheless suggested that collaboration between

spouses was slowly being eroded in the city: Some people argued that collaboration was

declining because, in contrast to the rural life, urban men and women did not depend on

collaboration in agricultural and pastoral activities. When couples were annoyed with one

another, I was told, spouses would simply withdraw their collaboration.1104

103 Críales (1994) found among migrated families in El Alto that women would stigmatise men taking over
women's household tasks. I found no evidence of that in my study; women were always happy to have their
husbands' helping them out.
104 This was discussed at workshop held in February 2001 in Alto Munaypata to discuss my initial findings.
Finally it is worth noting that spouses 'helping' each other out in the gender division of labour is also common
in Western contexts, as studies have shown (see Thompson & Walker, 1989 for an overview). What is marked
among the couples I studied is the importance paid to help, or the stress put on it, for the couple relationship.
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Variations in meanings and uses of 'understanding'

Understanding was seen as central to the couple relationship.103 A common answer to our

question to respondents on how they would characterise their relationship with their spouse,

was to answer in terms of understanding. For instance Petrona Kantuta told us: "... to me

everything is good with him, we understand each other well." ["... para mí todo es bien no

más con el, nos entendemos bien no más:"]. Equally, lack of understanding was thought to

be detrimental to the relationship, leading to conflicts, violence and even separations and

divorces. Explanations of wife beating, fights and arguments were commonly given in such

terms. For instance, Julia Choque, an evangelical who sewed children's clothes at home to

sell on market days, said: "These things, this in Bolivia, is happening more than anything

because of lack of understanding, lack of understanding and apart from that, they don't

know the words of God." ["Estas cosas, esto en Bolivia, más que todo está sucediendo, por

falta de comprensión, falta de entendimiento y fuera de eso, no saben la palabra de Dios, no

conocen.]. Linking understanding with religion was only done by evangelicals. But another

'linkage' I came across was with machismo. For instance, Patricia Mamani was told in school

that communication and understanding between the couple were central to shared authority

and to avoiding the dominance of male authority in machismo.

Linking understanding with religion and machismo was rare though. In most

cases understanding was simply seen as a necessary and good component of the couple

relationship.

Different meanings were attached to what understanding was all about. One

way in which it was referred to was in the sense of a kind of mental harmony, putting oneself

in each other's place and trusting one another. This did not necessarily involve agreement.

For instance, Carmen Choque, a factory worker, told us that her husband had to understand

that sometimes she would come home late because of extra work hours in the factory. Even

though he did not like it, he should trust her in this and not think that she was out with

friends. Men may also simply assume this kind of understanding and trust from their wives.

Carlos Quispe (who we met in Chapter One), a long distance lorry driver who was often

away from home several weeks at a time, told us: "I don't ever ask what she thinks, whether

she likes it [the work] or not, for the moment she has to understand me." ["... no le pregunto

nunca así que piensa, si le gusta o no, ella por el momento tiene que entenderme."].
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A more common meaning attached to understanding referred to reaching

agreements on what to do, taking on board each others wants or 'obeying' one another and

coordinating activities.106 Consider the following quotes:

"Sometimes the two of us reach an agreement so that there is

understanding." ["A veces entre los dos nos ponemos de acuerdo para que

haya entendimiento..."]

"I have to obey her, she tells me, I tell [her], she also has to obey me, we

both understand each other" ["... yo tengo que obedecer le a ella, ella me

dice, yo digo, ella también tiene que obedéceme a mí, nos entendemos

ambos."]

"He is, now he is good, he is caring, understanding, he likes... he likes... to

talk to me, make arrangements together with me, how we can be or how we

can be [do]... all that" ["El es, ahorita es bueno, es cariñoso, comprensivo,

le gusta... le gusta... conversar conmigo, ponerse de acuerdo conmigo él,

cómo podemos ser o como podemos estar... .todo eso." ]

Patricia Chávez found that her husband could be made to understand that it

was good and right to go and visit her mother. She said: "There is always a dislike like that,

that is, like I told you, we start to discuss, yes but now that my husband has understood, we

don't argue any longer, I have made him understand... " ["Hay siempre un disgusto así, por

decir, cómo le digo, nos ponemos a discutir, sí pero como ahora ha entendido algo mi

esposo, no discutimos ya nosotros, sí le he hecho entender...." ].

What the last quote also reveals is a specific way of reaching understanding,

namely 'making' the other person understand. This could involve degrees of persuasion or

reasoning, with individuals often drawing on ideas of what or how things ought to be.

Making the partner understand was an important tool for women especially, because they did

not have the authority to forbid or dictate men's behaviour. Ancelma Quispe explained to us

105 Scott (1994) notes this too, though without further elaboration. She writes (only): "Women showed great
loyalty to their spouses and kinsmen, stressing mutual tolerance and understanding {oampmTsián) between
couples." (p.94).
106 R]vera Cusincanqui (1996), in her study of market women in El Alto, also found that spouses informing one
another about activities and earnings was a crucial component of an ideal couple relationship.
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how she coped with her husband's wishes to buy big material goods, such as a video

machine: "... I always try to make [him] understand what it is he is wanting to lose for the

sake of one thing only." ["... siempre trato de hacer entender qué es lo que está queriendo

perder por culpa de una sola cosa."]. Another example was Teresa Condon who we have met

before and who was very upset about her husband's plans to go to Brazil to work for a while,

leaving her and their daughter behind. She first wanted to persuade her husband to see her

point of view in order to make him stay at home, reasoning, though, that she could not make

him stay against his wishes. Much later she comforted herself with the idea that a good

conversation would make them reach understanding and thus agreement: "... I will talk [to

him], I know that he will understand, yes that he will understand... I cannot insist that he

stays..." and "...we will have a deep conversation and between us we will understand.

Uhm... that is how it is going to be." ["... voy a charlar, sé que él también va a entender, sí

que va a entender... .tampoco le puedo insistir a que se quede... " and "... vamos a tener un

conversa profunda y entre nosotros vamos entendernos. Um... eso va a ser."].

Another way of reaching understanding then, was through mutual communic-

ation between the spouses, reaching an agreement in the process: ".... between two people

talking sometimes they will understand one another "["... a veces entre dos personas char-

lando se puede entender." ] [María Flores]. More bluntly María Chuquimia said that early on

she and her husband did not understand each other: "... there was no understanding, there

was no communication [between us]...." ["...no había entendimiento, no había una

comunicación... "]. She also went on to say: "... today we understand each other... " ["... .hoy

día nos comprendemos..."].

As this quote suggests, a third way of reaching understanding was through the

maturity of the relationship. It was not uncommon that both men and women told us that

they understood each other better now because they had been together for so long. Less

common was it to hear of the opposite. Natalia Flores, a factory worker, told us though: "We

fight a lot lately, in the beginning we understood each other, but now he has changed

character, we fight, we shout." ["Mucho peleamos últimamente, al principio ya nos

entendiamos pero ahora ha cambiado de carácter, peleamos, nos gritoneamos."].

To sum up: 'understanding' was seen by both men and women as crucial to the

couple relationship. A general view was: if there is no understanding then there is conflict,

and the other way around; conflict, including violence, was often explained in terms of lack

of understanding. Most commonly understanding referred to reaching agreements about
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what to do and how things should be. A less common understanding referred to putting

oneself in the other person's place, despite not necessarily agreeing. The latter understanding

was more common among women, but this might reflect the study's 'bias' towards

interviewing women, both in terms of numbers and length of interview, and the degree of

'confianza' (trust) in the interview situation. How to reach understanding could happen in

three different ways: through the 'evolution' of the couple relationship, through mutual

communication and through active persuasion by one partner. While none of them

precluded the others -- that is, understanding may be thought of as having come about in

various ways — there was a tendency for younger Paceñas to stress that they tried to 'make'

their husband's understand, whereas older women often found that their relationship had

simply developed into better understanding with the years. The men we interviewed generally

stressed the importance of talking and communicating as a means of reaching understanding,

which one could suspect had more to do with my presence in the interviews than reality. Still

it might have been a strategy employed by men when exercising authority. As one man put it:

"... sometimes one cannot [do] everything brusquely, if I tell her 'you will tidy up', but

eventually she will become resentful... " ["... .a veces así bruscamente no se puede todo, yo le

digo 'ordernará', hasta ella se resentiría...."].

It is not hard to see how understanding links up with collaboration, at least in

the sense of reaching agreements on activities. However neither of the two patriarchal

bargains addresses this aspect of couple relationships.

Variations in meanings and uses of 'luck'

Luck (whether as 'suerte' or 'Dios') commonly referred to work and earnings. It was also an

important part of the couple relationship in different ways. One was the luck one had of

having a 'good' spouse: 'I am lucky to have an understanding husband' ['yo tengo suerte de

tener un esposo comprensivo'], Ancelma Quispe, told us. A second related meaning referred

to the nature of the relationship and not the person, such as when Gonzalo Flores said:

'thanks to God, we understand each other' ['gracias a Dios, nos entendemos']. A third way in

which luck entered the couple relationship was in relation to individual personality, such as

when one of the husbands we interviewed counted himself lucky that he was not the kind of

person that discriminated against women (!).

Luck in the couple relationship referred to the supernatural, to destiny, to what

the individual had no control of, not even when it came to one's own personality and
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practices. It was not only a question of haiinghick or not; individuals also drew on the notion

of future luck when they felt that things were moving out of their hands or as a way to deal

with unexpected events. The reference was mainly to God, hoping that he would direct

things -- both people and events -- in a good way. For instance when Teresa Condon learned

that her husband was about to go off to Brazil to work, she hoped that God and luck would

be with her to ensure that her husband would not be led 'astray\

Given the little scope for individuals' agency in luck, it is perhaps not

surprising that luck was stressed much less in the interviews than understanding and

collaboration, where individuals' agency was more present. However, to evangelicals, luck as

God was extremely important in all aspect of the couple relationship, including one's own

personality. Older people, too, mentioned luck more than young people did, as did women

more than men. Many younger Paceñas on the other hand often rejected it outright. In a

workshop held to present my main findings, one woman objected: "It doesn't depend on

luck, it depends on each [person]" ["No depende de suerte, depende de cada uno."]. One has

to work for what one wants, she explained. It is quite possible that 'luck' had roots in

religious Catholic ideas but also that Andean religious beliefs had a great impact.

Meanings and practices; ideals and reality

Collaboration, understanding and luck were not simply people's perceptions about their

relationships. They were core principles of an ideal partnership and a balance to the

conflictive nature of the couple relationship stressed by Harvey (1994) and Harris (1994). As

these concepts were 'used' by individuals in dealing with and conceptualising their couple

relationship, outsiders also used them to judge and 'explain' other couples. Couples with a lot

of conflict were thought of as having little understanding between the spouses, of

collaborating little, and possibly also of having little luck. Blame was put on husbands or

wives who were 'good' or 'bad', understanding and collaborative, or not. Among some

couples and individuals there was a contradiction in how they conceptualised coEaboration in

the relationship on the one hand, and what they said took place on the other, pointing to the

fact that what was a desired ideal was not always the reality.107 In this sense, individuals used

the concepts as a way of coming to terms with the couple relationship, but also to act upon it

107 For instance Julio Vargas, claimed that he would do everything that his wife did — but indicated more
inequality with his wife doing the majority of the household work, when we asked him to rate his own and his
wife's efforts in specific domestic tasks.
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and for it, for some closed the gap by pressing for changes in practices ('make the partner

understand') while others probably changed the meanings attached to the concepts. Thus,

the concepts of collaboration, understanding and luck were sources that could be used for

overt or subtle bargaining between spouses; they could also be drawn upon in processes of

self-persuasion and in making spouses accept both each other and the nature of the

partnership. In this way they were tools for coping with reality: either by seeking to forge

changes in the conjugal contract or by accepting things as they were because of, for instance,

'little luck' or hoping for changes in the future (such as more understanding). Because of

possibilities of change, even in those relationships considered as 'having' very little

collaboration, understanding and luck, relationships were seldom seen by spouses as negative

entities to be given up upon, but as constellations that were in constant development --

usually for the better, women hoped. As individuals held different meanings, the varieties in

meanings help to explain why women in similar circumstances within the conjugal contract

reacted differently, as we shall see, particularly in Chapter Five.

Individuals' agency varied. Not only was agency present to various degrees in

collaboration, understanding and luck, but individuals also attached different degrees of

agency to the same concepts. This affected the degree to which women worked to shape the

couple relationship or 'relied' on the domestic cycle. Younger women born in the city

stressed their agency more than older women and migrant women. Luck, which had virtually

no agency involved, was rejected as an issue shaping the relationship by some of these

'Paceñas'. It is interesting that processes of dedimng importance of fictive and non-fictive

networks and organising practices took place simultaneously with grvuing concern among

young city women for actively shaping partnership. In this way they could 'substitute'

networks and organising practices as resources of bargaining, and mediate the 'damage' these

weak relations did to them (depending on the outcome of their actions).

I have suggested that some aspects of collaboration, understanding and luck

have roots in the Andean and Hispanic patriarchal bargains. However they only explain a

fraction of these understandings, for example they certainly do not address the different

meanings attached to them. As I indicated in Chapter One, meanings are seldom free-

floating choices that individuals simply 'pick'. On the other hand they are not structurally

determined either. In Chapter Six I return to some possible explanations for the variations in

the understandings we saw among individuals according to age, gender and 'city status'.
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Conclusion

Reciprocity among poor people and solidarity among women especially, has been considered

a key feature of Latin American rural and urban societies by many academics. Reciprocity

and solidarity are seen to exist in the institution of f ictive kinship, the prevalence of extended

family households and the important and dense non-kinship networks that especially women

engage in.

Through an analysis of networks, organising practices and friendships I have

argued that the couple and the individual spouses were less embedded in such reciprocal ties

than is portrayed by most Latin American academic work By focusing on the meanings and

practices attached to and around the conjugal contract, I have showed that, instead, the

couple was the focal social relation, and rather autonomous in urban La Paz. In fact, despite

my starting point of recognising the potential fluidity and complexity of household relations,

households were usually neatly centred around the 'stable' couple. Most household relations

then were centred on the conjugal couple; fictive kinship networks were declining, and non-

kinship networks and organising practices were weak This should in part be understood in

terms of spatial, social and economic structures and processes in the city, making daily life

different from that in the countryside. However we should also see it in terms of a greater

degree of autonomy of the urban couple than hitherto recognised within the literature,

perhaps because of researchers wanting to see solidarity among women especially. The result

of these unrecognised processes was an increased and continuous cementation of the

autonomous couple, which also meant increasing isolation of individual wives, who had no

one to turn to with their problems in the couple relationship. Those women most apt to

cope with this were those stressing greater agency in meanings attached to the couple.

Autonomy was about the everyday practices revolving around the couple, the

general expectations of others as to what was to be dealt with within the couple, and the

specific strategies employed to retain or obtain more autonomy, the latter by women

especially. The house was a central component in this: first as a place where couples 'got

together' in a 'robo', second as the place which symbolically and practically constituted the

autonomous married couple, and third as the material goal for the ultimate step in a couple's

independence: a house of one's own. The house was also a place of rupture as parent-child

bonds became partially - often overnight — replaced by conjugal bonds when couples were

formed, and this was often a painful, unresolved rupture for the partners involved; in turn it
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often became the basis for daughter-in-law and mother-in-law conflicts, and conflicts

between spouses.

The struggle to obtain a house of one's own was related to women's desire for

autonomy for the conjugal couple, and in practice it was mainly driven by wives who

experienced difficult relationships with mothers-in-law. Women living with parents-in-law

experienced constant tension between being expected to make an autonomous couple with

their husbands on the one hand, and having mothers-in-law questioning and contesting this

by exercising the power they had in the house on the other hand. This was in part a

consequence of strong bonds between parents and children that conflicted with the conjugal

ones, but in part should also be understood in terms of the division of labour, which

rendered women's domestic activities open to criticism because they were visible, and the

authority patterns of male dominance, which meant that a woman's parents were reluctant to

criticise their live-in son-in-law. The predominance of the nuclear family being centred

around the conjugal couple, then, was not without its complications and interference from

the extended family. A tension existed between the widespread recognition of the

independent couple on the one hand, and allowing for this in practice on the other -

especially on the part of mothers-in law. The result was that the autonomy of the couple was

far from given; it had to be constantly striven for by those women living in the house of their

husband's family. However even when the couple lived apart, the respective families were a

key source of conflict within the couple. Curiously, the low levels of break-ups between

couples can be understood in terms of the importance paid to the nuclear family: in part

between parents and unmarried children, and in part in terms of the couple relationship

where the individual was considered a more whole and fuller person upon marriage. For

women this translated into higher social status. The latter, however, was being challenged by

women who delayed or regretted marrying — but not to the extent that they avoided it or

broke from the marital union. Strong parent-child bonds then had contradictory

consequences for the couples. When the bonds were with smaller children, it was a key

factor, it seems, in preventing even very conflicting couples from splitting up. But once

children married, strong bonds with parents were often a source of tension or severe conflict

between spouses. Generally live-in children, contributed financially and practically relatively

little to the household, and this cemented the couple as an organisational and practical unit.

In the eyes of the couples themselves and others surrounding them, concept-

ualisations of 'collaboration', 'understanding' and 'luck' were important for reinforcing and

solidifying the 'focality5, autonomy and importance of the couple. In turn, these concepts
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help us to understand the endurance of the couple relationship. They were actively used to

shape the bargaining in the conjugal contract or to come to terms with the reality of it, often

in the hope that the couple relationship or the personality of the spouse would change with

time and the domestic cycle. Women born and brought up in the city attached greater

personal agency to the first two concepts in shaping the conjugal contract than other women,

and in this way were also better able to positively substitute for weak fictive kinship and non-

kinship networks and organising practices. These were weak among men and women alike,

but men were more capable of fostering friendships and developing networks than women.

Women's social relations were conceptualised in terms of the conjugal contract, and men's in

terms of their work The first meant that women's friendships were seen as a potential threat

to the intimacy of the conjugal couple, while the latter meant that men 'deserved' to relax and

have time off. That this mainly took place in form of drinking sessions with other men, was

seen as part of the deal for men in enacting masculinity, whereas married women were barred

from such public, unrestrained and impure behaviour as advocated by the Hispanic

patriarchal bargain.

In the previous chapter I argued that the Hispanic and especially the Andean

patriarchal bargains pointed to the 'focality' of the couple and the broad 'rules' of the

conjugal contract. In this chapter I have also shown how more detailed aspects related to the

urban couple were (probably) informed by these bargains, such as changing patterns of

getting together, why women stayed in abusive relationships and the meanings and practices

attached to collaboration between the couple. Applying the concept of the conjugal contract

has meant addressing the characteristics of couple relationships in terms of power and

inequalities between spouses such as wife-beating and going out, and addressing the struggles

and strategies around the conjugal contract, such as women's struggle for obtaining a house.

The processes of bargaining between spouses will be addressed more fully in Chapter Five.

Resources are crucial to bargaining, as I argued in the last chapter, and through an analysis of

networks, organising practices and friendship I have shown that women had few resources

that could be used in the bargaining process with their spouses or be relied on as fallback

mechanisms. The domestic cycle, as we have seen, informed both meanings and practices

attached to the urban couple.
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Chapter Four

Gendered Work; Women's Work

Introduction

In the last chapter I examined the 'focality' of the couple and some of the foundations of the

conjugal contract. In this chapter I turn to the second component of my main concern,

namely women's work.

The analysis of this chapter departs from women's - and to a lesser extent

men's - experiences of work. It is not an analysis of labour market mechanisms as such,1 but an

analysis of the possibilities and constraints women (and men) faced in taking up work, what

changes were taking place, and what features and conditions characterised the work As we

shall see we can only understand the kind of work women engaged in and the characteristics

of it if a) we examine how the domestic situation influenced what work women took up and

how they engaged in it (including what difficulties they faced) and b) we look the

relationship between men's and women's work. The former (a) must include an analysis of

the role of the domestic cyde, the bargaining between spouses, and the meanings attached to

women's work, while the latter (b) is addressed by comparing men's work to that of

women's, together with a discussion on (perceived) changes in the gendered labour market,

which are underpinned by gender meanings attached to work. To get the full picture of

women's work, we must pay attention to networks and organising practices associated with work

as well as examine to what extent women developed identities as workers through their

economic activities, which might be resources in bargaining within the conjugal contract.

The chapter starts out with a detailed description of the main types of work

women engaged in. I discuss how we may understand women's work in terms of their

domesticity, the Andean and Hispanic patriarchal bargains and the domestic cycle. Next I

turn to a comparison of men's and women's income generating activities.

1 Of for instance the relationship between the informal and the formal sectors. Nor will I enter into debates
about the feminisation of the labour force, the female marginalisation debates on factory workers (see also
Chapter One), or arguments about women in sub-contracted home-working being a 'subsidy for capital as
cheap labour (see Beneria and Roldan, 1987; Roldan, 1985; Safa, 1981).
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I argue that men had a contradictory position in the labour market. They were

in a favourable position compared to women as they engaged in a broader range of activities

than women, generally earned more, had more stable jobs and more often received social

security. Because of the nature of 'men's work' and men's responsibilities as breadwinners in

an adverse economic environment, however, they were rather less versatile in the labour

market, and there was a general feeling that men were losing their front position in the

labour market to women. In terms of earnings though, there was not much evidence of

men's breadwinning position being eroded, as they continued to earn much more than

women. While women in informal work were also struggling, I argue that because their work

was largely considered 'help' they could be more flexible than men, moving in and out of the

labour market and engaging in many different activities throughout a working life, including

sometimes taking up 'men's work'. However, because of women's low earnings, especially in

informal sector work, whether they were in formal or informal work meant much more in

terms of earnings that it meant to most men, whose earnings were similar regardless of the

economic sector.

The last part of the chapter examines the bargaining involved in women's

work, and points to the different views husbands had on women's work. I show how most

women themselves conceptualised work in terms of economic need — but also how some

saw it as something that gave them personal satisfaction. Work then, I argue, was not simply

conceptualised in terms of their role as mothers, as others have argued (see Chapter One),

but crucial to their self-identity as individuals and as women.

Gendered work in Alto Munaypata

Our survey of adults in Alto Munaypata illustrated that two thirds of the adult women of 18

years and over engaged in income generating activities, and one third were students or

housewives. If we consider only women with partners (married or cohabiting) the latter

figure was lower due to women in education being mainly single: only 30% of wives, then,

had no income generating work. This compared to almost 90% of adult men in income

generating work. Only 3% of the husbands were without paid work.

Women in Alto Munaypata were mainly engaged in commerce, as street

vendors with or without a 'puesto', or as owners of either small grocery shops attached to

the house or kiosks situated on the street. Many women also worked as 'home-workers'

knitting or sewing on sub-contracts, or working independently and selling their produce.
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Home-work was done on their own or together with their husbands, sometimes in a separate

room in the house set up as a workshop, but more commonly taking place in the only room

the family had. Another common activity for women was paid domestic work Married

women seldom worked as full-time domestic servants who were expected to 'live-in' in the

house of the employers, but often as 'lavanderas'- women washing clothes - in several

houses at a time and on a sporadic basis. As manyas 79% of working women in our survey

of Alto Munaypata were engaged in income-earning activities centred on the service sector,

commerce and manufacturing.2

Men on the other hand worked as construction workers, plumbers,

electricians, and shoe or hat-makers. Alternatively they sewed clothes, worked as taxi or lorry

drivers, policemen or had other positions in the public sector. Quite a few were also

employed in offices, NGOs or shops as porters, maintenance men or sales assistants, or they

were factory workers. All these different types of work corresponded to 72% of all adult

men and 81% of all adult working men. A few men were engaged in selling activities, but

then either as a 'side' activity or via a shop that they managed. Extremely few men (9 out of

a total of 380 working men) worked as professionals (administrators, doctors and teachers),

but even fewer women did so (3 out of 306 working women, as secretaries or nurses).

When comparing what the majority - around 80% - of economically active

men and women were engaged in, we see that men were engaged in a wider variety of

activities compared to women, and that their activities were very different. Only in a few

activities did men and women's work overlap, such as, for instance, when husbands and

wives worked together in the home, sewing, baking cookies or making shoes. Apart from

sewing clothes, in these cases, the activities men and women carried out were usually

different, as I will elaborate on below. Some men also engaged in vending activities, and

some women were factory workers too. A few women worked as construction workers, but

then always as 'ayudantes' (helpers).

Below I will discuss gendered work in more detail, which will make the

differences, and the implications of these differences, clearer. I start out with a description

organised according to the kind of work place and types of activities women engaged in.

2 When individuals were engaged in more than one activity, the classification of main work was done according
to what activity the respondent spend most time on over a working month.
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Women working inside the home or on the boundaries of it

A total of 93 of the working women from the main sample -- or 30% -- worked inside the

home, either engaged in home-working on a subcontracted or independent basis, or they

managed their corner shop, which was physically part of the house.

Home-working is usually considered to be sub-contracting from an enterprise

or 'supply of work' which is performed in domestic premises, often paid by piece-work

(Allen & Wolkowitz, 1987). I extend the term to include independent production in the

home by individuals, and distinguish between sub-contracting work and own or independent

production, both of which may involve either having a separate room in the home that

functions as the workshop or may simply be done in the living-space, often the only room

the families had.

Home-working: sub-contracted

From our survey, 17% of the women with income-generating activities were engaged in the

sub-contracted work. Some of these carried out sub-contracting work with their partner.

Where the husband was involved, it was more likely that the couple had a workshop; that is,

a separate room in the house used for production only. We found no men doing sub-

contracting work without their wives engaging in it too. In fact only 5 adult men engaged in

this kind of work, corresponding to just over 1% of the men in work. Thus it was more

commonly an activity women carried out on their own. For this reason I will discuss most of

the issues concerning couples working together when describing 'own production'.

Individuals got to know about this kind of work through word-of-mouth,

especially via family members (paralleling what we saw in the last chapter), or advertisements

on the radio. It involved bigger garment factories or larger workshops 'sending out'

production to be done in the home. The factories/workshops provided all the material

needed for the production. Often the fabric was pre-cut, and sometimes the requirements

were to only sew part of the garment, while the rest was done at the factory/workshop or

sent out to other homes. It was usually the responsibility of the home-worker to collect the

materials and bring back the produce to the factory/workshop the following week or

sometimes even the next day. The amount to be done was either set by the supplier or by

home-workers themselves, who would decide how much to do based on the needs and

policies of the supplier. In both cases the agreed upon product had to be delivered on time
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to keep the contract, often meaning working long hours when the production targets were

high. In this sense sub-contracting was not only very tiring work, but when quantities were

decided upon by the supplier, it also put serious limitations on the home-workers' control

over their own labour (see also Benéria and Roldan, 1987, p. 66). Esperanza Machaca, whom

we met in Chapter One, often had difficulties in finishing the work on time. To avoid verbal

reprimands she often had to work until late at night to meet the target: "...Sometimes I

worked at night to finish, to bring it in the morning... until eleven... until twelve, that's how I

worked. Ahh, I know how to sew. My husband was already sleeping. My children were also

sleeping. I kept sewing." ["...así hay veces [trabajaba] hasta la noche para terminar, para

llevar en la mañana... hasta las once... doce así trabajaba. Ahh se estar costurando. Mi esposo

se dormía pues ya, él. Mis hijos ya también se dormían. Yo seguía cosiendo."].

The contracts involved in sub-contracting were usually not work-contracts in

the 'standard' sense of specifying rights and duties, but verbal agreements about the

production, deliveries and payments. This meant that although verbal work contracts are

recognised as binding contracts by law in Bolivia, such contracts, and their contents, were

often difficult to prove, and in practice home-workers had virtually no avenues for

complaining about the conditions of work, or the hiring and firing practices. Engaging in

sub-contracting work, then, left individuals very vulnerable to, and dependent upon, the

demands of the suppliers). For the individual worker this meant not only being vulnerable

to getting fired and to seasonality3, but also that they had low earnings and no medical

security. As we have seen, Esperanza Machaca used to earn around bs 40 [$ 7] a week.

Teresa Condori and Javier Apaza earned in total bs 324 [$ 58] a week for the work they

produced together. He would dedicate most of his time to it while she 'helped out', in

between her domestic activities. They both often worked until 10 or 11 at night.

The investments undertaken when getting involved in sub-contracting work

varied greatly. Some women knitted or sewed by hand, but many had invested in a sewing or

knitting machine. Teresa and Javier had two sewing machines. One was bought through

loans from family members and savings from their time as workers in a workshop in Sao

Paolo, Brazil. Teresa's father gave them the other one as a present. They each cost $ 800.

For instance Teresa Condon and Javier Apaza who engaged in sub-contracting work sewing jackets in the
workshop in the house of Teresa's parents, where they also lived, had no work for three months of the year
because the demand for jackets was very low' at this time of the year.
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The options for sub-contracted work were limited, without doubt due to the

low levels of industrial production in La Paz city, something which the relatively low number

of women engaged in it also points to. Also, for many women this kind of work was

temporary, because of the low earnings and the hard work involved. Women left (or were

dismissed from) work temporarily or permanently, and sometimes found new jobs when the

domestic economic situation was severe, when childcare permitted them to and when work

was available, or they took up other kinds of economic activities.

Our main sample showed that in Alto Munaypata, women of all backgrounds

engaged in sub-contracted home-working. But because of the often intense production

demands, this kind of work was difficult to combine with care of very young children, which

meant that those women taking up sub-contracted work usually had no children or children

at school age or older. 4

Home-working: own production

One option for women was to engage in own production and the selling of it. A total of 37

women — or 12% of the adult working women in Alto Munaypata - were engaged primarily

in own production.5 Often this involved knitting, but sometimes also sewing and cooking,

and selling the produce on a regular or irregular basis on a 'puesto' or simply 'ambulante'

(itinerant). Women often started up this kind of work 'by chance', trying it out at first as a

possible way to earn an income. This could happen in one of three ways: they did it on their

own, they were helped and inspired by other women's positive experiences, or they engaged

in it as a consequence of (mainly) their husband's initiative to establish a workshop.

Women who engaged in these activities on their own, took sole responsibility

for both the production and the vending, and consequently their working hours were very

long. Christina Mamani made food and sold it daily on a market to the other female vendors.

She had done so for about 10 years, earning on average bs 100-150 a week ($ 18-27).

Earning this amount involved getting up at 4 am to start selling at 7 am, and returning in the

4 This contrasts with Roldán's (1985) findings in urban Mexico where she found that the typical female
outworker is a young woman living in a nuclear family with her husband and with children under seven. A
reason for this may be because of more intensive production demands in the Bolivian case.
5 Those women who spend more time vending than producing were categorised as vendors, and are not
included in the 37 women.
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afternoon. She would do the cooking for the following da/s selling in the afternoon and

evenings with some help of her older daughter.

More often than was the case with sub-contracting work, this kind of

production was done together with husbands, and then always in a separate workshop room

in the house, usually involving only the husband and wife, sometimes the children too, but

rarely other workers.6 Here, unlike in the sub-contracting work, the activities carried out by

the spouses were often very different: wives generally worked fewer hours than their

husbands with the production and instead were responsible for the vending. In this common

set up women's work was then only partly in the home while men's work was almost

exclusively so. 7 Husbands to these wives were not concerned much about the 'corrupting

street' portrayed by the Hispanic patriarchal bargain, or if they were, it was overridden by

their interest in having the women selling. This was an interesting reversal of the gendered

spatial division of women belonging to the domestic sphere and men dominating the public

sphere.8 Men's concerns about not doing 'woman's work' themselves, an interest in keeping

control of the business through production, and the fact that the production sometimes

depended on skills of the husband that the wife did not possess and was not taught, were

possible explanations for this.

The foundation — and result - of these male-dominated joint ventures was

that husbands engaged very little in any kind of domestic activity. This reinforced men's

dominance in the business, but not always in an uncontested way. José Quispe, who

produced caps, explained to us that because of their child his wfe (my emphasis) was no

longer able to work as much as before:

° In the main sample we came across a house-workshop employing the wife's uncle. Another house-workshop
that was run by the wife entirely, employed female family members from time to time. There might have been
other cases of employing outside workers, but none of the workshops in Alto Munaypata involved more than
five workers (including the spouses).

' Men did, of course, venture outside the home when primary products had to be bought.

° Contrary to this, Moser (1981) found in Guayaquil, Ecuador, that men often sold food on the streets, which
their wives cooked in the home, because 'going in the street' was associated with prostitution (p. 26).
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She only goes down [to the centre], she goes to sell then, half a day she

helps me out always, but with the baby she cannot now. Earlier, when she

was alone, she helped me, together with me she worked well, she did the

same as me. But now that she has her baby [and] everything, no longer, she

no longer works.

[Solamente baja, entonces va a vender, medio día me ayuda siempre , pero

con wawa ya no puede ahora, antes cuando era solo, me ayudaba, junto

conmigo trabajaba bien, me igualaba pero ahora que ya tiene su wawa, todo,

ya no, ya no trabaja.]

José made it quite clear that the child was his wife's responsibility ('when she was alone',

'now when she has her baby) and that he was the main worker in the family business.

Interestingly, his wife did not agree with him on this: Marta Calla told us that she did not

only sell the caps but often also produced them her role was to finish them off by sewing

the peaks on. She said that she worked to help her husband out, but was careful to point out

that her vending work was very important because it 'maintained'. Although Marta would be

classified as an 'unpaid family worker' in a census, her role in the couple's business was

significant. It was also crucial to her own sense of making a difference, of being part of

maintaining her family by working and earning.

While many men and women found that working together in their own

business was positive in terms of companionship, many more also emphasised the conflicts

involved. Most couples commonly blamed one another for not doing enough work or not

doing it properly. Usually it was husbands who complained about their wives, but wives

finding their husbands' work unsatisfactory was not uncommon. Santusa Arroy, who had set

up a hamburger meat business, which her husband later joined after resigning from his job at

the police, told us:

... he has no interest in working, he complains when I demand it, he doesn't

like that I demand, he says, he wants to stay like diat and nothing more and

sometimes he gets upset about [the fact] that there is a lot to do, 'work and

work and nothing more just for you', he says.

[... no tiene el interés de trabajar, reniega hay veces cuando le exijo, no le
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gusta exijamos, has dicendo, quiere estar así nomás y de eso hay veces se

enoja, tanto hay que hacer, trabajar y trabajar nomás para vos, me dice.]

Santusa was in no doubt as to the fact that she was the manager of the business and also the

person putting the most effort into it. However, her husband believed, he told us, that the

business was an entirely shared project -- apart from the days when he was drinking and his

wife had to take over, he noted. In fact, Santusa's husband drank a lot, as we observed and

Santusa confirmed. When drinking he was often violent, and when I returned to Bolivia for

the last time, Santusa had left her husband, taken the children with her and set up a new

business living with her mother in El Alto.9

When couples worked together, then, bargaining over the work and meanings

attached to efforts were sources of both conflicts and companionship. As Wilson (1993b)

also found for larger workshops in Mexico, men tended to conceptualise their wives' work as

help and/or neglect the important role that they played. As wives themselves often saw their

work in a different light, substantial conflicts between the spouses working together were

not uncommon.

Earnings from own production varied. Marta Calla and her husband earned on

average bs 600 a month ($ 107) making caps, Santusa Arroy and her husband up to bs 1000

a month ($ 178) in the hamburger business, and Marina Arenas and her husband earned

about bs 800 ($ 143) a week in their pastry making business. As we saw, Christina Mamani

earned around bs 400-600 ($ 71-107) a month, a relatively high amount for a single person,

but some women said that they would only earn as little as bs 200-250 ($ 36-45) in an

average month.

Options for engaging in own production were conditioned by demand for the

produce, as shaped by the larger urban economy. Women of all ages and backgrounds

engaged in such work with husbands, but when it came to women working independently,

mature 'de pollera' women, who had been doing this kind of work for some years,

dominated the scene. A plausible explanation for this would be that these women were free

of heavy childcare demands and could pursue the often time-consuming work of both

producing and selling.

9 It is quite possible that this move was influenced by us having informed Santusa about her rights and possible
ways of dealing with a violent husband.
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In the home facing the street: corner shops

A few women in Alto Munaypata engaged in a rather different form of work from home:

they sold groceries and other necessities from corner shops that were built into their house

and open from early morning till late at night. This meant these women had a very long

working day, and domestic work was often carried out in between attending customers.

Usually other family members, in some cases the husband, attended customers too.

Substantial capital was needed to start up a corner shop: not only did the physical shape of

the house often have to be changed, but groceries to sell and equipment for the shop also

had to be bought. In addition one had to be convinced that there was enough demand for

the corner shop to be economically viable. Not surprisingly this was the income-generating

work of only 4 women in Alto Munaypata.10 While working 'in the house' in a strict sense,

the contact with the 'outside' was great, as it was with the women vending their own

produce. But unlike the producer-seller women, as noted also in the last chapter, corner-

shop women had a central position within the community as providers of credit, and were

thus central actors with whom it was useful to build an alliance. Some of my respondents

reported corner-shop women to be among their best friends in the barrio, and many more

reported that they had from time to time bought on credit from the local corner shop.

Let me now turn to those female vendors who engaged in selling as a primary

activity.

Women working outside the home

In the street or the market: female vendors

One can distinguish between different kinds of sellers: those who had a shop, those with a

kiosk, those with a stall ('puesto'), and those street vendors with none of the above

('ambulantes'). A total of 21 - or 7% - of the working women in our survey were

ambulantes, 91 (30%) had a puesto or a kiosk, and only 6 or 2% had a shop (detached from

the house). No women owned a shop on their own but were always engaged in this kind of

activity with their husbands, while the vast majority of the other women engaged in the

selling independent of the husbands.
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Vendors with shops, kiosks or stalls shared a number of characteristics and

circumstances: some financial investments were needed to start up the vending11, the

vending took place at a fixed place - the street or in a market — and the vending activities

were carried out with some regularity (often within certain set hours or days).

The work of the ambulante was of a much more sporadic character: little

investment was needed apart from the goods or produce that was sold and the 'ambula'

woman usually had no fixed place to sell, moving around to avoid objections to her presence

from more established vendors and fines from local authorities. Often she was caught in the

dilemma that where she could expect sales to be best, she was also most likely to be

unwelcome. These difficulties, as well as the fact that what she sold was often produced,

made or bought in small quantities, meant that ambula women usually worked more on an

on-an-off basis according to need and possibilities than the more established sellers.12

Starting work as an 'ambulante' was seldom difficult (see also Escobar, 1989).

Some women knitted a few sweaters and tried to sell them. Other bought cheap goods of

some sort and sold them on. Petrona Kantuta, who sold animals twice a week on market

days, had her own stall by the time I was in Bolivia. She recalls how she started her vending

activities almost by chance:

... We had gone on a trip to El Alto to hang out, there the women really

knew how to sell, and... so I bought a small animal, I found it beautiful, I

bought it, at that time it was a lot of money, with 120 I bought it, with that.

There a woman said to me 'Sell it to me, sell it to me'. I was saying 'I don't

want to sell it', but my husband told me 'Sell, how much are they offering?',

and she said to me 'How much did you pay for it?' '120 yes', 'Ask around

160' [the husband said], 'Yes' I told him, let's give it a shot 'Yes sell it to

me,' 'Yes, pay me 160', 'I'll pay you 140', she told me. 'Ay, she will add only

20 bolivianos, so should I sell it?' I said 'Yes' and I sold the small

dog... small dog... it was beautiful. Also, from this only [I started]. 'Ay, I

*" I have no information on earnings and personal circumstances, nor of how women initiated the work, as
none of the women in my main sample were corner-shop owners.

Some women received dieir puesto by having sporadically occupied a place for vending which was then later
recognised as such by the local authorities however. They only had to pay the yearly and daily fee, and their
investments in the puesto amounted to the table, stool and other material used.
12 Escobar (1989) makes the same division, calling sellers with a stall, a kiosk or a shop 'microvendors' and
ambulantes 'street sellers'. As the first group of sellers often work on the street too, I find this labelling is
misleading.
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earned some money, I will look for another one', that's how it started, yes

[... a El Alto hemos ido a pasear, ahí habían sabido vender esas señoras,

y... .entonces yo he comprado un animalcito, bonito me ha parecido, de ese

comprado, ese rato era plataps, con 120 he comprado, con eso, de ahí, una

señora me ha dicho, 'véndeme', 'véndeme', diciendo 'yo no quería

venderle', pero mi esposo me ha dicho, 'véndete, ¿cuanto te ofrecen?' Y ella

me ha dicho, '¿con cuánto has comprado?' 'Con 120 ya', 'pedite unos 160,'

'ya' le he dicho, por chanza no más, 'ya véndeme', 'ya, 160 págame', así le

he dicho, '140 te pagaré', me ha dicho, ay, 20 bolivianos no más me quiere

aumentar, o me vendo? 'Ya' dicendo, me lo he vendidops ese

perrito... .Perrito... bonito también era, de eso no más, 'ay, me he ganado,

otro no más buscaré', de eso no más ya ....]

Petrona bought her present puesto on 16 de Julio - now the main commercial centre on

markets days (Thursdays and Sundays) - when the 'alcaldía' (town council) started selling out

vending places to organise the otherwise empty street. She bought it 16 years ago for bs 120

($ 21); now she reckoned that she could get $ 400 for it. She was considering switching to

other kinds of selling activities, however, as the losses made when animals were not sold or

became ill were too great, she found. As a result Petrona had problems with keeping a

constant level of capital, often taking from what should be used for buying up animals and

spending it on groceries for the daily consumption. Selling clothes instead was an option she

considered, because of the lower risks involved. There would be no practical problems

involved in switching to another type of produce, as she already knew how to get cheap

clothes to sell on. What held her back was the high competition, which meant that she was

unlikely to earn more with this activity. In view of this, Petrona had no aspirations to expand

her selling activities, but only to keep going the minimum capital needed to buy groceries at

the end of the market day.

As we saw in one of the previous sections, women sellers may also be

producers as well.13 They may be both wholesalers and retailers (Babb, 1989) although in our

main sample none of the women were engaged in both activities. The goods they sold could

be anything from animals, as seen above, to clothes or shoes, homemade food, vegetables or
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any kind of manufactured goods. Usually women sold goods that either they themselves or

their spouses had bought or made, but in a few cases they 'sold for someone else', usually a

family member (not spouse), receiving a fixed amount of money for a number of hours, or

instead receiving an agreed share of the earnings. Earnings varied considerably, most women

earning very little and spending the money the same day on basic groceries such as bread and

rice, as we saw in the case of Petrona. Ana Quispe, who sold snacks and coffee in front of a

college in La Paz, said, when we asked about how much she earned:

I don't know, I buy half a kilo of giblets, noodles, potatoes, that's it,

sometimes something is left over as well, bread for the evening, sandwiches

as well like that, sometimes everything goes, sometimes it doesn't go, [and I

don't earn enough] for the daily [food].

[No sé, me compro medio kilo de menudencia, fideito, papita, eso nomás

es, hay ratos me sobra también, pancho para la noche, sanguchitos también

así, a ratos sale todito, a ratos no sale, para diario.]

Some women were more successful in their vending activities than Ana. Porfiria Quisbert,

for instance, had a kiosk outside a market place on the street where she sold soft drinks and

snacks. Her mother had given her the kiosk and she reckoned it would now be worth about

$1000. She paid bs 70 ($ 12) a year to the local authorities for it, and had started up her

business with the same amount 3 years ago. Now she earned on average bs 350 ($ 62) per

week, enabling her to pay for her son to go to a private nursery school that led on to private

schooling (the first a prerequisite for the latter in this case). She was also able to cope with

the basic daily needs of the family. Her husband handed over very little of his earnings to her

and did so on such a sporadic basis that she could not take it into account.

It was generally recognised that certain forms of vending activities were

associated with higher earnings than others: meat retailers were often quite well off, so too

were those selling manufactured goods (see also Arteaga & Larrazábal, 1988). Those with

shops, kiosks or stalls inside markets generally earned more than women with a puesto on

the street. At the bottom of the scale were the 'ambulas'. However, none of the female

We categorised women's primary and secondary activities according to the amount of time spent on, for
instance, production and vending respectively.
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vendors in my sample - in contrast to what others studies have found — earned more than

their husbands.14

There was a general understanding that vending in the street without a roof

over the head (as opposed to in a kiosk, shop or at the market) was one of the toughest

income generating activities women could engage in, because of the combination of long

hours and harsh weather in exchange for very low earnings. While the female vendors

themselves tended to focus on the lack of other alternatives because of their domestic duties

when they told us about the work, women who themselves did not sell, pointed to what they

saw as the clear disadvantages of street selling. As Petrona Cupita, a factory worker told us:

It is... a big sacrifice selling on the streets, a big sacrifice. At least here (in the

factory) I am better off, yes... In the streets... you go to work and

sometimes you sell, sometimes you don't... you're burned by the sun, by the

cold. Mmm... that's why it's more sacrifice to sell in the streets.

[Es... mucho sacrificio ir a vender en las calles, mucho sacrificio. Por lo

menos aquí (en la fábrica) estoy mejor, sí En las calles... uno sale a

vender y a veces se vende a veces no... quemado por el sol, por el frío.

Mmm... por todo eso, más sacrificio vender en las calles.]

A positive aspect of vending activities was that vendors were seldom as isolated as home-

workers. Not only did it mean someone to talk to when hours were long and selling slow, it

usually also involved helping one another out by minding each others' businesses when, for

instance, someone had to pick up children from school or go to the toilet, and lending and

borrowing small amounts of money between the women was not uncommon either.

Sometimes saving schemes were also organised, helping individual sellers to make bigger

investments. Sellers with 'puestos', kiosks and shops were commonly organised in smaller

associations, which ensured that basic (sanitary) facilities and security (for instance locking

up goods or equipment) were available, and often too that yearly'fiestas' took place (see also

See Arteaga & Larrazábal, (1988) and Peredo Beltrán (1992) for a study of street sellers in La Paz where
women earned more than their husbands. The relatively low earnings of women in my sample also render
Sikhink's (1994) distinction of sellers 'por necesidad' (for necessity) and 'negociantes' (traders, business women)
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Buechler and Buechler, 1996, chapter 8; Buechler, 1978; Buechler, 1986; Peredo Beltrán,

1992, for discussions of market unions). This all helped to strengthen the sense of being part

of a group, but no women in our main sample told of this leading to close personal

friendship or solidarity reaching beyond the marketplace or the street.15

A key reason for the popularity of vending activities among women is to be

found in the 'easy entrance' and the option of earning something even if very little. Another

explanation has to be found in the possibilities of combining it with household duties and

childcare activities. Women could go and sell when it fitted in with what they had to do

around the house, and children could and would also be brought along too, even very small

children. Bunster & Chaney (1985) found in her research in Lima in the 1980s that children

were in fact an asset to sellers because they were able to help women out. Non of the

respondents in my sample pointed to this, rather many felt bad about having the children

with them to play on the streets or sitting in cardboard boxes, or leaving them behind on

their own in the house.

All kinds of women engaged in these types of activities, both younger and

older, 'de pollera' and 'de vestido', women with children and women without. As we saw,

vending was the most common activity for women.

Washerwomen: women washing clothes in other people's homes

Washing clothes was one of the hardest physical activities that women engaged in, according

to our respondents. A total of 25 - or about 8% — of working women living in Alto

Munaypata washed clothes in other people's homes as their main work. The rate of pay

could hardly be said to mirror the effort and time involved, compared to the other

activities.16 At the time of the fieldwork the going rate was bs 8 ($ 1,50) per dozen clothes,

plus money for transport and lunch if the woman was working all day. This meant that

having a woman to wash one's clothes was a service that not only the very rich could afford.

Middle-class families could afford it too, maybe just from time to time. It also meant that

inappropriate in this research: women worked, as they made quite clear, because of necessity, even when their
earnings were relatively high.

" For a detailed description of market women's work, see Buechler & Buechler (1992) and Peredo Beltrán
(1992).
16 Also in Guayaquil, Ecuador, Moser (1981) found that washing clothes was considered 'the most desperately
exploitative work' (p.24). Here women brought home the laundry to do in their own homes.
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women could manage to wash only two or at most three dozen clothes a day, or less if only

half a day was set aside. According to Belbia Capcha, a factory worker.

... the women 'de pollera' are the ones who mostly dedicate themselves to

washing clothes because it is... they go to a house to wash clothes ... because

they cannot go to a factory... to work, because they have children so they try

to go to... they sometimes go to wash clothes in the area [where I live].

They [are] humble women...

[... las mujeres de pollera es las que más se dedican a la lavandería porque

es... van a una casa a lavar ropa... porque no pueden ir a una fábrica... a

trabajar, porque tienen hijos entonces tratan de ir a... por la zona hay veces

van a lavar ropa. Las señoras humildes... ellas ]

This quote reveals some of the stereotypes about 'de pollera' women, but leaving that aside

for a moment, it also suggests that women who engaged in washing clothes did so because

they could not get other, more attractive jobs. It also indicates that this kind of work was

exploitative, requiring humble women who would accept harsh working conditions.

In fact women who engaged in this kind of activity never did so 'full-time', not

only because of the hard work involved and their own domestic duties, but also because the

demand for women washing clothes was not unlimited, despite the low costs involved in

taking on a washer woman. Women only took up this kind of work when money was really

needed. Contacts were made through other women washing clothes, or sometimes women

simply knocked on doors where they had washed before to ask if their services were needed.

When women washed clothes on a regular basis it was seldom more than a few times a week.

This meant that women could fit domestic work around the washing, and sometimes

bringing children along was also a possibility.

Washing clothes, like any other domestic service, involved particular patron-

client relationships with the 'señora de la casa' (the lady of the house). In addition to

providing the washing woman with lunch and transport costs, the 'señora' also sometimes

passed on her own children's discarded clothes for the children of the 'lavandera'. Because

these women sold their labour on a short-term and independent basis, the relationship with

'señoras' was different to what permanent, live-in servants experienced, which were much
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more dependent and abusive (see Gill, 1990 and Gill, 1994 for a discussion of live-in

domestic servants in La Paz).

All women needing to earn an income could engage in washing clothes; there

were no significant differences in age, background (rural, urban) or the like. What

characterised this economic activity was the fact that women seldom engaged in it as a

permanent activity (and then only a few times a week), and instead used it as an option to

earn money fast without having to establish a business in producing or vending, or a home-

working contract.

In a workplace: factory workers

As indicated in Chapter One, formal sector work for women was rare in La Paz city, and in

fact only 5 (less than 2%) adult women in Alto Munaypata had such jobs. As a result, the

following discussion draws heavily upon experiences of factory work in La Modelo. Let me

start the discussion by introducing the factory.

La Modelo is a garment factory situated in the upper-middle class residential

area of Miraflores' in La Paz. The factory produces shirts, blouses and pyjamas under

contract, primarily for export. The factory was founded 50 years ago, and until the last

decade remained small. In 1991 only 35 workers were employed and the factory produced

garments for the domestic market only. In 1992 the factory won export contracts in the

United States, Brazil and Argentina, and this led to an enormous expansion in production, in

the labour force used and in new technology. In the later half of the 1990s the factory

employed 280 persons and leased sub-contracting work to workshops. The future was

uncertain, though, when we interviewed factory workers in late 1998 and early 1999, as the

factory had just lost its contracts with the United States. Some 50 workers had been laid off

and work was no longer being sent out to workshops. According to our information, at the

time there was a total of 208 workers, out of which 124 were women and 84 were men. In

order to adjust to the decrease in demand, many workers were forced to take their yearly

holidays at this point. When I returned in February 2001 the situation had deteriorated

further, with more workers being laid off in the past couple of years.

Factory work was not only distinct in being, in general, a very limited option,

in this way attracting and allowing only certain types of women, but was also characterised

by being very differently organised than any of the other types of work discussed above.
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Factory work was less flexible than any of the other work; women could not

simply take up or leave the activities as it suited them. This meant that couples with children

had to find childcare solutions. Often family members agreed to take care of the children; in

many cases the woman's mother, but a few women also left their children in nurseries and a

very small minority employed young girls to mind children and carry out other domestic

duties.

Women's working day in La Modelo started at 8.30 a.m. and formally ended at

5 pm, while men continued to work until 6.30.17 The law stipulated this difference in

working hours, but overtime was common, although not paid as such.18 This meant that

women earned on average less than men, but it also meant that exceptions to the set working

hours — preventing both men and women from leaving 'on time' — was common practice.

For while workers were not formally required to stay on when asked to, it was a common

understanding that one could not say 'no' without very good reasons, and then not too many

times if one wanted to keep one's job. This put serious strain on family life, especially for

women. Either family members had to take care of their children in the evenings, or

sometimes children were picked up from the nursery and left playing in the factory while

their mothers were working. Husbands, too, did not always easily accept their wives coming

back late.19 Women themselves found it difficult to make ends meet, not money-wise, but

time-wise. Patricia Mamani from Alto Munaypata worked in a medical factory which

deducted half a day's salary if she was half an hour late, and a whole day's salary if she was

any later, as we saw in Chapter One. She told us that she found it very hard to cope with the

little time she had:

Yes in the morning I get up early, at five to tidy my room, I have to do my

room. After that my daughter is still sleeping, she is difficult to wake up, I

have to move her to one side, to the other side, -while she continues to sleep,

17 Women with babies under a year were given one extra hour off work (which can be at any time of the day)
to breastfeed. Other maternity benefits include maternity leave 6 weeks before the baby is born and 6 weeks
after, and powdered milk for a year after the baby is born. These rights also apply to women who are not in
formal work themselves but whose husbands are. Companies with more than 50 workers have to have a
nursery. The factory did not comply with this regulation. When I left in 1999 there was much talk about new
initiatives to make the workforce more flexible 'flexibilización', which, among other things, would abandon the
protective measures of women's labour force.
18 Workers were paid according to production, and management ignored the stipulations of extra pay for hours
on top of the normal working day.
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I cannot wake her up. Then I have to leave her at the door of my mother so

that she can unwrap her, because she is always playing. So I arrive late, really

I don't have enough time, although I get up early I don't have enough time,

I arrive at half past eight. For instance this morning I arrived at half past

eight, late.

[Sí, en las mañanas me levanto temprano, a las cinco para asear mi cuarto,

tengo que hacer mi cuarto, luego mi nena esta durmiendo todavía, difícil es

despertar, tengo que moverla para un lado, para el otro, mientras siga

durmiendo, no puedo despertarla, después tengo que dejarla en la puerta de

mi mamá para que ella pueda desenvolverla, porque no ve siempre está

jugando, entonces yo llego atrasada, realmente no me alcanza el tiempo

aunque me levante temprano no me alcanza el tiempo, llego a las ocho y

media, por ejemplo esta mañana he llegado a las ocho y media atrasada.]

Work in the La Modelo factory was divided into four sections: 'corte' (cutting), 'preparado'

(preparation), 'esamblaje' (assembling) and 'acabado' (finishing). Only men worked in 'corte'

because it was considered heavy and hard work. It was also the section where the earnings

were the highest. 'Acabado' was virtually a 'women-only5 section. According to the Head of

Personnel this was explained by the fact that women did work of a finer quality than men,

who were more 'brusco' (rough). Although the Head of Personnel told us that she did not

prefer women to men when she hired workers, she also added that she found women to be

more responsible. According to the 'dirigentes' (union leaders) we interviewed, the

dominance of women in the factory was to be explained by the management's clear

preference for women because they were more submissive then men. They did not complain

and did as they were told, was the general view. The Head of Personnel also told us that men

often stayed away from work simply 'like that' because they were drunk, while women always

asked permission and then for good reasons such as sick children. This view of irresponsible

men and responsible women was also held by Patricia Mamani, who explained why the

medical factory also preferred employing women to men:

19 It was also the generally held view of women not in factory work that this was the kind of job which was
impossible to have with small children, or a job which meant that women 'abandoned the household'.
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There are more women, there are few men, because I know that the men

are lazy, that they don't work, the woman is responsible in her work, they

take more women than... [men]

[Hay más mujeres, poco varones hay, porque sé que los varones son flojos

que no trabajan, la mujer es responsible por su trabajo, más reciben a las

mujeres que a los... ]

There was about an equal number of married and single women in La Modelo. The Head of

Personnel made it clear that they had no preferences for married or single women, but also

told us that she asked married women in the work interview how they would cope with

family matters.20

While more inflexible and more difficult to marry with domestic

responsibilities, factory work had other advantages: the average earnings were higher and

more stable, a basic salary was (usually) secured them, workers had social security including

maternity benefits for themselves and medical insurance for their children21. In the words of

Ana Mamani who worked in the same factory as her husband:

The difference is, to tell you, one sells sometimes if it's the season, if I sold

soft drinks, to tell you soft drinks today and at this time of the year I don't

sell much, I don't sell much because of the cold, because of the rain, for all

these reasons. On the other hand when you have a job even though it is

cold, or warm or it is whatever, you always have to be working and from

that you get your salary, that's it. And apart from that, in a factory they

secure you or you always have something, a security. Let's say I have once

secured my children, I have this, this security for my children, on the other

hand if I were selling in the street and my children become sick right now,

there is no money and this is the only... Sometimes, yes, there are

advantages and disadvantages, as I tell you, on the other hand to tell you

the advantages if I were selling on my own would be that the moment, to

Apart from an interview, potential workers were given a practical test that they had to pass in order to get
employed.
2 1 Both men and women in big formal registered enterprises received basic social security for themselves and
medical security for their children. Wives of men with social security also automatically received medical
security, but husbands of wives only did so if the wives declared themselves head of the household, my assistant
explained to me.
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tell you, that my children were ill or had what ever problem I can't go and

sell, on the other hand working in the factory this they would not allow me,

they hardly [ever] give permission, it is like this.

[La diferencia que hay por decirte, uno vende a veces como está

temporada, si yo vendiera refrescos por decir refrescos hoy y en esta

temporada no casi sale mucho, no sale mucho por el frío, por la lluvia por

todas esas cosas, en cambio en un trabajo aunque haya frío, haga calor, o

haga lo que sea, siempre tienes que estar constante trabajando y de ahó

tienes tu sueldo o sea no pasa nada. Y aparte de eso en una fábrica te

aseguran o siempre tienes algo, un seguro por decir yo a mis hijitos les he

asegurado vez, tengo ese, ese seguro para mis hijos, en cambio si vendiera

en la calle mis hijos se enferman ese ratito, no hay plata y eso es lo

único... .Hay veces si tiene sus ventajas y desventajas, como le digo, en

cambio por decirle si las ventajas de que yo vendiera para mí propio sería

que el rato por decirte que mis hijos estén mal o tengan algún problema no

puedo ir a vender, en cambio estoy en la fábrica eso no me permiten, no

dan casi permisos eso es.]

The basic salary in the La Modelo factory was bs 400 ($ 71) per month. On top of this came

two bonus payments: for being on time, and for the amount produced. The latter was not

measured by piece but by how near workers got to the 'tope', which was the upper limit, or

'goal' set for production. For instance when workers had produced 50% of the 'tope' they

were given a bonus. According to the 'dirigentes' over the years the 'tope' had constantly

been adjusted upwards, which meant that the workers now had to produce more to earn

almost the same money as in the past. As one of the 'dirigente' said to make the point: "... if

yesterday I made a 100 [blouses] ... today I will make 300 he tells me." [...si ayer he hecho

100... .hoy día hago 300 dice.]. And "... now we work more, we are more trained in the work

but we earn only a bit [more] every year. They raise our salary, meaning, we earn 100

[bolivianos] and they raise our earnings 1 peso only, that is how it is... " [... ahora trabajamos

más, estamos más adiestradas en el trabajo pero ganamos un poquito cada año. Nos

aumentan por decir, ganamos 100, nos aumenta 1 peso, así es... ]

The female factory women were quite aware of these and other injustices. In

the words of Belbia Capacha from La Modelo:

There is a lot of injustice, not only in my work, in various jobs, because

sometimes they pay us less, sometimes they make us work very hard,
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sometimes they oblige us to come that day, sometimes we don't have time

that day, they threaten us with a memorandum, let's say if you don't come

that day they give you their memorandum, and with the supervisors there

are a lot of problems too.

[Hay mucha injusticia, no solamente en mi trabajo, en varios trabajos,

porque hay veces nos pagan menos, hay veces nos hacen trabajar harto, hay

veces nos obligan a venir tal día, a veces no tenemos tiempo tal día, nos

amenazan con un memorandum, digamos no vienes ese sí te dan su

memorandum, y con las supervisoras también hay harto problemas.]

In practice, despite a strong awareness of rights and an identity as workers, factory workers

put up with these injustices for fear of losing their jobs. Carmen Choque, working in La

Modelo told us:

... I don't like [it] that they don't pay what they should, sometimes the owner

cheats us, no, there are a lot of problems here. They pull our legs thinking

that we don't know anything, that's the thing, yes, and the people, the

majority stay quiet when one has to talk, they don't talk they only stay quiet,

they are afraid that he will throw them out of the factory, that he, or ... if the

people complain, no, if they go to complain to the owner, they are afraid

that he will throw them out of the factory, but we need the work more than

anything.

[...no me gusta que no nos paga lo que es, a veces el dueño no engaña no,

tantos problemas que hay aquí. Nos toma el pelo piensa que no sabemos

nada, esa es la cosa sí y la gente la mayoría se calla cuando uno tiene que

hablar, ya no hablan calladitos no más están, tienen temor de que le va echar

de la fábrica le va, o casi... si se reclama no, si le van a reclamar al dueño,

tiene miedo a que le boten de la fábrica, pero necesitamos el trabajo

nosotros más que todo.]

Women's domestic responsibilities and the fact that they lived in many different places in La

Paz and El Alto prevented them from socialising outside work. Women's opportunities to

talk to each other inside the factory were usually limited to the one-hour lunch break, and

while many factory workers found that their relationships to some of their colleagues were
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problematic, just as many (and often the same individuals) valued the friendships. Seldom did

these friendships mean disclosing problems with the spouse or other very personal problems,

but a sense of companionship developed, and in a material sense this meant borrowing from

and lending money to one another when needed.

The vast majority of factory workers in our sample were women bom and

brought up in the city. They were all 'de vestido', and most of them were young women in

their twenties, who had none, one or two children only.

Discussion: Flexibility and insecurity

Most of women's economic activities were directly linked to their spatial position in the

domestic sphere, or were an 'extension' of the domestic activities performed in the

household. In other words, the kind of domestic activities performed within the house were

'carried over' into the market, such as women's washing activities, or economic activities

were performed within the house, such as the various forms of home-working. Alternatively

work could be a physical extension to the house, as when women managed attached corner-

shops. Two activities stand out in contrast: selling in the street or in the market, and factory

work. Street selling has commonly been conceptualised as an 'extension' of women's

domestic work too (Bunster & Chaney, 1985; Babb, 1986)22 and while this seems obvious in

the case of those women selling something like food, the connection is less obvious for

women selling sweets or domestic animals.

How do we explain these links (and non-links)? Interactions between gendered

ideologies and actual practices are crucial, as Moser and Young (1981) point out. Hispanic

ideologies of motherhood and women's spatial 'belonging' to the home, and women's

responsibility for minding children, for cooking and cleaning (in both the Hispanic and the

Andean patriarchal bargain) explain gendered work patterns, which, to some extent have

taken on their own logic over time, and become structured possibilities and constraints.23

This helps us to understand why women have engaged in home-working, corner-shop

Babb (1986) for instance writes: "In many ways, Andean marketwomen appear to be a classic example of
women whose reproductive and domestic work roles have extended to the public sector. Their involvement in
the procurement, preparation, and distribution of basic needs such as food, clothing, and other household items
maybe viewed as commercialised housework... " (p.55).
2 3 So that even for instance women without such (heavy) domestic tasks and child care responsibilities, and
who do not necessarily believe that women's position is necessarily in the home, still only seek to engage and
are permitted entrance into what are 'women's activities'.
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vending and washing clothes, but it does not explain their street-vending activities or the

relative few women who ended up in factory work A partial explanation may be found by

turning to the Andean patriarchal bargain, where complementarity was conceptualised in

terms of collaboration and help. As we saw in the last chapter, women's economic activities

were a crucial component of this, particularly in rural areas, where women have not been

bound or relegated to the domestic sphere, and have been pivotal in agricultural productive

activities. The economic needs of couples for both spouses to earn an income without doubt

underpinned and interacted with the Andean patriarchal bargain. Gendered labour market

demands and mechanisms of exclusion, shaped by men's interests in keeping women out of

certain work (such as skilled artisan production) and employers' interests in taking them on,

as we saw in the discussion of factory work, would also point to why women did not engage

in the same activities as men. The active role of the state in gendered labour legislation

excluded women and children from certain jobs and specified different working hours for

men and women, which set clear boundaries and signals that shaped women's and men's

labour market participation. The historical and context-specific processes behind low-income

urban women's horizontal and vertical (Moser and Young, 1981) position in the Bolivian

labour market are complex, and are beyond the scope of this thesis, but in Chapter Six I

elaborate further on why some women ended up factory work, while the vast majority

remained in the informal sector.

Within both the Hispanic and the Andean patriarchal bargains, women are

primarily responsible for domestic matters and childcare. Translated into every-day life, it

was the practical circumstances of these that point to the individual women's economic

activities among the alternatives for women.

Childcare and domestic activities interacted very differently with women's

work Many of the domestic activities, such as cleaning and tidying, could be done at any

time of the day or evening and thus be fitted around economic activities. On the other hand

work had to be fitted around mealtimes when they demanded preparing food at specific

times of the day.24 The relationship between caring for children and earning an income was a

particularly interesting one because of prevailing strong views about women 'abandoning'

'Almuerzo' at noon was an important meal of the day, and if possible the nuclear family would gather
together for this, depending on the distance between the workplace and the home and whether their working
day was broken into two with several hours off around noon, or whether they worked 'horario continuo'
(continued hours). As a result, in some families 'almuerzo' was not a meal shared with the family and eaten in
the house. See Lobo (1982) for the symbolic importance of women preparing and serving food in an urban
Peruvian context.
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their children, if they left them with others.25 In this context much depended upon the work:

children could sometimes be brought along when women went to wash clothes in other

people's houses, and they could usually be brought along when selling. Depending on the

hours and efforts involved in the tasks of home-working, children could be minded while

doing the work and attended in between. Often, however, as we saw with Esperanza

Machaca, producing and minding children at the same time was difficult, and most of the

work was done at night when the children had gone to bed. When it came to factory work,

women challenged ideas of abandonment and arranged external childcare arrangements,

usually with other family members. The possibilities and the particular constellations of

childcare all, of course, depended on how much care the children needed. Children were not

necessarily an obstacle to women's work, they were also a potential aid, when older daughters

helped mothers out with domestic tasks and child caring of younger siblings and/or older

sons and daughters contributed to the household with an income. As I have noted in

Chapter Three however, such help was seldom very substantial, and in no case did it allow

women to take up formal sectors activities that they would otherwise not have been able to,

nor did children's income provide them with the possibilities of not working.

Keeping in mind that personal circumstances varied greatly, as did the choices

of work that were made and could be made on the basis of this, it is nevertheless useful to

point to the importance of the phase of the domestic cycle in shaping women's work.

Whether women were daughters, single and childless; married with young children, or mature

women with teenage children, made a difference to their domestic tasks and childcare

demands (their own burden and the help they could expect) and the way in which economic

activities could be integrated with this. There was no neat relationship between the phase of

the domestic cycle and women's work (not least because it was impossible to categorise

women into neatly defined distinct phases). Rather the phase of the domestic cycle as

This understanding is built upon the strong parent-child bond discussed in the previous chapter. Women
working who 'abandoned' their children were often condemned and by some even seen to be the cause behind
rising crime levels. Abandoning usually meant being 'away from the children. In this way it was considered
better for children to be sitting in a cardboard box on the street next to their selling mothers, than placed in a
kindergarten. Still some parents did opt for kindergarten when no other options were possible and they could
get a place. In my main sample only one woman put her child in kindergarten when she was at work in the La
Modelo factory, and the other formal working women left their children with other family members. The
limited kindergarten places, lack of other childcare options and the strong and general views about female
abandonment thus put a limit to the kind of economic activities women could take up, and favoured some over
others.
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translated into specific drcumtances for the individual women set the parameters for her work.26

Depending on the extent to which women resolved the constraints of the particular phase -

as for instance when factory workers employed maids and had their children minded by

family members - shaped what economic activities they could engage in.

For most women, flexibility was crucial: both in terms of work that domestic

tasks and childcare could be fitted around, and also in terms of women themselves being able

to move in and out of the labour market and between various activities, taking up activities

according to needs and possibilities ('from' house tasks to the labour market). It was not

uncommon for women to have been engaged in a number of different activities at different

times, and at times having no income generating activities.27 Most of the 'movement' was in

and out of the labour market, between informal sector work and having no income

generating work. If formal (factory) work was given up - usually because of children -

women seldom re-entered this sphere, but took up informal work instead.

In sum, women's activities in the so-called informal sector largely provided

women with the possibility of marrying house tasks with earning an income, and entrance

and exit was relatively easy (although varied greatly depending on the work). The negative

side of the coin of 'flexible' informal work was that earnings were generally low and work

unstable and insecure.28 Vendors, including corner-shop owners, were affected by high

competition from fellow vendors and prone to local economic fluctuations in the market. So

too was women's home-working, and in addition sub-contracted workers were highly

dependent upon their employers' hiring and firing practices. It is more difficult to say how

2 6 This also means that the statistical analysis of number of dependent children, age of women, income of
household, size of household etc, which we saw in the literature overview in Chapter One, which is a common
way to approach the way domestic matters impact on women's work, is in my view a futile way of approaching
this question. Apart from Gonzáles de la Rocha (1994), see also Scott (1994, p. 177) on arguments related to
what she calls the life cycle.
2 7 See also for instance Pardo (1983) for a study of women's movements in the labour market in urban
Santiago, Chile. Moser (1981) argues that we should not talk of women moving in and out of the labour market
in Guayaquil, Ecuador, as women always worked, if not as paid then as unpaid family workers, in a context
where men were primarily engaged in casual work in the informal sector. This however was not the case in my
sample, where some women at certain times in their lives did not engage in any form of income generating
activities at all.
2° As Bromley and Gerry (1979) note, flexibility is usually associated with insecurity for casual work. They
suggest that insecure work is classified into four categories: short-term wage work, disguised wage work,
dependent work and true self-employment, to distinguish a continuum of wage work from 'true' wage work to
true self-employment. Moser (1981) extends this continuum to unwaged family workers. There is no relation to
degrees of flexibility and insecurity in this categorisation, but the categories are associated with different forms
of flexibility and insecurity, as I show the types of work women engaged in were.
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the demand for washing clothes may fluctuate with the economy of the market,29 but here

women were dependent upon patron-client relationships, leaving them vulnerable to the wills

and desires of 'señoras'.

Factory work on the other hand was generally more stable, and though pro-

duction levels could fluctuate too, workers on permanent contracts were at least given three

months notice in case of retrenchment. In addition, earnings were higher and workers had

social security insurance. Work hours were rigid though, and domestic work and childcare

had to be fitted around work and not the other way around.

So while factory women had a set number of working hours as a minimum,

informal working women generally decided themselves on how many hours they would

work, shaped by the possibilities of and needs for work Flexibility also meant that work

could and was carried out as part of other domestic activities: cooking food for the family

meal and for selling was one activity for some women and other women managed to take

care of children simultaneously with selling, knitting or sewing. As we have seen, some types

of informal work allowed for more flexibility than others, while factory work was very

inflexible. Factory workers, or formal workers generally, had to separate work from their

family responsibilities, something which put extra strain on these women because they had to

resolve childcare problems and postpone household tasks; factory hours were also

sometimes a source of conflict between spouses. Though informal workers had the option of

taking time off work when their children were ill, the economic costs could be high in terms

of foregone earnings and the medical costs involved. In contrast, factory workers' children

were ensured free medical treatment, but it could be difficult for women to get time off to

take their children to the doctor and impossible to take care of a sick child in the home for

several days.

Above I have argued that women's economic activities had much to do with

economic need, labour market options and women's position in the domestic cycle in terms

of how it translated into specific options and constraints. To fully understand women's work,

however, we need to know more about how it relates to men's. Let me now turn to an

analysis of men's work and gendered labour market changes.

Hojman (1989) has examined the relationship between domestic workers (full-time) and economic
conjunctions in Santiago, Chile, and suggests that in times of economic expansion domestic service labour
supply may contract due to better-paid possibilities in the formal sector. One can hardly expect this to be the
case with washerwomen, as the attractive features of the work (flexibility, short-term, easy entrance) could not
be substituted for by formal sector work.
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Men's income generating activities compared to women's

Men worked in very different types of jobs and in a greater variety of jobs than women, as

mentioned earlier. They dominated the formal sector, and almost half of working men in

Alto Munaypata - more exactly 44% -- were engaged in enterprises with more than four

workers, 30compared to 8% of women with income-generating activities. As many as 59% of

working men were employed in enterprises or workshops and receiving a wage, compared to

only 18% of working women.31 While it was possible to work in medium and large sized

enterprises without having social security insurance, nonetheless permanent employment in

the state sector and in large factories always included it. 32 With men's dominance in state

and factory employment 33% of the working men and only 4% of the working women had

social security insurance in our main Alto Munaypata sample.

As the table below shows, in our main sample a greater percentage of women

were in formal sector work where the husband was too, and where the man was engaged in

informal sector work, women in informal sector work predominated too. Housewives were

more common where the husband was in formal sector work than when he was in informal

sector work. In other words almost 2/3 of the female formal workers and female informal

workers had husbands whose work sectors corresponded.33

3 ° This is the standard statistical definition of formal workers and adopted in this study.
3* Note that the wage was not necessarily fixed, but was often paid according to the piece-rate principles. Work
could be more or less stable; in small workshops economic fluctuations or seasonal demands for the produce
could mean fluctuating production and earnings and even periods of no work.
3 2 Those who worked in large enterprises not receiving social security insurance were few, and were always
workers on temporary contracts or trial periods.
3 3 Couples where the woman was in formal work earned on average bs 1260 ($ 225) per month equalling wives
earning 47% of the couple's total income; where she was in informal work they earned bs 1033 ($ 184) and the
women 38% of total household income, and where she was a housewife bs 901 ($ 161).
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Table 4.1. The Relationship between Husbands' and Wives' Work (counts and %)

Husband in formal
work

Husband in formal work
(%)

Husband in
informal work

Husband in informal work
(%)

No information/ not
applicable

no information/ not
applicable (%)

Total (%)

Wife

in formal
work

(counts)

11

39%

4

17%

3

43%

Wife

in formal
work (%)

61%

22%

17%

100%

Wife

in informal
work

7

25%

15

63%

2

29%

Wife
in in-
form

al
work
(%)

29%

63%

8%

100
%

Housewife

10

36%

5

21%

2

29%

Hous
ewife
(%)

59%

29%

12%

100
%

Total

28

100%

24

101%

7

101%

The associations between the respective work of spouses ended here (except when spouses

worked together in a family business), for as we saw earlier, men and women engaged in very

different kinds of work. Let me here elaborate on some of the characteristics of men's work

in the informal sector compared to women's.

When men's work did not involve work in an enterprise or workshop

(regardless of size) it often involved artisan craftwork on the basis of particular skills (usually)

learned through apprenticeship.34 On the other hand many of women's home-working

activities involved sewing, knitting or crochet work (see also Buechler, 1986). These were

skills that women learned early on in the home from mothers or other relatives. Men's artisan

work was considered much more skilled: firstly because not all men could do the work - be

it shoe- or hat-making, baking cookies, steel work or carpentry - and secondly because the

way they had obtained the skills was often through apprenticeships.35 They were specific

skills and learned over several years of intensive training, unlike women's skills which were

'general' and shared by most women, and were considered— by men and women alike - as

34 Almost half of the men who did not work in an enterprise or a workshop receiving a wage, were independent
artisan craft workers.

-" For a full discussion of forms and relations of apprenticeship among working class men in La Paz city, see
Buechler and Buechler, 1992.
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just another domestic task passed on from mother to daughter. Nicolas Torres for instance,

started his apprenticeship in a bakery when he was seven years old. He worked while

studying as well, and when his boss died he started up his own business, making cookies in

the shape of popular cartoon figures which were sold to shops in the old centre which

specialised in items for children's parties.

Men's artisan work was always carried out in workshops, inside or outside the

house. Often the wife 'helped out', and in a few cases 'helpers' were employed. It usually also

involved a fair amount of investment in terms of specific tools and machineries. Much of the

artisan work done by men, apart from sewing activities (which for men was termed

'tailoring'!)36 was not in demand as sub-contracted work. The specific training, the

investment, the lack of sub-contracting opportunities, and the 'feel' of having a profession all

meant that men did not simply change within 'men's work' between one form of activity to

another to the degree that, I have argued, women did and could within 'women's work'.

The relative inflexibility of men's work also related to the fact that men could

seldom afford to move in and out of the labour market, because of their responsibilities as

breadwinner. Men were expected by themselves and their wives to earn a constant (albeit

perhaps varying) income. Male identity was closely associated with being the main

breadwinner, providing and essentially maintaining the household, often with some

economic 'help' from the wife. As Nicolas Torres said: "I have worked to live since I was

seven, to eat and now to earn to maintain my children, my family a bit better... "[... desde

que he tenido mis siete años he trabajado para vivir, para comer y ahora para ganar para

manterner mis hijos, mi familia un poco mejor... ]: Roberto Chuquimia, an evangelical taxi

driver, told us: "I work because I have to maintain my family, if I don't work where would

the money fall down from?" [Trabajo porque tengo que mantener a mi familia, si no trabajara

¿de dónde cayría el dinero?].37

There were options, though, for male artisans whose earnings were too low38

or who for other reasons wanted to stop artisan work. One was to try and find a factory job.

Rising competition in the informal sector, and low and unstable earnings meant that many

36 For a similar finding see Lawson's (1999) article on artisanal garment workers in Quito, Ecuador.
3 7 See Chant (2000); Jackson (2000); Fuller (2000) and Gutman (1996) for recent discussions of the importance
of men's work in itself and in terms of the family, for male identity in various Latin American countries.
3° Scott, 1979, argues that artisans in Lima became increasingly indebted to merchants who supplied to the low-
income market, as arrangements were established whereby merchants provided credit to the artisans in return
for a fixed quantity of the merchant's produce at a fixed price. I found no evidence of this in my study.
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men hcped for a formal sector job, such as factory work, where a minimum of earnings was

secured and social security insurance provided. Those who had these jobs often did not dare

to venture into self-employment, although some of the male factory workers and state

employees dreamed of setting up their own business. Unlike women, who in the majority of

cases did not see it as an option because of domestic and childcare responsibilities, men's

main concern was that these jobs were hard to come by. The other option was to switch to

construction work or to offering one's services in plumbing, electricity, painting or the like.39

The latter kinds of work assumed some knowledge and skills, but were general skills that

many men possessed (or could claim to possess). It was a general understanding that any

man could fill up a tool bag, paint 'plomero' on the bag and join the many other men sitting

or standing on the pavement at Calle Corales, outside el Mercado Yungas in Miraflores40, in

the hope that someone would turn to him for work. Construction work needed little

knowledge or experience at all, at least at the bottom of the hierarchy. Men with neither of

these started out as ayudantes (helpers), and after some time simply became 'albañiles'

(construction workers). After many years they became 'maestros' (master construction

workers). The kind of construction work men performed varied greatly: work was carried out

for private families, small NGOs or even big construction companies who employed both

permanent and temporary construction workers. The length of a contract varied from a week

to several months, but was often season-dependent. Usually men were engaged in contract

work on an independent basis, but they could also be part of groups that obtained collective

contracts.41 Men in these independent contracts as construction workers, plumbers, painters

or the like, usually did not have the skills to engage in male artisan production.

Changes in the gendered labour market

Being in construction work, or a plumber, painter or electrician was easy-access work for

men, but highly irregular work, often with very low or fluctuating earnings, and as such not a

promising option for independent producers to switch to. Opportunities for work were

™ A little over half of the men who did not work in an enterprise or a workshop receiving a wage, were
independent contract workers of this kind.
4 0 The equivalent of this for women was Mercado Camacho, also in Miraflores, where women offering their
domestic services placed themselves.
4 1 1 only came across one man in my main sample working like that.
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seemingly declining and competition was rising.42 Francisco Quispe, an elderly man who had

been active in early days of the barrio, described to us how it used to be when he was young:

There was plenty of work, [they] begged [for it]. At least construction

worker[s] [were] begged [for]. 'Are you a construction worker? Lets go.'

'You are construction worker?' they begged. I earned a lot of money. But

not anymore. Every young man is now a contract worker... a master... yes.

They all work, that's it. Because of this work is scarce, because of this for

the elderly there is none. There is none.

[Había trabajos por cantidad. Rogaba. A lo menos albañil rogaba. '¿Eres

albañil? Vamonos." ¿Tu eres albañil? 'rogaban. Ganaba hartas platas. Pero

ahora ya no Cualquier jovencito ya es contratista...maestro...-ya. Trabaja

nomás. Por eso también ya escaso trabajo, por eso para los viejos no hay.

No hay.]

Increasingly then, men in the informal sector found it difficult to find work that corresp-

onded to full-time work. Women's informal sector work was also affected, especially in

vending. A common remark was 'Today there are more sellers than buyers' ['hoy día hay más

vendedores que compradores']. Women had to spend longer hours working to earn the same

amount or less than they used to. Nana Chavez, an elderly food producer and vendor,

recounted how she used to work only a couple of days a week, but now had to try to earn

everyday:

Two days, three days we worked, ah, lets go there, we wasted time... here what I'm

doing now, daily I cook, I also cook Sundays, I don't miss a single day, I don't miss

a single day.

[Dos días tres días trabajábamos, ah, vamos a pasear por ahí, perdíamos el

tiempo... aquí como hago ahora, diario cocino, domingos mas cocino, ni un día no

pierdo, ni un día no pierdo.]

4 2 Standing (1999) also argues that in the past two to three decades there has been a 'considerable erosion in the
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The effects of the changes were twofold. One was that female sellers were spending more

hours working (without necessarily earning more) while men were spending more hours

looking for work, or if they were independent artisan producers, simply not working. Facundo

Aquirre, a construction worker, told us:

Now in one week I will know, after that if it [the work] continues, then I continue

working, but we are not secured at all, because it is only temporary, at any moment

this work could stop, so we have to go, and find another [job].

[Ahora una semana voy a saber, después si es sigue, entonces voy a estar seguir

trabajando, pero nosotros no estamos asegurados nada, como es eventual nomás,

cualquier momento ese trabajo se para, entonces nos retiramos, otro también

tenemos que buscar.]

Despite the competition in 'women's work' women could still sell or switch to other

activities. Men's were not as flexible: "There is [work] for women, you can sell, you can

sweep, which will give you some pesos, you can go and clean, but for men there is nothing."

["Hay trabajo para las mujeres, puedes vender, puedes barrer y ganar unos pesos, puedes ir a

limpiar, pero no hay nada para los hombres."] (Máximo Quispe). While it is not clear that

demand for domestic services was as unlimited as Maximo suggested here, there was a

general feeling that women could always manage to earn something as, unlike men, they were

not expected to bring back the main part of the household income and because of this they

could take up all kinds of jobs — even men's work:

... Before, a man's work was valued above all, now with time, with the economic

crisis that we are running into, the wages of the husband aren't enough. In this

way women, now today women even become construction workers, I have seen

that they become that, earlier it used to be only men who worked as construction

workers....

[... .antes más que todo, valoraban el trabajo del hombre, ahora con el tiempo, con

la crisis que estamos etropezando ya no alcanza el sueldo del marido, de esa

position of men in labor markets throughout the world' (p. 598).
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manera las mujeres, ahora hoy en día hasta en albañilería se meten las mujeres que

he visto yo, se meten, antes el hombre nomás trabajaba de albañil... ]

When we asked Julio Vargas, a street cleaner in a co-operative whose wife did the same work

in a different co-operative receiving a similar salary, what difference it made now that his wife

was working compared to earlier on when she was not working, he answered:

Yes there is a difference in this, as my wife didn't work earlier, now that she

works now she says 'I work', she says no, she brings back money at

least... .sometimes we argue, 'I bring back [money] too' [she says], ok.

[Sí hay una diferencia en eso, como antes no trabajaba mi esposa entonces,

ahora como ella trabaja ahora dice 'yo trabajo', dice no, traiga la plata por lo

menos... .hay veces hay discusiones, 'yo también traigo' [ella dice], bueno. ]

Julio Vargas was obviously not very comfortable with his wife's new position, but comforted

himself with the fact that her work and income was benefiting the family a great deal ('at

least she brings back money5).

It is of course impossible to decide in a kind of study like this43 what the real

changes were; to what degree men's work ims being eroded and how many more hours'

women spent on selling compared to what they used to. Respondents' accounts illustrated a

general feeling that men were losing a firm rooting in the labour market; the feeling was

independent of respondents' own work situation. Women were taking over because they had

to for economic reasons; and because they were able to trespass on men's ground in

unskilled work by entering as newcomers (e.g. construction helpers) and thus offer cheaper

labour. While women's femininity was not threatened by doing men's work, women's work

was not considered an option for men, except as a secondary activity as we have seen.44 As

one man said about selling (in the workshop with men):

4 3 No other comparative studies, or reliable data over a longer period of time, exist.
4 4 Moser (1981) also found in Guayaquil, Ecuador, ideas that women could do all kinds of work, while men had
to look for a 'proper' job.
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... it is much easier for the women, as Carlos said, that... they adapt to this

way of subsistence which commerce is, the men haven't done so much,

because when you go to the street, you see a man selling you say, "This lazy

person, instead of working, like a man', like this as machistas that we are

we say 'this man he's a man and he is selling, is he a woman or what?' They

tell him, this is the ... it is because of this that men don't engage themselves

in this type of thing, now there are people that, yes, engage themselves [in

this], not because it is a way of earning money, but because it is a way of

earning more... more comfortably, because we men have to make

sacrifices, even working as construction workers, lifting heavy things, while

in commerce one dedicates oneself only to a certain type of goods, ones

doesn't have to lift many things, only those, this is the ... difference

between men and women.

[... la mujer tiene más facilidad como dijo Justo, de que... se adapten a este

medio de subsistencia que es el comercio, los hombres no tanto, porque

cuando vas por una calle, ves a un hombre vendiendo dices "¿este vago, en

vez de que trabaje, como hombre', así como machistas que somos

nosotros, decir 'este hombre, siendo hombre está vendiendo, es mujer o

que?" Le dicen, esa es la... es por esa razón que los varones no se meten a

este tipo, ahora hay personas que sí se meten, no es porque una forma de

ganarse, una forma de ganarse más... más cómoda, porque los varones

estamos expuestos al sacrificio, a trabajar hasta de albañil, a alzar cosas

pesadas, mientras en el comercio uno se dedica solo a un cierto tipo de

mercaderías, no tiene que levantar muchas cosas, solamente esos, esa el

la... diferencia entre varones y mujeres.]

In this quote men's work was valued for the strength it seemingly involved, ignoring the fact

that many types of men's work did not, of course, involve much physical strength, and that

much of women's vending meant carrying big bundles of goods to the selling place. The

quote points to how women's work became stigmatised over time (Moser & Young, 1981).

Apart from the fact that women were not expected to be main breadwinners, this also

explains why women might engage in 'men's work', while men would usually not touch

'women's work'.
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Differences in earnings

Was men's income-earning role then being eroded by women? If we compare incomes, the

answer is no. The average monthly earnings of men and women from the main sample were

bs 443 ($ 79) for women and bs 865 ($ 154) for men; that is, men earned almost twice as

much as women did. Only two wives earned more than their husbands; in all the other cases

husbands earned more. The variations among women and men and between them was great:

women in formal work earned on average bs 575 ($ 103) per month against bs 343 ($ 61) for

women in informal work. The highest earning informal female worker in the former category

earned bs 800 ($ 143) and the lowest earned bs 60 ($ 11), whereas the range for female

formal workers was between bs 400-850 per month ($ 71-152). Being in formal work for

women thus meant obtaining a relatively high (above average) salary. It meant that women

avoided the risks of extremely low earnings, which was what most informal female workers

experienced.

Table 4.2. Men's and Women's Average Monthly Earnings in Work

Women

Men

Total mean earnings per

month, bs ($)

443 (79)

865 (154)

Informal workers total

mean earnings per

month, bs ($)

343 (61)

566 (101)

Formal workers total

mean earnings per

month, bs ($)

575 (103)

1074 (192)

Although the average differences between women in informal and formal work were large,

they were even bigger for men. On average men in formal sector employment earned bs

1074 ($ 192) per month whereas those in the informal sector earned only bs 566 ($ 101) per

month. The lowest-earning man in the informal sector received bs 300 ($ 54) per month and

the highest-earning bs 800 ($ 143). In the formal sector the lowest wage was bs 400 ($ 71)

and the highest bs 2080 ($ 371) per month. The highest-earning men in the formal sector

thus earned much more than women in the same situation, and the lowest earnings in the

female informal sector were much lower than what the minimum-earning man earned. The

differences between mean earnings in the two sectors were greater for men than women

both in absolute terms (bs) and in percentage-terms. However, because many of women's

informal activities were concentrated at the low-income end, as the scatter diagrams below
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show, being in formal work meant, for women, earning much more than they generally did in

the informal sector. For men formal work often also meant earning a lot more than they

could in the informal sector, but almost as often, men in informal work earned the equivalent

of what they could in the formal sector where, as we have seen, their average mean earnings

were almost twice those of women. In this sense in general terms, considering individuals

rather than mean averages, it mattered more to women's earnings than to men's whether they

engaged in formal or informal activities.45 In another sense, given the possibilities that some

men had to obtain much more than the lowest paid men in formal and informal work, what

sector they worked in was also extremely relevant for those few men capable of accessing the

(relatively) well-paid formal sector jobs. Both to men and women then, the formal sector

provided possibilities of security, stability and relatively high earnings, which were not

possible in the informal sector.

Graph 4.3. Men's and Women's Earnings in Informal and Formal Sector Work

Women Men
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Discussion: Gendered relations in work

As we saw, men's work was different to women's: more men were engaged in formal sector

work and the qualitative nature of men's informal sector work differed to that of women's.

This meant both that men were generally better off than women in the labour market when it

came to having a steady job, receiving social security, and especially in terms of earnings.

However, the feeling was that men's position in the labour market was slowly being eroded:

demand for their products and labour in the informal sector was diminishing at the same

time as women were tresspassing the gendered work boundaries. Women's work did not go

It is of course possible that the differences in earnings for women in informal work and those in formal
work would have been different if my sample of female formal workers had included a wider spread of other
forms of formal work.
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unchanged, and while many women had intensified their work hours and efforts over the

years, men increasingly had to spend time looking for work or having no work. Men were

caught by their responsibility of being the main breadwinner, some were caught by being

'skilled' and others by being unskilled. This meant that they occupied a rather inflexible

position in the labour market, unable to afford to shift around too much in search of better

earnings. Women on the other hand had to be - and were — much more flexible: they could

and did move in and out of the labour market and between activities. They were not

expected to be substantial income generators in the household. Still, when it came to the

relative income of spouses, husbands retained their income earning position regardless of

whether they were in informal or formal sector work. Women on the other hand, had to be

in formal work if they wanted to earn more than very meagre earnings. Underpinning all this

was a gendered labour market that stigmatised women's work, where men did not consider

doing 'women's work' as an option for 'real men'.

In the case of Guayaquil, Moser (1981) indicates that women's flexibility was in

fact rather inflexible, as their work was closely tied to their husbands' work, in what Moser

and Young (1981) call 'dovetailing'. That is, women largely took up work when their

husbands had no work or in the periods when their incomes were extremely low. Women's

work was thus considered 'temporary5 even though it may in fact be rather long-term.

However women's work in my study could not simply be considered as dovetailing: first of

all women's 'movement' in the labour market had much to do with the domestic cycle (as we

saw) in a context where the extra income women could provide was considered a 'necessary

help' by most. Secondly however, this understanding was not shared by all men and women,

as I indicated in the last chapter. The bargaining between spouses involved (or not) in

women's work depended a great deal upon husbands' view of women's work as well as

women's own desire to work, but this did not necessarily correspond with income needs.

Thirdly, even though most women saw their work as a help to that of the husband and a

need to the household, they did not consider their work as something temporary that was

not the normal state of affairs, but rather as something unquestionable. In short, women's

work was not simply conditioned by men's work - it was more than an economic strategy. 46

Let me elaborate on this.

4" Moser considers women's work as an economic strategy only, and because of this does not consider the
bargaining between spouses behind it and meanings attached to work.
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Meanings and views on women's work

Opting or bargaining to work

For many women, as we have seen, domestic work and especially childcare set clear

boundaries for "what kind of income-generating work they could do. Informal work was an

option that suited most women. As we have seen, it fitted in with their domestic duties: it

was often done with children around, the timing was (often) flexible, the amount of work

could be fitted to what the woman could manage along with her other duties and sometimes

the work even 'merged' with other household tasks (such as when cooking for selling also

meant cooking the family meal). For most women then, engaging in informal activities was

'simply about finding ways of doing so. As seen in the previous chapter, women themselves

and their husbands often considered women's work 'help'. Both spouses saw the need for

women to work as going neatly hand-in-hand with ideas of collaboration and women's

domestic and childcaring role. However, women with small children often argued that it was

impossible to do any kind of income-generating work. 47 Usually husbands agreed with this,

but in a few cases husbands blamed these women for not contributing to household funds.48

Ana Apaza, a 31-year-old migrant woman with two children of five years and three months

respectively, left her part-time domestic work when the second child was born. Instead of

supporting her, her husband blamed her for not working any longer. She also believed that

women should work, not so much as a 'help' but as a way for women to have some security

if the husband were to leave the family. However, at the moment she felt that she had no

other option but to stay at home with the children.

Some husbands did not want their wives to work. José Mamani, a policeman,

would not let his wife work at all. He told us:

She [the wife] only helps in the house, because I don't want her to work,

because if we say, sometimes the women work a lot, the bosses abuse her, they

tell her do this, do that, and she attends the rest of the men. I don't want my

wife to work, I want her to help me in the house. Sometimes I help her too, we

help each other out washing clothes, sometimes we cook together....

4 ' It varied considerably what age the children were, and this was also shaped by the woman's possibilities for
income generating work.
4° In Guadalajara city, Mexico, husbands demanding women to work was not uncommon, Varly (2001) found,
but this did not involve men being more ready to share domestic work.
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Ella sólo ayuda en la casa, porque yo no quiero que trabaje, porque en si

digamos, a veces tanto trabajan las mujeres, los jefes le maltratan a la mujer, le

dicen "haz esto, haz esto," y los demás los señores que atiende, mi esposa yo no

quiero que trabaje, quiero que me ayude ella en la casa, a veces yo le ayudo, nos

ayudamos los dos, lavamos la ropa, a veces cocinamos los dos, nos ponemos de

acuerdo...

José Mamani not only forbade his wife to work, he also did not want her to leave the house

on her own at all, even to visit family members. María Condori, who used to be an

'empleada' (domestic servant) found her married life boring and sad, and explained her

husband's obsession with controlling her whereabouts by the fact that he was three years

younger than her. When we asked José what he thought of other couples where the wife

worked, he told us that these women worked because they needed to do so in order to

maintain their children, but that since they had no children at the present and were only

going to have one or two, this was not and would not be an issue in their case. Living for

free (on their own) in a house owned by the wife's parents, and receiving a fixed monthly

salary, José Mamani could afford not to allow his wife to work. José was a rare case because

he advocated and practiced a mix of male authority with a (somewhat) egalitarian division of

labour where he participated in most domestic tasks on an equal basis with his wife when he

was not at work (according to what they both told us in separate interviews). It was more

common that men used the argument that they did not want their wives to work because that

would mean 'double work' given the wife's domestic duties. These men did not consider

sharing domestic work as part of the solution.

In the majority of cases women were in control of the household common

funds, and thus were responsible for making the money last. If prevailing views of the male

breadwinner put pressure on men to earn an adequate income, women's role in money

management put pressure on women to raise incomes when their husbands' salaries were not

enough. Despite economic difficulties, some husbands did not want their wives to work, and

wives sometimes resolved their dilemma by engaging in economic activities without his

knowledge. This was an on-and-off strategy for two of the women in the sample, but none

of the women worked regularly over long periods of time without the knowledge of their

husbands.
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Husbands who did not want their wives to work, might give in upon the

insistence of their wives. This was the case for Marina Yugar, who started factory work after

a fight with her husband in which he criticised her for being lazy. Once she found the job he

made it clear that he did not want her to work and objected every day for three months to

her leaving the house. She insisted, and in the end he accepted it. In other cases the women

gave in and gave up their efforts. In one case, however, the woman starting work had as

much or more to do with her husband pushing her to. Marina Mamani, a young factory

worker, told us how her husband happily accepted that she did not have a job in the

beginning, but later could not accept her dependence on him:

... He told me 'If you don't find [work] no problem, you stay in the house

and that's fine, you are going to do, you are going to wash, clean, stay in the

house', he told me, but then came the time sometimes, he would be bored

with me, he could say 'You don't work', this and that, I bought with his

money, so he told me 'I buy this' and other things, [so] I preferred to work

and now he does not say anything, everything is for equal, he does not say

anything.

[... me decía 'si no encuentras ni modo, quédate en la casa y listo, vas a hacer,

vas a lavar, limpiar, estar en la casa', él decía pero llegado el momento a veces,

se aburría conmigo, me decía 'no trabajas', que aquello, compraba con su

plata, entonces me decía 'yo compro esto', otra cosa, he preferdo trabajar y

ahora no me dice así, todo es por igual, no me dice nada.]

Many of the spouses to the factory workers were not as accepting of their wives' work. In

our sample about half of the women in formal work had started working before finding a

partner. Many of these women had started work when single in order to earn an income

either for themselves or for their families. Marrying a female factory worker meant, for men,

accepting that this was she did.49 However -- interestingly— more than 1/3 (7 women) of the

women in formal work found that their husbands had a negative view of their work, often

complaining that they were not carrying out their domestic duties well enough as a result, or

were not earning enough to make the work worthwhile. None of them demanded that their

4" This may not be the case for all female factory workers - the ones who had stopped work once married were
obviously not part of our sample.
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wives stop the work though. In comparison only 17% (or 4 women) in informal work had

similar problems with their husbands. The fact that women entering work in the latter cases

was usually an outcome of bargaining (at some level) often mitigated conflicts about it.

Why did women want to work?

Wives generally worked because their husbands' salaries were not enough, perceiving their

work as an economic 'help'. As Marina Yugar, a middle-aged factory worker, bluntly told us:

" Well, I work because I have to, also because my husband's wages do not last, and by force I

have to work in order to help, to raise my children." ["Bueno yo trabajo porque necesito

también porque el sueldo del esposo no alcanza y forzosamente tengo que trabajar para

ayudar, para criar a mis hijos."]. Usually women considered their work a help to the

husband's maintenance, mainly for the children and because qf\m low earnings. However,

while most women gave reasons for their work in terms of family needs, it did not follow

that women would necessarily stop working if there was no need; few women stated that

they would give up their work if they won the lottery and were financially able to (6 or 33%

formal workers, 7 or 29% informal workers). In fact, the vast majority of the women liked

their work (75% or 18 of informal workers; 78% or 14 of formal workers), only a few more

informal workers (4 = 17%) than formal workers (2 = 11%) said explicitly that they did not

like it. For many women, however, 'liking' their economic activities was tied up with haiingto

work While working women in general, apart from female factory workers, did not articulate

an identity as workers, ideas of 'having' to work, working mainly for the children, 'liking it' and

not wanting to give it up if they could, suggested that work was important to these women's

sense of self - their self-identity.

To some of the factory workers and higher-earning informal sector workers,

work gave them a feeling of independence which went beyond earnings and the possibilities

these brought with them, and provided them with a distinct feeling of autonomy and

satisfaction.50 For instance Antonia Vargas, a factory worker, explained to us that her reasons

for working were:

5° When we asked respondents whether work was important to them, most answered in terms of money
matters and contributions to the household. Only four women specifically stated that it also gave them financial
independence, five found that the learning process involved in the work was important to them, and two stated
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... Most of all for my household, because... or what my husband earns is not

much, and also to feel a bit independent, me myself.

[ ... por sobre todo mi hogar, porque... o sea lo que gana mi esposo no es

mucho, y aparte por sentirme un poco independiente yo misma.].

Another factory worker stated that her work was her 'hobby7. Santusa Arroy, who was

dedicated to running her (and her husband's) hamburger meat business, said:

I am accustomed to this, to business, when I don't work I feel like a

different person, yes I feel that something is missing....

[Estoy acostumbrada a esto, al negocio, cuando no trabajo me siento otra

clase, sí siento que algo me falta....]

Some women who had experienced being out of work found this situation boring, like Elena

Lamas, who now worked as 'ayudante de albañil' ('helper' in construction work): I was really

bored before [when not working], I always wanted to work' ['Bien aburrida estaba antes,

quería trabajar siempre']. This, however, stood in stark contrast to how some other women

felt about their work. For instance María Qiuquimia, who knitted sweaters on sub-contract,

told us:

I don't like [the work], but I have to do it. Because... I really don't like it,

because my back hurts from knitting a lot... it tires the back, obviously, but

to help out my husband I have to continue, because if I am not going to do

anything from where are we going to have [money]... to survive.

[No me gusta, pero tengo que hacerlo. Porque... tanto no me gusta, porque

duele la espalda tanto tejer... se cansa la espalda, claro, pero por ayudar a mi

esposo tengo que seguir no mas, porque si no voy a hacer nada de donde va

a haber también para... para sobrevivir así.]

other personal/individual satisfactions from work (gets respondent out of the house, keeps her happy, makes
her forget worries).
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Quite a few workers enjoyed performing the actual tasks of their work (1/3 of formal

workers stated this; 25% of informal workers).51 The social relations or simply the mere fact

of being occupied with something that would keep one distracted from daily problems were

also positive factors, for factory workers more than informal workers. On the other hand

many also found the work hard or tiring (17% of informal workers; 22% of formal workers)

and formal workers especially found the work environment, both in terms of colleagues and

management, problematic. Informal workers mostly complained about the low and

fluctuating earnings.

For some women the negative aspects of work itself, but more importantly the

perceived impact their activities had on their children, meant that they preferred not to have

to work. For others it meant that they would like to change the kind of work they were

engaged in. This was the case for some of the factory workers, who planned to leave their

present job to get their own corner shop, so that they could combine work with household

activities and child rearing.

Summary

Women's route to work depended upon their domestic situation. Often no heavy bargaining

with husbands was needed to take up income-generating activities in the informal sector,

because the kind of work women engaged in could be carried out alongside domestic and

childcare tasks, and because husbands recognised the need for additional income. However

some women had to engage in various strategic measures in the bargaining around work, some

by bypassing husband's permission and knowledge all together. For while most of those men

who did not want their wives to work could 'afford' this, some could not, and since their

wives managed the money, they were unaware of the struggles their wives had in making

ends meet.

Other women, especially formal workers who had started work when single,

faced constant opposition to their work from their husbands. In a few cases husbands

encouraged or pushed women to work, or blamed them for not working. Women with very

young children were often reluctant to take up paid work, and to this most husbands — but

Emerging from questions about what they liked and disliked about their work
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not all -- generally agreed, or indeed were the main decision-makers. This should be seen in

the context of general but strong prevailing views on 'child abandonment' by mothers who

left the childcare to others. However this did not prevent all women with small children from

going to work, as was the case with some of the formal workers who had started work with

small children or had not given it up once they had given birth. A 'dovetailing perception', with

women's work seen as a 'help' to the husband's income generating activities, was dominant,

but where challenged by either wives or husbands ('positively' or 'negatively") or where

spouses did not agree on what it should involve, a result was latent or more overt conflicts

between the couple, unless women 'by-passed' men altogether and worked without their

knowledge. However, to many women, work was also important beyond the 'help' to

husbands. "While the reasons for working were often framed in terms of the need for

additional income, work was also important to women's self-identity, most clearly seen

among formal workers. To most working women, work was a part of their daily lives,

something they could not imagine being — and did not want to be - without, except if

childcare demands obliged them to. Women, then, generally liked their work, irrespective of

what activities they engaged in. A few explicitly disliked what they were doing, and a

significant number of factory women would ideally like to, or directly planned to, engage in

very different activities in order to be able to better take care of their children. At one level,

then, they shared their husbands' reluctance about the work, although for different reasons --

practical concerns for their children more than concerns with domestic work and earnings.

So, while women's work may at first appear to 'dovetail' with that of men's - as the idea of

'help' certainly points to - women's work was not simply conditioned by men's, nor was it

considered to be so.
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Conclusion

Women and men's income generating work was very different. Men worked in a bigger

variety of jobs than women. More often than women, they worked in big enterprises or for

the state - the so-called formal sector -- and received social security. They also earned on

average much more, both in the formal sector and in the informal sector. Women on the

other hand were concentrated in types of work with a very low income, fluctuating earnings

and no social security. Very few women were in factory work or any other formal sector

work. Women then, were highly disadvantaged compared to men in income-generating

activities.

This study does not claim to give full explanations of the gendered labour

market in urban La Paz, nor has it set out to investigate the full set of factors influencing

what kind of income-generating activities women took up. Rather, it points to the

importance of the domestic cycle and the specific conditions this involved for individual

women, as well as to how meanings attached to gendered work shaped work for women and

informed bargaining between spouses.

Where women worked ~ inside the home, outside it or both — involved big

differences in terms of whether networks were created and maintained (or not). As we have

seen, where worker solidarity developed it did not extend beyond borrowing and lending

small amounts of money and a small degree of emotional support on personal matters.

Workers' consciousness among factory workers was strong but not acted on because of real

fear of losing one's job.

There were clear feelings of a deterioration in the labour market, with both

men and women finding it increasingly difficult to earn an adequate income. Because

women's work was seen as a 'help' and women were not expected to earn a high income,

they could switch between different activities, and move in and out of the labour market

according to possibilities and need. Sometimes this involved engaging in men's work, but

more often the options considered were only 'women's work' and activities were profoundly

conditioned by the specific domestic circumstances individual women faced at different

phases of the domestic cycle. Some of the women in factory work did not let the domestic

situation impinge on their work and resolved childcare problems so that they could stay at

work. This however was not the solution for all; some factory women felt uneasy about

leaving their children with others, and planned to move into informal sector work to better

be able to care for them.
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Female work had a different and lower status than men's work, and men did

not consider activities such as vending as an appropriate (primary) income generating activity.

This, the increasing competition in other parts of 'male' informal work and the scarcity of

formal sector jobs, led to perceptions that men's position in the labour market was

increasingly being eroded. This was felt to affect men in informal work especially. Their

'position' as breadwinners and the kinds of activities they engaged in meant that they could

not 'afford' to be as flexible as women. Skilled artisan workers did not see less skilled work

such as construction work or plumbing as a viable option; the latter did not usually possess

the skills to become independent producers, and neither category was able to find formal

sector work. Formal sector workers, including relatively low earners such as police officers,

stuck to their work and did not dare venture into self-employment. So while men were

engaged in a greater variety of economic activities and were better paid than women, this was

paralleled by an inflexibility in work options, leaving men in general — in this one aspect —

worse off than women, and exacerbating the feeling of being trapped in the labour market

with women slowly 'taking over'. Ironically then, women who were concentrated in fewer

economic activities earning much less than men, were generally considered as being able to

engage in a broader number of economic activities, because as women there was no work

which was not good enough for them, but only work that they were considered unsuitable

for.

Considering the comparative income between men and women, men's role as

the main breadwinner was not being taken over by women. Even if many men stressed the

desire for a formal sector job with security and stability, informal workers earned similar

amounts to many of those in the formal sector. For women, on the other hand, who

generally did not contemplate looking for a formal sector job if they were not already in it,

the sector they were engaged in made a much bigger difference to their average income.

Women working to 'help out' because husbands' earnings were not enough,

support Moser and Young's (1981) idea of women's work as 'dovetailing'. However the

factors behind women's work ~ such as conflictive bargaining between spouses who did not

have the same views - were more complicated than that. The extent of bargaining between

spouses over women's work varied greatly.52 Men's work was never a source of bargaining,

52 It is worth stressing that there was no evidence that those husbands who were more 'threatened' in the
labour market were also keener to restrict their wives working. For one they often needed the extra income.
Second, the impact of the general feeling of a changing gendered labour market on gender relations in the
household was much more subtle, as I return to in the next chapter.
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but a decision by the man, while factory women who had started work before having a

partner often faced subtle or open resistance to their choice of continuing to work. To

women themselves, work was important: not only in 'family' terms but also to their identity

as individuals, and among factory workers one could identify a more explicit 'worker'

identity. Work was not conceptualised just simply in terms of motherhood, contrary to what

other studies in a Latin American context have found (see literature overview in Qiapter

One).

Through an analysis of meanings attached to gendered work, the bargaining

involved between spouses, and how the domestic cycle in particular influenced women's

work, I have shown how women's work was often associated directly or indirectly with the

domestic sphere. I have also shown how, in a rather different way, men's work, too, had to

be understood in terms of the domestic sphere; that is, in terms of their obligations as the

main income-earners. I have focused on the different work experiences of men and women,

and how they were conditioned by different and gendered opportunities and constraints.

This in turn led us to consider the (perceived) changes in the labour market, specifically

men's fear that their grip on it was being eroded. Through an analysis of networks and

organising practices at work, I have pointed to the importance of work relations for the

individual woman in her job, and by paying attention to women's identities as workers, I

have shown that to women, their work involved more than simply 'helping' the husband out.
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Chapter Five

Intra-household Bargaining Processes

Introduction

In the previous chapter I focussed on women's work and gendered labour market changes as

perceived by respondents. In the chapter before that I examined the household gender

relations centred around the urban couple. In this chapter I demonstrate the link between

these two themes through a detailed intra-household analysis of the bargaining processes and

patterns of inequality between husbands and wives. In this way I take a further step towards

addressing the main concern of the thesis, namely the impact of women's work upon gender

relations between husband and wife.

In Chapter One I argued that intra-household gender relations have only been

approached partially within the literature so far because it has neglected the interplay between

the different areas of inequality and the different forms of bargaining processes that take

place. In this chapter I try to address this by approaching intra-household bargaining from

two angles: one that centres around the rrain areas of bargaining and one that focuses on the

couples, that is the patterns of inequalities between spouses and the different types of

bargaining relations they engaged in.

The entry point for the analysis in this chapter is power - both the power that

spouses 'held' and the power-play as enacted - as spouses employed various strategies in the

bargaining processes within the conjugal contract or over it. Money management was a key area in

which struggles of power between spouses unfolded and within which power relations

manifested themselves. As we shall see, spouses employed a number of very different

strategies at the strategic entries' in the bargaining process, some more subtle than others. In

this way, examining money management has the added analytical value of pointing to the

limits and possibilities of strategising, especially for women, within the conjugal contract.

Two other key areas of bargaining were leisure outings and wife-beating. If

money management was primarily about the poner play within the conjugal contract - within

which women were in fact key strategising actors, as we shall see - then leisure outings and

wife-beating were largely about men contesting or reinforcing the conjugal contract through

strategies that asserted their general power over wives and secured their own autonomy and
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authority within the conjugal relationship. By paying attention to clashing (and diffuse)

meaning attached to spouses' roles in relation to the conjugal contract, we can understand the

basis of bargaining and contestation involved. In this chapter I point to the importance of

the domestic cyde in shaping bargaining processes and patterns of inequalities between spouses.

In a discussion on those couples where the wife is evangelical, I argue that we must consider

evangelicalism a third patriarchal bargiin in the city.

I begin the chapter with a short (but important) differentiation of the 'kinds' of

women we are dealing with in the three groups - formal workers, informal workers and

housewives. This is followed by a discussion of money management patterns and processes

among couples in our main sample. This in turn leads to a more analytical discussion of the

findings where, drawing on Beneria and Roldan (1987), I identify a number of 'strategic

entries' in the bargaining process between husband and wife. I briefly discuss variations of

the common form of money management, and then look at differences between couples in

the three groups and what role women's work played in shaping women's bargaining

position in money management. Next I analyse men's 'male' practices around leisure outings

and wife-beating, and the strategies that some women were able to successfully employ to

shape or curb these practices. I argue that while most women were key strategic actors in

money management, when it came to men's leisure outings and violence, very few women

were able to successfully shape husband's practices in their own interests.

The second part of the chapter takes it departure in ideas of 'hierarchy5 and

'egalitarianism' as expressed in the Andean and the Hispanic patriarchal bargains. The aim is

both to look carefully into what hierarchy and egalitarianism entail, and thus what the

relationship between every-day life and the patriarchal bargains is, and to understand more

fully the different bargaining processes and inequalities that existed. I start out with a short

discussion of some of the different characteristics of women in the three groups, and how

patterns of division of labour and decision-making differed. In turning the focus around and

starting from the couples rather than areas of bargaining, I both expand and complicate the

analysis. This sets the scene for a discussion of sub-groups within the three groups according

to the nature of gender relations and forms of bargaining, and to disaggregate the analysis

further, I treat evangelical couples1 separately in the discussion. In this way I discuss the

various areas and nature of contestation and bargaining between groups of couples, including

the bargaining and conflicts over women's work (and in this way build on the analysis in the

1 Where at least the wife was evangelical.
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final part of the previous chapter). This is linked to a statistical analysis of patterns of

division of labour and decision-making. Thus I address how processes of bargaining within

the conjugal contract translated into or arose from certain patterns ~ which in themselves, at

times - were bargained over. The statistical analysis of decision-making and division of

labour also enables 'easy* comparisons of patterns of inequality between the groups of

couples.

The analysis on intra-household patterns of inequality and processes of

bargaining enables us to draw some conclusions on the relationship between women's work

and intra-household relations, and in this respect, to assess whether some of Sen's and

especially Agarwal's ideas on bargaining, presented in Chapter Two, aid us in understanding

the mechanisms between women's work and gender relations between spouses.
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Part One: Fields of Bargaining: Strategising Wives or Husbands in

Control?

Introducing: Different women in different work

The differences between women in informal sector work and those employed primarily in

factories was not only about different types of work as we saw in the last chapter, but also

about different types of women doing different types (fistark, as I indicated in the descriptions of

women's work. Factory workers were a contrast to the rest of the women: they were on

average younger, better educated, had fewer children, and had a better socio-economic

background.2 They were almost all born and brought up in the city and wore western-style

clothing 'de vestido'. They were also a more homogeneous group, which the standard

deviations in the table below also point to. Among the other two groups the variety of

'different kinds' of women was greater: there were women who were both older and younger,

women with relatively high levels of schooling and illiterate women, women with many

children and women who had none, very poor women and better-off women, Paceñas and

migrants, and both 'de pollera' and 'de vestido' women.3

Table 5.1. Some Characteristics of the Women (rounded figures)

Age

Years of
education

No. of children

Total
monthjy income*

City 'status'

Clothes style

Housewives

Mean

31

7

3

901
($161)

Std.
deviation

11

4

2

451
($80)

12 migrants
5 Paceñas
12 'de pollera'
5 'de vestido'

Female informal
workers

Mean

33

6

3

1033
($184)

Std.
deviation

11

4

2

563
($ 100)

17 migrants
7 Paceñas
17 'de pollera'
7 'de vestido'

Female formal
workers

Mean

31

10

2

1260
_J$225)

Std.deviatio
n

8

3

1

283
($51)

4 migrants
14 Paceñas
2 'de pollera'
16 'de vestido'

' of couple according to female respondents (bs)

2 This can be seen in terms of housing conditions (number of rooms, whether the house had a toilet, and the
materials the house was build of) and income levels.
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In the next chapter I approach an explanation of these associations. In this chapter 'different

women in different types of work (and non work)' and the differences in homogeneity

between the groups serve as an important background to the differences in bargaining

relations and patterns of inequalities that are the focus of this chapter. I explore some of the

not-so-easily categorised differences between the women of the three groups. Let me start

out with a discussion of the complexities around money management.

Money matters

"Money matters' has a double meaning: one that we are dealing with money issues, two that

money is important. Both meanings are relevant here. Money matters are discussed because it is

one of the key areas of contestation between the couple, where women's possibilities for

manoeuvring within the conjugal contract was best revealed. In this way money greatly

nutters.

Money matters was a key area of bargaining between spouses, in part because

of the importance of money for the survival of the family and the welfare of its individual

members, and in part because different traditions and sometimes contradictory claims were

related to money in the urban context. The latter was centred around two basic ideas: the

common view that money management was the responsibility of the wife and the other —

more contested idea -- that authority and power followed the money entering the household

and the person (s) who contributed it. Much of the bargaining between spouses related

directly or indirectly to the different 'weighting' spouses gave to these two notions and how

they interpreted the details around these ideas — or whether they rejected them altogether.

When a couple gets married 'por religion' (by religion) in the church, the priest

hands over a handful of coins to the groom, who then passes them on to his bride. The

symbolic significance of this is that the husband is to earn the money and then hand it over

to his wife who is to administer it (see also Sikhink, 1994, p. 78). Many of the men and

women we spoke to adhered to this broad pattern. However they explained this form of

gendered money management not in terms of religion, but in many other ways: that this was

what their father had advised them, that it was 'bad luck' if a man touched household money,

3 There was no specific pattern of different 'types' of women according to different kinds of informal sector
work.
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or that men were not capable of looking after money well enough, the implication being that

they were too irresponsible. Women and men alike gave these explanations.

Husbands' handing over earnings to their wives was the main money manage-

ment pattern among the low-income urban couple of my study, in fact it was practiced by 45

out of the 59 couples. In this, my study diverts significantly from other studies on these

issues in a Mexican context, which have not found this form of money management as

dominant (see Beneria and Roldan, 1987; González de la Rocha, 1994; Chant, 1991). Why

this is so, it is difficult to say. The sources of this particular practice in urban Bolivia might

have been many. It may indeed originally have been from Catholic Church, or the Church

may have adopted it from somewhere else. Either way, from there it may still have under-

gone various further (re-) interpretations.

Within this money management framework, there was much room for a variety

of different practices that were contested during the bargaining between spouses and the

concomitant strategies. This I will discuss below before turning to those couples that had

other ways of managing their money. Finally I will draw some conclusions on the

relationship between women's work and practices of money management.

I wish to stress here that I do not seek to determine objective circumstances

behind certain patterns and strategies, which I believe is a futile exercise, as the bargaining

and circumstances that shaped patterns (and in turn were bargained over) was too complex

to isolate determining variables. Rather, the aim is to show the processes of bargaining

between spouses and the strategies involved. What we could call the 'power play5 was the

bargaining taking place, but it was also about obtaining power and/or curbing that of the

other spouse. In fact, the power play shaped the power that spouses respectively 'held' in

certain aspects, what we may call 'power placing'. I also want to point out some of the

associations that existed between women's work and other factors on the one hand, and

money management on the other, based on a qualitative analysis of the data (rather than a

quantitative analysis between variables).4

4 Very few quantitative figures are provided, as the complexities of money management was increasingly
revealed to me as the fieldwork proceeded. Also, some respondents did not want to discuss the issue in detail.
Numbers and percentages only make sense, of course, if one has full information on the counted/calculated
issues for all cases in the sample.
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The routes of money: men's strategies to keep their earnings

Husbands handed over their earnings to their wives in two different ways. Sometimes they

handed over the total amount and were given a weekly or daily allowance by the wife for

transport, lunch and other spending. In the majority of the cases, however, men withheld

('bajaban') a small amount of what they earned, often the money from overtime work or

from 'caidos' (as corruption money that state employees - especially the police - obtained,

was called.) If husbands kept a fixed amount of money, they usually did not get any

allowance. But if what the husband kept was 'extras' ('caidos'), he was given his fixed

allowance regardless of how much money he had withheld. Most wives were aware of how

much or what part the husband withheld - or at least they were convinced that it was only

very small amounts that were at stake and trusted their husbands not to keep too much for

themselves. Some wives, though, told us they believed that their husbands earned more -

and kept back a bigger amount -- than they would admit to. Natalia Flores, a young factory

worker from La Modelo, received about bs 500-600 [$ 89-107] a month from her husband

who also worked in a factory. She reckoned that he was earning more, but did not confront

him with this; nor did she ask to see his pay-slip. Other couples sometimes had the

arrangement that husbands in wage work showed their pay-slip to their wives and tiae ijersa if

the woman had wage work, in order to avoid mistrust. In one instance a more drastic

checking-strategy was employed. An evangelical woman told us that if she suspected that her

husband was not informing her of the real amount of earnings she would go to his work and

check with his boss. Another woman stressed that she did not want to see her husband's

pay-slip as this kind of behaviour did not foster 'confianza' (intimacy, trust).

It was clearly not legitimate for husbands to keep big amounts to themselves.

A common strategy for getting around this was to borrow money in between paydays, since

the obligation of repaying on pay-days left a smaller amount to be handed over to the wife.

Angélica Pacajes, a cleaner in the local school, had this problem with her husband:

He doesn't give me [money] because 'I have borrowed,' he tells me, 'I owe

this much, ten pesos, twenty pesos,' like that he tells me. 'OK,' I just say,

[but] sometimes I tell him off, I tell him off as well. 'What is it [with you]

always, I give you transport money every day as well, what is it, I bring my

lunch with me, and widi that I manage.' Sometimes he also makes it home

with all his earnings.
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[No me da [dinero] porque 'me he prestado' dice, 'tanto debo, diez pesitos,

veinte pesitos', así dice, 'ya' nomás digo, a veces riño, riño también, 'qué

cosa siempre, cada día te doy pasaje también, que cosa acaso, yo mi

almuerzito llevo, entonces yo con eso nomás aguanto'. A veces también

completito hace llegar [al hogar].]

Apart from borrowing (and repaying) money, another practice that prevented men's earnings

reaching the home was men's payday drinking. For construction workers, factory workers,

state employees and other working men alike, it was common to go out to drink with work

colleagues on payday. Where men received weekly pay, a very large part -- and sometimes

even the whole amount -- could be spent on drinking, to their wives frustration.

For all these reasons, men seldom 'handed over' the total amount of earnings.

What about women's earnings? Wives generally pooled their money with that of their

husbands, unless there was nothing left when earnings were spent immediately on groceries,

as was the case for many of the lowest earning informal workers.

Just because husbands' and wives' earnings were pooled in a box or purse, it

did not mean that their earnings were necessarily spent on the same things. In a few cases

accounts were kept of what earnings went where and the money was kept apart mthin the

box or purse, but sometimes this division was more mental than material. Maria Chuquimia,

who knitted sweaters on sub-contracts, explained to us:

... We don't have [the money] separated. In our minds we already have it

calculated, ¿no? How is it going to be... no, because... or, I ... try to avoid

spending also because I can't make the money last.... Mainly in the... his

money is what pays most, for the family, for the food, for... for almost

everything, because what I earn is for ... a bit for let's say likings... [for]

something simple only, what I earn.

[...no tenemos [el dinero] así separado. En nuestras mentes sí tenemos ya

calculado ¿no? Cómo va a ser... no, porque... o sea, yo... trato de evitar de

gastar también porque no me puede alcanzar el dinero... .Mayormente en

la... de él es siempre lo que más solventa su dinero, para la familia, para la

comida, para ...para casi todo, porque lo que yo gano es para... un poco

digamos para gustos... algo simple no más, lo que yo gano.]
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Similar to what Benería and Roldan (1987, pp. 121-122) found in the case of Mexico Gty, it

was only among better-off couples that women's earnings were defined in terms of extra

'likings'. Among poorer couples women's earnings went towards basic necessities. However,

in many of the better-off households especially (but not ekslusively) where wives were in

formal sector work and earning almost as much as their husbands, women saw their earnings

as central to the maintenance of the household rather than as 'extras' (although as we shall

see later, they often spent some of their earnings on extras). In most cases though — where

wives' earnings made it to the box or the purse and were not spent immediately— earnings

were not earmarked, either mentally or physically.

Responsibilities and autonomy: 'broad budgeting and 'steering the stretching'

Decision-making patterns about how the money was spent varied greatly among the couples.

I will distinguish between 'broad budgeting' and 'steering the stretching'.5 Broad budgeting I

define as decisions about what money goes where in broad terms, that is what part goes to

food, what part to clothes, what part to rent etc. Exactly how detailed the allocation to

various categories was and how these categories were defined, of course varied greatly.

'Steering the stretching' refers not only to the more detailed expenditure within these overall

parameters, but also to the responsibility of 'making the money last'.

Either the woman did the broad budgeting on her own, or the husband and

wife did it together. Maria Flores, a housewife, explained to us: "... I take out, lets say, this

much will be for electricity, this for the water, this we need for the market [groceries]"

["... yo saco casi digamos, este tanto se va para la luz, este para el agua, este nos falta para el

mercado."]. In the case of Julia Choque, an evangelical engaged in own production and

selling in the home, husband and wife did it together:

I: Who has decided this part goes for this, this part for that?

5 Pahl (1983) distinguishes between control, management and budgeting. Control is about deciding the system
of allocation; that is, what I would call the money management pattern. Management is the execution of the
pattern adopted, including the way in which money is allocated between expenditure categories. Budgeting is
about spending within expenditure categories. My categories of 'broad budgeting' and 'steering the stretching'
refer respectively to the allocation of money between expenditure categories and to the budgeting that Pahl
points to, stressing the difficulties that the latter often entails for women.
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JG The two of us, the two of us, we make a small list, that much for this,

that much for that, and the spending for the children this much, for

groceries how much do we have, for all this."

[I: ¿Quién ha decidido esta parte va para esto, esta parte?

JC: Los dos, los dos, nos sacamos una listita, para esto, para tanto, para esto,

para tanto, y los gastos de las wawas tanto, para alimento cuánto tenemos,

para todo eso.]

Steering the stretching was ahwys the responsibility of wives. Often it involved borrowing

money or buying groceries on credit when money was scarce. Ana Quispe sold coffee and

snacks outside a college, and could not rely on her husband handing over any earnings. She

told us:

... Sometimes I spend everything, Saturdays, every Saturday I go shopping,

then I buy a small amount to sell, another lot for cooking, so until the

Monday I have to go borrowing meat, I become indebted, breads, what I

need I borrow from the shop, within two, three days I replace it, reimburse

it, it's like that.

[... hay veces lo gasto pues todito, los sábados, cada sábado me hago

comprita, entonces un tantito compro para vender, otro tanto para la

cocina, entonces hasta el lunes me tengo que ir a prestar carne, deuda

viene, pancito, lo que me falta ya me presto de la tienda, en dos, tres días lo

voy reemplazando, reenbolsando, así que ahí norrias es.]

Whitehead (1981) and others (Benería & Roldan, 1987; González de la Rocha, 1994;

Standing, 1991) have stressed the burden of women's stretching. As Teresa Condon said

pointedly: "He makes me take the decision, so I have to try to stretch the money that the two

of us earn." ["Me hace tomar la decisión, entonces yo tengo que tratar de estirar el dinero

que nosotros ganamos los dos."]. But steering the stretching - and, of course, even more so

deciding on the broad budgeting ~ also meant autonomy on how to spend earnings and what

to save. In households where the couple's income was very low or husbands did not hand

over much, this autonomy had little meaning, as the case of Ana Quispe above illustrated.
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Nor did it have much meaning where wives were accountable to their husbands for

everything they bought (either before or after doing so). But where funds and the husband

allowed, even just stretching the money meant that women could and did make decisions on

buying beyond necessity -- that is, something 'extra' for themselves or the children. Natalia

Inta, an evangelical housewife told us:

... When I go to the market there is always something that I like, a small

tray, I buy myself something, he doesn't demand [to know of] me 'Why did

you buy it.' Nothing.

[... cuando voy al mercado siempre hay algo que me gusta, una bandejita,

algo me compro, tampoco me ha sabido exigir de eso, '¿porque compras?'

Nada.]

Natalia would often count the money in front of her husband, so that he knew how much

they had. Other women informed their husbands about how the money was being spent on a

detailed or broader basis. This was not necessarily simply to account to the husband as the

main income earner, or to avoid criticism. It can also be interpreted as a strategy to foster

greater sharing and responsibility in money management. Other strategies were employed

too. Angélica Pacajes' husband used to criticise her for not being able to 'guardar' (look after)

'his' money well enough. In response to this, she once sent him off to do the weekly food

shopping so that he could see how expensive things were. After that he never criticise her

again, she told us. In one case, however, the information flow did not go from wife to

husband; the husband himself checked the household accounts in the box.

Claims over and legitimacy to money: access, trust and strategies

Household money was kept either in a box in the wardrobe (ropero) or in the purse on the

woman. The latter was commonly a strategy employed by women to prevent their husbands

taking money, either because they had already done so in the past or because the woman did

not trust him not to do so in the future. Other women, for the same reasons, put a lock on

the wardrobe and kept the key on themselves. Angélica Pancajes, whom we met above, was

one of the many women who employed this strategy. She began doing so after her husband

had taken $ 500, which she had saved:
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Yes, I don't trust [him], because of what [which] I have told you, señorita,

even the savings he took out secretly, I don't trust him, that's why he

doesn't have a key.

[Sí, yo no confío [en el], por eso te he dicho señorita, hasta que nos hemos

ahorrado, ocultito se ha sacado, yo no confío [en él], aquí que, por eso no

tiene llave.]

Other women engaged in more temporary or partial strategies. One woman took the money

with her when leaving the house, and another hid parts of it in the furniture without the

knowledge of her husband. Many couples, however, practiced 'open' access to money. Two

main patterns existed: the husband could, in practice -- but did not -- take out money; or the

husband could access the money, was 'allowed to' and did, telling the wife before, afterwards

or not at all. A 'grey5 area in between was arrangements where the husband could take in case

of 'emergencia' (emergency), but what an emergency entailed was seldom clearly defined.

Sometimes in practice this meant that husbands did not access the money at all. One husband

told us how he would buy on credit from the cornershop, rather than accessing the box of

household funds.

Marta Macías, a street vendor with a puesto whose husband was a construction

worker, always informed her husband of what part of household funds she spent on what. He

handed over his earnings minus about bs 20 ($ 4) a week and (unusually) in addition she gave

him between bs 5-10 ($ 1-2) a day. He would often open the lid of the moneybox, and ask her

to give him some money, but he would never touch it himself. Berta Morales, who helped out

her factory worker husband in his secondary sewing activities, on the other hand, let her

husband take money:

Sure I let him take [money], because that way we have [more] trust, more than [if] I give him

money, it is different. He tells me 'I will take out this much' and I look to see whether he has

really taken out that amount.

[Claro yo le dejo sacar, porque así tenemos más confianza, que yo le dé, es diferente, me dice

'voy a sacar tanto' y veo si ha sacado realmente ese monto.]
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Interestingly, the 'trust' was no greater than the fact that she felt the need to check up on the

amount he took.

Where husbands did not or could not access money, they relied on their wives

to hand it over when asked for. Responses of wives to this were different: some would always

hand over money (if there were any), others refused if they did not find the husband's reason

good enough or if household funds were insufficient. José Quispe, who made caps with his

wife in their workshop in the house, told us:

She always give me [money], rarely, when she doesn't have any, I don't

know sometimes, maybe she distrusts me, no? So she tells me 'No, you

have asked for this much, so only for your transport I give you,' then we

both say 'Yes,' because sometimes some people don't even understand

each other that way either, they don't give him any money, 'Why don't you

give me' - there's that too, no? But I understand her. 'Yes,' I simply say.

[Me da siempre, raras veces, cuando no tiene, no se a veces, tal vez

desconfiarme también digo ¿no? Entonces me dice 'no, tanto me has

pedidio, entonces para tu pasaje norrias te doy, entonces ya también

decimos nosotros, porque a veces, algunos no se entienden ni en esa forma

también, no le dan dinero, '¿por qué no me das?', ¿en eso también hay no?

Pero yo ya le entiendo, 'ya' digo nomás.]

Not all husbands could claim to be that understanding when it came to their wives refusing

them money. Ana Capkique (who 'helped out' her husband in sub-contracting sewing when

there was no work for him in the sewing workshop he otherwise worked in) had substantial

conflicts with her husband over money because he wanted her to give him what he asked for

on the basis that 'I earn the money7. If he insisted, she would always hand over the money in

the end. When we asked Ana who she thought had more right to the money she said:

I believe that the two of us do, him for obtaining it, for having worked, and

me because, I say because of my sacrifice, sometimes we save, all this is my

sacrifice. If I were a spender I would spend it, spend the money badly, do
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you see? Then there would not be this money. So it is a bit my part and as

he is also working, it is also his part as well. Yes.

[Yo creo que los dos porque, el por obtenido, por haber trabajado y yo

porque, yo digo por mi sacrificio, hay veces guardamos, todo ese es mi

sacrificio. Si yo fuera... una gastalona, lo gastaría malagastaría el dinero, ¿no

ve? Entonces no habría ese dinero. Entonces sería un poco parte de mi y

también como que trabaja, también parte de él, también. Sí.]

Other women agreed with their husbands that his greater or sole earnings gave him the right

to the money, and/or more practically believed that keeping the husband happy in this way

also ensured that he would continue to hand over earnings. Ana Apaza, a housewife whose

husband was a blue-collar worker in a large petrol company, kept the household funds locked

away so that her husband could not access the money. He earned around bs 700 ($ 125) a

month and would hand over around bs 500 ($ 89). In addition to this he often asked for

more, which he would spend on drinking. Ana always gave him the money he asked for if she

had enough:

Ah, yes he drinks it up, still I just have to give it to him, you see, he goes to work, without

work we wouldn't have anything.

And

And

One who works has own money, no? You know what you have to spend, what you don't

have to spend, you can give money to your father and to your mother, I can't do that, not

that, it is not my money, he will complain.

[Ah, sí se lo toma, ni modo tengo que dar nomás yo, no ve , el va a trabajar, sin trabajar no

tendríamos nada]

[Uno trabaja, tiene propio dinero ¿no? Sabes que tienes que gastar, no tienes que gastar,

puedes dar plata a tu papá y a tu mamá, de esto no puedo, de esto no, no es mi platita, va a re-

clamar.]
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Women, then, usually had to make decisions about broad budgeting and steering the

stretching, but often felt they could not say 'no' to the husband's requests for money.

Furthermore, husbands often had ultimate control as they had veto power in case of

disagreements on what to spend the money on, as José Ouispe pointed out when we asked:

I: And who has more right to the money?

JQ: She dominates most, more than anything she, she, she, she manages then.

I: If the two of you are not in agreement, if for instance you want some [money] for

something no, she doesn't want to give you any but there is money, who has the final say?

JQ: I do.

I: You can decide more about the money?

JQ: Yes, because I always control no? How much, how, what, always me.

[I: Y ¿quién tiene más derecho al dinero?

JQ: Ella domina más, más que todo ella, ella, ella, ella maneja entonces.

I: Si ustedes no están de acuerdo, por ejemplo si udsted quiere tener para algo no, ella no

quiere darle pero hay dinero, ¿quien tiene la palabra final?

JQYo.

I: ¿Usted puede decidir más del dinero?

JQ: Sí, porque yo siempre controlo también ¿no? Cuánto, cómo, qué, yo siempre.]

Strategic entries: power play and power placing in money management

Benería and Roldan (1987) have provided the most comprehensive analysis and discussion of

money issues among low-income couples in a Latin American context (Mexico) to date. It

seems sensible then to focus a discussion of the implications of the patterns and practices

identified above, around their work.

From their study of households in Mexico Gty Benería and Roldan identified

various control points in the money flow between couples. The first control point was the

husbands' ability to withhold information, the second his decision on what to keep to

himself, the third was the way his money contributions were handed over to the wife, the
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fourth the wife's contribution (where earnings were pooled)6 and the fifth control point was

men's control over what the earnings were used for in terms of a) ensuring that their money

went towards basic needs, b) 'borrowing' money from the fund for personal expenditures,

such as drinking, and c) veto power.

While Beneria and Roldán's 'control points' framework helps us to

understand some of the inequalities between urban couples, it is not sufficient to understand

money management among the low-income urban couples in my study for two reasons. One

is that men's control and power was far from as overarching as suggested by Beneria and

Roldan, and correspondingly women's power in the bargaining process -- through overt or

subtler strategies — was more substantial. The second reason is that additional and different

'control points' or 'strategic entries' - as I suggested in Chapter Two that we label them --

than the ones suggested by Beneria and Roldan, emerged in my study as important in shaping

inequalities and power relations in money management.

As we saw, the husbands in my study often withheld information about their

earnings (control point one). However various strategies could be and were employed by

women to change or prevent this: they could negotiate a practice of showing the pay-slip

(where the husband had one), or they could go to the husband's work to check with the boss,

as one women told us that she did.

Furthermore women, too, might withhold information. One husband told us

that his wife, who used to work in a cleaning cooperative (but is now a housewife because of

their small baby), did so:

... Sometimes when she gets her wages, she disposes [of it], she doesn't tell me how much she

has got, and this I didn't like, but now recently she's realised, she thought about it because she

was getting her wages, she disposed of it, bought [stuff] and told me 'I have got my wages'

and she didn't tell me how much it was, then I, as I am handing over that much to her, she

also has to tell me "They have paid me this much', what do we do, no?

[...a veces cuando ella se saca su sueldo, se dispone, no me dice cuánto ha sacado, esito a mí

no me ha gustado eso, pero ahora el último ella ya se ha dado de cuenta, se ha dado de cuenta

porque sacaba su sueldo ella disponía, compraba y me decía, 'he sacado mi sueldo' y no me

6 Benería and Roldan (1987) found two main ways of managing money: pooling of spouses' income and
housekeeping allowance. I will discuss housekeeping allowance patterns among my respondents later.
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decía cuanto era, entonces yo, como le estoy entregando tanto, ella también tiene que decirme

'me han pagado este tanto es', qué hacemos ¿no?]

More than a control point that men dominated by withholding information, this was a

strategic entry where both husband and wife had the power to withhold information as well

as to employ strategies for finding out the information. A twist to this is that many husbands

did not know — but did not bother, either, to know — much about their wives' earnings. A

common response to 'how much does your wife earn' was 'I don't know, but maybe around

xx\ A plausible explanation for this is that husbands did not depend on women's earnings

and that wives' earnings were often very low, so they mattered very little in the eyes of

husbands. It could also be seen as a way of relegating women's income-generating activities to

an secondary side-activity. Women withholding information in these cases was seldom an

issue, then. But where women's earnings were substantial, as we saw in the example above,

husbands may feel - and indeed be - out of control of what their own and their wives'

earnings were spent on, leaving women with substantial financial autonomy. However

because of women's role as the prime actors in budgeting and stretching, and men's duties to

'hand over money7, generally women and not men were concerned about knowing the

spouse's real earnings. Men withholding information and thus money could seriously and

negatively impact upon the stretching burden of women, and on what women's own earnings

(if they had any) had to be spent on.

Related to this issue, is the decision on what to keep for oneself (control point

two). Here husbands, as Beneria and Roldan also argue, had a clear advantage as we have

seen. In fact husbands employed a range of different strategies to keep a greater part of their

earnings to themselves. Often wives simply had to accept this. Wives keeping money to

themselves was strictly not an issue when women did the budgeting and stretching as, if not

spent immediately, their earnings were simply put in the box or purse together with that of

the husband.

How money was handed over, whether as a lump sum or in instalments, is

Beneria and Roldán's third control point. This was not an issue among the low-income

couples in my study. Rather, a strategic entry would be the amount earned - total and relative

— by husbands and wives. This often impacted on the degree of freedom women had in

spending on 'extras'. Where women's share of household earnings was high - which usually

corresponded to a relatively high total income for the couple -- women often had more
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autonomy in spending. Income levels also shaped claims and counter-claims on rights to

money, such as when husbands of informal workers and housewives claimed the right to

spend money because they [the husbands] were the main earners.

Control point number four, to Beneria and Roldan, is in fact the wives'

contribution. They found that among couples with common funds, women did not keep the

equivalent of male pocket money: "...Whatever they spend on themselves must be saved

from the housekeeping, thus competing with collective expenditures they have defined as

their own. A feeling of guilt and of depriving her children often mars any pleasure a woman

might have on the rare occasions when she buys something for herself." (p. 120). The women

in my study who could spend money on 'extras' did not express any feelings of guilt to us. The

part of their earnings or household funds which they could save or spend as they liked,

depended, then, upon who did the budgeting, the degree and manner of accounting for

spending, and the amount at their disposal relative to the necessary household expenses. As

we have seen was the case for Natalia Inta above, sometimes 'even' housewives could spend

money on themselves without being accountable to the husband. However, more formal

workers than informal workers and housewives kept funds for themselves, not so much

physically, but in the sense that they could legitimately spend it on themselves or as they liked.

Eva Cutipo, a factory worker, told us:

Yes, I take out everything , because it is my sacrifice, no? I tell him 'I want

to buy this, I want to buy this', he doesn't tell me anything TSTo, don't

spend,' [instead] he tells me 'Go ahead and buy what you want to, [or] if

you want to save', but, but we always have to save money for something,

never, never has he checked me.

[Sí, todo me saco, porque mi sacrifio no, yo le digo 'quiero comprar esto,

quiero comprar esto', él no me dice nada no, 'no gastes', él me dice

'compra nomás, lo que quieras, si quieres guarda', pero, pero tenemos que

guardar siempre para algo, no nunca, nunca se me ha atajado.]

So while the husband had the power to withhold, and did so through various strategies, wives

too might be able to spend money on themselves, depending on the amount available to

them. This however, in contrast to the husbands, was within the confines of patterns of
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budgeting and accountability and the amount available to the women after household

expenses.

The fifth and final control point is men's control over money. This, according

to Beneria and Roldan happens a) by men ensuring that their money is spent on household

necessities and own consumption, b) through 'borrowing' money from household funds for

own use, and c) through veto power. As we have seen above, among the couples in this study

husbands' and wives' earnings were earmarked for different issues in only a few cases, and

when they were, the definition of husbands' earnings as covering basic necessities could

arguably be considered a burden on men when they were expected to be breadwinners, as we

saw in the last chapter.

"While some husbands 'borrowed' money or rather took money from the 'caja'

as Beneria and Roldan argue, women were quite successful in employing strategies to prevent

this, as we have seen. In fact I came across no wives who found their husbands 'borrowing'

or 'taking' a continuous problem. Either they accepted it because they could afford it.

Alternatively they ensured, through different measures, that husbands cadd not access the

money. In some cases too, as we saw, husbands could, but did not touch the money.

When it came to veto power, husband did, as in Beneria and Roldáns study

often have veto power. In some cases, however, spouses had veto rights on different issues,

and in one case the wife had more veto than the husband. The latter was the case of Ancelma

Quispe, a 24-year-old housewife and previous factory worker, and her husband Germán

Llanque, a 21-year-old factory worker. The money Germán earned was all handed over to

Ancelma at the end of the month, and he showed her his pay-slip too. They sat down

together to do the budget, and on the basis of this Ancelma steered the money. Steering the

stretching also meant to this couple that Ancelma had the last say. Often her husband wanted

them to buy a new TV or a video machine, but she would say 'no', sometimes trying to 'make

him understand why5, as she explained to us.

This was a rare case, and more often nvn had veto rights with spending on big

items. However on everyday matters, many women had the 'veto' to refuse to hand over extra

money to husbands who could not themselves access the household box. Whether they did

so, and the degree of conflict over this, largely depended upon what claims and counter-

claims to the money were successful, as seen above. 'Veto' among the couples of my study,

then, did not simply equal male control.
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To conclude, the patterns and practices of money management were more

complex among the low-income urban couples in my study than what Beneria and Roldan

found in urban Mexico. Furthermore, the women in my study had greater power to influence

management patterns and shape them in their own interest than Beneria and Roldan found in

their study. Rather than being in control of 'control points', husbands in my sample were

generally characterised by being in a more powerful position than women in certain key

elements of money management (for instance what share of the salary the husband kept and

veto power on 'big' spending). However women used 'strategic entries' to bargain a more

favourable position for themselves, and often succeeded in this. The 'strategic entries', that is

the 'openings' in money management patterns for bargaining or 'points of possibilities' that

individuals could take advantage of in this study were: 1) information on earnings, 2) part of

earnings spent on own consumption and part spent on household necessities (which

translated to a large extent in a genderised withholding/handing-over issue), 3) absolute

and/or relative earnings of the couple, 4) access to household funds - and related to this,

knowledge about the spending and saving of funds, 5) responsibility for the broad budgeting

and for steering the stretching, 6) the patterns and practices of accountability, 7) veto on

spending and 'handing back' to the male earner, and 8) claims and counterclaims on rights to

money. Some of these strategic entries were bargained over (such as information on

earnings), some were drawn on in the bargaining processes (such as relative earnings), and

some strategic entries were both bargained over and used as a basis for bargaining (for

instance responsibility for broad budgeting and steering the stretching) in the conjugal

contract. In reality some of the strategic entries overlapped, such as earnings kept or spent for

own consumption (2) and women's veto rights on 'handing back' money to their husbands

(7). Claims to the money (8) both impacted on other strategic entries (such as 'handing back')

and were heavily influenced by them (such as absolute and relative earnings).

For all of these 'strategic entries' women were not simply subjected to male

control and domination. In many cases women were able to at least partly challenge the

balance of power in order to secure themselves more physical control over money and

autonomy in spending it. Sometimes, too, women dominated the power play, such as when a

wife avoided informing her husband about her (relatively high) earnings and another wife had

more veto over the spending of money than her husband.

Before discussing variations between the different groups of couples and how

women's work shaped money management patterns and processes, let me turn to a short

discussion of those money management systems that departed from the dominant one.
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Variations in patterns

Out of the 59 couples, 14 had different money management systems than the one discussed

above. In six cases funds were managed commonly, in four cases wives and husbands

managed money separately, in three cases husbands gave the wife a fixed allowance, and in

one case the husband managed the money.

Common management was characterised by the fact that husbands' earnings

were not 'handed over' but instead 'put' in a box which both spouses would access. Broad

budgeting was done together and both were responsible for making the money last. Often

still, however, the wife paid the bills and bought the goods, which in effect put much of the

stretching burden on her, and the wd^ot of the burden depended on total funds available

versus expenses, just as it did with other couples.

Separate money management in three out of the four cases meant, in effect, that

the husband did not hand over any money to his wife, or did so very rarely and sporadically.

Only in one case was this pattern a result of an agreement between the couple. In the first

three cases wives sometimes managed to 'pull out' some money from their husband, but all

three wives had to rely on their own incomes first and foremost. Isabel Choque, who worked

as a 'sub-contracted' street cleaner, employed the strategy of persuading her husband to go

shopping with her on Saturdays and then asking him to pay for the goods. Ana Quispe, the

college coffee and snack seller, on the other hand, was sometimes given bread and sugar or

other groceries by her husband but this depended entirely upon his good-will. On the

contrary, the couple with agreed separate money management had chosen this arrangement

so that the husband's earnings went towards repaying the loan taken up to buya minibus, and

the wife's earnings went towards maintaining the household.

The housekeeping allowance pattern differed from the pattern of husbands

handing over and keeping part of the earnings to themselves, by being defined in terms of

what was gken to muss rather than what was kept, though not necessarily in terms of amounts.

"With what wives were given, they had to deal with household expenditures while the rest of

the husband's earnings could be used for what he liked. The three couples where this form of

money management was practiced were relatively well-off couples and this form of money

management then gave men substantial control over much of their earnings without posing a

stretching problem for women. For instance Patricia Chavez' husband, who earned around bs

70-80 ($ 12-14) a day driving his taxi 6-7 days a week, gave his wife between bs 40 -50 ($ 7-9)
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a day to manage with. Although his expenses on the car could be substantial, this amount still

left each of them with a great deal of money for their own uses.

In one case the husband was responsible for steering the stretching. Maxima

Quispe, a factory worker in La Modelo who was evangelical, and her husband who worked as

an independent architect, put both their earnings in a box. They both did the broad

budgeting, they could both access the money and only afterwards inform one another, but it

was the husband who kept accounts of how much money there was and took on the

responsibility for making the money last. The latter was not particularly difficult with the

relatively high earnings of the couple.

Working women and women's work in money management

Women with an income usually faired better in the strategic entries than women without.

Like their husbands, working women could withhold information on their earnings. Interest-

ingly, women who were convinced that they did not know the correct amount of their

husband's wages were over-represented among formal workers. At the same time these

women did not undertake any measures to find out about the earnings of their husband,

which could possibly be explained by the relatively high amounts of money (their own and

what their husbands handed over) available to these women, which meant that they did not

need to know. Women working in general were often capable of spending some of their own

earnings on themselves according to desire, but this depended both on accountability

processes to their husbands (6), budgeting and steering practices (5) and on the relative and

absolute earnings of the couple (3) versus spending necessities. Here housewives were

sanvúmes in a similar position to informal workers: most funds had to go to the household

necessities but a small part could often be spent on themselves. Better-earning formal

workers, however, often had a greater disposable amount and greater freedom in spending

part of their wages on 'extras'. Among these couples, husbands more often had access to

household funds and sometimes could take out money without their wives' permission

beforehand. This was partly a result of a relatively high total income for the couple, which

meant diat wives were not burdened so much in their 'stretching' by men's access, and the
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fact that these husbands did not take out big shares of the funds available. Among formal

workers there were also more couples that engaged in common budgeting.7

Housewife couples were characterised by more women agreeing with their

husbands that the latter had greater right to the money than themselves. In practice this

meant that these women seldom refused to hand over money when asked. More housewives

than among the rest, also informed their husbands about how the money was spent and

sometimes also even showed them the money left. Interestingly, there were also more

women who were solely responsible for the broad budgeting among this group than the rest.

One can then conclude that women's work was indeed important for shaping

power relations in money management. However there was no neat causal link between the

type of work (or non-work) and money management patterns and processes. As we have

seen, even housewives without an income did, in some cases, have a substantial say and

autonomy, undermining any such neat relations between work and money management.

Nevertheless work and earnings mattered. It usually gave women a feeling of financial

independence, and where total funds available to the wife allowed, women had a real

autonomy in spending that went beyond the burden of steering the stretching. Where total

earnings of the couple were substantial and where wives' earnings were close to those of

their husbands, claims to be part of decision-making on 'big' spending and to autonomous

spending of own earnings were often successfully made by women, and often without

conflict.

We have seen above that money management was an area where practices

varied considerably, as did the degree of bargaining and conflict involved between the

couple. It is impossible to conclude in this study, as Benería and Roldan (1987) have done,

that women 'cannot renegotiate' (p. 122). Rather they did and in many cases successfully so.

Men in control: leisure outings and wife-beating

Let me now turn to another set of important areas in the bargaining between spouses,

namely men's leisure outings and their violence towards their wives. Unlike money

management, these were not practices that both spouses (usually) engaged in, but were

practised by men over or without their wives; moreover they were practices which aided in

7 Only two out of the six couples who had common management systems (in terms of pooling the earnings,
shared responsibility for making the money last and equal access) were couples with formally working wives.
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securing power over wives and manifesting their own autonomy. While most men went

drinking from time to time, not all men beat their wives. Evangelical husbands stood out by

neither drinking nor being violent. However, most women were affected either by both

aspects or at least one of them. And in contrast to their role in money matters, women were

generally less successful actors.

Men 's outings, men's leisure

As we saw in Chapter Three, men's leisure centred around two activities: football and

drinking. Often they were connected: heavy drinking sessions for most men followed playing

football, but drinking, as we saw, also related to other circumstances, such as pay-day.

Wives generally did not praise their husbands' leisure activities. While they

might accept that husbands played football once in a while, the drinking that (usually)

followed was a frustrating area for wives. Ana Capkique, who 'helped' her husband out with

sub-contracted sewing on a seasonal basis, told us:

Or what I don't like is that he goes to... to play. Surely I like that he goes to

play but sometimes they play and... they toast he says... and he comes

home full of drink — I don't like that. For this reason I don't want him to

go playing, maybe he interprets this badly, he says that I think badly, that

'No! I have to go and play he says that it is a healthy life, he says, but what

I don't like is... for sure I like that he goes to play but not that he drinks,

no? It is this as well, about this we argue. Yes.

[O sea lo que no me gusta es que vaya a ... a jugar. Qaro me gusta que vaya

a jugar pero algunas veces juegan y... brindan dice y ...viene pasdao de

copas, no me gusta. Por eso es que no quiero que vaya a jugar, quizas a

veces él interpreta mal: dice que pienso mal, que '¡no! Tengo que ir a jugar'

dice es vida sana, dice pero lo que no me gusta es que ... claro me gusta que

vaya a jugar pero que no tome ¿no? Eso es también, sobre eso discutimos.

Si].

Ana Capkique clearly felt ambiguous about not wanting her husband to play football,

because on the one hand, she saw it as a male activity one should not deprive one's husband
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of, but on the other hand she clearly did not endorse the drinking afterwards.

If drinking was such a central male activity, why would wives not easily accept

their husbands' drinking? One obvious reason was the costs involved. It is impossible to say

how much, on average, was spent on alcohol; wives often did not know, and husbands

would probably not have admitted — or also did not know -- the real amount had we asked

them. However I came across examples of husbands drinking up the whole of their salary

after payday. "While this was not a common pattern, examples of this and of men drinking up

savings, suggested that the amounts at times were fairly big. Pascuala Samo, who ran an

electronics shop with her husband, told us about his spending on drinking and the time when

he spent all the savings:

... He doesn't only spend a hundred pesos, he goes above two hundred, to

say, one time, an example, no? ... One day we had to go and buy, ehe, a

stove, there was a small one with only two rings, so this wasn't enough for

me, so we decided to buy ourselves a bigger stove, four rings, so we saved

and everything no? And one day, according to him, he told me that he had

met up with his friends, what do I know, he had gone to a party, he had

spent the money...

[... no gasta solamente cien pesos, se va a mas de doscientos, por decir, una

vez, un ejemplo, ¿no? ... un día teniamos que irnos a comprar, ehe, una

cocina, tenía una pequeñita solamente de dos hornallas, entonces no me

abastecía eso, entonces hemos decidido comprarnos una cocina más

grande, cuatro hornallas, entonces nos hemos ahorrado y todo eso ¿no? Y

cuando un día, según él, me dijo que se había encontrado con sus amigos,

qué sé yo, se ha ido a farrear, lo ha gastado el dinero... ]

Husbands going out and drinking was not only associated with spending money but some-

times also with violence (I will discuss violence in greater detail in the next section). These

two reasons seem sufficient to understand wives' objections to men's outings and the

associated drinking that almost always followed. I will suggest, however, that there is more to

it than this. For men's independent leisure activities ~ whether they involved drinking or not

-- also meant a temporary withdrawal from household work, family obligations and

partnership with the wife. Given that men were expected to help wives out with domestic

activities (as discussed in Chapter Three), the degree of 'doing nothing' - relaxing in the
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house - that men could legitimately do, was limited. Turning it around: when husbands were

not around women could not draw on them for help with household chores and childcare.

Recreation outside the house was individual behaviour and when it came to heavy and

frequent drinking it was considered irresponsible, egotistical and sometimes also childish.

Women often said that their husbands became like boys when they were drinking (if they did

not turn violent). It was, as Gonzalo Machaca pointed out, the opposite of responsible family

behaviour:

GM: I only preoccupy myself with my family, earlier I went out for two

months ahead, three months ahead, every Sunday I went to play [football].

I: Why do you preoccupy yourself more with your family now and not

earlier?

GM: It is that I am no longer a youngster either, when young I looked for

fun only, now I preoccupy myself with the family.

[GM: Me preocupo por mi familia nomás, mas antes salía hace dos meses

adelante, tres meses adelante, seguidos domingos iba a jugar.

I: ¿Por qué se preocupa más por su familia ahora y no antes?

GM: Es que también he pasado de joven ya, de joven buscaba diversión

nomás, ahora ya me preocupa mi familia.]8

This point is also evident in what Ancelma Quispe said: "Eh, I get on well with my husband,

he doesn't try to do anything that affects me, that is to say he doesn't go out to drink." ["Eh,

con mi esposo me llevo bien, no trata de hacer nada que a mi me affect, por decir no se va a

tomar."].

By going out, then, husbands on a practical level spent money which could

have gone to the welfare of the family,9 spent time away from wives and children, and thus

distanced themselves spatially, emotionally and practically from household activities and

family relations. Women whose husbands went out a lot were often burdened heavily by

stretching the money, household tasks and sorting out problems with the children or in the

8 According to his wife, Gonzalo Machaca still drank but less than he used to. Drinking was generally tied not
only to youth, but also to youthful behaviour, as mentioned above and as the quote also points to.
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house. Ana Quispe, whom we met earlier, was an extreme case. Her husband spent most of

his time in the street, both nights and days. He did not have a permanent job, in fact Ana did

not know how he managed to survive. Sometimes he returned back home for a few days,

usually bringing some groceries with him to contribute to the household, but he would

disappear again in secret and without a word. Ana managed on her own, and was the closest

I came to a married yet single-mother-female-head-of-household in practice most of the

time.

Male outings, then, had very practical implications for shaping inequality

between spouses. They had a symbolic significance too, with real implications: through this

practice husbands reinforced themselves as more independent of, and more powerful than

their partners, since they reserved the right to temporarily withdraw their collaboration and

support from the household and spouse - something that wives could not do. At an overall

level, husbands' going out without their wives, shaped the balance of power through the

manifestation of men's autonomy in the couple relationship and gave husbands a tool of

bargaining with the wife.10

What could and did women then do to curb these male activities? As some of

the quotes above have already indicated, women tried to tell, ask or persuade husbands not

to go to football or not to drink (or both). Most women had little success in this. Teresa

Condon, the sub-contracted home-worker (with husband in workshop) whom we have met

before, seemed to accept that male pressure meant that her husband would not keep his

often-made promise not to drink:

... Or it is like this... that I don't like that... he drinks, or that he intoxicates

himself, all this I don't like and ... more he also... surely he says ' No, I am

not going to drink' he says, but always, friends are not lacking, no, who tell

him 'Ah, you are like that with the woman, like that with the woman, so in

order not to split up with his friends, yes, he serves himself [drinks]. And

then I begin to get annoyed and he tells me, I know that you will be angry

with me tomorrow, for sure he sleeps quietly, he doesn't pick a fight, the

following day I tell him off, like that.

9 Even when men's leisure activities did not involve drinking it always involved spending some money unless
visiting friends or playing football took place nearby.
10 I came across no examples of husband's going out as a direct measure to exert their will; the impact I argue
for was much more subtle, with husband's outings marking and shaping the balance of power.
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[... O sea ... que no me gusta que... tome, o sea se embriague, todo eso no

me gusta y... más él ya... claro él dice 'no, no voy a tomar' dice, pero

siempre, no faltan amigos, no, que le digan 'ah, vos así con la mujer, que así

con la mujer, entonces por no hacerse rajar con sus amigos, ya, se sirve él.

Y entonces yo me empiezo a enojar y él me dice, yo se que me vas a reñir

mañana, claro él se duerme tranquilo, tampoco pelea nada, al día siguiente

le riño, así.]

Some women had more success in reducing their husband's drinking: Pascuala Samo, whom

we met above, told us that her husband no longer drank as much as he used to because she

would get so annoyed when he did; Mariana Arenas, who made cookies in the home with her

husband, and Patricia Mamáni, a factory worker from Alto Munaypata, both told us that

when they told their husbands not to go drinking they would sometimes comply (but at other

times go anyway); Antonia Vargas, who worked in the same factory as her husband, made

the deal that he would reduce his drinking and she would treat him better by not telling him

off so much; and Patricia Choque, an evangelical street seller, told the brother of her

husband about his drinking, who then told her husband off, which made him stay off alcohol

for a year.

There were differences among the couples. While it is impossible to say

whether there were differences in the degree to which men went out to drink or engaged in

other 'outing' activities (how often; how much money spent), nonetheless, we can say that

there were differences in the degree to which women saw it as a serious problem. For

instance, while none of the women liked it much, serious complaints about husband's

drinking impeding upon family life and burdening women did not come from any of the

formal workers. They largely accepted their husband's seemingly more moderate drinking

and a few were even quite successful in shaping it.11

11 Two factory workers from La Modelo had a great say in deciding on when the couple should leave parties or
when to go out at all. Another factory woman, after her husband's very heavy drinking session, told him that
she would leave him if he ever drank that much again.
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Wife-beating

In Bolivia at large, many different forms of violence exist (see Harris, 1994). I will discuss

one which has particular consequences for spouse relations, namely wife-beating.12

Much attention has been paid to why men beat up women.13 Here I will not

look at ishy men beat up their wives but what consequence men's violence had for the couple

relationship. A few scholars have looked at violence in its various forms within a rural

Andean context. Harris (1994), for instance, argues that in Andean culture 'Violence is

explicitly treated as other, but as a necessary alternative state rather than a breakdown of

normality' (p. 59). Harvey (1994) in the same volume argues that both husbands and wives in

rural Andean Peru acknowledge husbands' rights to hit their wives. However, I found that

women did not see wife-beating as a right of their husbands or a 'necessary alternative', nor

did the few men I talked to about this issue seem to believe that. Some women, however,

told us that other family members accepted the beating. Natalia Inta's husband used to be

very violent before turning evangelical. At the time they were living with her parents-in-law

who knew about the violence, but did nothing about it. She did not tell her own parents.

My parents-in-law knew, but my father didn't. I almost didn't tell them

anything because I thought that they would teE me that I had looked for

this problem myself. Because one time I intended to tell them. I only told

my mother that we had fought. She told me 'Put up with this because you

have yourself found this man'. And no, I didn't tell her anymore.

[Mis suegros sabían pero mi papá no. Casi a ellos yo no les decía nada

porque pensé que me iban a decir que yo me he buscado ese problema.

Porque ya una vez le he intentado decir. Sólo le dije a mi mamá que hemos

discutido. Me ha dicho 'te aguantas porque vos te has buscado ese

hombre'. Y no, ya no le he dicho más.]

Santusa Arroy, the woman with the hamburger meat business, was in a similar situation with

a violent husband:14

12 I came across only one case where both spouses had hit one another in a fight. Some people told me that
women beating men did take place, but had no concrete examples.
13 See for instance Gutman (1996) on Mexican urban men and violence; and Greig (2000) on the problems of
focussing explanations on male identity.
14 When I returned to Bolivia in February 2001 Santusa had left her husband.
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... There is nobody to complain to, my mother also tells me ' I [just] told

you to look for a husband' she told me ' I didn't tell you to decide, you

should have stayed single' she says Yes, so then there is no case for

complaining to anyone, because I don't have anyone, yes I have to put up

with it alone.

[... no hay a quién quejarse, mi mamá también me dice, 'acaso yo te he

dicho que busques tu marido, me dice, 'yo no te he dicho que decidas',

debías estar sola, dice, sí, entonces no hay caso de quejarse a nadies, porque

no tengo a nadies, si soy sólita me tengo que aguantar.]

These quotes could suggest that older people endorsed violence more than the younger ones.

My data generally did not support such an interpretation however, and more to the point the

quotes illustrate the autonomy and isolation of couples, as discussed in Chapter Three. So

wife-beating was not accepted as a right of the husband, as Harvey (1994) argues, but it was

considered a private matter between husband and wife. This meant that wives were relatively

isolated in having to cope with violent husbands.

In our study 21 or 36% of the women either had in the past or were currently

dealing with violent husbands, a percentage which is likely to under-represent the reality.15 As

others before me have argued, violence was used by 'men to strengthen their dominant

position and... to reaffirm or confirm an asymmetric family discipline' (de la Rocha, 1994,

p.143).16 Violence was a way in which husbands could override any form of bargaining, assert

themselves and define new (unspoken) rules. The possibility of violence, that is men's power

to beat up their wives, was enough to shape women's actions. María Flores, who was a

housewife at the time of the interview, and whose husband was a policeman known for being

'temperamental' said about her compliance in the couple relationship17: "Yes and... if I were

to argue with him, in this case he might lift the hand towards me." ["Sí y... tal vez si yo le

puedo discutir, en ese caso tal vez me puede levantar la mano... "] .

15A total of 17 women did not address personal violence in the interview.
16 Gonzalez de la Rocha (1994) talks about both physical and verbal violence.
17 Maria Flores did talk about the 'violence' picture in general terms, but did not tell us about her own situation.
According to my assistant however, her husband's reputation was that he was violent.
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Violence also involved the 'suspension' of rules without necessarily the (re-)

creation of new rules. The act itself was so: men were generally only violent when drunk, and

being drunk, as I have argued, was associated with being in a state of irresponsibility.18 Men

'could' then be violent because they were drunk They allowed themselves to do what they

otherwise did not endorse. Men's actions were contradictory to ideas of 'understanding'

between the couple. Violence also meant a 'suspension of rules' in terms of the practices that

went along with the act of violence, such as taking money from the wife. Ana Chavez, a good

friend of mine who washed clothes in other people's houses from time to time, earned

money on my project on a few occasions by making drawings for interviews. Compared to

what she could earn washing clothes I paid her relatively well; once she had earned bs 200 ($

36) for a number of drawings. She lost it all one evening when her husband came back

drunk, beat her up, and took the money. This he would never have done sober, and probably

not even 'just' drunk His rage (over what, she was unclear about) 'justified' the beating, and

this state of 'abnormality' and 'suspension of the general rules' in the conjugal contract,

meant that other rules could be broken too.

It was primarily in the early stage of the domestic cycle that violence took place

within couples, just as Gonzalez de la Rocha (1994) also found among low income-urban

couples in her study in Guadalaja city. This she explains by the fact that this was the

'economic problematic' stage for young couples, implicitly also suggesting that violence

stopped when economic problems were less severe. While this may indeed have been part of

the explanation, I found other reasons for violence ending: one was women's resistance to it;

another was the presence of children.19 Women often gave the presence of children as the

reason for husbands no longer hitting them. As I have noted in Chapter Three, having

children was often associated with more 'responsible' behaviour from men. This could partly

be explained in terms of the meanings attached to strong parent-child bonds, and partly by a

general concern with negative impacts on children. The concern with the damage on children

who experienced their father's violent behaviour was evident in Porfiria Quisbert's account:

I let myself be hit, because I don't want to frighten my son, I take it as if

he were playing with me, like that I take it, so that my daughter doesn't

18 In the countryside being drunk was seen as a necessary state of mind to communicate with the Gods, I was
also told.
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cry, because my daughter is traumatised, we used to fight a lot, she doesn't

love her father, doesn't love him.

[Yo me dejo pegar, porque puede asustarse mi hijito, yo lo tomo como si

estuviera jugando conmigo, así lo tomo yo, para que no llore mi hijita,

porque mi hijita está bien traumadita, bien harto sabemos pelear, ella no le

quiere a su papá, no le quiere... ]

Porfiria's daughter was five and her son two years old at the time of the interview. Her

daughter slept at Porfiria's parents' place in Bajo Munaypata because she was too afraid of

her father. Porfiria also often slept there with the son too, and towards the end of the

fieldwork lived there and had separated from the husband.

It was not uncommon that women told us that they had put up with violence

in the beginning of the marriage, but that they had begun to object later, or that husbands

had simply stopped their violent behaviour by themselves. This both supported the argument

made in Chapter Three — that most couples experienced greater harmony as the relationship

matured ~ and secondly that this maturity may in fact be associated with women's increased

agency to a greater degree than indicated in that chapter. Some women, however, did not

tolerate violence from the start, and took drastic measures against it. Carmen Choque,

factory worker at La Modelo, told us how she reacted when her husband slapped her three

times during an argument after a party where she had met one of her previous male

acquaintances:

... I reacted and I told him 'Don't touch me, you are not going to touch

me, because I am not, you are not anyone to me to be hitting me, you are

only my partner nothing more, you are not my father, my father, my

mother can hit me because I am their daughter, but you, no' and I gathered

my things together that... I wanted to go. At the end he asked for

forgiveness, he even wanted to... he went down on his knees, no, and I

told him 'What is it with you I am not [a person] to do this to, no.' 'I am

not going to touch you ever again' [he said]

19 This analysis is based on women's accounts only; I left out the question of wife-beating in the interviews with
men. As will be clear from the next part of the chapter, there was no evidence that the lower violence among
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[...yo he reaccionado y le ne dicho 'no me toques, no me vas a tocar,

porque no soy, por tu no eres nadie para mí para que me estés pegando, tu

sólo eres mi compañero nada más, no eres mi papa, mi papá, mi mamá me

pueden pegar porque yo soy su hija, pero vos no', y he agarrado mis cosas

que... me quise ir. Al último me ha pedido perdón, hasta que él quería

he... se ha arodillado no, yle ne dicho 'qué te pasa yo no soy tampoco para

hacer tanto no', 'no te voy a volver nunca más a tocar' ]

Carmen's husband never hit her again. Most of the women in the formal sector group did

not have to take any such measures, as they had never suffered any violence from their

husbands: another factory woman told us a similar story of her husband hitting her once and

she telling him that she would not accept this kind of behaviour with the consequence that

he never did so again. Only one woman from this group had continuous and severe

problems with her husband's violence. There were no visible differences in the occurrences

of wife-beating and women's strategies in the other two groups.20

In 1995 Bolivia passed a law against domestic violence, and set up a number of

institutional support mechanisms for women suffering wife beating. At the time of the

fieldwork, information was being spread on radio and television and through pamphlets

informing women what to do and where to go for support in case of violence. A special

corps of policewomen had been established to deal with these matters. However I came

across only one woman who drew on the law and the institutional set-up in dealing with her

violent husband.21 This perhaps surprising phenomenon I shall return to in the next chapter.

Discussion

I have argued that the wives in my sample had substantial weight in many of the 'strategic

entries' of money management patterns. If one is to talk about 'control points' in the sense as

suggested by Beneria and Roldan (1987) (see Chapter Two) it has to be in the case of male

outings and wife-beating. For in these two areas women's bargaining power - in general

couples in a later stage of the domestic cycle was a result of women being beaten into compliance over time.
20 Three formal workers (out of 18) then were experiencing or had in the past experienced violence from their
husbands. The figures were respectively 15 (out of 24) for informal workers and 3 (out of 17) housewives. The
issue was not addressed personally for 5 of the formal workers, 5 of the informal workers, and 7 of the
housewives.
21 When my friend went to denounce her husband after he had beaten her up severely times she was told to go
back to him and 'talk to him'. The law stipulates that intra-household violence that leads to incapacity for less
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terms - was limited, and husbands had the power to assert their authority to re-enforce or

shape the 'rules' of the conjugal contract by temporarily 'withdrawing' from the contract

(outings) or by 'suspending' the rules (through violence).22 In some cases this had a direct

influence upon money issues, as we saw with the case of Ana Chavez; in other cases it

shaped power relations between spouses less visibly, as we saw with María Flores.

There was no neat correspondence between money management patterns and

women's work position vis-a-vis male outing and wife-beating. A particular pattern did

appear though: women in formal work had more shared practices and fewer conflicts when it

came to money management, and more autonomyin spending their own earnings on 'extras'.

They also had fewer problems with husbands' outings (and drinking) or wife-beating, and for

some, this was because they were assertive and successful in curbing or limiting men's

practices. There were no obvious differences betwen the other two groups. There were,

however, differences xúthin the two groups that were similar across them. In the discussion

that follows I will look at the differences between the couples in terms of their

hierarchical/egalitarian nature, in terms of what bargaining processes and patterns of division

of labour and decision-making generally seemed to characterise these couples.

than 7 days is not to be sanctioned, as Sánchez de Lozada (1996) points out the law is mainly about preventing
rather than punishing intra-domestic violence, but it is questionable that it did so.
22 It is possible that male outings and wife-beating was on the increase with a supposedly decline in the
collaboration between spouses, as noted in Qiapter Three. However, this I cannot reject or sustain from my
data.
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Part Two: Patterns of Inequality and Processes of Bargaining between

Spouses

In the last section we saw how women were rather decisive agents in money management,

but much less so when it came to men's practices of wife-beating and leisure outings. In this

part I explore more fully the bargaining processes and patterns of inequality between spouses

from a different angle - that is, by analysing couples according to the nature of more

'hierarchical' and 'egalitarian' practices.

The Andean urban couple was, as we have seen, on the one hand based on a

notion of complementarity and sharing, with husbands and wives 'helping one another out'

in their respective tasks, sticking together and representing to the outside a seamless,

autonomous key social unit. Ideas of collaboration, understanding and sometimes luck too,

cemented the ideal urban couple. The ideal couple in practice had much to do with authority,

domination and conflict, I have already shown. In this part of the chapter I hope to come

closer to understanding the nature of couple relationships, in its many forms. I depart the

analysis from concerns of the patriarchal bargains. As we saw in Chapter Two, the Andean

patriarchal bargain is often conveyed as being about egalitarian gender relations. However,

Harvey (1994) argues that Andean complementarity is a hierarchical notion where the

'bringing together of distinctive elements to form the complementary whole is

confrontational' (p.76). Within the Hispanic patriarchal bargain, a non-confrontational

hierarchy of male authority based on women's compliance dominates the picture. In Chapter

Two I also noted that the two patriarchal bargains or models do not give us many clues

about the bargaining between spouses and the strategies employed. The task then is to

explore what notions of 'hierarchy1 and 'egalitarianism' are about in reality. Let me start out

the analysis by first presenting the patterns of division of labour and decision-making that I

found between the three groups. This will serve to contextualise the subsequent analysis.
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In a context of patterns of inequality23

Division of labour

There were differences between the women in the three groups when it came to patterns of

division of labour and decision-making between spouses. From the aggregate statistical

analysis it became clear that one could talk about 'women's tasks' and 'men's tasks': Women

did the majority of cooking, shopping, cleaning and tidying the house, washing dishes,

washing clothes and looking after children. Men on the other hand did the majority of house

construction, repairs and also — somewhat more than women - participated in communal

meetings and communal work, (See Appendix D). These tasks were gendered in different

ways, involving different degrees of collaboration from the spouse. Washing clothes for

instance - the domestic task considered the most physically onerous by women - was a

woman's task that men would often 'help out' with. The wife would do the washing and the

husband the rinsing. Wives also often helped their husbands out in house construction work-

While the husband was considered the representative of the household to the outside (indeed

this was the way in which many respondents conceptualised 'head of the household') and

thus engaged more in community meetings and work than wives, wives also at times

participated along with the husband (although they seldom spoke up in meetings) and

'represented' the household if the husband could not make it. In other tasks the 'help' of the

spouse was minimal: many wives very rarely did any repairing around the house but left it to

their husbands, and husbands seldom cooked. Childcare was an interesting task, because on

the one hand it was so strongly associated with women, yet men took care of children when

not working if the wife was out shopping or vending. On the other hand, childcare was

considered both work/duty, and leisure, as indicated by men and women's accounts of

playing with their children on days of relaxing (usually Sundays).

While aggregate statistical analysis obviously in itself says little about the

qualitative gendered nature of domestic and community work (VanEvery, 1997), it gives us

some indication of the differences in inequalities between groups of couples, and it is for this

purpose that it will be used in the rest of the chapter.

23 All respondents were asked about division of labour and decision-making between the couple on general and
specific issues through open and closed questions. The answers to the open questions were categorised, coded,
and entered into SPSS together with the responses to the specific questions. Because respondents answered in
very general terms on the open questions I will mainly focus here on the quantitative analysis from the closed
questions.
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There were great differences in perceptions among couples depending on

women's work. Appendix D shows how domestic and community tasks seemingly followed

women's work situation: women did the most overall domestic and community tasks and

their husbands the least among housewife couples, and men did the most and women the

least where she was in formal sector work.24

Decision-making

Many men and women answered 'both' to the question of who the main decision-maker was.

Not surprisingly, women and men more frequently referred to themselves as the main

decision-makers than the spouses would agree with. Less than a quarter - 24% - of the

women said that they were the main decision-makers.23 Formal female workers were over-

represented in this group. More of these women believed themselves or 'both' to have the

greatest say. Equally, more housewives believed that their husband had the greatest say.26

As with division of labour in household and community activities, one can

divide the responses to specific questions on decision making into 'male decisions' and

'female decisions' (Appendix D illustrates the analysis behind this). 'Female decisions' were:

buying children's clothes, buying women's clothes, what food to eat, what presents to give,

and how much to save. 'Male decisions' involved buying a television, buying a tape recorder,

buying men's clothes, taking up loans, travelling and the 'future of the family'. Tvlen's

decisions', then, were mainly 'big' material goods and non-material issues; women had a

greater say about smaller issues. This division into 'female' and 'male' decisions masks more

complex bargaining relations. Often men and women consulted their spouse on decisions,

especially when it involved a lot of money. What say the other spouse had varied greatly,

among some couples both husband and wife could 'veto' decisions. In this way, again, the

24 The greater sharing of domestic activities among couples with women in formal work was primarily in
'women's tasks', as in men's tasks there was surprisingly less shared among these couples than the rest. One
could interpret this as men being less successful or rather less engzged in making their wives share their
responsibilities in the house. This could be explained by the fact that men's domestic and community activities
were not every-day repetitive activities. I came across no husbands who complained about their wives' lack of
'help' or saw her 'help' as essential and desirable on these activities. On the other hand, most women generally
wanted their husband's to help them out with their domestic tasks, and formal sector working women had
seemingly most success in this.
25 4 2 % of w o m e n and 4 0 % of m e n said 'both ' . 4 3 % of m e n believed themselves t o be die main decis ion-maker
against 3 4 % of w o m e n agreeing t o this. 2 4 % of w o m e n saw diemselves as the main decision-maker bu t on ly
17% of m e n agreed widi this .
26 A greater share of housewives c o m p a r e d t o informal workers believed themselves to be the main decision-
make r as well. Fewer housewives t h e n compared to the odier w o m e n saw main decision-making to be equally
shared. See appendix D.
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analysis of decision-making should be considered as a rather broad and crude indicator, its

main strength lying in showing comparative differences.

The statistical analysis of perceptions presented in Appendix D indicates that

decision-making between spouses was more shared among couples where the woman was in

formal work than in the other couples. Gendered decision-making was most marked among

couples with wives in informal work, and I found some indication that husband's decision-

making tended to predominate overall among couples where the woman was a housewife.

Patterns and processes

What I have discussed above were the perceptions spouses had of the general patterns of

practices, which give us only SOTE indication of the different degrees of egalitarianism/hier-

archy between the couples of the three groups. However it clearly does not tell the full story.

What claims could be and were made, to what degree spouses had similar views on things,

and what 'control points' men could and would dominate varied greatly among couples.

These were the things that shaped the degree of conflict and nature of bargaining

relationships within more 'hierarchical' or more 'egalitarian' couples.

Below I combine an examination of inequality patterns, personal character-

istics,27 processes of bargaining and degrees of contestation between spouses, paying more

attention to the latter in order to understand the variations, complexities, and associations

between couples in terms of their 'hierarchical' and 'egalitarian' practices.

I divide the couples of the three groups into groups of more 'hierarchical' and

'egalitarian' couples, but treat the evangelical couples separately. Having selected my sample

on the basis of women's work status, it may seem odd now to add a religious dimension to

the study, but I do so because two special features characterised them: evangelical men did

not drink nor were they violent towards their wives, and as we have seen, these were

important areas of male domination and bargaining between spouses. Indeed I argue that we

may consider evangelicalism another patriarchal bargain in the city that co-existed with the

Andean and the Hispanic patriarchal bargains.

27 The statitistical interpretation is based on comparative differences between sub-groups with rather small
number of cases. Despite the low number of cases the analysis indicates some of the differences between the sub-
groups.
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The following discussion then gives more substance to the earlier discussion by

pulling some of the issues together so that they are organised around exploring the

'hierarchical' and 'egalitarian' nature of urban couple relationship. The groups have been

divided into sub-groups on the basis of a qualitative analysis of the data according to mtle

practices cf authority and women's agncy in curbing or preventing these. Included in the presentation of

each sub-group is a short discussion of quantitative indicators of gendered patterns of

decision-making and division of labour, based on a statistical analysis (of admittedly very

small numbers of cases),28 as well as some information on personal characteristics of the

individual sub-groups.

The discussion, then, takes the following structure: All four main groups -

couples with housewives, informal workers, formal workers and evangelical couples - are

each subdivided into two categories, namely 'hierarchical' relationships and 'egalitarian'

relationships. In the first two main groups, however, the 'hierarchical' category is further

subdivided into categories of wives who contest this hierarchy and those who do not.

A total of 59 couples make up the sample, including ten couples where the

wife, and sometimes the husband too, was evangelical. Of the total 59, there were 17

housewives, 24 informal workers and 18 formal workers. Of these, 33 were migrants and 26

Paceñas. Of the 33 migrants, 21 - 63.3% - could be classified as 'hierarchical' and 12, or

36.6% as 'egalitarian'. In the Paceña group the split was a little more equal - 12 'hierarchical'

and 14 'egalitarian'. The mean age of the women in the total sample was 32 and the mean

number of years in school was 8. The average monthly income of the total sample was bs

1067 ($ 190).29 The most interesting pattern that emerged was among the 'egalitarian' couples:

of the 9 egalitarian formal workers, only one was a migrant and 8, Paceñas, while in stark

contrast, among the 6 'egalitarian' informal workers, 5 were migrants and only one a Paceña.

This phenomenon will be examined in detail below. The group of 10 evangelical couples

consisted of 3 housewives, 4 informal workers and 3 formal workers. Three of the 10 turned

out to be 'hierarchical' and 7, 'egalitarian'. Seven of the 10 evangelical couples were migrants,

28 An indication of diffeænæs in division of labour and decision-making between the couples can be reached
through statistical analysis. I calculated spouses' share of decision-making, both in total and on respectively
'female' and 'male' decisions. This is based on counts of 'women', 'men' and 'both' as main decision-makers on
a number of specific issues, which are then calculated as percentage shares of total applicable items/issues
involving decision-making of spouses. Again this is based on what wives told us. The bias towards wives is both
a consequence of having interviewed more women than men and of having more 'trust' in these interviews.
This points to some of the bargaining and conflicts behind these issues. I look at the mean differences of
spouses' efforts in respectively 'female' and 'male' domestic and community tasks - on a scale from 1-5 - based
on wives' accounts, between the different sub-groups.
29 All figures are rounded off.
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and of these 7, three were 'hierarchical' and 4, 'egalitarian'. Of the 3 evangelical Paceñas,

none were in 'hierarchical'.

Since the evangelical group are treated separately, the non-evangelical group of

49 comprises 14 housewives, 20 informal workers and 15 formal workers.

Housewives30

'Hierarchical' couples were of two different kinds. In one kind, the hierarchy was contested -

often rather openly- by wives, only with some success, and in the other women accepted the

deal more passively. Five out of the 14 couples - four migrant women and 1 Paceña — could

be placed within the first category.

Hierarchical couples - housewives contesting l

As Table 5.2 (at the end of the Chapter) illustrates, four women out of the five in this group

were migrants from the countryside. The average age was 35, much higher than that for the

other two sub-groups presented below (respectively 26 and 28). The mean years of schooling

attended was 8, the same as the average for the total sample. The average monthly income of

the couple, according to information from wives, was slightly higher than the average of bs

1067 ($ 190) at bs 1220 ($ 218). In fact they are the second highest earners.

Among these couples a common source of conflict was women's income-

generating activities, because women wanted to enter income-generating work and their

husbands would not let them, or because in the past they had worked secretly without his

knowledge — or, as in one case, because the husband wanted his wife to work and she did

not. Women's position as housewives was, however, not as big a source of conflict as was

husband's behaviour with respect to drinking and/or spending time away from the home.

Ana Apaza, whom we met in Chapter Four, believed that a woman should

work as a way for her to secure her future in case the husband left. However, at the time she

felt that she had no other option than to stay at home with the children of five years and

three months respectively. According to Ana, her husband went out too much with his

friends and increasingly so after he had started up a mobile discotheque with some friends,

30 All of the women in my main sample who had no income generating activities had, but one, had in the past.
The average (mean) years of not working was 2,8 for these women.
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which he managed in addition to working full-time as a manual worker in a petrol company.

Ana found that most of the family and household responsibilities rested upon her and that

her husband was irresponsible. When she criticised him for this and for going out too much,

he in turn blamed her for not wanting to go out and for not contributed financially to the

family. Earlier in the marriage there had been a lot of violence, but after the birth of their

first child six years ago, her husband stopped beating her.

Gregoria Mitma's situation was rather extreme. She was a 35-year-old woman

who had come to the city when she was 13. Her husband owned and drove his own taxi (as

part of a co-operative) and came home a few hours every afternoon only. The rest of the

time he spent in his taxi either working or sleeping. He claimed that he had to sleep in the

taxi because he could not leave the taxi unattended during the night for fear of theft.

Gregoria believed that he was having an affair, as he had done in the past with her sister. In

the interview with us he revealed 'I have always had my thing on the side like all men'

['siempre he tenido mis cosas como todos hombres']. Gregona continually challenged her

husband with his absence from the home, without this seemingly affecting his behaviour. She

also wanted to work, something that he objected to, although in theory he had agreed that

she could establish a corner-shop attached to the house in the future.32

This group of 'ama de casas' (housewives) was characterised by a big difference

in men and women's 'female' domestic tasks with men helping out very little, according to

the wives, as Table 5.3 illustrates. The difference between what they and their husbands did

in 'male' tasks was much lower. In fact, compared to the other groups of housewives, this

group could claim a higher mean difference in 'female' tasks and a lower one in male tasks

than the other two groups of non-evangelical housewives. Strong gender segregation was

also evident in decision-making in this sub-group of contesting housewives. Here women

dominated in 'female' decisions with few shared decisions and husbands not deciding much.

When it came to 'male' decisions, women's say was primarily through shared decision-

making. In fact according to these women, men were only the main decision-makers on

around 30% of the decisions.

Male authority in these couples, then, was expressed in men's outings primarily

and their objections to women's work. Wives, on the other hand, managed to negotiate a

position of rather strong decision-making on other issues. They seemingly 'helped' their

31 Only one husband of the five wives was interviewed.
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husbands out with their domestic and community tasks, but received little help from their

'hierarchical' husbands on their own domestic tasks.

Hierarchical couples - housewives complying

The average age of the hierarchical compliant group of housewives was 26, nine years

younger than that of their contesting sisters above. As with the first sub-group, four out of

the five women were migrants and one was a Paceña. What is interesting about this group is

that it has the fourth highest level of education, yet the second lowest income of the whole

sample. The mean schooling was about 7 years against the average 8 and the mean monthly

income of the couple, according to wives, was bs 739 ($ 132) - only about one dollar higher

than the very bottom of the sample scale, and considerably lower than the average for the

whole sample (bs 1067/$ 190).

These 'hierarchical' couples were characterised by the fact that women did not

have to implement any specific strategies to safeguard household finances, otherwise

common among women we have seen. Among some couples the woman had always

practiced keeping the money on her, obliging the husband to ask her for it. Among other

couples money was kept in a cupboard or drawer with potential free access for husbands,

who nevertheless never took any money without permission from their wives, we were told.

All wives stressed that they never had conflicts over 'handing over' money: The wives would

give the husband money if he asked for more than the agreed-upon daily allowance, although

this seldom happened, and the husbands handed over the whole wage to wives for them to

manage. On two occasions, however, the interviews with the husbands revealed that they did

not hand over all earnings, suggesting that wives were not aware of this.34 Generally these

women felt that men had the right to the money because they earned it, although not all of

the women felt entirely comfortable with this, as they all but one, had experience with earning

their own money in the past.

These five 'hierarchical' couples with compliant wives were characterised by

the fact that there was no conflict or even disagreement between husbands and wives over

32 Gregoria's husband used to hit his wife a lot, and once she aborted a two-month-old foetus as a result. He
stopped when they found out that she had rheumatism, as he believed that he was the cause behind it.
33 All husbands were interviewed.
34 F o r one couple the husband said that his m o n t h l y earnings in the police were h igher t han what the w o m a n
told us. In another case the wife stated that the husband said that he handed over everything, but in the separate
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women's non-participation in the labour market, in spite of their meagre income. Generally

the wives endorsed women's home-making role. For instance Berta Macías, a 32-year-old

migrant whose husband was a policeman, told us that men should only do household tasks if

the woman was not around, and even so, the wife was responsible. Miriam Llanque, an 18-

year-old woman whose husband was a construction worker, said that regardless of whether

the wife works or not, it is the husband who should 'mandar' (give orders, guide, decide).

The husbands we interviewed expressed similar views. Berta's husband explained to us why

he was the head of the family. 'I am the father of the family, of my children, so I am directly

responsible for the household' [Yo so y el padre de la familia, de mis hijos, entonces soy

directamente responsable del hogar]. Another husband told us that he was the head of the

family, because he was the man and he worked. He did not want his wife to work, to

abandon the children at such a young age (they were 5, 8 and 9 years old), but had no special

views on other women working, reasoning that it had to be 'for their household', that is

because of need. Despite the overall agreement between these couples and women's general

compliance, some contestation still took place. This was usually not overt as in the case of

the first group, but subtler. For instance, as we saw earlier, Esperanza Machaca whose

husband did not like her to go out too much, 'escaped' ['escapar'] anyway to see her father

when her husband was at work.35

Compared to the 'hierarchical' contesting couples discussed above, these

couples had a slightly lower mean difference between husband's and wife's contribution to

'female' domestic tasks, but a higher one in 'male' domestic and community tasks, in other

words husbands helped wives a little more than wives helped husbands around the home. In

decision-making 'complying women' had less overall decision-making power than their more

contesting sisters (although a little more than them when it came to the so-called male

decisions), and less than their husbands, in contrast to the contesting housewives who on

average had a greater main share of main decision-making than their husbands. What is

interesting, however, is that this (second) group of hierarchical husbands' greater decision-

making was in large part due to decisions which were commonly those of women. In other

words, some of these husbands' authority was associated with transgressing the boundaries

of 'female' decisions.

interview he told us that he did not. It is of course possible that these different accounts do not reflect different
knowledge but presentations of their domestic situation to us in the interviews.
35 Another woman's husband equally did not want her to leave the house either, and she complied fully it
seemed.
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More 'egalitarian ' housewife couples

The average age of the egalitarian housewives was 28, halfway between the two hierarchical

housewife groups and four years younger than the total sample average. Their 8 years of

schooling was comparable to the total average and their average monthly income was only

slightly lower than the whole sample's average at bs 1066 ($ 190). Two of the four women

were migrants.

Housewives in the four more 'egalitarian' relationships seldom needed to

engage in subtle strategies to 'escape' their husbands' control. Their husbands generally did

not try to curb their whereabouts and generally expected their wives to return to work when

the children were a bit older.37 As one of the husbands, a construction worker in a steady job,

explained to us, he would prefer his wife to work in the future but he would not oblige her to

if she did not want to. This is not to say that the husbands necessarily believed that men and

women were to be equal - in fact two of the three husbands stressed their role as heads ~

but that they valued their wives' role, sought to share household work and decision-making

with them to some degree, and stressed the importance of the couple agreeing,

understanding, and helping each other out. The wives stressed that their relationships had not

changed with them stopping working, the only difference now being that the couple had less

money. They, too, expected to return to work, and generally saw work as an unquestionable

part of their lives once the children allowed them to return to the labour market. In one case

the wife was actually dominant in the couple relation on most issues, it seemed.38

Wives in these couples had a greater share of decision-making than the

'complying women' in hierarchical relationships, but a lower one than their contesting sisters.

However they had the greatest say in so-called 'male decisions' of these three groups. As one

might expect, the average difference between husbands' and wives' 'female' domestic work

36 Three husbands were interviewed from this group
37 We manage to interview three of the four husbands in this group. Three out of the four women had very
young children and the one woman who did not, expected to find a new job as 'empleada' with a foreign family
the week following the interview.
38 Ancelma Quispe, who we met above in the discussion on money management, was 24 years old and married
to her husband of 21. She used to work in a factory, which is where she also met her husband. She was born in
the city and was acutely aware of having been raised in a 'machista' environment. Throughout the interview she
described the different kind of up-bringing she and her sister had had compared to their brothers. She told us
that she was the main decision-maker and that she 'made' her husband understand why her decisions were most
sensible. In a separate interview with the husband he confirmed that she was the main decision-maker; he told
us that he tried to 'support' ['apoyar'] her in her decisions and activities. Ancelma did not really like his 'passive'
attitude as she put it, she found him indecisive and knew that he was afraid of her telling him off.
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was the lowest of all the groups, and they had similarly low differences in 'male'

domestic/community tasks.

The 'reversed' relationship between decision-making and division of labour

among the two groups of 'hierarchical' relationships is interesting: contesting wives had to

bear a big burden of domestic and community tasks, but at the same time managed to play

quite a big role in decision-making. Their complying sisters had little say, even in so-called

'female decisions', but this lack of decision-making power was associated with them

seemingly doing less domestic/community work than their sisters. This positive association

between domestic/community work and decision-making however, was 'broken' with the

egalitarian couples. The shared decision-making was virtually the same among all three non-

evangelical housewife groups.

Informal workers

The group with female informal workers made up 20 couples, excluding the four evangelical

couples. As with the couples of non-working wives this group was rather diverse in the way

gender relations were played out within the couple, but as the aggregate statistics also

indicated, not necessarily very different from the group of couples with housewives.

Following the division of the housewife couples, 14 of the 20 couples could be considered

hierarchical couples, with 8 women contesting the hierarchy and 6 compliant with it.

Hierarchical couples - informally working women contesting39

Women's age in this group mirrored that of the group of 'complying' housewives in

hierarchical relations, namely 35 years on average, but with substantially greater variation in

ages within the group (std. deviation 12). The mean number of years of schooling was very

low, on average women had attended school for only four years. Six of the eight women were

migrants. However, interestingly, the group's monthly income was the third highest in the

total sample - according to information from wives, it averaged out at bs 1195 ($ 213), which

is only bs 124 ($ 22) less than the highest earning group (egalitarian couples with formally

working wives).

39 Five of the husbands were interviewed.
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These 8 hierarchical couples with informally working wives who contested their

husbands' authority were characterised by being involved in or having been involved in a lot

of intra-household violence (5 of the 8 cases). The sources of conflicts were many but related

to three (again, not surprising) overall themes: husband's family responsibilities, women's

employment and money. Among some couples, the conflicts involved women who either by-

passed their husbands or overtly went against their husband's wishes. In other couples

women's strategies and contestations were subtler. Common to all the couples were

'authoritative' husbands, who both spent big parts of their earnings on themselves and saw

themselves as the main decision-maker -- the head of the household and the ultimate

authority.

Interestingly, in most of the cases wives earned a substantial part of the

household earnings; only in two cases were the wives' incomes extremely low (earning

respectively bs 60 ($ 11) and bs 160 ($ 29) on average per month). However in both these two

cases husbands 'used' this in discussions, blaming their wives both for not doing the

housework well enough and for not working and earning sufficiently. The husbands claimed

more authority on the basis of their own work and earnings, but this did not necessarily go

unchallenged by their wives.40

Isabel Choque, 46 years old and from a mining centre, worked for the biggest

cleaning company in La Paz, but 'sub-contracted' via another woman.41 She worked without

her husband knowing exactly what she did or how much she earned. According to herself,

she took most of the decisions regarding the household and the children. Her husband was a

construction worker on temporary contracts, but regardless of whether in work or not he

stayed out all day, and most evenings and weekends too. In the interview with him, however,

it became clear that he had been out of work for most of the past year, contrary to Isabel's

belief that he had been earning well and simply just spending the money. Still, he portrayed

himself as the one who sustained the household financially, guided it and was the main

authority. Isabel believed that he was unfaithful to her, at least she knew that he had been in

the past, but more important to her, she found that her husband was irresponsible, drinking

up much of his wages and not caring adequately for the children, financially or emotionally.

40 For instance, Christina Callisaya, who did crochet work on sub-contract, told us that she and her husband
often had arguments about who worked more, with he referring to his work as a musician and she pointing to
all the household work that she did along with the crochet work.
41 Isabel Choque 'stood' in for the other woman, did all her work and received bs 500 ($ 89) a month. She
reckoned that the woman with the 'real' contract earned bs 1900 ($ 339) a month. Isabel would have liked to get
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He sold the household goods, including the children's toys, when he needed money for

drinking. He did not hand over money regularly to her, and much arguing usually took place

when she asked him for some. Engaging in street-cleaning without her husband's knowledge

was Isabel's strategy to curb her husband's authority and a response to his 'irresponsibility'.

Another 'type' of couple relationship warrants (renewed) notice. That is the one

involving couples who worked together in a family business. There were two of these couples

in this sub-group (who have already been mentioned). In one, the woman had established a

hamburger meat business and seemed to be the main manager of it, although this was

contested by her heavy-drinking and violent husband; the other was characterised by the hus-

band being the main initiator and manager of the couple's cookie-baking business, where the

wife only 'helped' out. In both cases, husbands claimed authority: in the latter case mainly in

terms of the family business while Santusa Arro/s husband in the hamburger business did so

through frequent practices of wife-beating and leisure outings. This authority did not go

unchallenged by the women, as they tried to have a say about the family business and the

husband's behaviour respectively. In the end, Santusa left her husband.

When it came to decision-making, what marked this group of feisty women,

not surprisingly, was the low degree of shared decision-making, which in fact was the lowest

of all the sub-groups. Just as with their contesting housewife counterparts, the women's share

of total decision-making was high, especially on 'female' decisions. However, husbands had a

greater share in decision-making on male matters compared with the other sub-groups of

informal workers discussed below. The difference between husbands and wives' 'female'

domestic work was higher in this group compared to the other sub-groups of informal

workers, and the differences were also rather big when it came to 'male'

domestic/community tasks, that is neither spouse collaborated much with the others'

domestic and community tasks. The statistics also indicate that husbands did more 'women's

work' and wives less 'male work' compared to the contesting housewife group. Thus the

indications are that while the gender divisions of labour in this group of female informal

workers was rather rigid, which women would and could not do much about, they did not

accept a deal with 'hierarchical' husbands dominating decision-making.

a proper contract with the company but said that there was no job at the time. I came across only this one rare
type of sub-contracting.
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Hierarchical couples - informally working women complying42

There were six couples of the 20 with more 'hierarchical' gender relations in which the

women could be called compliant. The average age of the women in this group was 30 years

old, with a mean of 8 years at school. Two of the six women were migrants. The average

monthly income of the couple was a little below the total sample's average at bs 932 ($ 166)

and 3rd lowest on the scale of earnings.

Of these six women, five were compliant largely as a result of husbands 'taking'

authority and women's acceptance of it to varying degrees, each time underpinned by gender

ideologies of women's domesticity and men's authority. In one case the woman 'handed

over' authority to the husband. María Chuquimia, who knitted sweaters at home on sub-

contracts, told us that her husband was 'más bueno' (better) than her, but that they

understood each other well. He took most initiatives and decisions; it was only in the kitchen

that it was entirely up to her. She defined her responsibilities in terms of taking care of the

children and 'attending' ('atender') her husband. Her husband, on the other hand, stressed in

his interview that he regretted the indecisive nature of his wife and felt that many of the

decisions and initiatives were forced on him because of this.

Two of the couples in this sub-group worked together with their husbands in

workshops in the home. One couple sewed jackets on sub-contracts (Teresa and her

husband), the other couple engaged in shoemaking, which the wife and her brother sold at

their 'puestos'. In both cases the husband, according to both the men and the women, was

the person mainly managing the workshop. Workshop finances and household money were

not kept entirely separate, and the husbands were also the ones who decided how the money

should be divided. In one case the husband decided to migrate to Argentina (as discussed

earlier), which the wife (Teresa) felt she could make no objections to. However, as with the

other housewives, women of this group sometimes employed subtle (and cunning) strategies

to reshape gender relations between the couple. 43

42 Five husbands were interviewed
43 Tania Gutiérrez was a 41-year-old vegetable seller. She persuaded her husband to take a loan from a friend to
buy a minibus. The debt changed his behaviour because he could no longer afford to spend his earnings on
drinking. Now he worked most of the time and she virtually managed the household on her own and took
decisions on most issues except for the major ones and the ones relating to his work. Money management took
place separately as the whole of the husband's earnings went towards paying off the debt. While this left Tania
with less money for the household than had her husband handed over money, it also gave her a greater control
and say over the household finances and the possibility of economic mobility once the debt was paid, assuming
that her husband did not return to drinking up his earnings.
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Decision-making between spouses was much more shared among these

hierarchical couples, compared to the ones with women contesting (see Table 5.3), but

women's own share of decision-making was also much lower. Women accepting 'the deal'

(or indeed causing it) was associated with more 'help' from husbands in 'female' domestic

tasks, but a lesser help of women in 'male' domestic/community tasks, than the other group

of hierarchical couples.

More egalitarian couples with informally working wives 44

As with their compliant, informally working sisters above, the mean age for this group of six

couples was 30. Six years in school was the average, giving them two years less education

than compliant informal workers, but two years more than contesting informal workers. Five

of the six women were migrants from the countryside, and on average the couple earned

somewhat lower than the total sample's average ~ bs 970 ($ 173) per month.

This group of six couples with 'more egalitarian' gender relations, was charact-

erised by women actively shaping the couple relations to their advantage — often through

rather subtle strategies - in other words, women pushed through ideas that their husbands

did not necessarily fully endorse. In comparison to the 'hierarchical' couples with women

contesting, women's initiatives in this group did not mean conflicts and were much more

successful, either because the husband respected the women's sphere of authority and

independence on particular matters - or even 'dumped them on her'. Christina Mamáni, 43

years old and a food vendor for 12 years, believed herself to do the majority of the

household work, at the same time taking most of the decisions. She blamed her husband for

letting her take all decisions about the children. She would like him to take on more

authority, such as deciding when the children had to be home. Christina Apaza, 15 years old

with a 5-month-old baby, worked on her sister's clothes stall in the mornings, leaving the

baby with her in-laws, and studied at night. Her husband was happy about neither activity,

but respected her choice to do them.

Among these couples, both shared decision-making and women's own share of

decision-making was high, with husbands having the lowest share of decision-making of all

the groups. Surprisingly, the division of labour does not quite follow this egalitarian trend -

there are bigger differences in husbands and wives' 'female' domestic task-sharing than

44 Three husbands were interviewed.
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among the previous group, but a much lower difference in 'male' domestic tasks than any of

the other hierarchical groups. In other words, for all women's initiatives, men did not help

much around the house while the women were highly competent in the male tasks.

Formal workers

The formally working women differed from the other women in so far as they had each been

able to obtain one of the scarce formal sector jobs in La Paz city, and were able to couple it

with having husbands and, in many cases, children too. Formal workers differed from the

groups of housewives and informal workers in a second respect: that a further sub-division

into hierarchical couples of women contesting or complying, does not make sense. Women

in hierarchical relationships engaged in various practices that contested husbands' behaviour,

while at the same time they largely endorsed ideas of male dominance. One can then

distinguish between couples with rather 'egalitarian' relationships and couples with rmre

'hierarchical' relationships. Of this group of 18 couples, three women were evangelicals,

leaving us 15 couples to discuss here. Of the 15, 6 were more 'hierarchical' and 9 more

'egalitarian'. City-born women dominated, since 4 of the 6 'hierarchical' couples had Paceña

women and of the 9 'egalitarian', formally working women 8 were Paceñas.

Hierarchical couples with, female formal workers45

This group of six formally working women was rather heterogeneous, both in terms of

personal backgrounds and in terms of conditions for starting work. As mentioned above, 4

of the 6 women were Paceñas. Their mean age was comparable to the average of 32, and so

were the average years of schooling at 9. As Table 5.2 illustrates, the average monthly income

was bs 1184 ($ 211), thus higher than the average, but a little less than their informally

working and contesting sisters, also in hierarchical relationships, who had less than half their

years of education.

Two women working in La Modelo started on the basis of their husbands

urging them to/agreeing with them, one because her husband blamed her for not working

and being Ia2y, one because her husband lost his job, and two of the women started working

along with their husbands and in mutual agreement, in respectively the same factory and in a

45 Three husbands from this group were interviewed.
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parallel co-operative cleaning company. Women's employment was not a source of tension,

disagreement or conflict between the couples in this sample; none of the husbands seemingly

objected to their wives' activities. Four of the six women, then, in this sub-sample had

factory work

What was most interesting about this group was that the women did not

question husbands having greater authority than women. At the same time they believed that

women should work in order to have a greater say and not to be blamed by the husband.

One woman said that while it did make a difference whether women worked, it ought not to.

This did not, however, mean that these were compliant wives - far from it. They often

complained about their husbands drinking, spending money and going out, and sometimes

with a great deal of success. For instance, Antonia Vargas, who worked in the same factory

as her husband, struck a deal with him in which she promised not to nag him so much

anymore, while he in turn agreed to go out drinking less often. Antonia's husband, however,

also stressed in the interview that he was responsible for maintaining the family, and that his

wife only 'helped' him out by working in the factory. He was the head of the household

because he had to oversee 'everything'.

In addition to husbands' drinking and outings, men's handling of money

matters was contested by wives in three of the six cases. These three engaged rather

successfully in specific strategies to retain control over household funds. In two cases wives

were convinced that their husbands kept a bigger part of their earnings to themselves than

they claimed, and in the other case the husband came home with varying amounts depending

on the debts he had concurred since the last pay-day. All three wives did not trust their

husbands to keep away from the household money and kept it locked away.

This group had less shared decision-making than their more egalitarian

formally working sisters below, but also a very high say in the 'female' decisions, as Table 5.3

illustrates. The differences between husbands and wives' female domestic work was lower

than any of the other groups discussed so far, which fits with the more aggregate picture

presented in the beginning of this part. However, at the same time - and surprisingly — the

group also portrayed the highest difference when it came to male domestic and community

tasks. Crudely put, then: husbands helped their wives out a great deal, while wives did not

concern themselves much with helping out their husbands with their domestic/community

tasks.
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Egalitarian couples with female formal workers

Of these 9 women, all factory workers, all but one had been born and raised in La Paz city

(see Table 5.2). The group was also characterised by being on average much younger and

more educated than their formally working but more hierarchical counterparts. Their mean

age was 28 - four years younger than the average — and they had been in school for on

average 11 years, by far the highest in the total sample. They also had the highest mean

monthly income with bs 1319 ($ 235), of all the sub-groups.

All had started their work when they were still single. This undoubtedly gave

them a sense of freedom from the family even if a part of their earnings were handed over to

their parents at that point. This also meant, as I have already mentioned, that husbands

accepted that this was what they did, although not all husbands were necessarily happy about

it, which was a source of tension between spouses, as noted already.47 For instance Belbia

Capcha's husband wanted her to leave work now that they had an 11-month-old baby. She

only planned to do so when the child was five years old.

What characterises these more egalitarian relationships was, above all, very

assertive wives, compared to female informal workers and housewives in egalitarian

relationships. For instance, Petrona Cupita managed to curb much of her husband's drinking

behaviour ~ in part by refusing to go to 'fiestas' with him (he did not want to go on his own)

and partly by asking their godparents to talk to him. Another woman used more radical

measures: once when her husband came back late and drunk she locked him outside the

house, and only let him in after some hours. She told him that if he ever drank again like that

she would leave him. Since then, she told us, his drinking became moderate. None of these

couples were characterised by regular wife-beating, now or in the past. Eva Choque, a 38-

year-old factory worker in her second marriage, was once hit by her husband. She punished

him by going to sleep in a different room for one month. She also told him that he had not

bought her and that she would not accept this kind of behaviour. His response was that she

had 'made' him hit her - but still, he never hit her again.

As we saw earlier on, earnings of formal workers were much higher than that

of informal workers. This gave women the possibility of spending some of their earnings as

they liked. Two women told us that their husbands actually encouraged them to spend part

of their earnings on themselves. What also characterised money management among these

46 Two husbands were interviewed.
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couples was that regardless of the money management form, none of the women took

measures to prevent their husbands from accessing the money. All husbands could and many

of them would, to their wives' agreement, access the household funds. This was both a

consequence of higher total incomes of the couples, leaving the couple and the women

especially less vulnerable to 'extra' spending by the husband (or the wife) and a consequence

of more shared household budgeting (related to the first issue). This did not mean that

husbands of these women did not spend money on drinking, but that they generally did not

spend much bigger amounts than their wives could cope with in terms of making the money

last until the next pay-day. The two husbands we interviewed from this group both stressed

the equal value and worth of women to men in general, and more specifically related to their

wives. When pushed, one of the husbands admitted that he did see a difference in men and

women's physical strength. These responses probably had much to do with my presence and

the topic of the research, but they also clearly illustrated these men's awareness of gender

debates.

This group was characterised generally by more shared decision-making and a

less marked division of labour than the more hierarchical group of formal workers, Table 5.3

indicates. These practices were often supported by a female view that men and women could

do the same paid work and should have the same status in the household. Collaboration

meant more equality in women's domestic tasks than among any of the other groups, with

women still having the greater responsibility. Interestingly, these women seemingly did little

'male' work, which the biggest gap in difference between what husbands and wives did in

male domestic/community tasks showed. The majority of the women felt that women's

work was important to achieve this. Only one woman from this group believed that women's

•work should only be a 'help' to the husband's maintaining role.

Evangelical women

As in the rest of Latin America, evangelical Protestantism grew rapidly in Bolivia during the

second half of the twentieth century. Although this has taken place to a lesser degree in

Bolivia than in other Latin American countries (see Stoll, 1990), Evangelical Protestants

account for about 10% of the population, according to the 1992 census (Canessa, 2000).48

47 Based on wives' account.
48 This is likely to be an underestimation of the actual number of people practising evangelical Protestantism, as
individuals may 'belong' to different religions at the same time, Gill (1993) argues. In my main sample 17% of
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There are a number of different 'strands' within what is popularly called 'evangelismo', that is

everything that is Christian and non-Catholic.49 Ten out of the 59 women in our sample had

converted from Catholicism to evangelicalism. Most, but not all, also had husbands who

were evangelical too.

According to Brusco (1993) who has examined the impact of evangelicalism on

gender relations in the home in Columbia, evangelicalism condemns aggression, violence,

pride and self-indulgence, advocating humility and self-restraint. In practice, she argues, it

replaces men's individualistic behaviour in the public sphere with a collective orientation in

the home and church. Men no longer drink, smoke, gamble, go to prostitutes or 'have' other

women. Instead, what gives them status among other evangelicals is their breadwinning

activities.50 This does not mean, she notes, that men necessarily lose their status as heads of

the family and women hold power over men, but nevertheless 'The relative power positions

of the spouses change' (p.148). However, this was not necessarily the case among our

respondents, as we shall see below. Nor were the differences between husbands who were

evangelical and those who were not, as marked as Brusco indicates, as Catholic men generally

did not gamble much or smoke, and often took their income earning responsibilities very

seriously. However two features for evangelical couples stood out: evangelical husbands did

not drink alcohol and were never violent towards their wives.

Again these couples can be divided into two groups.51 One that we can call

'hierarchical couples' where men stressed their authority over their wives and women their

subordination to men, and one group of 'more egalitarian' relationships where the religious

conviction did not translate into into every-day practices of male dominance to any

significant degree.

the women reported themselves to be evangelicals. No one said that they were practising both Catholicism and
Protestantism at the same time, or gave any indication that could lead us to believe that this was the case.
49 Gill (1993) correctly notes that in Bolivia all forms of non-Catholic Christians are considered "Evangélicos'.
In North America she notes, Mormons and Jehova's Witnesses are not included in this definition.
50 She further notes that men's changing behaviour saves money, which may be invested in household-based
consumption, benefitting the household members, leading to social mobility. Another way of reaching social
mobility, she argues, is through children's education, specific to evangelicals. I did not detect any such
differences among evangelicals and Catholics in my study.
51 This analysis is based on the evangelicals' own account and this makes it impossible to distinguish between
what is being advocated or prescribed by the churches and the ways in which it is being re-interpreted by my
respondents. It is the latter which is of importance here however.
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Hierarchical evangelical couples 52

Three out of the ten couples were grouped under this heading. In two of the cases, husbands

were evangelical too. Two of the women worked in the informal sector, and one woman did

not have any income-generating work.

These couples were characterised by women and men advocating men's greater

authority and women stressing that they would not disobey or disagree with their husbands'

decisions. Julia Choque for instance, who engaged in her own production and selling of

baby's clothes, told us that she had learned not to answer her husband back when he

complained about something, so that a fight did not develop. A woman, she said, always has

to obey the man. Her husband, Martin Mamani, told us that he took the majority of the

decisions in the home, and that his wife had to do what she was told. His conviction was that

the man had to lead and manage the family because God created Adam before Eve. It was

not that men were more capable than women by nature he said, but simply that this was the

way that God wanted it. Patricia Mamáni's (not related to Martin Mamani) husband would

not necessarily have agreed with this. Rubén Choque's belief that his wife had to accept his

decisions were not conceptualised in religious form. He had not joined the evangelical

movement, but stressed that his wife was to take care of the house, while his responsibility

was to sustain the family. For this reason he did not want his wife to work, but when we

interviewed her while he was in Brazil to work for a year, she was engaged in vending

activities. She had taken this up out of need, because he had only sent her bs 1000 ($ 178) in

total during his one-year stay. During this period Patricia had joined an evangelical church,

and Rubén was now thinking of doing the same. It was a good religion, he believed, because

it forbade partying and drinking.

This was the most 'hierarchical' couple relationship of the three. With the

other two couples, notions of male dominance were coupled with a stress upon the

importance of spouses helping one another out. Thus if need be women had to engage in

income-generating work to help out their husbands and men had to help out wives with

domestic matters when this was needed. In all three of the couples women managed the

household funds, without any significant conflicts (even in the case of Patricia and Rubén).

52 Two husbands from this group were interviewed.
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As one would expect, women had a lower share of the total decision-making

than their husbands. In fact they had the lowest percentage share as main decision-makers of

all the sub-groups. In addition none of the three women said that they were the main

decision-makers on any of the so-called 'male decisions'. Husbands' main decision-making,

too, was the highest of all the sub-groups. Spouses 'helping one another out' was seemingly

not merely rhetoric; wives indicated one of the lowest differences in women's and men's

division of labour - both in 'women's tasks' and in 'men's tasks'. However when it came to

'female tasks', the difference was higher than for those of the more egalitarian couples

discussed below. In other words, among the hierarchical evangelical couples, men did not

help out with 'female' tasks as much as men did in the more egalitarian evangelical couples.

The three hierarchical, evangelical women -comprising, as noted above, one

housewife and two informal workers — stand out from the rest of the sample by being at the

extreme ends of the deviation range in every respect: they had by far the lowest educational

levels, with three years being the average against the sample's average of 8. They also had by

far the highest average age at 44 against an average of 32. Thirdly, all three were migrants

from the countryside, and finally, they had the lowest couple-income — at (according to

wives) bs 733 ($ 131) per month - of all ten sub-groups. This is about bs 6 lower than the

next lowest-earning group, which was the hierarchical couples with compliant housewives.

(This group, as we may remember, also had a high number of migrants — only one out of

five were city-born - but had a lower-than-average education, and the lowest mean age at 26

years).

More egalitarian relationships amongst evangelicals

Seven women belonged to this group: three were from the factory La Modelo, two were

housewives, and two were informal workers. Two of the seven husbands were not

evangelical. The women in this group were on average 10 years younger than their three

hierarchical evangelical counterparts above (34 years as opposed to 44), and had a far better

education with an average of 9 years of schooling. The average total income of the couple,

according to wives, was bs 964 ($ 172) - thus higher than their hierarchical evangelical sisters

but nonetheless lower than the sample average. Four of the 7 were migrants, 3 were Paceñas

(see Table 5.2).

53 One husband was interviewed.
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In three of the 7 cases, wives stood out as particularly strong partners in the

relationship. Nancy Flores, a factory worker, explained to us that her husband was not very

happy about her working in the factory. She reckoned that as long as she did the housework

well enough he could not demand that she stopped. She stressed that decision-making was

shared and said that he would, after all, not be able to impose authority by claiming to be the

main income earner. While in practice Nancy took on most of the burdens related to

household duties so that her husband could not blame her for anything, she also said that she

believed that they were equally responsible because they both worked. Violeta Mamáni had

just started sub-contracting garment work when we interviewed her. She, too, stressed the

importance of work in curbing husband's authority. This, she said, was partly because she no

longer had time to do the things he used to tell her to do. Even after only a few months of

working she could see a difference. He no longer bossed her around, and he helped her more

with domestic tasks when she was busy with her home-working. He had been reluctant to let

her start the work, but now he accepted it. Máximo Quispe from La Modelo, too, stressed

her own authority within the conjugal contract, her greater responsibility in domestic tasks,

but also how her husband would help her out with these. Máximo had supported her

husband with her factory work for three years while he was studying to become an architect.

Now that he had finished, he had short-term contracts here and there, but sometimes she

would still bring home a higher monthly income. He would usually be home early in the

afternoon, and it was then his job to mind their 2-year-old daughter, taking over from his

sister whom they had employed to mind the house and child during the day. Máximo's

husband had suggested a few months back that she became evangelical as a way to cure an

illness she had had for a long time. Soon after doing so she became well — but her husband

had not joined himself.

The other four women were weaker partners in the conjugal contract. For

instance Natalia Inta, a housewife, stressed that she as a woman should do most of the

housework, while her husband should earn the money, although she would like to help him

out by earning a bit on sub-contracted home-working if she could find some. She would

'answer back', she told us, if her husband started 'picking on her'. Maria Quispe who was also

a housewife, was quite clear on the fact that her husband decided more because he earned

more, but she was also keen to make him live up to his obligations to hand over his earnings.

Her strategy, as I mentioned earlier, was to go to his work and check his earnings with the

owner of the workshop, if he did not hand over what she thought he should.

Among these couples women had a big 'say5 in decision-making on various
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issues, primarily due to their decision-making on 'female decisions' (see Table 5.3).

Husbands' share as main decision-makers was the lowest when it came to 'female decisions'.

Differences in men's and women's labour in 'female tasks' was also one of the lower ones of

all the sub-groups, while there was a substantial difference in men and women's efforts in

'male tasks' - in other words in the more egalitarian evangelical couples, men helped women

a lot in the home while women didn't help men much. These findings are particularly

interesting given that this group of 'egalitarian' couples showed more 'hierarchical' traits than

the other 'egalitarian' groups.

Discussion

Similarities across and differences between categories

As we have seen above, the differences found in decision-making and division of labour

between the three groups in the first part of this section concealed substantial differences

within the three main groups of couples as well as similarities between them.

Hierarchical couples with contesting female formal workers or housewives

were both characterised by rather 'strong' women who did not easily accept what they

thought of as 'irresponsible' behaviour on the part of their husbands (drinking, generally

going out, spending too much money), and by husbands who did not agree with their wives'

employment or wish to be employed. Generally the gender division of domestic labour was

greater among these couples, i.e. women did more housework, and could rely less on their

husbands' collaboration in this, than the general averages. At the same time these women,

despite the authority of their husbands, paved the way to a relatively greater say in decision-

making and very little shared decision-making between the couple. It is interesting that these

couples had a relatively high average monthly income compared to the rest, and that the

women on average were older. The higher income is probably associated more directly with

the later phase of the domestic cycle of the household than with the conflictive nature of the

couple relationship. More generally it indicates that increasing conflict between spouses was

associated with a relatively late or 'mature' stage in the domestic cycle ~ in contrast with

ideas (including my own qualitative data) that 'understanding' comes about as the couple

relationship develops (see Chapter Four). However, while many of these couples had been

violent, in most cases this was a thing of the past.
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While the inequalities in hierarchical couples with complying housewives were

largely based on both spouses' active endorsement of such gender relations, among informal

female workers it "was more an issue of men's practices being passively accepted by wives.

For both housewives and informal female workers, complying was associated with less

decision-making, but also more 'help' from spouses in female domestic tasks, compared to

their 'contesting' counterparts. The more egalitarian couple relations were characterised by

husbands of housewives -- and some husbands of informal workers - who to some extent

believed in shared household work and decision-making; and also in autonomy and female

authority in certain spheres. For some informal workers, however, the relative egalitananism

had more to do with women's successful strategies than male attitudes and pro-active

practices. It is interesting that Paceña women dominated in this group. Not surprisingly,

however, when it came to decision-making the more 'egalitarian' couples were generally

marked by women's greater say.

Formal female workers were almost a story apart, marked by the dominance of

young, relatively well-educated factory workers, who had started work when they were single,

and who had rather egalitarian couple relationships, with much shared decision-making. The

kinds of demands that these women made and the strategies they pursued were very different

than those of the other couples. They were backed by women's firm ideas of the ideal of

equality between husbands and wives, both in the workplace and the home sphere, although

this did not always translate into sharing the domestic and community burdens equally in

reality. However, they had by far the least gendered division of labour in 'women's' domestic

tasks, and a high in 'male' tasks, indicating that these women did the least house and

community work, and their husbands the most. They also - significantly - had the highest

mean monthly income of all the couples in the sub-groups. Those formal workers who did

not fit with this description belonged to a more 'hierarchical' group with husbands, whose

drinking, outings and strategies in money management they were only able to curb in part.

This group of women were on average older and less educated than their counterparts in

egalitarian relationships.

There were also formal workers among the group of evangelical couples, a

group which I have treated apart because of the distinctive non-alcoholic and non-violent

behaviour of evangelical husbands. They all belonged to the group of 'more egalitarian'

evangelicals who, interestingly, had one of the highest share of main decision-making of

wives. Their more 'hierarchical' counterparts in contrast had by far the lowest but at the same

time a rather egalitarian division of labour. Evangelicals were thus a more polarised group
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than the other groups; in most cases ideas of male authority and dominance were combined

with more shared practices of division of labour or decision-making than one would expect.

There was a higher number of older evangelical women with very low couple incomes in

'hierarchical' relationships, while many younger women were in more egalitarian

relationships, suggesting different reasons for becoming evangelicals, which I return to in the

next chapter. For those in more 'egalitarian' partnerships, work was an important resource in

the bargaining process, in this way balancing authoritarian tendencies of evangelical

husbands. What characterised evangelical couples more than anything, taken together,

compared to many of other groups, was the relatively low level of conflict between spouses,

which also characterised factory workers. In singling out evangelical couples we can conclude

that religion cross-cut — but did not override — women's work status in shaping couple

relations: for some couples being an evangelical or not clearly shaped the couple relations,

while among others, evangelicalism had seemingly little effect on it - in some cases because

work mitigated any such effect.

Understanding hierarchical and egalitarian aspects of couple relations

In the literature Andean couple relations are commonly thought to be about collaboration,

sharing and equality, while Hispanic traditions are concerned with hierarchy, dominance,

subordination and inequality. Such dualistic thinking has also been challenged by Harvey

(1994) -and to a lesser extent Harris (1994) — who stresses that this romantic idea of Andean

complementarity has little to do with a reality that is profoundly hierarchical and built largely

around violence. In this section I have tried to explore the variety of practices around

egalitarian and hierarchical 'poles'. Three questions emerge from this: What kind oí practices

did this involve? What does the analysis say about understanding gender relations in terms of

the two patriarchal models? And what does it say about the conjugal couple embedded in

larger socio-economic changes?

Hierarchy, we may conclude, was both about male dominance over women and

men's 'freedom' within their partnership with women. Thus to women, practices of male

authority were either 'for' the conjugal contract, or 'against' the partnership and egotistical.

The practices 'for' revolved around keeping women 'in place' within the conjugal contract,

such as denying women the right to work - or even to venture outside the house if deemed

'unnecessary' - or exercising decisions on how to spend money and how much to hand over

to the wife. Egotistical male practices were considered — by women especially (but some men
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too) - to be those male activities that revolved around men's strategies to keep earnings to

themselves, to go on all-male drinking outings, and wife-beating. Women never endorsed

'egotistical' male practices 'against' the conjugal relationship, but sometimes endorsed and

agreed with the (non-violent) male authority practiced owr them in the name of the gendered

couple relationships. The degrees to which women resisted and what subtle and more overt

strategies they employed varied greatly. So did women's successes in curbing practices of male

authority, as we saw.

Egalitarian partnerships involved two distinct elements too: one which related

to sharing decisions and/or helping one another out equally, the other which related to

women's greater authority to successfully impose their will in the conjugal contract and

authority over their own doings. Factory workers were particularly characterised by conjugal

contracts that entailed both these aspects.

In practice, as we have seen, so-called 'egalitarian' and 'hierarchical' gender

relations took very many different forms, in terms of the bargaining and strategies involved

between spouses, women's agency, and how this combined with patterns of decision-making

and division of labour. There was no neat relationship between education, income, 'city-

status', women's age and the kind of couple relationships women ended up in, but it is

noteworthy that those hierarchical relationships with rather submissive wives — including

evangelical couples (but excluding factory workers) ~ were also the couples with the lowest

mean monthly income of the couple.

Furthermore practices of hierarchy at times co-existed with more egalitarian

patterns of division of labour and decision-making, and visa versa. For instance ideas of

equal worth and real space for women to carry out their own projects (such as work and

study) at times had to be made up for by allowing husbands' authority and inequality in

others spheres. A particular 'reversed' pattern emerged among the 'hierarchical' couples,

where women's higher or lower decision-making was associated with a respectively lower or

higher 'help' on domestic tasks. A possible interpretation could be that if women backed-

down on decision-making they could rely more upon 'help' form husbands in the house,

than where women successfully negotiated their own space of decision-making, and were

'punished' for this by husbands partially withdrawing their collaboration in women's

domestic work

Practices did not always correspond to ideals - of the couples themselves who,

as we saw in Chapter Three, considered partnership to be about collaboration, understanding
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and luck — or to the ideals of authors who have seen Andean-ness to be about non-

hierarchical and non-conflictive complementarity. The fact that the more 'egalitarian'

relationships did not always have a closer gap in male and female practices in the gendered

division of labour and decision-making points not only to the fact that elements of male

authority and gender equality co-existed, but also points to the danger of considering gender

relations as either translations, or as simple mergers, of two distinct models. A 'merger model'

does not explain all the variety that exists between couples and the different practices

'egalitarianism' and 'hierarchy' entail - including the contradictions - nor the association

between hierarchy and income, between the domestic cycle and women's agency, and the

particular associations found within the 'egalitarian' group of formal workers.

As I have also argued in Chapter Two we need to recognise the two patriarchal

bargains as broad sets of gender 'rules of the game' co-existing in the city, each with different

roots and traditions. If we do so, we are taking away from a discussion that focuses on

Andean urban gender relations as 'hierarchical', 'egalitarian' or 'in-between', recognising that

in some couple hierarchical elements dominate while in others more egalitarian elements

dominate. We do not need to decide exactly what comes from an Andean, what comes from a

Hispanic and what comes from perhaps an Evangelical bargain, as the patriarchal bargains

themselves are diffuse and overlapping, and may be drawn upon differently. We can make

suggestions, as I have done throughout the thesis, and for sure usefully more future research

could go into their historical (inter-) developments. Regardless of how detailed and 'full'

patriarchal bargains one may end up with as a result, they will never be able to inform us

about everything to do with the couple relationship. If they are to remain analytically useful

tools they have to remain different from one another, despite 'overlaps', and general, despite

details. Not only can individual couple relationships not be understood in full in terms of

general differences, but (aspects of) couples may also fall outside the bargains, as personal

histories, individual motivations, unconscious wishes, and accidents of history, all shape

couple relationships. There is another aspect to this: while patriarchal bargains are clearly not

free-floating but historically rooted, and thus embedded in larger socio-economic structures

and a context of continuity and change, this context also shapes the position of individuals in

a variety of ways that influence the partnership, including how they may draw or reject

patriarchal bargains, as the next chapter will show.
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Conclusion

In this chapter I have analysed the 'workings' of the conjugal contract between spouses, that

is, the bargaining and strategies on the one hand, and the patterns of inequalities (which were

also sometimes bargained over) on the other hand. The analysis has been divided into two

parts. The first part focussed on the main 'areas' of bargaining, the strategies employed and

the different forms of contestation involved in re-shaping the contract. The second part has

broadened the analysis to focus on the nature </ couple relationships using statistical analysis

within the framework of a continuum, the two 'poles' of which are 'hierarchy5 and

'egalitarianism'. In this way I have examined how the conjugal contract has been played out

differently and over different issues among couples. I have also examined the patterns of

inequalities associated with this, and indicated how the domestic cycle played a role in

shaping the contract. The chapter has, as Whitehead intended with the conjugal contract,

examined the role of women's work in shaping the bargaining and inequality between

spouses. In this respect, power relations as 'played-out' have been the main focus of the

chapter.

We have seen that women were rather successful actors in the 'strategic entries'

of money matters. The degree of success they had in this could be crucial for the well-being

of household members, for the extent to which they were able to earn an income, for then-

possibilities in spending money on themselves, and for shaping their position in the broader

power-play between spouses. The bargaining process with husbands over money

management was sometimes overt — such as when women asked to see husbands' pay-slips -

- but often more covert and 'by-passing', involving strategies such as hiding or locking

money away. Became women were commonly the 'keeper' of the household funds they could

employ a number of strategies to ease what was a burden when household funds were low.

Even those women who were extremely subordinated to their husbands, could do much to

secure their own position in money-management. In this way an analysis of money matters

points to crucial limits and possibilities for women within the conjugal contract. Interestingly,

formal workers and 'hierarchical complying' housewives were characterised by usually not

needing to employ any special strategies, because husbands did not engage in what wives

considered unacceptable behaviour - spending money the household budget could not

afford. In the case of formal workers it may also be because women did not need to engage in

strategies that enhanced their control over husband's money because they were relatively

high-earning individuals themselves.
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The dominant pattern of women managing household funds meant that

women without an independent income were not necessarily powerless in money matters.

Much depended on meanings attached to women's role in money management, including

what 'rights' to money men, as income earners, were thought to have. According to many

housewives men's role gave them a greater right to the money, which was translated into

accountability and sometimes to 'handing back' patterns in favour of the husband. This was

coupled with a tendency for housewives to be primarily responsible for budgeting.

If women were rather successful actors in money management, they were

generally less powerful when it came to male outings and wife-beatings. In these two male

'control points' men could assert themselves and re-shape the conjugal contract. Together

with those women who had evangelical husbands (who did not drink alcohol and were never

violent), female formal working couples - whether Catholic or evangelical - stood out in this

respect too: only one of the female formal workers' husbands practiced regular wife-beating,

and while most went out from time to time, this temporary withdrawal from the conjugal

contract was not a problem for wives; it was not experienced by them as causing a greater

burden and responsibility.

How did the bargaining and strategies involved in money management, wife-

beating and male outings translate into couple relationships of a more 'hierarchical' or

'egalitarian' nature? Departing from debates on the Andean couple and the Hispanic tra-

ditions in the second part of the chapter, the couples were divided into sub-groups along

'egalitarian' and 'hierarchical' 'poles', according to women's work and religion. The analysis

highlighted the fact that it is futile to think of urban couple relations as an aggregate 'either'

'or'. This has implications for how we deal with the Andean and the Hispanic patriarchal

bargains. Clearly labelling one 'egalitarian' and the other 'hierarchical' does not make sense.

Not only because Harvey (1994) and Harris (1994) have shown that romantic ideas of the

egalitarian complementary rural couple does not hold tight, but also because I have illustrated

in this chapter that the realities of urban life were extremely complex, entailing both elements

of 'hierarchy' and 'egalitarianism' which were continuously being bargained over.

Furthermore, while couples could be labelled more 'egalitarian' or more 'hierarchical' than

others, what 'hierarchy and 'egalitarianism' actually entailed varied from couple to couple,

raising questions about the interaction between the patriarchal bargains and the ways in

which their historical foundations were carried through to the present, as they were

constantly being remoulded. Ideas and practices of spouses 'helping' one another out, and

notions of the husband as the main breadwinner - as I have argued in other chapters -
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seemingly have roots in distinctive bargains, but it would be a mistake to think that one could

trace all gender practices to bargains, especially to label the more egalitarian as 'Andean' and

the more hierarchical 'Hispanic' (or 'Evangelical'), or to consider one patriarchal bargain as

'egalitarian' and 'good' and the other as 'hierarchical' and 'bad'.

The analysis of groups of couples according to 'hierarchical' and 'egalitarian'

'poles' has pointed to similarities across women's work sectors and within them. The sub-

groups of housewife couples and informally earning couples shared characteristics, both in

terms of how the couple relations were played out and what bargaining strategies women

engaged in. 'Hierarchical' couples with contesting housewives and informal workers stood

out, not just in terms of the conflicts themselves, but also by the fact that these couples had

higher total incomes and wives who were on average older than the rest, pointing to an

association between a mature stage in the domestic cycle and a higher level of conflict -

something which contradicts understandings attached to the couples as we saw in Chapter

Three and the general lower level of wife-beating among older women. These mature phase

'hierarchical relationships' were also associated with lower levels of schooling, not only in

these two groups but among evangelical women also. Interestingly, evangelical couples had a

very low difference in division of labour between spouses but at the same time a marked

difference in decision making of husbands and wives, with husbands dominating the scene.

The formal workers particularly stood out: especially with a sub-group that was younger,

better educated, mainly 'de vestido' and Paceñas: they had a more shared division of labour

and more equal decision-making, with the women as key agents in shaping the conjugal

relationship. These women were factory workers who had started work when single.

While there were some indications that a low income of the couple was

associated with the wife in a rather subordinated position within a hierarchical partnership,

the strongest conclusion - with has much broader implications ~ is that work seemed to

matter in the couple relationship, if not so much with informal work then certainly when it

came to formal sector work. How do we explain this? One explanation already pointed to

was women's higher earnings in formal sector work, which left them less dependent upon

their husbands and thus less at risk when challenging the relationship - what Sen would refer

to as an enhanced fallback position. In contrast, informal workers who earned little, and

housewives who had no independent incomes, depended upon their husbands for the

survival of themselves and their children. Another explanation relates to women's position in

the labour market as unionised imrkers. Formal factory workers, as we saw in Chapter Four,

were extremely aware of their position as workers with rights. Exploitation, inequality and
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injustice were central themes in factory workers' meetings and taken on board by individual

workers. One could argue that this concern with rights was carried into the home - in other

words that the labour consciousness developed in the work place informed women's, and

possibly also men's, consciousness of gender equality in the domestic sphere. Formally

working wives who confronted husbands with their drinking or violence, did so directly and

with clear demands, threatening to end the collaboration if these demands were not met. It is

possible that these 'tools' of bargaining were learned from or 'informed by5 the bargaining

processes which workers engaged in.

A third related explanation relates to Agarwal's idea of legitimacy and meanings

paid to the issues that were being bargained about, and to men and women's work. As we

saw, many female formal workers were very clear about the importance of their role as

workers on an (almost) equal footing to men. Many of them believed that men and women

should be equal outside the household and that they should also share tasks and decisions

within the household. These ideas - which to some extent must have been shared by

husbands - can be explained both in terms of women's experiences of doing an almost equal

share of similar paid work to that of their husbands, but also in terms of drawing on more

general ideas of equality in gender relations, as articulated by the state, NGOs, the

educational system and the media. These ideas (and practices), which I return to in the next

chapter, also point to why rather egalitarian practices also existed among couples where

women were not in formal sector work, and help us to understand the struggles women in

'conflictive' relationships often engaged in. This is not the whole story, for while

formal (mainly factory) work for some women certainly influenced their bargaining position

in the conjugal contract - both in terms of what kind of strategies they could 'risk' engaging

in and what bargaining many of them actually did ~ it does not explain why young, relatively

well-educated Paceña women wearing 'vestido' clothes dominated this kind of work Or why

not all women in formal work were assertive and/or in rather egalitarian relationships. Why

was a certain type of work (factory work) associated with a certain 'kind' of woman? That is,

why were 'de pollera' and migrant women hardly ever found in formal work5 Why were there

certain associations between 'type' of women, 'type' of work and 'type' of couple

relationship, yet neat associations only the case for some couples and not for many other

couples? Clearly this suggests that we need to look beyond women's work While formal

sector work in my sample clearly did have an impact upon intra-household gender relations

generally, the latter cannot be fully explained in such simple terms.
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In this thesis I have shown how the urban couple was a rather autonomous

entity and the key social unit in a modern, urban Latin American society, contrary to what

much of the literature has claimed. Weak and weakening networks and organising practices

revolving around kin, fictive kin and non-kinship relations, meant increasing isolation for the

couple as well, making women particularly dependent upon the conjugal contract. The

autonomy of the couple, as we saw, did not go uncontested, especially by mothers-in-law.

There was a contradictory tension in the bonds between spouses on the one hand and those

between parents and children on the other. The resulting conflicts between wives and their

mothers-in-law often prompted women to bargain and strategise around housing in order to

further cement the independence of the conjugal couple. In this chapter we have seen how

husbands also challenged and sought to redefine the basic rules of the conjugal contract.

Through leisure outings and wife-beating they withdrew from and suspended the rules of the

game, which were founded on ideas of collaboration, understanding and luck. As men went

out to drink they withdrew their collaboration, when they beat up their wives they broke all

notions of understanding. Frequent behaviour in these two respects was conceptualised by

some wives (and other people) - though generally not younger, urban-born people who had

a greater sense of agency- as being 'unlucky'.

The domestic cycle had an impact on how meanings related to the couple were

conceptualised. Older women who had been married for many years believed that

understanding between themselves and their husbands had improved over time and that a

good deal of luck had been involved. These women generally also reported decreasingly

violent conjugal relationships. On the other hand, as we saw when dividing the couples into

sub-groups, they dominated in the groups of rather conflictive relationships, pointing rather

to less understanding than more with the maturity of the relationship. Furthermore while

older women in a mature phase of the domestic cycle stressed little agency in meanings

attached to the couple they were rather active in actually contesting the conjugal relationship,

when husbands did not act in accordance with ideals of collaboration and understanding.

This points to the fact that ideals of couple relationships and how they were conceptualised,

as discussed in Chapter Three, did not always correspond with reality. This divergence may

have helped these women to cope with conflictive relationships by thinking of them

differently. On the other hand, for some individuals ideals were drawn upon or shaped to

practices, such as when (younger) women reasoned about how to 'make' their husbands

understand. Younger women often attached greater agency to all three understandings

(collaboration, understanding and luck) and some rejected outright 'luck' as mattering at all.
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As we saw, young women in factory work were especially strong partners in the bargaining

involved in and around the conjugal contract.

The basis of the autonomous urban couple was a conjugal contract where

women were conceptualised as being mainly responsible for domestic matters - and were so

in practice in most cases. This had consequences for women's work in a gendered labour

market which had been reproduced on this basis, and which differentiated between women's

work and men's work, relegating women to low-paid informal sector work mainly, and to

doing very different activities from men. The domestic cycle and the specific conditions that

this involved for the individual woman were important in shaping what activities women

took up, factory work being particularly suitable to enter into when women were single.54

Meanings attached to women's work and to men and women's role in the household

underpinned the gendered labour market and influenced the bargaining situation between

spouses and what desires each spouses had for themselves and their partners. Factory

workers who challenged women's work as nothing more than a 'help' often confronted

husbands who did not fully endorse their full-time work, whereas few husbands objected to

women's low-paid informal work that was fitted around domestic and childcare

responsibilities. This also helps to explain why women's informal work mattered relatively

little compared to their formal work in challenging spouse relations: it was not experienced as

a threat to the male role of breadwinner (by women or men) nor was it a significant resource

that women could use in the bargaining process with their husbands.

Changes were seemingly taking place in the labour market with men's income

earning position being eroded and women taking over. However, as we saw men were still

the highest earners, so much so that being in the informal or formal sector did not matter to

them as much as it did to women, who could earn substantially more in the formal sector

than the informal one. For this reason, perhaps, there was no direct translation from men's

expressed frustrations over an increasingly precarious employment situation to the bargaining

relationship between spouses. Conceptualisations of women's work as 'help', ideas of

women's domesticity and men's role as breadwinners, a highly differentiated gendered labour

market, understandings of collaboration, and the significance of the couple amidst other

social relations should all in part be understood as rooted in Andean and Hispanic patriarchal

bargains. Another patriarchal bargain - the Evangelical one - existed in the city, I have

54 This of course is said in the light of this study not examining the work of single women. However, Buechler
(1986) found that marital status did not affect women's labour force participation in La Paz.
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argued. Like the others, it laid down particular rules for the conjugal contract and shaped the

processes of bargaining and patterns of inequalities between spouses, depending on

interpretations of the bargain. In the next chapter I shall argue that a fourth 'rights' bargain

existed in the city.

By focusing on money management on the one hand and men's leisure outings

and wife-beatings on the other, and coupling these fields of bargaining with an analysis of

'hierarchy1 and 'egalitarianism' in terms of patterns of inequality between groups of spouses,

this chapter has pointed to the room for manoeuvre that women had and the power many

husbands possessed in (re-) shaping the conjugal contract. The analysis has shown how the

division of labour generally remained fairly rigid, with women being mainly responsible for

household work, even though formal workers and evangelical couples got the most 'help'

from their husbands.55 Decision-making between spouses appeared to be less rigid, with

women at times having a substantial say, even in rather 'hierarchical' couple relations.

Formal sector work, I have argued, clearly had an impact on intra-household

gender relations, but the association between work and gender relations cannot be explained

solely in terms of the former, nor can a focus on women's work explain the great variety that

existed in couple relations across work To fully answer the main research question of this

thesis of how women's work impacts upon intra-household gender relations, we need to turn

to the second research question, namely the impact of larger socio-economic changes. This is

the concern of the next chapter.

55 Both Benéria and Roldan (1987) and Varley (2001) found in Mexico that men did not engage more in
household tasks when their wives went out to work. Varley even argues that some women withdrew from the
labour force because of their husband's lack of corresponding engagement in domestic matters. I found no
evidence of the latter in my study. From a different angle, in his study of unemployed men Bohrt (1997) found
that some men took up more household tasks when unemployed, but 62% of wives said that they continued to
do most of the household work. In a Western context, men's domestic work has generally increased with
women's increasing labour force participation, Stockman et al. (1995) conclude after reviewing the literature on
the topic.
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Table 5.2. Some Characteristics of Women of Different Sub-groups

'Hierarchical' couples with
contesting housewives
'Hierarchical' couples with
complying housewives

'Egalitarian' couples with
housewives
'Hierarchical' couples with
contesting informal female
workers
'Hierarchical' couples with
complying informal female
workers
'Egalitarian' couples with
informal female workers

'Hierarchical' couples with
formal female workers
'Egalitarian' couples with
formal female workers

'Hierarchical' couples with
evangelical wives
'Egalitarian' couples with
evangelical wives
Average/Total

Age
(mean)

35

26

28

35

30

30

32

28

44

34

32

Education
(mean no. of

years in
school

8

7

8

4

8

6

9

1 »
3

9

8

Total average
monthly income
of couple in bs

($)
1220
(218)

739
(132)

1066
(190)

1195
(213)

932
(166)

970
(173)
1184
(211)
1319
(235)
733

(131)
964

(172)
1067
(190)

City 'status'
(total number)

4 migrants
1 Paceña

4 migrants
1 Paceña

2 migrants
2 Paceñas

6 migrants
2 Paceñas

2 migrants
4 Paceñas

5 migrants
1 Paceñas

2 migrants
4 Paceñas
1 migrants
8 Paceñas
3 migrants
0 Paceñas
4 migrants
3 Paceñas

33 migrants
26 Paceñas
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Chapter Six

Continuity and Change in Urban La Paz

Introduction

Women's work, as I argued in the last chapter, cannot fully explain the complexities of intra-

household bargaining processes and patterns of inequality between spouses. In this chapter I

broaden the focus to address more fully the second concern of the thesis, namely the impact

of larger socio-economic changes upon gender relations within the household.

We saw how women in formal work - especially those in factory work - had

couple relationships where patterns of inequalities were less marked than among the other

couples, and where women took up a more assertive position in the bargaining processes

within the conjugal contract. This, however, was not a clear-cut picture: some women in

informal sector work and housewives had couple relationships that resembled those of

factory workers, and not all factory workers or other formal workers were in these rather

'egalitarian' (or more egalitarian) relationships. Relationships were not static, and we have seen

how women may become more assertive as the relationship matures, sometimes influenced

by a change in 'external' conditions (such as housing); while other couple relationships

became more conflictive. As a further twist, greater equality in the couple relationship and

more assertive women was not a simple equation, as we saw most clearly among evangelical

couples.

Despite these complexities, in the last chapter we also saw that formal workers

as a group were characterised by being younger, and being more educated than informal

workers and housewives - features that were particularly concentrated among a group of

factory workers - and that the vast majority of these women were born and brought up in the

city (so-called Paceñas), and wore 'vestido' clothes. However in this respect, too, the

connections were not clear-cut: not only did not all formal sector women or factory women

fit this description, but many informal workers and housewives were in fact young, relatively

well educated, were born and brought up in the city and wore 'vestido'; further, 'de pollera'

women did not always have many children, and not all 'de vestido' women were young.

In this chapter I both seek to answer the question as to why certain 'types' of

women (young, city-born, relatively well-educated etc.) were more likely to end up in certain
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types of work (particularly factory work) and were characterised by more 'egalitarian' couple

relationships, and why the relationship between 'type' of woman, 'type' of work, and 'type' of

couple relationship was not as clear-cut for the vast majority of the women. In essence, then,

my curiosity revolves around both understanding and explaining the variations in couple

relationships, women's work and the 'types' of women -- and understanding the mechanisms

among these three aspects.

Answers to these questions, I believe, should be addressed by analysing

contemporary mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion in the city, based on a historical

examination of continuities and change in relations of gender, class and ethnicity.

For this reason this chapter is divided into two (distinct) parts. I begin the first

part of the chapter by looking at spatial social patterns and movements of segregation and

intermixing in the city. These patterns and movements both express historical processes and

hide the complexities of historical changes and continuities in practices and mechanisms of

exclusion and inclusion. Historical developments are analysed from colonialism to the

present, focussing in particular on women, in terms of women as key actors shaping the

course of history, women as objects of gendered policies and ideologies, and women as

affected (differently to men) by larger socio-economic processes and events. As we shall see,

a history of social inequalities and exclusion/inclusion must also address class and ethnicity.

The second part of the chapter breaks with the first part and deals with

contemporary mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion in the city through rather different

lenses. The point of departure is no longer women's history as unfolding, but the politically,

socially and economically marginal position of migrant mestizo women - the so-called

'cholas' - in contemporary urban La Paz through an analysis of the interactions of a variety

of mechanisms in the modern city. In doing so I develop the main argument of this chapter:

that Aymara migrant women have historically been key actors in ethnic social mobility and in

resisting the categorization imposed on them and their families, and they have thus been

important in shaping constellations of ethnicity, class and gender. In present-day La Paz,

however, these women remained 'trapped' and marginalized in the city, and only their

daughters - because of their mothers - were potentially able to escape from this.

This explains, as I show, the differences between different 'types' of women

and their associations with certain 'types' of work. To explain fully the associations between

'type' of woman, 'type' of work and 'type' of couple relationship, we need to examine

practices and mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion together with the different (patriarchal)
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bargains existing in the city and the images and choices individuals were exposed to and

engaged in.
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Part one: Exclusion and Inclusion over Space and Time

Spaces of segregation and interaction

Pampahasi

Sur

The centre of La Paz: the Prado1

The centre of La Paz is dominated by tall office buildings, located next to old colonial

buildings that house international organisations, big private businesses, shops, cafes,

restaurants and international and national fast food chains. Through the centre runs the

Prado, a wide street about 1 kilometre long. Along its full length down the centre runs a

pedestrian walkway with trees, grass, flowerbeds and benches.

1 The 'Prado' is a nick-name. Usually the Prado is considered to run from Plaza San Francisco to Plaza del
Estudiante. The real names of this stretch are Avenida Mariscal Santa Cruz and Avendia 16 de Julio.
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The Prado is one of the few areas in the city where people of all backgrounds

come together. Here one finds the rural women from the Potosí area who sit on the street

begging surrounded by their bare-footed children, the glue-sniffing shoe-shining boys who

approach all foreigners and Bolivians alike to offer their services, school children in uniforms

who gather in big groups, ice-cream sellers in their white overalls, well-dressed women on

their way to offices, 'de pollera' women who seem equally busy, men who stand around

newspaper stalls to read the latest news seemingly in no hurry. Then, too, there are all the

people hanging out or busy going somewhere -- alone, in couples or in small groups - who

cannot so easily be placed into a category, even less so by an outside observer like myself.

The Prado is also a place where one can largely be anonymous: it is a public space which

anyone can occupy, with no specific group dominating or 'policing' the area, and no-one

questioning anybody else's presence there, despite the clear associations with elite life that

the setting without its people portrays.

But the Prado is not just a place to hang out, a means to go somewhere else

and a place for big business. It is also a place for small-scale trade. The pavements on either

side of the Prado, and in part the central walkway, too, are dominated by street vendors

selling anything from batteries and fruit to razor blades or fossils. Some sellers have their

own tiny kiosks, some only a small stand, some have nothing but a blanket on the ground

and some sell what they carry on them. Women by far dominate the picture here, often

accompanied by children who pop their heads up in the kiosks, sit and play in cardboard

boxes on the street or sleep on the ground covered by blankets. Most of these women are 'de

pollera', but a great many also wear 'western-style' clothes, the so-called 'vestido'.

A few men, too, are seen selling goods, wearing scruffy suits or simply trousers

and a shirt. They often sell electronic goods from stands or kiosks, such as calculators, or

they simply stand on street-corners selling single items that they have bought wholesale to

sell on as a temporary income generating strategy.

Upper-class residential areas

From the southern end of the Prado, two highways lead to the south-eastern residential part

of La Paz a couple of kilometres from the centre: Zona Sur. This is where rich upper classes

and foreign diplomats live in big houses with servants, surrounded by high walls. Zona Sur

has its own commercial centre where one can buy all the latest fashions from abroad and eat

at expensive restaurants. The climate is relatively mild and the palms along the clean broad
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streets that are dominated by huge four-wheel drive cars seemingly complete the picture of

what one, as a foreigner, associates with western wealth. But the presence of 'de pollera'

women on Zona Sur street comers and in kiosks selling magazines, cigarettes and fresh fruit

juices, or as servants accompanying the 'señora de la casa' (the lady of the house) in her

shopping, complicates the picture. In the minority, these 'de pollera' women seem at odds

with the environment. They do not dominate the picture as they do in the Prado, but pop up

here and there, almost as a reminder that this is not, for instance, Miami but La Paz. Men

from the poorer classes are virtually invisible here. They exist of course, working as private

gardeners or taxi drivers, but they do not occupy public space in the same way and to the

same degree as their female counterparts, as they are physically encapsulated by cars or house

walls most of their working time.

Zona Sur is not the only residential area of the upper classes. Southwest of the

Prado we find Sopocachi and to the east, Miraflores. Sopocachi is an upper-class area which

almost matches Zona Sur in its wealth, but not quite, for the houses are generally smaller and

closer together than in Zona Sur. Miraflores is mainly an upper-middle class residential area,

but it is also more varied, as middle class people of different sectors live here too, such as

tailors, shop owners, nurses, teachers, etc alongside old German immigrant business families

and academics. In Miraflores one also finds some industry, for example the La Modelo

factory. At the same time, Miraflores hosts the two 'pick-up' areas for those who are looking

for a domestic servant or a workman for temporary or more long-term work Outside

Mercado de los Yungas workmen place themselves to offer their services and some hundred

meters away 'de pollera' women stand outside Mercado Camacho in the hopes of finding

work

Lower-middle class commercial and residential areas

Around the northern parts of the Prado we find the residential and commercial areas of the

middle classes. In the northwestern part, in the area around Max Paredes and Mercado

Negro, people of primarily Aymara descent who are successfully engaged primarily in

commerce, live and work It is a key area for buying clothes, furniture, electronic goods,

children's toys, etc. Some workshops also exist here. Few upper class people ever enter this

area; and then only to buy black market televisions or videos cheaper than they can

elsewhere. Tourists on the other hand stroll along the streets around Calle Illampu - parallel

to the Prado - to buy the crafts goods sold here, and several tourist hostels and hotels are
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located in this area too.

To the east of the northern Prado, further up the slope, we find Plaza Murillo

with the Cathedral and the Presidential Palace. This was the area first settled when La Paz

was founded in 1548 and is thus the oldest part of La Paz. Today it also has a number of

museums, tourist hostels and two five star hotels. There is a pedestrian commercial street

where shops and street sellers offer mainly toys, books, and school accessories. It is a curious

place in the sense that La Paz' economic and political dominance of the country is so visible

here, yet it neighbours the homes of middle and lower classes, those of both Aymara descent

and rural backgrounds with women wearing 'pollera' on the one hand, and families whose

urban history is more cemented - or at least considered to be - with women wearing

'vestido' clothes, on the other hand. Further up from Plaza Murillo and behind Miraflores,

residential areas of primarily the working classes dominate. Some of the factory workers

from La Modelo lived in the areas of San Antonio and Pampahasi.

Up the mountains towards El Alto: the poor parts of La Paz

Continuing on from the northern part of the Prado one enters the motorway that connects

La Paz with El Alto. Alto Munaypata is just one of many 'barrios' situated on both sides of

the motorway. A general rule is the closer a 'barrio' is to La Paz the better off it is, and the

closer to El Alto, the poorer it is. They are all primarily residential areas with small comer

shops and home-based manufacturing existing to limited and varying degrees. The 'barrios'

vary greatly in terms of infrastructural facilities such as sewage systems, roads and house

prices. These are areas to which middle and upper class people come only if they work in

NGOs operating in the area, or to do research. Those working there often consider the

'barrios' dangerous places, especially at night. I was often told to be very careful at night, as

NGO staff told stories of a psychologist who had worked in Alto Munaypata who had been

physically assaulted one evening. The biggest risk, though, is thought to be in El Alto, the

main commercial and manufacturing area for the low-income urban population of La Paz

and El Alto alike, where many bars and dance clubs exist. El Alto, then, is not only an

attraction for its own almost 700.000 inhabitants but also for many of the low-income people

of La Paz. Resident foreigners and the Bolivian elite consider El Alto to be an extremely
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poor area, as it is the main place of settlement for rural migrants.2 Certainly, parts of it are

indeed very poor, but some 'barrios' in El Alto have much better infrastructure and better

quality houses than 'barrios' in La Paz - such as Alto Munaypata - thus attracting the better-

off strata of the lower classes (for instance La Modelo factory workers) and sectors of the

professional middle-class who have relatively low-income jobs (for instance low-income state

employees, such as teachers, nurses, doctors and secretaries).

Discussion: spatial boundaries3

The city of La Paz is characterised by areas that are qualitatively different in terms of who

lives there, who spends time there and what activities take place. The upper classes enjoy less

spatial mobility, as they mainly live and work in Zona Sur and the areas surrounding the

southern part of the Prado, hardly ever venturing into the poorer areas of the city. The lower

classes are more spatially spread, not so much in terms of where they live (although they

occupy a larger physical part of the city), but in terms of where they move around, as many

of them work in the houses, streets, markets and even factories in upper-class residential

areas. It is interesting that it is low-income wowerc, and not men, who are most visible and

numerically dominant in the public spaces 'of the elite', as low-income men and women

engage in different types of work, as discussed in Chapter Four.

While most parts of daylight La Paz are dominated by the presence of certain

social groups, that is, spatial boundaries are marked (while still permeable), the very centre of

the city, the Prado, is characterised as being a space where individuals from all sectors

interact, albeit at a distance; where the contrasts between poor and rich, men and women,

and individuals with different ethnic backgrounds and links to the city, are very marked.

These spatial movements are not just conditioned by class but also by the time

of day. Intermixing and movements outside residential areas of 'belonging' were few at night,

although not uncommon in the city centre. At the same time, at night lower class areas

turned 'dangerous' according to the middle and upper classes.

These patterns of spatial distribution and movement both reflect contemporary

socio-economic processes in the city, and also cover up fundamental historical processes of

2 According to the preliminary results of the 2001 census, El Alto has 694,749 inhabitants, a 63% increase since
1992, while La Paz has 792,499 inhabitants, an increase of 11% since 1992.
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exclusion and inclusion. Let me now turn to a very detailed examination of historical

processes of change and continuity in gender, class and ethnic relations in the colonial and

post-colonial city.

Early days in La Paz city: the Colonial period

The Colonial city was spatially constructed in such a way as to keep Indians out, but colonial

society was unable to contain and exclude the Indian population from the city despite its

intentions. Barriers were broken down through economic and sexual interaction between

Indians and the "White elite, and in this way the "White elite itself was an important actor in

undermining the very system of ethnic division that it intended to keep. In this section I seek

to show that the Indian population, and especially Indian vanen, were not passive in this but

key strategic actors in 'speeding' up and shaping processes of inclusion through race-mixing,

'mestizaje'.

White Colonial La Paz

The Spanish founded the city of Nuestra Señora de La Paz in 1548. It was established as an

important intermediate city between Potosí and Cuzco, the main commercial centres of Alto

Peru at the time, and as a way of controlling the Indian groups in the region (Mendieta, P. &

Bridikhina, E., 1997; López Beltrán, 1998). The city was constructed like an 'island'

surrounded by rivers which served as barriers to the Indian population that the Spanish

wanted to both control and keep out. The founding members of the city consisted of 42

Spaniards or 'vecinos'4 and by 1570 this number had grown to 200 (López Beltrán, 1998). It

was, of course, impossible to keep the Indians out, as the 'vecinos' depended upon their

labour, especially in crafts and domestic services. By the 17th century the barriers had been

broken down totally and the population of La Paz was approximately 7000. About 80% were

recorded as Indians, 6% as white and 13% as mestizos (Mendieta, P. & Bridikhina, E., 1997).

3 1 agree with Low (2000) that spatial boundaries should be considered as being about the activities and people
within a territory which are distinct from those outside it, based on 'cultural rules of difference and
differentiation' (p. 155).
4 'Vecino' meant having a privileged status in the city and being responsible for its administration. It was initially
a term that was only applied to a select group of Spanish men who had not previously lived in the area of La
Paz. New Spanish migrants from abroad were also excluded (Mendieta, P. & Bridikhina, E., 1997). Towards the
end of the 16th century the label was expanded to include those heads of families that could guarantee that they
could sustain their family and other close relatives, and who owned European plants and animals. In the 18th
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Rapid population growth continued and by the mid-18th century La Paz city hosted 40,000

inhabitants and was the biggest city in the region, largely due to the local Indian markets and

production (Klein, 1992).

White colonial society did not only try to dominate the Indians, but also sought

to 'contain' its own women. Christian ideals of the honest, merciful, hard working (in the

house), modest, obedient, sweet and quiet woman dominated the scene (López Beltrán,

1988, p.137). A woman was expected to obey and please her husband according to his wishes

but also to 'read' him and to meet his wishes before he even expressed them. She should be

gentle, caring, calm and never argumentative. The ideal division of labour between husband

and wife was clear: he earned the money to sustain family life and she cared for household

matters, and they should not interfere in each other's concerns. The public space outside the

house was considered a potentially 'dangerous place' where women could easily be

corrupted. This meant that how she dressed, spoke and behaved was of extreme importance

in signalling who she was, in this way rising above the 'danger', by keeping a distance from

corrupting elements. Underlying this were ideas that women were considered weaker natured

beings compared to men, they could more easily be 'corrupted'. However, more

fundamentally they were practices of women's domestication, aimed at controlling their

sexuality to ensure the reproduction of a class society through heredity based on white

dominance (Stokke, 1981).5

The male and female universes were considered separate entities, which could

not and should never come together (man working with affairs outside the home; woman

working domestically inside it). The space outside the house was seen as posing no real

danger to men: partly because this was their domain and partly because they had strong

characters and were not expected to possess such easily corrupted virtues as women. Rather,

men were seen as less sensitive and caring human beings, but rational in business and

expected to be courteous towards women. While women were expected to keep their moods

and feelings in control, be quiet or at least calm, more leverage was given to men who could

be moody, temperamental, demanding and loud.6

century the term was 'loosened' to include all inhabitants who were of Spanish descent, lived in a house in La
Paz and who had lived there for a continuous period of at least 4 years (López Beltrán, 1998).
5 See Dore (2000) for laws implemented in Latin America, which gave men extensive control over women's
bodies in the second half of die 19th century.
6 This is my analysis based on a letter from Judge Segovia to his daughter written in 1794. As I have mentioned
in a previous footnote in Chapter Two, the values and ideas Segovia expresses corresponds with López Beltrán'
s ideas of the ideal elite woman of the time, so while we can never be sure that Segovia's letter echoes ideologies
of the time, it seems plausible that it does.
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These ideological inequalities also underpinned colonial law, where women,

regardless of ethnicity and class, were subordinated to men. The population was divided into

the republic of Indians and the republic of the Spanish, which meant that Indian men did not

have the same rights as their white counterparts. However women in ^neral were not

considered equal by law, but subjugated to husbands' or fathers' authority in many matters.

According to Spanish law women could not vote, become lawyers or judges or hold any

public office. A wife needed her husband's permission and signature to be involved in most

transactions concerning the purchase and selling of property, lending or borrowing money

and forming a business partnership. Unmarried women needed their fathers' permission

unless they had been 'emancipated' by their fathers in courts. The father was the legal

guardian of the children and women only became so when he died -- and then only if the

deceased husband had not decided that someone else should be the guardian (Zulawski,

1990). Divorce was possible, but for women to file for divorce the reasons had to be either

that the marriage had never been consummated, that the husband had abandoned her or that

he had treated her badly. Husbands, though, could also divorce their wives if they had

engaged in what was considered 'improper behaviour' ('mal comportamiento') (López

Beltrán, 1998), although it is not clear what exactly this referred to. However women could

generally sign (all other) contracts, ratify official documents, make wills and appear in courts,

and in fact generally had more rights than their counterparts in many other parts of the

world, as pointed out by Dore (2000) 7 Sons and daughters received the same share of their

parents' property and widows received half of what their husbands had left behind. The

dowry a woman brought to the marriage was at the disposal of the husband8 but returned to

the woman upon his death or if the marriage was legally dissolved.

Widowhood then generally gave women the rights otherwise bestowed on their

husbands, which resulted in some very powerful widows of the time (see López Beltrán,

1997, for illustrative examples). Women's elite life did not correspond to the 'tone' of the

ideologies and laws in other ways either: they were crucial in forging social relations among

the elite, partly by welcoming new migrants and partly through their central role in marriage

alliances. Furthermore, affairs, not simply between White men and Indian women, but also

7 Dore (2000) notes that women in the Anglo-Saxon world rarely controlled and owned landed property.
8 The dowry was legally the property of the woman and it was thus the responsibility of the husband to
administer it well and ensure that the whole amount was restored in case the marriage was dissolved. In
addition to the dowry women could also own other private goods, which likewise were administered by the
husband but had to be restored to the woman in case of his death or marital break-up (López Beltrán, 1998).
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involving elite women, were the order of the day, despite ideologies of women's sexual

restraint (López Beltrán, 1997).

Despite marked divisions between Indian and white residential areas in the

early colonial period then, whites and Indians soon interacted daily, also sexually, which the

developing mestizo population - in the early colonial period referring to the off-spring of a

white and an Indian person - was clear evidence of.9

Indian migrants

In the 1570s the new Viceroy Francisco Toledo implemented a series of reforms, two of

which had immense impact upon Indian migration to La Paz city: he forcefully gathered the

Indians together in villages ('reducciones'), and he redesigned a system of forced payment

and labour called the 'tributo' and the 'mita' (forced payment of part of agricultural

production and forced labour in the mines).

Indians literally fled to the city as a result, the women seemingly for more com-

plex reasons than the men. According to Mendieta, P. & Bridikhina, E. (1997), rural Indian

women suffered constant abuse, in terms of both their labour and their sexuality (p.24). In

addition, when men did the 'mita' the women left behind were responsible for paying the

'tributes' in any case. If these were reasons behind some women migrating to the city, other

Indian women arrived as part of exchange relations between the 'vecinos' of the city and the

Indian elite of the countryside. The 'kurakas' (Indian lords) often sent their daughters, sisters

or other female relations to the city to work in the houses of the 'vecinos'. 10 Despite these

adverse circumstances for women in particular, which are likely to have been real motives for

leaving rural communities, very few women in fact migrated independently of men in the

centuries that followed the Toledo reforms. Ann Zulawski (1990), who has looked at census

material for the late 17th and early 18th century for Upper Peru, found that women migrating

on their own were a rare phenomenon. It was slightly more common to see young men and

boys migrating, but in the vast majority of cases Indians migrated in family groups or

couples.

9 But it was not only in the city that the whites and Indians interacted. Due to the early small size and relatively
limited importance of La Paz, the elite of the city engaged in agricultural activities, travelling back and forth
between the city, and this, too, meant increasing Indian-white relations (López Beltrán, 1998).
10 These women, Mendieta, P. & Bridikhina, E., (1997) note, received special treatment and were not treated as
'common' domestic servants.
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Indian men migrating (primarily with their families) to the city were or became

'yanaconas' or 'forasteros'11 According to both Zulawski (1990) and Harris (1995) 'yanaconas'

generally had few or no ties with their communities of origin, in this way avoiding the

obligations of the 'mita' and the 'tribute' of the kin group left behind. In the city their

'tribute' was determined according to their occupation and they were not forced to do 'mita'

service. According to Harris (1995) this consequently "...led to a massive registration of

Indians as yanaconas of the king in the seventeenth century, abandoning their ethnic

affiliation, changing to European dress, and learning a craft of becoming traders." (1995: p.

358). The 'forasteros' were different. Although also exempted from the colonial demands

placed on rural Indians, they usually kept contact with their community, rather than cutting

ties, and thus obligations, altogether. They were less integrated into Spanish/mestizo city life,

and often worked as mine labourers or 'travellers' bringing goods from the countryside to the

city, and unlike the 'yanaconas' few of them were in skilled craft work (Zulawski, 1990).

Indian women's work in the city

It has been debated whether Indian women were better off and less exploited in the city than

Indian men, or whether it was the other way around, (for a discussion of these different

accounts, see Zulawski, 1990 and Mendieta & Bridikhina, 1997). Zulawski makes an

additional argument in the debate when she asserts that one must examine these issues not

only in terms of gender, but also class.

In examining court cases from the cities of La Paz, Oruro and La Plata in late

17th and early 18th century, Zulawski does not find any support for the arguments that Indian

women were gnerally more economically active nor that they had more autonomy than men

within the economic and legal systems. Rather she finds considerable differences in the kinds

of economic activities of Indian women at the time, and also that women's economic

activities were often 'intertwined' with men's of the same family (spouses or otherwise

related). That is, Indian women engaged in similar work to the male members of the families,

managing and owning stores or land, and being merchants. The more unfortunate women,

however, were in domestic services and petty trading activities who were generally isolated,

not working together with their families, and in the case of the former they often worked

11 In the countryside 'yanaconas' were landless workers working on the 'haciendas'. 'Forasteros' (foreigners)
referred to rural migrants who, when settled in certain rural communities, had a subordinated status receiving
little or no land at all (see Klein, 1992, pp.52-53, see also Harris, 1995, p.357).
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under extremely exploitative conditions.12 In her sample there were two instances of women

deviating from the visual pattern, further illustrating that Indian women were not simply

relegated to subordinate positions to men: a woman who was a long-distance trader,

something which was usually only a man's occupation, and a woman fighting for her rights to

ownership of a silver mine. According to Zulawski, then, Andean relations of

complementarity dominated urban Indian men and women's work activities, a somewhat

controversial conclusion,13 and that this to some extent at least must have mitigated any

oppression women experienced in the colonial city.

New ethnic relations and social mobility

From the beginning the Spaniards divided the newly conquered society into the 'republic of

the Spanish' and the 'republic of Indians', which underpinned different obligations to the

crown. As Indians and Spaniards did not remain separate, as we saw, new groups of

'mestizos' or 'cholos' emerged.14 Because mestizos were exempt from many of the burdens

imposed on Indians, becoming mestizo became an individual strategy -- especially for

mothers on behalf of their children.

Mestizos were classified as belonging to the republic of Spaniards, and did not

have to pay tribute or perform mita service.15 Being a mestizo thus meant untying the

exploitative chains to the Spanish to a greater degree than the 'yanaconas' and 'forasteros'

could, the latter classified as belonging to the republics of Indians even though their lives

often resembled Spanish lifestyles rather than rural Indian lifestyles (Harris, 1995, p. 358).

Being a mestizo thus meant 'not' being an Indian, that is being protected from the

'humiliations of Indian status' (Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 110). It was also about social

mobility, and some mestizos did indeed climb high up the social ladder. In some cases the

12 Some women were held illegally in the homes of the white elite, often receiving no pay, others were forced to
remain working as domestic servants because they were indebted to their employers (Zulawski, 1990). Burkett
(in Zulawski) estimates that only 5-10% of the women working as domestic servants at the time had a contract.
See Mendieta & Bridikhina (1997) for a detailed description of the lives of two' empleadas' in La Paz city in the
17th century.
13 Other studies claim the opposite, namely that Indian men and women's economic activities were largely
separate from one another, see Zulawski (1990) and Mendieta & Bridikhina (1997) for an overview of these.
14 Originally cholos were considered as having more Indian blood that mestizos, that is first generation
descendants of 'pure' Spanish and Indian individuals were mestizos while cholos came later. See Seligmann,
1989. Today, too, mestizos are generally considered more 'white' than 'cholas' or 'cholos', although the
boundary between what is and what is not, is not clear. I primarily use the term that die audiors refer to in their
texts.
15 They were not allowed to live in Indian villages or towns, but this rule could not be sustained as their
numbers grew (Harris, 1995, p.186).
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'illegitimate' mestizos were legitimated by the Crown through payment: "The 'original stain'

of bastardy was in this way removed through a process of legitimation by grace and favour

which made entry into the dominant society possible" (Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 111).

Another way to become 'legitimate' was through military service.

However passing into elite life was not the fortunate fate of the majority of

mestizos. The Church did much to exclude them by equating them with excluded figures of

the past (Jews, Moriscos and mulattos), and they were forbidden to carry weapons, be

chieftains in Indian villages or to hold a public office without having a royal license (per-

mission) first (see Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 114). Mestizo men were referred to in two

different ways: a 'mestizo en hábito de indios' (Mestizo in Indian clothes) physically looked

like an Indian16 while the 'mestizo en hábito de español' dressed in Spanish clothing. The

former were seen as especially'dangerous agitators' by the Spanish, Bouysse-Cassagne (1996)

argues, because of their strong resemblance to full-blooded Indians,17 often also living on

'Indian land' too.

Except for Indian noblewoman marrying Spaniards (and producing mestizo

children), becoming a mestizo was largely about Illegitimacy then, and was mainly a strategy

used by mothers. For while some women, among them the servants of the Spanish, were

forced into sexual encounters, Bouysse-Cassagne (1996) stresses that in most cases it had

more to do with women's own choices:18 "If Indian women took the risk of leaving their

community and all that was familiar to them, it was because by choosing Spanish partners they

afforded advantages to their children. The mestizo child, unlike the child of an Indian man,

was exempt from the tribute. The consequences that flowed from this fact for the

demography of the Indian family, its structure, the status of women, and the movement

16 This was possible because skin colour did not necessarily 'whiten' much with mixing of blood, as the
European population was not very high in Southern and Central Andes except for Potosí. First generation
mestizo men generally did not marry European women but married Indian or mestiza women. (Bouysse-
Cassagne, 1996, p. 117).
17 As Bouysse-Cassagne (1996) pointedly says: "...if clothing makes a person, it can also appear to be a
disguise" (p. 117).
18 This leaves us with the question of why Spanish men had sexual relations with Indian and mestizo women?
Writing on the 19th century Barragán (1997) suggests three reasons: to 'have access' to other women was an
expression of power, the cult of virginity separated women as wives and mothers from the figure of the
mistress which 'allowed' men extramarital relations and obliged women to accept them, and lastly, for a small
Spanish elite proportionally a lot of 'available' Indian and mestizo women existed (pp. 61-2). One can imagine
that the first and last explanations were valid at that point in time as well.
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towards a new society will probably never be sufficiently stressed." 19 (p. 108, first emphasis

added by me).

Often the fathers did not know of their illegitimate children, or did not want to

know. But keeping it a secret from them was also a strategy used by women to protect their

children from racist fathers, Bouysse-Cassagne (1996) says. However women might also

simply (¿amfictive illegitimacy in order to gain mestizo status for their children (Harris, 1995,

p.358-9).

Another strategy, apart from real or claimed illegitimacy, was for men to

become mestizos through mobile occupations such as sailor or drover, and 'by diminishing

the ties with one's kin group and lying about one's origins' (Harris, 1995, p. 358).

It was women, however, who had the initial role in breaking down the

dichotomy between Spanish and Indians, not only by giving birth to 'mestizos' but also

through copying Spanish dress. The commoner Indian women and the mestizo women,

more than the Indian noblewomen 20 practiced the copying of Spanish fashion: "Very

quickly, and without asking anyone's permission, they got hold of the ornaments and finery

that in Spain distinguished ladies of honour from the rest." (Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 105).

This took place more than elsewhere in Potosí, the silver-mining city of Bolivia, because of

the cosmopolitan environment and the wealth of the city. (Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 105).

The women's way of dressing not only meant breaking down the dichotomy between the

Spanish and the Indian republics, but also a freeing up of women's sexuality. For women of

Indian rural origin it also meant cutting ties with their communities:

By escaping the dress code and becoming unrecognisable, women turned

their backs on the communities of their birth and opened up for

themselves new avenues. Henceforward alliance and desire were to be

subject to individual rather than collectives strategies, strategies that the

men of the communities could not control, and that give birth to the

mestizo.... The ohola (mestizo woman) whose clothes bear no traditional

distinguishing marks confuses the male gaze... she stands outside the social

19 If Zulawski (1990) is correct in her assertion that few women migrated to the city on their own, Bouysse-
Cassagne (1996) is either dealing with a small minority or with women who, once in the city, ventured out on
their own.
20 Indian noblemen, Bouysse-Cassagne (1996) argues, had a different attitude dian noble and commoner
women. They retained their own clothing "In this way ancient legitimacy was used to secure recognition in
colonial society, to defend privileges, and to preserve social status through adherence to the strict dress code for
men." (p. 104).
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codes and so threatens the established order. Perceived as a woman who

belongs to no one, she potentially belongs to all: a prostitute.

(Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996, p. 106-7).

At first a racial category for people with mixed blood, being mestizo then soon

became a strategy, a fiscal (Harris, 1995) and social category which only in part and only

sometimes corresponded to the mixed blood race. From their point of view, men did not

have to pay tribute and there was the possibility of real economic advance,21 as well as the

social mobility automatically derived from not being an Indian and the slight possibility of

joining the elite or at least coming nearer to it. Thus their numbers grew suddenly and fast,

and because they could not be controlled, either numerically or spatially, mestizos became to

the Spanish Creole elite an uncontrolled, immoral and dangerous group that could not be

trusted22 — since being a 'mestizo' could be about both displaying it (whether or not based on

'real' mixed blood) and disguising it (looking like an Indian). Mestizo men were seen as

potentially 'dangerous', and mestizo women were seen as potential prostitutes, a basis for the

further re-creation of mestizos. And both were perceived as corrupting society.

Discussion: a stratified colonial society in motion

In sum, then, the Spanish clearly made great efforts to create an orderly colonial society for

the benefit of the Gown. To do so, it was in their interests to keep the white elite and the

Indians apart and to exclude Indians from city life, so that the elite could exploit the Indians

to their own and the Crown's benefit. Establishing barriers around La Paz city and setting up

two republics was an attempt to structure colonial society in this way. But what was not

supposed to happen, happened. The white elite and the Indians (sometimes the Indian elite

too) interacted not only socially and economically, but also sexually, despite the fact that

Indian women migrated to the city mainly with their menfolk The result was 'mestizos',

mixed-blood offspring - something which was often about Indian women strategically

21 However as Harris (1995) notes, being a mestizo did not necessarily mean being economically better off than
Indians. There were many prosperous Indians in the city and poor rural mestizos in the countryside. Also land
was an important source of wealth , so Indians controlling good land were wealthy (see p. 359).
22 For instance Father Acosta wrote: "These people are raised in great vice and freedom, they are unwilling to
work and have no jobs, They are busy either with drink or sorcery. Not once throughout the year do they listen
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choosing to produce mestizo children rather than simple exploitation. However, mestizos

were not just a result of mixed sexual relations. Emerging from this practice, new claims and

meanings were attached to being a mestizo: one could simply pretend that one's child was of

mixed descent and adult men could engage in work that would automatically categorise them

as mestizos.

Indian and mestizo women were key actors in the creation of a larger mestizo

society, by ensuring their own and their children's inclusion into the group of mestizos. They

did so both through giving birth to illegitimate children and by challenging the two republics,

and this contrasts starkly with what the elite ideologies and Spanish laws at the time

stipulated concerning gender relations. Not only was racial and social grouping out of control

in colonial societies, so too, in part, were women by being active rather than passive. While

elite women had affairs and illegitimate children, and some widows were key economic

agents at the time, this did not challenge the ideological and practical foundation of colonial

society in the same way as Indian and later, mestizo women, did through their strategies of

mestizaje. In addition, Indian women also played a big role in economic activities, seemingly

comparable to those of Indian men, in contrast to Spanish ideas of women's domesticity. We

do not know anything about how elite ideologies may have filtered down or been resisted by

the urban mestizos and Indians. However, Indian women's work on the one hand, and

Bouysse-Cassagne's (1996) argument that mestizo women's sexuality was being freed in the

process of mestizaje on the other hand, together suggest that elite ideologies based largely on

controlling women's sexuality and confining their activities to the domestic sphere, did not

take a firm hold among large sectors of the Indian and mestizo population.23

The colonial city, then, was a place of potential freedom from many of the

colonial restrictions that yanaconas, forasteros and mestizos experienced. In this way, it was

also a place of social transformation, of social mobility. While mestizos did indeed live in the

countryside, it was primarily in the city that women and men could and would become

mestizos.

to mass or to a sermon, or only rarely, and subsequently they do not know the law of God, our creator, and no
sign of it appears in them." (Monumenta Peruana 1964 Vol. V, quoted in Bouysse-Cassagne, 1996).
23 Equally it is not clear how Spanish law impacted upon the Indian and mestizo people's lives in the city.
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La Paz city at Independence and throughout the 19th century

"With independence, a new legal system was established based on new ideas of citizenship and

liberalism, but despite this, discriminatory practices according to gender and class continued.

Exclusion was not only a matter of law, as elite women too did not consider Indian and

mestizo women worthy of consideration in their mobilisation for women's rights. I show

how elite women (and to some extent men too) increasingly challenged ideas of women's

domesticity and subjugation to male authority as the weaker gender, but in the process

excluded and distanced themselves from Indian and mestizo women. Excluded from

citizenship and discriminated against in the legal system, Indian men and women

nevertheless became increasingly successful in social and ethnic mobility with less effort.

Now, simply moving to the city and changing lifestyle meant becoming a mestizo or mestiza.

Elite liberalism

With independence in 1825, Bolivia became one Republic with equal rights for all citizens.

The population was no longer divided into Spanish and Indians but into citizens and

Bolivians. The result was that to be a citizen one had to be male, over 21 years old, be

married and literate, own property or have a minimum annual income, and not be a house

servant. This of course excluded the majority of the urban (and rural) population, and in

practice meant being excluded from the rights to vote or be elected to a political office. A

distinction was also made between those individuals with a 'good reputation' ('buena

reputación') and those not, a judgement based on occupations and 'positions'. Those

individuals breaking the law with a 'good reputation', such as those associated with the

priesthood,24 were put into different parts of the prison than the rest and were not sentenced

with major corporal punishments. Equally, a distinction was made between women who

were non-corrupt and with a good reputation and those who were not, the latter referring to

prostitutes. This meant different types of sentences for different 'kinds' of women, as

specified by the Penal code of 1931. Also, men who committed crimes towards non-corrupt

women had to be sentenced harder, according to the code, than if they had committed them

against prostitutes. On top of these discriminative practices inscribed in the law, there were

other, extensive discrimination practices too (Barragán, 1997).

24 This is an example given by Barragán (1999). She does not mention what the other occupations and positions
associated with a 'good reputation' were.
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Not only were women barred from citizenship because of their gender, they

were also still subordinate to their husbands, as children were to their parents, by law. If a

woman did not obey her husband, after 'warnings and moderate domestic punishment' she

could be taken to court. If she committed adultery she could be sentenced for up to six years

(and sent to a reformatory) and could also lose her marital rights including her dowry and

joint property (Barragán, 1997, p. 61). The other side of this gender-skewed coin was that if a

husband found his wife with another man and killed this man, it was not considered

'murder'. If, however, a man committed adultery he was sentenced to between 6 months and

one year of imprisonment, according to a law ratified in 1843.25 Intra-domestic violence was

accepted by law on the part of husbands and parents towards wives and children in

'moderate' forms and as long as it did not inflict permanent injury (see Barragán Romano,

1999, p.34).

In some ways, elite ideas of what a women should be had not changed much

from the previous century it seems, except perhaps for the inclusion of a heavy focus upon

'marianismo' that, Rossells (1987) argues, was of extreme importance in Bolivia in the whole

of the 19th century as well as the first part of the 20th century.26 The two main institutions for

'diffusing' this were schools and religious institutions.27

However in the last part of the century, newspapers and magazines were full of

writings by both men and women that questioned the common gender ideals and practices

of the time. This was influenced by ideas of progress and feminism from Europe. Calls were

made to improve women's access to education, end wife-beating 28 and improve women's

juridical position in general.29 Education especially was given much attention. Women's lack

of education was seen both as an obstruction to progress30 and as an explanation for

women's backwardness.31

25 T h e differential t reatment of men's and women ' s crimes against ' hones ty and adul te ry was c o m m o n in 19th
cen tu ry laws in Britain, S tokke (1981) notes , underpinned b y ideas of ' w o m e n as t he repositories of family
at tr ibutes ' (p. 42).
26 This conclus ion is reached f rom reading Beatriz Rossells ' (1987) b o o k that examines books , pamphle t s and
almost all newspapers available between 1850-1900.
27 Mar ianismo was about the Virgin M a r y as the ideal w o m a n and mothe r : " T h e virgin Maria is t he ideal w o m a n
and mother , as [a] feminine image and as a collection of virtues; divine figure tha t consoles and pro tec ts , symbol
of the excellency of feminine purity." [La Virgen Maria es el ideal de mujer y de madre , c o m o imagen feminine
y c o m o conjunto de virtudes; figura divina que consuela y protege , s ímbolo p o r excelencia de la pureza
feminina.] (Rossells, 1987, p . 35).
28 See Rossells, 1987, p . 78.
29 See Rossells, 1987, p . 83.
30 See Rossells, 1987, p . 77.
31 See Rossells, 1987, p . 81 .
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This was an 'elite' project more than anything else, and it was common that

elite women demanded equal education opportunities to men, as well as full civil and political

rights, but at the same time claimed that the native and mestizo population was an obstacle

to progress, and thus not to be considered in the debate (see Rossells, 1987).

Changing ethnic relations in the city

The colonial tribute was abolished with independence, but was soon re-instituted because the

new Republic desperately needed revenue. At the same time, the growing number of

mestizos took on increasing importance as middle-men, meaning that: "The contrast

between tribute-paying Indians and those who enjoyed access to their labour and resources

as intermediaries of the state was thus increasingly inscribed as an ethnic difference." (Harris,

1995. p.361). In the rural countryside especially, mestizos took on an increasingly important

and exploitative role in relation to the Indians (Harris, 1995). As tribute was being abolished32

ethnicity took on a different significance. As Harris argues, it was no longer about what fiscal

category one belonged to ~ and as such a matter for the state ultimately to define — but now

more a matter for local mestizo powerbrokers.

Being an Indian, however, became to 'hacendados' (hacienda owners),

merchants and officialdom synonymous with being a backward peasant or estate 'colonos',

while being a mestizo was associated with increased participation in the market and being a

wage worker or even an employer (Harris, 1995). One could argue, then, that if the city had

been a place of opportunity for becoming mestizo during the previous century, it was by now

by definition largely a place of and for mestizos. Living in the city meant being mestizo (which

is not to say that one could not be a mestizo in the countryside, as we saw above). A person

could now become mestizo by rejecting rural life and adopting a different life-style,

conditioned by the mediation of local powerbrokers:33

The shift from Indian to mestizo within an individual's lifetime would

usually involve migration - a break with one's place of origin in order to

work at the lowest level of unskilled labor in cities, mines, or plantations or

as domestic servants. Full incorporation into the category of mestizos

32 In Peru it was abolished in 1854, in Ecuador in 1857, but in Bolivia it was a more drawn-out process, see
Harris, 1995, footnote 39.
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involved denial of one's identity, one's past, one's origins. This denial

frequently involved - and still does - changing one's family name....

Changing one's clothing, one's diet, and one's language were crucial

indicators, and remain so today.

(Harris, 1995, p.365).

Being a mestizo continued, then, to be largely about distancing oneself from Indianness.34

However it was also now partly about keeping Indians in control: mestizos in the city

established urban rituals and fiestas to distinguish themselves from the new migrants, and in

the countryside mestizos tightly controlled the labour of Indians (see Harris, 1995, p. 365-6).

Work was not only a crucial factor for whether one was considered Indian or

mestizo; it was the determining factor when it came to official classification. Individuals were

classified according to whether they were 'white', 'Indian' or 'mestizo', and relegated to these

categories according to whether they were, for instance, peasants (Indians), hacienda owners

(white), tailors, carpenters, or shoemakers (mestizo) or domestic workers (mestiza) (Barragán

Romano, 1992, p. 84). These categories were used throughout the century and had replaced

the previous categories of 'criollo', 'Spaniard'35, 'mestizo' or 'Indian'.

At the same time, these categories were now talked of as races, naturalising

social differences, Barragán Romano (1992) points out.36 This also meant that the Indians

were thought of as savages and barbaric people who had to be civilised. It is not clear to

what extent this was the rhetoric of the elite — which was also shared by mestizo groups ~

but it is clear that 'Indian-ness' took on an increasingly negative significance as the cultural

and intellectual life of the elite became more clearly modelled on European ideas of

liberalism and positivism, especially after 1880 (see Rossells, p.100).

33 It is not clear what roles Harris (1995) sees the local powerbrokers to have. I imagine that they mediated in
migration, jobs, clothing, and networks, in this way being crucial for the passage to becoming mestizo.
34 In fact, Harris (1995) argues that mestizo 'identity' was largely about 'not being Indian' and she argues that
the reason that ethnicity became so important was that it was because the difference between being an Indian
and a mestizo was only about quasi-class relations (see p. 366-7).
35 As Qayun et al. (1997, p. 16) have pointed out 'white' replaced 'criollo' and 'Spanish' in die 19th and 20th
century, thus no longer making a distinction based on place of origin (criollo referred originally to Spanish
descendents born in the colony).
36 Undoubtedly the influence from Europe was great. Stokke (1981) argues that in Europe the concern with
biology was an ideological mechanism to explain away social inequalities.
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Discussion: Old divisions reproduced and new sources of social mobility

Despite having broken the formal chains with Spain after Independence, the Latin American

continent was swept by ideas of liberalism, positivism and feminism coming from Europe.

This had different consequences for the people of Bolivia, largely depending on ethnicity,

class and gender. While ideals and ideas of the 'proper' elite woman were largely

reproductions from early centuries, the cult of marianismo, with the church and educational

system as important regulating and articulating institutions, was crucial in 'defining' women

in this century. However, the most intellectual or radical men and women began to challenge

this, influenced by feminism and liberalism, the former concerned with women's rights, the

latter with the progress of Bolivian society. Coupled with this was an increased concern with

biology and thus racism, which meant that Indian women were not considered part of

women's liberation. However as Indians were thought of as inferior human beings they were

also considered an obstacle to progress and in need of being 'civilised'. But as Harris (1995)

points out, mestizos generally excluded them from benefiting or taking part in 'civilisation'.

The now big and rather influential group of mestizos did everything possible to keep the

Indians subdued so that they could continue to exploit them. At the same time, keeping

them 'Indian' meant that they themselves were kept 'not Indian'.

After independence the city became a place of mestizaje even more than it had

been before, as work was more tightly connected to ethnic categories. While the state

continued to label individuals ethnically, its power in doing so became less relevant. The

possibilities of going to the city and getting a job — for women mainly domestic service, and

associated with this, a change in life-style altogether - was the key strategy to becoming

mestizo. As clothing had been a strategy of social mobility for women earlier, it became so

now for men too, along with other modes of consumption.

Urban life in the first part of the 20th century

Two crucial historical markers of the century had major structural effects on gender, class,

and ethnic relations, especially in the urban labour market: the Chaco war of 1932-1935 and

the 1952 revolution. While aspects of class, gender and ethnic relations at times remained

largely'the same' (although not static), significant changes came about with each 'marker'.

A preoccupation with progress, biology and hygiene in the early part of this

century meant that Indians and mestizo women were continuously excluded through
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civilisation projects (or 'projects of modernity), which were aimed at making them suitable

for later inclusion in national society. Concerned with forging a collective national identity, a

rather different strategy later on was to claim that all Bolivians were mestizos and that

mestizaje represented the 'true' Bolivia, and praising the urban mestizo or chola woman was

part of this. These women grew in numbers and importance in the labour market and began

to organise politically, but towards the end of the first half of the century, they disappeared

as a separate voice from men. Elite women, too, continued their mobilisation but the two did

not meet, except when the elite engaged in 'charitable' activities. I show how the Chaco war

and the 1952 revolution were crucial for breaking down old class structures as the elite lost

much of its economic base and a new middle-class emerged within the labour market.

However, as class patterns changed, the remaining upper class women became increasingly

concerned to distance themselves from the growing number of urban mestizas/cholas.

The first few decades

Like most other countries, Bolivia was still dominated by ideas associated with liberalism in

the first part of the 20th century. After the 1899 civil war the Liberal Party took power from

the Conservatives and at the same time, tin replaced silver as the most important export, thus

making La Paz city the main economic centre of the country, instead of Potosí.

The period was characterised throughout Latin America by a concern for

progress, with science and rationality as key ingredients (Molyneux, 2000). The Bolivian elite

was preoccupied with forging a nation, and how Indians and the 'urban plebe' (Gotkowitz,

2000) could be incorporated and civilised. In late 19th and early 20th century Bolivia, the

'Indian problem' was largely understood in terms of social Darwinism but after 1910,

Zulawski (2000) argues, this was combined with environmental explanations. This implied

more than before, she points out, that Indians could be 'changed' and thus take part in the

modern national projects. In short, they were 'backward' but could be 'civilised'.

Exactly how to deal with the 'Indian problem' seemed to be a key debate

between Latin American intellectuals of the time. As social order was central to progress and

social regulation and integration were crucial for social order (see Molyneux, 2000), two areas

were viewed as central: education and health.

If indigenous ways of thinking and acting were an obstacle to progress, an

important way to eliminate this backwardness - it was reasoned - was through education. In
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the early 20th century Bolivian newspapers repeatedly stressed the importance of accepting

that 'the generations transform and improve through education' ['las generaciones se

transforman y mejoran por medio de la educación'] (Martinez & Quisbert, 1999, p.534). A

system was established whereby fathers who did not send their children to school or

employers who employed children of school age could be fined.37 This met some resistance,

especially in the countryside.38 And despite these ideas and measures it was not until the

1950s that an elaborate education system was established.

Health and hygiene became extremely important, partly because of the greater

contact between the elite and the Indians, and partly because the elite considered a healthy

work force crucial to the progress of the nation (Zulawski, 2000). The statistics of the time

showed numerous and serious health problems, but how they were explained and ideas on

how to resolve them differed considerably among Bolivian intellectuals. Culture was a

common explanation, but social class also had some weight in the debates, it seems. One

view was that diseases should be curbed through medical control (vaccines) while a more

radical, and probably less popular position was to change the poverty that caused such

diseases. This should happen through the westernisation and proletarisation of the Indians

who would then eventually - the reasoning was - through strong labour movements become

the 'real modernising forces'.39 In view of this debate it is no surprise that policies of

discrimination and 'cleansing' were implemented: In 1925 a centennial-year decree was issued

prohibiting Indians from entering La Paz's main plaza and seat of government (Gotkowitz,

2000, p.222), and between 1921 and 1925 the use of native clothing in La Paz was prohibited

(Stephenson, 1999, p. 150). At the same time, hygiene became an important subject in both

rural and urban schools, (Stephenson, 1999, chapter 4). This set the basis for later

discriminatory practices.

Mestizo life in the city continued to be quite different from what the Indians in

the countryside experienced: mestizos were not discriminated against through forced labour,

nor, seemingly, were they the object of civilising and modernising elite projects to the same

37 It is not clear to what extent this was actually implemented. One must suspect, however, that the
implementation was limited among the lower classes and especially so in the countryside, given the rather
limited supply of teaching. It illustrates, however, the importance paid to education as a means of civilising and
the 'urgent' need for this to happen, in the view of the elite.
38 Contreras (1999) says that the government set up a mobile educational system in the countryside whereby
teachers travelled between various communities to teach. However, in some places permanent schools were
established and often on the initiative of die local people themselves.
39 See Zulawski, 2000, for a discussion of two doctors' positions.
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degree as the Indians. The privatisation of land40 led to increased migration of individuals to

the city and a slow incorporation of the rural communities near La Paz into the city in the

early 20th century. Migrants came to the city to set up artisan trades and to become small-

scale merchants, and as the upper classes grew in size, the demand for domestic servants and

services of sewing, tailoring and laundering also rose, resulting in a sudden increase in the

presence of mestiza women in La Paz, the so-called 'cholas' (Stephenson, 1999)41 While the

urban mestizos generally did much to both distance themselves from and exclude the

Indians, at the same time they also established links with rural indigenous leaders. Sections of

urban mestizos emphasised the struggle against colonialism which they shared with the rural

Indians, and through a number of cultural events signalled the importance of the

reproduction of Aymara values (Stephenson, 1999, p. 17).

Labour movements in La Paz grew in the early parts of the 20th century,

including those of female domestic servants and market women. At the same time the

Liberals lost their power, challenged by the Republican Party and the Genuine Republican

Party. This created a new situation in the 1920s where the political elite42 sought to forge

client-based alliances with the urban popular sectors, mobilising them for votes (Gotkowitz,

2000). In this favourable context, urban chola women's political organising practices43 were a

direct response to both the adverse working conditions, and to an elitist nationalist rhetoric

that defined womanhood in terms of women's position in the home, and thus excluded from

the definition the large group of women who were working in markets or as domestic

servants, (see Stephenson, 1999, p.13). Elite mobilisation for women's rights was based

largely on accepting the 'natural' differences between men and women, where women's role

was to take care of household matters.44 The effect of this was obvious: class cut across

gender and divided women.45 What is ironic, however, is that while rhetoric on womanhood

40 1874 L a w of Expropr ia t ion
41 It is not entirely clear whether chola is Stephenson's label or the most common label of the time. In the rest
of the chapter, however, I shall use the term chola, 'de pollera' woman, mestiza and mestizo woman
interchangeably.
42 The political elite was largely also the economic elite. Of t en hac ienda owners , elite m e n largely left the
management of the estate t o their wives preoccupying themselves wi th polit ics, law, mining o r commercial
businesses (see Q a y u m et al., 1997).
43 Such as market women's associations and anarchist women's labour unions of domestic workers (see
Gotkowitz, 2000, p. 227; Stephenson, 1999, p.14; Gill, 1994).
44 Upper-class women argued for their right to education and to work as teachers by drawing on the mother-
teacher image that criollo woman had because of their role in raising children. They also pressed for full civil
and political rights under the argument 'separate but equal' accepting that women were of a different 'nature'
and that their prime role was in the home (see Stephenson, 1999, chapter 1).
45 For instance the 1929 Women's Convention organised by upper-class women was an event where women
from all backgrounds were meant to come together, except unionised chola workers who were not invited.
They turned up anyway to the horror of the other participants (Stephenson, 1999, p. 23).
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and elite women's domestic role neatly corresponded with one another, many women of the

upper classes did in fact also have a very important economic and managerial role in the

haciendas. In practice they administered the hacienda more often than their husbands,

leaving the men 'free' to work in politics, law or commerce (see Qayum et al, 1997).446

The Chaco Wa/7 and its aftenmth.

The Chaco war meant fundamental changes in the composition of the population as men

went to war and women stayed behind. It also meant a changing national rhetoric. Together

this reshaped new social relations of gender, ethnicity and class, among these an important

restructuring in women's labour market participation.

At the beginning of the war it was not uncommon that upper-class women

organised protests against it. This, however, was quickly replaced by general national support

for the war. As the war proceeded women played a big role in materially sustaining a society

largely drained of active men. "Women of the upper and upper-middle classes worked as

nurses to care for the wounded, organised collections of clothes and other essential goods to

be sent to those in battle, and engaged in a number of fund-raising activities too. Amidst

charitable practices small moves were made to link with women of the lower classes. Services

of letter writing for illiterate women were set up and Red Cross Bolivia decided to include

women of lower classes in its organisation.48

With the absence of men, middle and upper class women also felt the need to

get an education, so that they could find work to sustain themselves and their families.49

While they increasingly took up jobs as secretaries and teachers and to a lesser extent in

public administration (Duran Jordán & Seoane Flores, 1997), lower class women con-

centrated their participation in commerce and services, and in some cases in mining too

(Rivera Cusincanqui, 1996; Duran Jordán & Seoane Flores, 1997). Their participation in

mining is especially interesting as women until then had been barred from the mines, a

46 Haciendas - or large parts of them - were often passed on through daughters. This could happen by a
daughter's husband buying off the inheritance from the other brothers. It was a family strategy to educate sons
for a professional job and secure the future of daughters through family property. Another concern was with
keeping the family fortune united. A brother might then also buy off his brothers' inheritance in order not to
split up the hacienda. Whether this meant that some upper-class women were left with no land, is not clear (see
Qayum etal., 1997).
47 The Chaco War was fought against Paraguay in the years 1932-35- over territory of the Chaco - and lost by
Bolivia
48 It is not clear what this meant in practice though. See Duran Jordán '& Seoane Flores, 1997.
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restriction legitimised by myths that it would bring bad luck if a woman entered a mine.

Their entrance into this field of work illustrates more than anything else the need these

women and their families were in.

Women's need to raise more income via their own work was also affected by

the failure of employers and the government to support them. In 1934 a law was passed

which obliged employers to pay 50% of a soldier's previous salary to the family left behind.

Employers however successfully resisted this. The government, too, largely refused to pay

out salaries to the wives of men in war, and many Indian women who had travelled to the

city to receive their husband's salary as soldiers, had to return with nothing (Duran Jordán &

Seoane Flores, 1997, p. 114).

In the years just prior to the Chaco war, feminine images were linked more

closely than before to nationalism and health: "... nationalist discourses invested the maternal

body of the upper-class woman with a sense of national, public duty, the healthy future of

the nation depended on her" (Stephenson, 1999, p. 20). The consequence of this was that the

concern with hygiene, and with controlling 'contaminated bodies', continued throughout the

1930s and 1940s, now with increasing focus on the urban chola women. In 1935 upper class

women organised a campaign to keep cholas away from streetcars, by barring bundles and

packages and 'smelly' persons from the vehicles. Hygiene inspections were also established

whereby chola women were required to strip off their clothes. These women were also

required to buy a 'carnet sanitario' (sanitary card), which they had to carry with them. The

unionised chola cooks and servants publicly protested against this. Such marches not only

registered their protest in public, but also helped to reaffirm a collective identity to

themselves and others, Stephenson (1999) points out. But despite these protests, further

regulations were passed directing where cholas could sell, and where they should give birth.

Some even suggested that cholas should be prohibited from wearing 'pollera', but this was

not implemented.50 Stephenson (1999) argues that to the upper classes 'The pollera became

the visible emblem in which race and pathology intersected' (p.142). At the same time, she

points out, it also served the elite by distancing the urban chola women from them.

49 Some measures were also taken to improve indigenous women's education (see D u r a n Jordán & Seoane
Flores, 1997, p.89).
50 Perhaps because the 1921-25 prohibition against wearing Indian clothes had largely been a failure. Back then
m a n y Indians refused to change clothing or did so only temporarily. Women more than m e n resisted changing
clothing o r t o o k u p 'pollera' (Stephenson, 1999, p . 151).
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Under these circumstances, women's mobilisation was obviously still divided

across class/ethnic lines. Upper-class women continued their fight for political rights, but

without challenging the 'natural' gender division. However, because motherhood was no

longer just about the domestic sphere but also about 'social motherhood' for the nation, new

claims of participating in the public sphere were successfully made (see Stephenson, 1999,

pp. 26-28). At the same time chola woman became more vocal and organised, claiming to be

Bolivians who should have the same rights as upper-class women, because they were also

widows, mothers, daughters or sisters of men killed in the war. Using a rhetoric that drew on

their sacrifices for the nation during the war, what they mainly fou^ot for, however, were

improvements in working conditions and childcare facilities. At the 1936 Workers Congress,

chola women demanded that domestic workers should now be called 'trabajores de hogar'

(household workers) and have rights as workers. The military-socialist government's 1938

charter met some of the upper and lower class women's demands and labour laws were

passed which specifically 'protected' women and children. Another important legal change

was to make illegitimate and legitimate children equal before the law, which without doubt

had important effects on class mobility.51

By the 1940s things had taken a different turn. Now the urban mestizos,

including chola women, were held up as the true Bolivians. This was partly a consequence of

urban mestizos' lack of support for the new regime (Gotkowitz, 2000) and partly a response

from sections of the elite to the division between ethnic groups (Stephenson, 1999).

Underlying these two motives was probably a fear of class conflict and communism. The

challenge was to forge a national project that could curb the emergence of radical forces

(Molyneux, 2000). In her article on the changing commemoration of the mestizo 'Heroínas

de Cochabamba', who fought and died in the 1812 battle against royalist forces, Gotkowitz

(2000) shows that the populist military government 'commodified and domesticated the

mestiza heroines, turning them into symbolic mothers and patriotic images of valor and

abnegation to be distributed in all the nation's schools' (p. 231) thus making 'the mestiza

market women an idealized sign of cultural and political integration' (p. 217). Not only did

the Vülarroel military regime make mestizas or cholas the 'emblem of the nation' (p. 227), it

also implemented a number of legal measures to ensure chola women's increasing

incorporation into urban society: Literate women were given the vote in municipal elections,

51 I do not know of any study which has looked at what effect this law had but if implemented in practice it
must have meant that illegitimate mestizo children of the elite could experience social mobility on the basis of
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which brought some cholas into the electorate, and concubinage was given the status of

marriage. These measures also gave the state more say over mestizos and Indians who

traditionally did not marry (Stephenson, 1999) as well as giving recognition to what were

common practices among the mestizo and Indian population (Gotkowitz, 2000).

The Revolution of 1952 and after

In 1952 the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario' (MNR) came to power and imple-

mented a number of quite radical social reforms. It also synthesised the praise of mestizo

identity through a national project of 'mestizaje'. According to the new government all

Bolivians were of mixed blood and thus mestizos. The categories 'white' and 'Indian' were

rejected, and the latter were relabelled 'campesinos' (peasants). In this way the state tried to

unite the different ethnic and class groups (Gill, 1993) and create one nation. At the same

time tin mines were nationalised, unpaid labour was abolished and far-reaching agricultural

reforms were carried out. Educational opportunities were greatly expanded for the lower

classes and universal suffrage was implemented. This remoulded class, gender and ethnic

relations.

With the agricultural reforms, the big landowning elite saw their economic

foundation dwindle. This had consequences for the position of elite women. Often used to

being the ones managing the practical organisation and the economy of the estates, many of

these women were now either relegated back into domestic life (Qayum et al. 1997) or forced

to take up employment (Gill, 1993). Still, not all elite families suffered severely. Not all

haciendas were expropriated (Andersson, 1996), and a group of mine owners based in La Paz

operated their mines independently of the nationalised mines with the blessing of the

government. They retained money and influence and became powerful political actors in the

1970s (Gill, 1993).

As the urban economy expanded, new middle class groups of professionals

and business people emerged. Women of the upper and middle classes increasingly enrolled

in higher education training to become secretaries or clerks. However this did not last long,

Gill (1993) argues: "Yet as the new political order took shape and economic conditions grew

more stable, many old patterns persisted. Women from the professional middle stratum and

inheritance. Whether they were stigmatised or easily accepted, and whether women and men had different
opportunities, is a story worth investigating.
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a newly constituted upper class of mine owners, high-level state officials, and business

executives withdrew from the labor force to marry, raise children, and elaborate a sense of

femininity that was linked to the family and the home." (p. 76).

The agricultural reforms in effect took land from large landowners and divided

it into smaller pieces, handing them over to Indians. This however did not in itself mean that

Indians could live off the land. Promised government assistance to support peasant

agricultural production did not materialise, and land plots were often far from sufficient for

subsistence production. Conditions in the countryside and the hope for a better life in the

city meant heavy migration to the city in the decades after the reforms. In 1950 the urban

population made up 25% of the country's total population; by 1976 the figure was 44%

(Calderón & Szmukler, 2000, p. 189). More women than men migrated to the city, motivated

by the unequal inheritance patterns in the countryside.52 The new female migrants did not

enter the well-paid, secure forms of employment53 but started work chiefly as domestic

servants, street vendors or, if finances permitted, as owners of small businesses (Gill, 1993).

In the period between 1950 and 1976 the service sector grew immensely, while primary

production declined and industry and manufacturing staved at the same low level. The

secondary sector only supported 10% of the working population in 1950; in 1976 this had

risen to 15%. However, in 1976 only 17% of this proportion comprised industrial factory

workers (Calderón & Szmukler, 2000). Thus, factory work was not much of an option for

many of the new female migrants, who remained largely in informal sector work.54

Gill (1993) argues that the stress on sameness through the promotion of 'mestizaje',

and the great influx to the city of people from the countryside, made it even more crucial

than before for different groups to position themselves and reconstruct a hierarchy of

difference. This was done largely through consumption, which was enabled by an expanded

market of consumer goods. Upper and middle-class professional women were eager to

52 According to Gill (1994) and Rivera Gusicanqui (1996) women were pushed to the city then because of
unequal heritage practices. However given the newly opened spaces for employment as domestic servants, as a
result of the rising middle-classes, pull factors might also have some explanatory weight, I would think. It is still
die case today that in the city there are more women than men while the ratio is in reverse in die countryside
(Lasernaetal., 2000).
53 Different explanations are stressed: According to Gill (1993) it was due to class, edinic and gender barriers;
according to Calderón & Szmukler (2000) it was structural economic deficiencies of a backward agricultural
sector and a limited urban economy where die labour market was unable to absorb the migrants.
54 I have no specific informat ion o n what kind of w o r k migrant m e n entered into bu t f r o m the aggregate
statistics p resen ted b y Calderón & Szmukler (2000) o n e can tentatively deduce diat m e n were concentra ted in
craftwork ['artesanía'], possibly in some factory work, and as construction workers, carpenters and the like.
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distance themselves from chola women and they, in turn, did not want to be associated with

the recent influx of rural migrants. As Gill explains:

As rural migrants and urban-born Aymarás began to participate in an

increasingly consumer-oriented world, the availability of cash and the display

of personal wealth became closely tied to notions of personal success For

these women, "progressing" in La Paz entailed not only improving their

economic circumstances through commerce but also "dressing well", marry-

ing better than one could in the countryside and pursuing an education."

(Gill, 1993, p. 78)

At the same time, she argues, chola women's ideas about 'civilising' themselves and

'progressing' linked up with dominant ideas of the state on how to create a progressive and

modern nation.

The mining sector experienced lay-offs and cut-downs in government services

in the decades that followed. The miners were completely dependent upon what services the

state provided them with in terms of earnings, housing and goods available in the mining

centre stores. In response to deteriorating conditions, wives of miners established a number

of housewives' associations in the 1960s and organised strikes against government policy.

They wanted better services and an end to the political repression of miners carried out by

the military dictatorship. Domitilia Barrios de Chungara, who was leader of the housewives'

association at the Siglo XX mine was thrown into prison and as a result miscarried her

unborn child. She was one of the most active and vocal of the women, and visited many

international conferences, publicising the cause of the miners and poor Latin American

women in general (Benton, 1993). In this way she also made a major contribution to putting

Bolivia and its repressive military regimes of the time on the international map. Despite this

activism, urban working women generally did not establish unions independent from men,

but instead participated in the channels organised and dominated by men.55

However, women continued to play a big role when it came to fighting for

better conditions for miners. In this way, they were also important in the 1986 March 'Por la

vida y la paz' (For life and peace) where thousands of miners, housewives, peasants, teachers
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and students marched from Oruro to La Paz in protest against the government's economic

policies and more specifically the conditions of the mineworkers (Stephenson, 1999; Nash,

1992).

Discussion: New class relations

The first part of the 20th century was characterised by shifting rhetoric on gender and

ethnicity dominating the urban scene, women's increasing participation in both education

and work, and a simultaneous rejection and incorporation of urban popular sectors into

dominant elite society. These big changes were largely fuelled by the Chaco War and the

1952 revolution which, I would argue, had a bigger impact upon women's position in the city

- both upper and lower classes - than men's.

Women were increasingly organising themselves and demanding civil and

worker's rights, but they failed to do so across class-lines. In fact, the elite women despised

the urban cholas and tried to curb their social and economic activities in the city, building on

early 20th century ideas of uncivilised and backward Indians. It is interesting that while the

male elite had sought to incorporate and civilise Indians earlier on, elite women wanted to

exclude the now more politicised urban chola women. This was in part successfully resisted,

and urban cholas (and mestizos in general) were in fact further incorporated into urban

society as some of their demands were met in exchange for political support. This inclusion

was far from full; few urban mestizas were engaged in formal politics, and in the economic

spheres they remained largely within the informal sector. This was associated with new

meanings attached to mestizaje and the chola women that contradicted their marginalisation:

now urban mestizo women experienced being held up as cultural objects and the core of

national identity.

The spatial patterns of segregation and intermixing discussed at the beginning

of the chapter were underpinned, then, by historical practices of exclusion and inclusion

where urban Indian and chola women were subject to discriminatory practices and rhetoric

by the elite, and particularly by elite women, while also at times 'objectified' in order to win

their political support and to forge a unified nation. Indian and mestiza women were not

passive in this, and historically have been important actors for counteracting these

55 In 1927 the Federación Obrera Femenina (FOF) was established, but it was dissolved in 1964 due to forces in
COB who wanted to see its disappearance. The details of its decline since 1952 are, according to Aleñes Bravo
(1997) not clear. See also Ardaya, 1996, p. 59; Jeppesen, 2000.
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discriminatory practices and rhetoric. They also did so less directly by forging social mobility

through a transformation of ethnic categories of themselves and their children. In this way,

through their practices, mestizo women challenged the Hispanic patriarchal bargain, which

sought to domesticate women and retain the public sphere for men. Over the centuries, the

urban labour market underwent significant changes that moulded class constellations, but

within these structural transformations Indian and chola women's heavy engagement in

mainly low-income economic activities was (seemingly) a constant.56

A key concern of the next section is the different possibilities for occupational

mobility for different sections of the low-income urban female population. To explain why

certain 'types' of women (relatively young, well-educated women born and brought up in the

city) were more likely to end up in certain 'types' of work (factory) and have certain 'types' of

'more egalitarian' relationships, we need to turn to the more recent mechanisms and practices

of exclusion and inclusion which continue to marginalise the urban chola women in

contemporary La Paz.

56 It is not clear what kind of occupational mobility sections of the urban mestizo women might have
experienced in the first part of the 20th century with the expanding middle classes and new educational
possibilities.
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Part two: Present day practices and mechanisms of inclusion and

exclusion

In this part I examine contemporary practices and mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion of

low-income women in the city-- through an analysis that centres primarily on the position of

the urban chola woman - in order to understand more fully the socio-economic processes

within which gender relations were embedded.

Issues of gender and ethnicity have come to the forefront in recent years in

urban La Paz, shaped by pressure from middle-class run NGOs, rural indigenous groups, the

donor community, and the Bolivian government's concern (influenced by the former three)

for equal rights and equality. Groups have fought for recognition and rights, and the state

has been concerned with forging a unified and more socially just society through the

inclusion (largely through recognition of difference) of diverse ethnic groups, and both men

and women. Many legislative measures have been implemented, but not only have these

measures not always been successful as we shall see, they have also been paralleled by an

increasing exclusion or marginalisation within urban society of one particular group: chola

women. With the options and the requirements of contemporary modern city life, the urban

mestiza woman no longer has the voice and capacity for achieving social mobility by herself,

as we saw that she did in the past, although she remains a powerful actor for her daughter's

increasing inclusion into modern city life. In this part I analyse these present-day

constellations among the low-income urban population as expressed in women's style of

clothing. By paying attention to low-income women's manner of dress, especially that of the

chola women which so visibly stands out, we begin to be able to understand the mechanisms

of exclusion and inclusion that dictated a different set of possibilities according to categories

for women that were based on style of dress.

Rights and recognition: mechanisms of and for inclusion

Praising urban chola women and supporting rural Indians

At the time when wives of miners were politically active, urban chola women were paid

renewed attention. In the 1970s and 1980s Carlos Palenque became the populist 'Godfather'

who gave mestizaje and especially chola women a new meaning, which in turn gave him
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immense political support from primarily the urban lower classes. Palenque started out with

his own radio programme, then got his own radio and TV channels, and towards the end his

own political party (CONDEPA), which still exists today. His radio and TV programmes

centred on helping individuals, mainly women who had been left by the fathers of their

children, raped or had experienced other forms of injustice. Apart from individual men, the

state system and the government were often portrayed as the 'bad guys'. Palenque's rhetoric

thus focused on the injustice experienced by the Indians and the mestizos, especially the

urban chola woman. He praised the Aymara institution of godparents, presenting himself as

the 'Godfather'. He also cherished chola women's clothing, and his close follower, Remedios

Loza, herself dressed 'de pollera' and spoke Aymara fluently. In one of her speeches, Loza

said:

I want to tell the women of my people, women of 'de pollera' like me, that it

is time for us to stand up to make ourselves respected, that they cannot put us

down, nor can they call us uncultivated people because we are not, because

maybe we are more cultivated than the ones sitting in Congress. It is time that

we stand up and make the women of this people respected (....)

[Quiero pedir a las mujeres de mi pueblo, a las mujeres 'de pollera' como yo,

que es la hora de leiantarnos para hacernos respetar, que no pueden

despreciarnos, ni pueden decirnos pueblo inculto porque no lo somos, porque

quizas somos más cultos que los que están sentados en el Congreso. Es hora

de lemntarncs y hacer respetar a la mujer de este pueblo (...)]

Quoted in Alenda, 2000, p. 147, original emphasis

Palenque's own speeches were in Spanish but with heavy use of Aymara terms, despite the

fact that he did not speak the language fluently himself. He wore a poncho and performed

Aymara rituals in his public speeches, in this way for the first time making otherwise 'private'

Aymara traditions 'public'.57 Many saw him as the man who valued and celebrated Aymara

culture, finally giving it the worth it deserved at the same time as recognising and fighting

social injustice. He thus gave value to the urban chola women to an unprecedented degree,

receiving immense political support among La Paz chola women in return.

57 This section is based on Brenner's excellent Master's thesis (1997). See also Alenda (2000).
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The Palenque phenomenon continued protesting against the government's

policies with renewed force throughout the 1980s, and in 1989 CONDEPA became the third

largest political party in the national elections. Palenque decided to support the coalition

Acuerdo Patriótico (AP) in order to obtain influential positions within the formal political

channels. This was, however, also the beginning of the end of the popular movement, as it

then became formalised and institutionalised in a party. In 1989 Remedios Loza became the

first Aymara woman in Parliament ever, and in 1994 Palenque's wife Monica Medina became

mayor of La Paz (see Brenner, 1997). Palenque's death in 1997 meant the end of the

popularity of CONDEPA, and today it is a party ridden with frictions, scandals and

corruption, which can no longer mobilise the kind of popular support Palenque did in the

1980s. Even though it still tries to associate itself with the urban cholas, even adopting the

bowler hat as its symbol, most low-income men and women no longer see it as a party

representing their interests.

While this marked the end of a popular urban movement based on Aymara

culture, it did not mean the end of 'ethnic revival'. Today's ethnic revival is largely about the

pressures for recognition made by Bolivian rural ethnic groups and a 'conducive'

environment shaped by international rhetoric and policies on ethnicity.58 It is also about

Indians being celebrated for their 'ethnicity1 in politics, art, the media, and literature.

The appointment of an Aymara Indian as Vice-president in 1993 (Hugo

Cárdenas) was partly a response to the dissatisfaction of the urban and rural population

towards the government's policies, but at the same time it helped cement the legitimacy of

indigenous movements. In 1994 the 'Constitución Política del Estado' (CPE) recognised the

multiethnic and pluricultural nature of Bolivian society. The LPP (The Law of Popular

Participation) of the same year recognised the juridical nature of various forms of traditional

community governing systems, the 1994 education law stipulates that both Spanish and

indigenous languages should be taught in schools, and the forest law and the land law of

1996 guarantee indigenous communities the right to manage the forests and lands of their

communities independently (Albo, 2000).

58 See Albo (2000, pp.30-31) for a discussion of the reasons why ethnicity or 'pluriculturalism' have become
dominant in the international arena. See Calla Ortega & Molina Barrios (2000, pp.23-32) for an overview of
'internal' pressure by ethnic groups as a response to discriminative state policies. See S tróebele-Gregor (1994)
for an excellent analysis of rural indigenous movements from the highlands and lowlands of Bolivia.
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Legal and institutional measures on gender issues

Despite universal suffrage, men and women did still not become equal before law in this

period. In fact the 1972 Law no. 10426, art. 98 and art. 99 in the 'Código de Familia' specify a

husband's rights to prevent his wife from working, and praise women's role in the

household:59

The woman has a valuable social and economic function in the

household....Every spouse can freely exercise the profession or office that

s/he chooses to or has chosen before marriage, unless one of them

involves, in the interest of the family community, an explicit prohibition

respecting the other. In particular, the husband can restrict or forbid the

women to exercise certain professions or offices, for reasons of morality or

when it seriously harms the function specified in the last article.

[La mujer cumple en el hogar una función social y económicamente

'útil... .Cada cónyuge puede ejercer libremente la profesión u oficio que

elija o haya elegido antes del matrimonio, salvo que uno de ellos obtenga,

en interés de la comunidad familiar, una prohibición expresa respecto al

otro. En particular, el marido puede obtener que se restrinja o no se

permita a la mujer el ejercicio de cierta profesión u oficio, por razones de

moralidad o cuando resulte gravement perjudicada la función que señala el

articlo anterior.]

(Art. 98 & 99, quoted in Baptista Cañedo et al, 1997).

However in the 1990s, significant legal and institutional changes took place. The LPP of

1994 was the first Bolivian law that explicitly incorporated the principle of equality between

men and women. The law states that it will:

... .Seek to improve the quality of the life of the Bolivian woman and man

with a more just distribution and better administration of public resources.

Strengthen the political and economic instruments necessary to perfect

representative democracy, facilitating die participation of citizens and
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guaranteeing equal opportunities for women and men at the levels of

representation.

[... .Procura mejorar la calidad de vida de la mujer y el hombre boliviano

con una más justa distribución y mejor administración de los recursos

públicos. Fortalece los instrumentos políticos y económicos necesarios

para perfeccionar la democracia representativa, facilitando la participación

ciudadana y garantizando la igualdad de oportunidades en los niveles de

representación a mujeres y hombres.]

(quoted in Montano Virreira, 1998, p.296).

The electoral law of 1997 stipulated that women had to represent 30% of the nominated in

the 'listas de diputados', but this did not lead to women's increasing participation in local

party politics. In fact since the law was implemented women's representation decreased in local

councils, both relative to men and in absolute numbers. The explanation for this is that despite

the declared intentions, local governments were largely monopolised by men as power and

money was devolved to the local level. In this environment, as pointed out by Montano

Virreira (1998), institutional mechanisms ensuring equal participation have been inadequate

at best. However although it was little more than rhetoric, the law was nevertheless

important in putting gender equity on the agenda, giving new legitimacy to women and

gender issues.

The 'Subsecretaría de Asuntos de Género' (SAG - Vice-Ministry of Gender

Matters) established under the Ministry of Sustainable Development60 has played an

important organising role in uniting different groups and to some extent also in pushing

policy changes (see Montano Virreira, 1998, p.302). However, overall it has functioned more

as an executive organ than a policy making one, Montano Virreira (1998) argues. This seems

largely a result of an imbalance between its mandate, the institutional mechanisms to carry

out this mandate and the low legitimacy the sub-secretariat has among politicians in general

(p.301) despite the more gender-favourable environment. At the same time, she points out,

while it is a platform for NGOs to 'enter' or influence state policy, there are controversial

59 See Varley (2001) for a discussion of the gendered p ro t ec t /obey binary in law, practice and popular
understandings in Mexico from the 19 th century to the present d a y
60 First Organismo Nacional del Menor, Mujer y Familia in 1991 with reforms in 1993 and 1997 it became the
Subsecretaría de Asuntos de Género (SAG) under the Ministry for Sustainable Development , in charge of
formulating policies o n w o m e n (MontanoVirreira, 1998).
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issues that SAG cannot deal with as an institution of the state, such as female coca producers

protesting against government policy on coca eradication.

Two additional legal advances characterise recent Bolivia. One is the agrarian

law of 1997, which paid specific attention to equal inheritance of women and men; the other,

as mentioned earlier, is the 1995 law on domestic violence which for the first time made

domestic violence and the drive to eradicate it, a public matter (Montano Virreira, 1998; de la

Quintana, 2000).

In La Paz there were many NGOs concerned with women's issues (Benton,

1993), the vast majority being small, at grassroots level and primarily dealing with women's

practical needs (Moser, 1993). Some La Paz-based organisations, however, were more

feminist in orientation, 'striving towards the creation of equality and the elimination of all

forms of discrimination against women in what remains a male-dominated society (Benton,

1993, p. 240). El Centro de Promoción de la Mujer Gregoria Apaza, founded in 1982, is the

best-known one. It has conducted a number of studies on gender issues and earned out

training courses for women in urban La Paz and El Alto. Its mission statement sets the tone

of its views:

"Prontte the personal and social potential cf the wemn in processes cf load and

national dewkpnvrt"

The mission of the Centre for the Promotion of Women Gregoria Apaza is

oriented at the construction of a democratic society that recognises the

different interests and respects social, economic and political rights of

gender, generations and ethnic-cultural [groups] and the creation of con-

ditions in our country for sustainable development in the long run.... We

understand the promotion of the latter to involve the reestablishment in the

balance of power relations, which for the subordinated sectors implies the

possibility to make decisions with respect to their own interests.

["Prontner d potendaniento personal y social de las mujeres en los procesos de desarrollo

locales y nacionales"

La Misión del Centro de Promoción de la Mujer Gregoria Apaza se orienta

a la construcción de una sociedad democrática en la que se reconozcan los

diferentes intereses y se respeten los derechos sociales, económicos,

políticos, de género, generacionales y étnico-culturales y a la creación en

nuestro país de las condiciones de un desarrollo sostenible en el largo
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plazo.... Por potenciamiento entendemos el restablecieminto de un balance

en las relaciones de poder que implique para los sectores subordinados la

posibilidad de decidir en función de sus propios intereses.]

Plan Estratégico 1996-2000, p. 34, authors italics

It was not only state agencies and NGOs that 'transmitted' and promoted a change in gender

relations. Journalists, authors and teachers were important actors and media too. Low-

income urban populations were widely exposed to messages of gender equality and women's

rights in schools, the media, on the street and through their active participation in NGOs or

exposure to government programmes and institutions. In some cases children were told in

school that 'machismo' is bad and that wives and husbands should decide together. Women

listened to women's programmes on the radio; both men and women experienced public

meetings in the streets against household violence; they participated in NGO projects; it was

possible for women to go to government institutions when beaten up by their husbands and

they could draw on the law to ensure that they inherited their share of land.

One could argue that we may in fact want to consider this concern for gender

and ethnicity as another 'patriarchal bargain' in the city, a 'rights' bargain, when in fact there

was little 'patriarchal' about it. For when taken together in terms of gender, the measures,

policies and debates all advocated a different set of rules in gender relations, based on

women's rights and greater equality between men and women. To different degrees they

promoted a transformation in the rules of the game between husbands and wives, men and

women. Within this bargain, the domination of men over women, the sexual division of

labour and the public-private gender division were being challenged to different degrees.

Mechanisms of exclusion: Urban chola women's marginalisation

Low-income urban women drew on the rights bargain - or ignored it - to various degrees.

Most were not unaware of women's rights as a topic (nor were men), not least because of

watching television and listening to the radio. Most women had been engaged in an NGO

project at some point in their lives, although very few had been in contact with the more

radical ones.

Regardless of the degree to which women were exposed to and drew on the

rights bargains - which I return to later - mechanisms of exclusion in the city coexisted with

these efforts and pressure for gender and ethnic issues to be included in the national project
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of economic development, democracy and human diversity. I want to suggest that the

coexistence of 'de pollera' and 'de vestido' low-income women in the city reflects complex

exclusionary socio-economic processes of modernity in the city, which relegated migrant

women to the bottom of the hierarchy. To sustain and elaborate further on this argument I

need to start with a discussion of the visible signs of difference: women's attire.

Clothes and style

Wearing 'pollera' refers to the heavy gathered skirt (pollera) in many layers that is

accompanied by distinct shoes, shawl, hat and jewellery (not worn by 'de vestido' women),

and the hair in two braids. The shoes are white pumps like ballet shoes; the shawl is either a

brown alpaca or vicuña shawl or a colourful, lighter and glossier shawl depending on the

occasion and the wealth on display, the hat is a black or brown derby bowler hat; and the

jewellery is dominated by heavy golden earrings. The display of jewellery (and the size of it),

and the quality of the shawl and the skirt vary greatly, and signal the degree of wealth (see

Albo et al. 1983, pp.23-7). The 'de pollera' outfits are very expensive, costing around bs 1000

($ 178) or more, and on top of this comes the jewellery (see also Gill, 1993, p.79). The outfits

are then much more expensive than almost any 'vestido' clothes. 'Vestido' refers to anything

from jeans with sweatshirts, skirts with blouses, to women's suits, and can be bought very

cheaply at second hand markets or more expensively in one of the fashionable shops in the

centre of town. 'De vestido' women usually have their hair 'loose' or in any other

arrangement than the two braids of 'de pollera' women. They may also have short hair,

although this is unusual for low-income women and more a middle-class phenomenon.

Some 'de vestido' women also wear make-up, something that 'de pollera' women never do.

'De pollera' and 'de vestido', then, is about more than clothes, it is about style.

What significance does attire and style take? To Miller (1994), clothes - and consumption in

general - serve as a framework for guiding people's behaviour and expectations. It is about

"... the tendency of material culture to play the role of frame or cues, which lead people to

adjust their behaviour and expectations seen as appropriate to particular circumstance of

place, without this becoming apparent or having to pass through explicit consciousness." (p.

315). Consumption may also be a way in which individuals express their values and identity

without having to do so verbally. To Miller what to consume/wear may also be a way to deal

with modernity: "Consumption then may not be about choice, but rather a sense that we
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have no choice but to attempt to overcome the experience of rupture by using the very same

goods and images which create for many the sense of modernity as rupture" (p. 2).

Ferguson (1999) in contrast stresses that what he calls 'cultural style' is about

praaiæs that signify difference between social categories (p. 95). It is about embodied practices of

performance, or 'poles of social signification' crosscutting one another according to issues like

class, gender and sexuality. The implication of many poles cross-cutting one another is that

those individuals wearing the same style are sending shared 'stylistic messages' -- but not

necessarily any more. The idea of crosscutting poles is rooted in the very general definition

of cultural style as 'all modes of action through which people place themselves and are placed

in social categories'. However Ferguson's analysis focuses primarily on the clothes men wore

in urban Zambia and the associated consumption habits. Concentrating on style associated

with clothes - clothes style — we may still want to hold on to the idea that style does not

necessarily express or condition common values or similar identities of those individuals

wearing the same style as Miller suggests they do, because motivations and choices of style --

and the degree to which choices can be made - may vary greatly. In Ferguson's idea of style

as performance, there is of course a great deal of choice, but it is not unlimited and

completely free: "The idea of style as a cultivated competence implies an active process

spread across historical and biographical time, situated both within a political-economic

context and within an individual life course. Such a complex process involves both deliberate

self-making and structural determinations, as well as such things as unconscious motivations

and desires, aesthetic preferences, and the accidents of personal history." (p.101).

To judge what women wearing 'vestido' or 'pollera' is all about in relation to

the very different positions of Miller and Ferguson, we need to know more about the

practices around taking up these styles and the meanings attached to them. In what follows I

will focus primarily upon women wearing the pollera - the so-called chola women. I do so

because those are the ones that the literature pays attention to, because they occupied a

position in the city which was economically and socially more marginal than women wearing

'vestido', and because not copying middle and upper class women's clothes seems to me to

warrant a greater explanation than those low-income women who wore western-style

clothing like their sisters in the middle and upper classes. As we shall see however, there was

a close connection between women of 'de pollera' and women of 'de vestido', through

generations.
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Meanings of chola women wearing 'de pollera'

Unlike Ferguson (1999) in his study in urban Zambia, my respondents showed little self-

consciousness about their way of dressing and the social relevance of it. When we asked

women what difference there was between 'de pollera' and 'de vestido' women, we were

mostly told 'none' or 'the clothes'. When pushing further, women would generally point out

the differences in costs involved, and when we asked a woman why she dressed the way she

did, we were told 'because my mother dressed me like this' or 'because I have always dressed

like this'. Some 'de vestido' women, though, revealed how they perceived the differences, and

our middle-class informants were even keener to tell us what they thought. According to the

latter, chola women on the one hand displayed wealth through their relatively expensive

attire but on the other hand were also dirty, smelly and uncivilised, an unusual combination

which they thought of with disgust, also forgetting, of course, that many chola women were

still rather poor despite owning an expensive attire.61 Other respondents were less harsh in

their judgements, stressing 'de pollera' women's unfortunate background: they had little

formal schooling, poor Spanish, were from the countryside, had many children, and worked

in the informal sector, typically in commerce. We were also told that chola women - despite

exchanging their rural attire with an urban clothes style - were considered 'traditional'.

Richard Quispe, whose own wife was 'de vestido', told us when we asked him about the

difference: ".... the difference is very big, the 'de pollera', is a traditional wife, the 'de vestido'

is a modern woman ...." [" ...la diferencia es muy grande, la 'de pollera', es una mujer

tradicional, la 'de vestido' es una mujer moderna...."]. Belbia Gapcha, a 'de vestido' woman

who worked in La Modelo explained the differences between 'de vestido' and 'de pollera'

women in greater detail:

The difference is that... ah... we have bettered ourselves, we have studied

and the señoras de pollera have not, no they have stayed where they were

and got no further and the women de pollera are those who have come

from the countryside, they have remained in the city, they, they, they have

taken up work in whatever they have been able to, they have gone to

become domestic servants, other have gone to sell... in the streets, the

street sellers, the majority have dedicated themselves to this, other señoras

de pollera also have their shops, they have improved a bit as well, um.

61 Comments revolved around chola women not washing themselves, the smell that they gave out when
traveling with their big bundles in the mini buses, having little schooling and poor command of Spanish, not
appreciating material goods etc.
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[La diferencia es que... ah... nosotros nos hemos superado más, hemos

estudiado y las señoras 'de pollera' no, no ahí norrias se han quedado y las

mujeres 'de pollera' son las que han llegado del campo, se han quedado en

la ciudad han, han, se han puesto a trabajar nomás en lo que han podidio, se

han ido de empleadas domésticas, otras se han ido a vender... en la calle, las

vendedoras, a eso es la mayoría que se ha dedicado, otras señoras 'de

pollera' también tienen sus tiendas, se han sabido superar también un poco,

um.]

Máximo Quispe urged her 13-year-old niece to change to 'de vestido' so that she could get

job, and explained:

She ['de pollera' woman] is not accepted easily. In no work just like that,

like for instance here in the factory, they don't accept it. A lot... I mean, a

lot of de pollera people are often humiliated. For this reason I, I told her

that she should change so that... as she is still young, 'Change' I told her.

[No se le acepta facfl [a la mujer 'de pollera']. En ningún trabajo así, como

por ejemplo aquí en las fábricas, no saben aceptar. Mucho le... es, es decir

mucho es muy humillada la gente 'de pollera'. Entonces por esa causa he,

yo le dije que se cambiara para que... como es jovencita todavía, 'cambíate'

le dije]. 834

If Máximo pointed out the discriminatory practices towards chola women, Belbia stressed

chola women's own preferences for particular types of jobs and their lack of skills, which

limited their options:

What is happening is that señoras 'de pollera' engage more in commerce

because... they like... to work in the street... .There are people who like to

spin, the ... .'de pollera' they are the ones who mainly do these kinds of

work, because they like it and this because... they cannot do other things

more than doing this. They don't have sufficient education/training.
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[Lo que pasa es que las señoras 'de pollera' más se dedican al negocio

porque... les gusta... en la calle atender... .Hay personas que les gusta hilar,

las... 'de pollera' casi son las que hacen estos trabajos, porque les gusta y es

porque... no pueden hacer otra cosa más que hacer eso. No tienen más

superación.]

The significance of 'de pollera'

Most authors have argued that the 'chola' woman represents an 'in between' person in urban

society: Seligmann (1989) refers specifically to the chola market woman as an 'in between'

woman mediating between the urban and the rural spheres; Fock (1989) argues that cholos

(men and women alike) do not want to be Indians nor white; Arteaga Montero (1990)

believes that the chola woman is a 'mix' of Andean and Spanish-Creole culture, and Peredo

Beltrán says that being a chola is about undertaking an assimilation-transformation process

of Western values at the same time as it is about undertaking a process of rupture-

preservation of the Andean world (see also Nash, 1993, p. 2).

These accounts of 'in-between-ness' are observations that do not explain

much, and which do not give independent analytical value to the study of Chola women.

Barragán (1992) takes it a step further and argues that chola women continue to wear

'pollera' because it inserts them into spaces of horizontal ties in groups with one another

where, albeit subordinated, they have certain powers. These are also spaces that permit them

to utilise the system at the margins and in this way undermine it. For instance rather than

opposing the commercial chamber or industry, Barragán says, chola women displace it

silently, by which I assume she means that they do so through their non-participation in

formal sector economic activities (she does not elaborate on her point). Being a chola then is

a form of opportunity and resistance, but resistance taking place in subtle as opposed to

overt ways.

It has also been suggested that some 'de pollera' women change their clothes

to 'de vestido' (and possibly back again) because of the condescending views about chola

women, because 'de vestido' clothes are less costly and/or to distinguish themselves from

poorer migrants coming to town (Albo et al, 1983, pp.27-9; Brenner, 1997, p. 132; Gill, 1993,

p. 79). While there might of course be examples of 'de pollera' woman changing to 'de

vestido', I came across none during my stay, other than Máximo's niece who changed to 'de
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vestido' as a result of the pressure from her family. However I experienced one 'de vestido'

woman who wore 'pollera' at smaller 'fiestas' during the week-ends, a few of the older

Paceñas who had adopted it permanently, and a few migrant women who wore 'vestido'.62 In

my sample there was an almost perfect correspondence between migrant/city 'status' and

clothing and a completely perfect one where we talk about younger women. Migrants

generally wore 'pollera' while Paceña women wore 'vestido', as Table 5.1 in the previous

chapter also revealed.63

Clearly today women had little choice or did not make a choice of clothes style:

Other than for girls my study suggests that Paceñas changing to 'de pollera' or migrant

women adopting the 'vestido' was not a real choice. One migrant woman told us how she

would like to change to trousers but could not because others would 'mirar' (look upon her

badly).

In contrary to Ferguson's case then, 'de pollera' women shared a lot: first and

foremost that they were usually migrants, and that position usually meant low levels of

education, poor Spanish, and that they worked in the informal sector as vendors or home-

workers.

To the middle-class, chola women wearding the 'pollera' may have seemed like

a practice of 'resistance' through differentiation. There were without doubt also women that

built on the movement of CONDEPA and perceived their way of dressing as a form of

resistance. However, for the low-income women from the countryside in our sample,

wearing 'pollera' was not a conscious act of resistance. It was an unquestionable given and

sometimes also considered a negative constraint. Two questions arise from this observation:

What were the consequences for women of being 'de pollera'? And how did style become

both a given and a constraint as opposed to the tool for transformation and resistance that

we saw it was in the past? Let me start with the last question first.

Clothes and style: Opportunity or barrier?

The 'de pollera' style was the clothing of provincial Spanish women as early as the 16th

century. Towards the end of the 18th century, better-off urban Aymara women began to dress

62 This was not an easy endeavour, though. Teresa Condon, the woman who would wear 'de pollera' at parties,
was thinking of changing to 'de pollera' permanently but was afraid of people's reactions. They would 'look
down' on her for such a change, she believed.
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in this way too. Slowly it became appropriated by the whole of the urban Aymara female

population as a way of distancing oneself from the stigmatisation of being an Indian and, as

Bouysse-Cassagne argues, a source of social mobility. Women were no longer rooted in the

relations, traditions and productive activities of the countryside and in this way they could

distinguish themselves from their rural counterparts (Barragán, 1992; Gill, 1993). Little is

known about the changes the pollera underwent in the 19th and 20th century, nor do we know

why Aymara women continued to dress 'de pollera' as upper-class fashion changed.

While the latter suggests that clothes became a means and symbol of

resistance, I will suggest an interpretation that goes further. The early copying of Spanish

clothes was an opportunity for socio-economic mobility, as we saw. When moving to the city

and adopting city life (including clothes) became an automatic step into mestizo life, and not

a matter for the state to define, it is possible that city style, i.e. differentiating oneself from

one's rural background became more important than copying Spanish fashion. To put it

crudely, when fiscal categories were abolished there was no need to copy upper-class clothes

and habits to be considered 'mestizo' anymore, and clothes that were now a symbol of

'mestizaje' became reproduced as such. Whether resistance to elite practices was part of the

play is difficult to say, but Stephenson's accounts of divisions and conflicts between chola

women and upper-class women in the early part of the 20th century, certainly leads one to the

conclusion that wearing 'pollera' was in part involved in practices of resistance to the

continuous political, economic and social marginalisation that chola women experienced.

The CONDEPA movement in the 1970s and 1980s certainly reinforced ideas of 'de pollera'

as a symbol of resistance.

In present day La Paz, however, to the common migrant woman, wearing the

pollera was not a matter of choosing to signal resistance through her choice of clothes: it was

more about taking up the space relegated to her in the city. Ironically, rural Indians today

were largely praised for their difference, at least rhetorically, while chola women continued to

be considered uneducated, uncivilised and unhygienic, as they have been historically. Past

'praising' projects of chola women had lost their hold and new ones had not emerged.

Today, there is no attempt to contain, regulate or civilize cholas as in the past, nor are they

celebrated for their 'ethnicity' as rural Indians. To our middle-class intellectual informants

(academics, development workers, secretaries, doctors, etc.) the 'chola-phenomenon' was

63 See also Arteaga Montero, 1990, p. 13 for an example of a Paceña being 'de vestido'. It is of course entirely
possible that there was more leverage in changing clothes in the past.
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about de-culturisation in the sense of ridding oneself of one's authentic and true culture, and

a process of transition from a rural status to a 'full' urban life. Chola women were considered

'traditional' but not in the positive sense associated with being 'indigenous', 'ethnic' or

'Indians'; they were considered a sub-group that was neither this nor that. In a void, without

a real place in the city, in transition without culture, chola women were not considered

worthy of attention for their 'culture'.64

To the individual chola woman, ridding herself of the pollera would not

change the other signs of migrant status — namely language and education — that signalled

that she 'ought' to wear 'pollera'. In an urban labour market where even some factories

required high educational levels, where white-collar jobs 'required' not only that but also

perfect Spanish, and where chola women were considered inferior and different, in transition

and thus 'outside' 'real' city life as they were not fully embedded in it but only part of the

picture, the adult migrant woman's best strategy was indeed to put on the pollera. To find

and accept 'her place' (which most did without questioning or regretting) and sending out

'stylistic messages' about this, meant receiving the acceptance of other low-income women,

whom she needed to draw on for work (as we saw in Chapter Three), but also acceptance of

those middle-class women who came to buy groceries on her 'puesto' and the factory

manager or middle-person who gave her a home-work contract. Adopting the pollera style

then created possibilities too, and more possibilities than changing to 'de vestido' probably

would have done. In this way, the migrant women helped reproduce a structure, but not in

the sense of a sub-culture, as Ferguson (1999), too, warns against assuming. Chola women

had - as we have seen - diverse ideas and practices, and other than the factors associated

with their rural background (poor command of the Spanish language; low education) shared

only the fact that they were contained within certain occupations in the labour market. Chola

women were (of course) marginalized in other ways too, but this they shared with the low-

income urban 'de vestido' women. What they did not share with their western-style sisters

was the fact that they hardly ever entered the formal sector for work.65 'De pollera' women

were generally not found in factories (there was only one in La Modelo) nor working as

secretaries, bank clerks, teachers, nurses etc. This was not simply a question of discriminatory

practices of employers, for many cholas - and other women too - usually did not

contemplate a formal sector job as an option. When we pushed for an explanation for this it

64 The only exception would be the big urban 'fiestas' such as Gran Poder and Carneval where the pollera is an
important cultural symbol and on the occasion not only worn by chola women but also 'de vestido' women.
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was framed in terms of the inflexibility of such jobs for dealing with domestic duties and

childcare. These women, I suppose, also knew that their chances of being taken on in many

formal sector jobs were slim and that this was not only about education and language, as the

story of Maximo's niece pointedly illustrated. But it also went beyond that: Where women of

'de pollera' 'belonged' was in vending and home-working -- this was the general feeling.

Chola women not considering (most) formal sector work as an option was reinforced by a

labour market with a small formal sector and a huge informal sector that made entrance into

formal work difficult, even for those possessing the 'skills' required. Here we come close to

Bourdieu's idea of reproduction and the 'eternalising' of structure in an environment that had

a tendency to relegate women (in general) to the informal sector rather than pushing them

into the formal sector (associated with a radical transformation in social conditions of

production that Bourdieu requires). Two things challenged this: one is that wearing 'de

pollera' was not for all women an unquestionable practice that was just accepted, as we saw,

suggesting that chola women may begin to challenge the categorisation associated with their

style of clothing. We may even see this expressed in new work and educational strategies

(which some people claim is already taking place, with 'de pollera' women increasingly

entering universities and factories) and/or challenges to the automatic adoption of a certain

clothes style. Secondly, chola women alwrys dressed their daughters 'de vestido'. This

phenomenon was combined with and underpinned by mothers' (and fathers') concern for

providing their children with a good education, and if they could afford it, a university

degree, fulfilling their dream of their children becoming 'profesionales'. Most women did

much to integrate their children fully into modem city life, not only wishing a better life for

their children, but enacting the dreams to sometimes unimaginable extents: women worked

hard and long hours to support their daughters' education, as we saw in the case of Marta

Quispe (in Chapter One) and many insisted on speaking Spanish with their children although

their own command of the language was extremely poor. Mothers' (and fathers') hopes for a

better urban life for their children revolved mainly around their work (for sons and daughters

alike), but this hope was far from always fulfilled. Social stratification in La Paz did not

correspond to attire. Many of the low-income 'de vestido' women were poorly educated, in

marriages with heavy domestic and childcare tasks, and working in the informal sector. For

those who did end up with a good education, formal sector jobs, such as factory work, were

indeed scarce. Many then, had lives as similar and different to those of chola women. A few,

65 The two women in our main sample who were 'de pollera' women in formal work worked as a) a cleaner in
the local college and b) a street cleaner in a large co-operative.
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however, managed to get a good education and a relatively well-paid job, for instance in a

factory or, even better, as a nurse or a secretary.

Clothes style then was not (largely) a choice of performance as Ferguson

argues, nor an expression of values or identities (as Miller points to, but Ferguson rejects),

nor only a framework guiding behaviour and expectations - except for in what type of work

to engage in - nor clearly about 'consuming' modernity as Miller suggests. The issue of style

has historically been much more complex, with a changing significance from being about the

mobility of women themselves and their children, to resistance to elite practices and ideas, to

being largely about acceptance of a marginal position in the city for migrant women

themselves -- making the best of it -- and thus a means to social mobility for their doubters.

Women's attire in urban La Paz, then, was both an expression and a consequence of

different opportunities for inclusion into modern city life of low-income urban women.

The modern city was a place where contradictory ideas and practices coexisted:

on the one hand, the celebration of the ethnic and indigenous (meaning rural), ideas and real

possibilities for individuals to advance in the labour market on the basis of merits such as

language and education; on the other, racist ideas of and practices towards the 'uncivilised'

and 'de-cultured' chola woman. Chola women did not have the qualifications needed in the

formal sector labour market and they did not have the 'ethnicity' of the rural Indians. Their

clothes style was no longer a means to challenge how the elite sought to 'place' them at the

bottom of urban society as in the past - instead it helped reproduce the 'marginalized chola'.

But the elite did not try to 'preserve' chola women as a separate ethnic and social group as

they did with Indians during colonialism, and happily accepted their well-educated, well-

dressed daughters in the formal labour market and higher education - if space allowed.

This explains why certain kinds of work (factory) was occupied by certain

'types' of women (Paceñas, well-educated, young) but it does not explain differences,

associations and similarities in couple relationships. To do so we need to return to the

various (patriarchal) bargains in the city sketched out earlier in the thesis, and draw on ideas

from theorists of modernity who argue that modernity is about choices, not least choices in

ideas, and a bombardment of images and life-styles.

Couple relationships: drawing on patriarchal bargains in the modern city

I argued earlier that the Andean patriarchal bargain for migrants was largely about lived
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relations but that it was more distant for second-generation migrants. I also argued that the

Hispanic patriarchal bargain was mediated mainly through soaps, the educational system and

directly experienced when women (and men) worked as servants in upper class homes. Let

me start out here with a discussion of 'choices in the city5 before I elaborate a bit more on

the evangelical and the rights (patriarchal) bargain, and discuss further how we may begin to

understand variations in couple relationships in the city.

Drawing on patriarchal bargains

Writers on modernity - such as Giddens (1992; Giddens and Pierson, 1998), Miller (1994)

and Appadurai (1996)66 - have captured a central feature of contemporary urban life in La

Paz: a decline in customs and traditions and an increasing exposure of individuals to a greater

variety of images and life-styles than before. People start to question ways of doing things

and reflect about the social (and physical) world more than they used to. Martinez and

Quisbert (1999) also capture this in their description of La Paz city:

The city has become a scenario of vital importance where a universe of

feelings and beliefs has been recreated and where, at the same time, as a

consequence of the city dynamic itself, a universe and an image has

emerged built upon the search for an individual identity that is at the same

time collective ....

[La ciudad se ha convertido así en un escenario de vital importancia donde

se ha recreado un universo de sensaciones y creencias y donde, a la vez, por

efecto de la propia dinámica citadina, han surgido un universo y un

imaginario en cuya construcción están presentes la búsqueda de una

identidad individual que es al mismo tiempo colectiva....]. (p.543)

One of the options available in the city (and in some rural places too) was to become an

evangelical. One way in which evangelical churches reached potential converts was by

66 Let me make my position clear: I see modernity in part as an ideological construct, as expressed in 'projects
of modernity'. It usefully also refers to a particular historical phase, involving mechanisms and features that
structure social life radically differently from earlier. Originating in Europe, as pointed out by Giddens (1991),
today we need to talk of 'modernities' or 'processes of modernity', diat is, no modern society looks the same,
despite homogenising trends of globalisation.
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travelling around 'barrios' in big tents for about two weeks at a time. At night, when

residents of the 'barrio' had returned from work, religious gatherings were held involving

music and dancing to attract the residents. In addition to these mobile churches, many

stationary evangelical churches existed. Becoming an evangelical did not involve other efforts

than going to a nearby church or 'signing' up in the tent. Anyone could become an

evangelical; there were no requirements for joining. We have seen why it could be attractive

for women to join: if they managed to make their husbands join this would curb their violent

and drinking behaviour. Some women (and men) also joined as a last option to resolve, for

instance, health care problems.67 For women, it seems, not much was lost and much was

(potentially) gained from joining. Gill (1993) argues that evangelicalism should be understood

in broader terms, in terms of a general 'sense of despair' and 'powerlessness' that individuals,

and women especially, experienced,68 where the religion helped them to create new networks

and resolve negative feelings of despair and powerlessness. In view of this, one would expect

evangelicalism to be extremely widespread among low-income urban women.69 Among the

59 women we interviewed, however, only 10 were evangelical, 7 of them originally from the

countryside. The explanations for this could be many: women themselves were not prepared

to give up alcohol (as one woman told me); they found the burden of going to Church every

Sunday too much;70 they were not attracted by the emotionally-loaded services;71 they were

committed Catholics etc. An alternative explanation could be that most women experienced

evangelicalism as a modern city phenomenon, an option amidst choices with which they

preferred not to engage. My point is that women (and perhaps men too) did not necessarily

weigh the options for or against joining an evangelical church - although some did - instead,

they largely ignored it and avoided making a conscious choice about it, even though it was

67 I have already mentioned the factory worker who joined because her husband suggested that this could
possibly cure her illness. An elderly man also told us that he had joined an evangelical church more than 20
years ago, after 5 of his 6 children had died. The last one did not die and he was convinced that this was a result
of changing religion.
68 Gill (1993) argues that there are more female evangelicals than male in Bolivia 'because they [women] find it
harder dian men to acquire emotional support and economic security once they move outside kin networks' (p.
189) in a context of a general 'sense of despair' and 'powerlessness' (p. 181) where people confront the world as
individuals rather than 'members' of communities, unions etc, forcing them to create new networks and re-
activate existing ones to cope with declining standards of living. The causes of this are the 1980s economic
crisis and die inability of 'f amiliar' institutions such as die Cadiolic Church to deal with the 'sense of despair'.
69 In part, one could argue diat the three 'hierarchical' couples lend support to Gill's argument in so far as they
had die lowest mean monthly income, but the general low number of individuals who had converted suggests
that either individuals did not feel 'powerless' and 'desperate' or/and that there were odier reasons for joining
or not joining, as I suggest above.
70 M o s t Catholics d id n o t go to C h u r c h eve ry Sunday. Belonging to an evangelical church, however, one was
expected to attend services every Sunday.
71 Evangelical church sessions were known for their emotionality. In die one session I attended people would
cry, shout intensely (as in despair) and laugh.
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presented to them, so to speak, on the doorstep.

Engaging in the rights patriarchal bargain was not a question of being 'in or

out' as it was in the case of evangelicalism. It was a more selective process of taking on board

or rejecting certain ideas and practices. Low-income women born in the city were exposed to

ideas of gender equity early on in schools (undoubtedly together with ideas to the contrary

too) and generally felt more at ease about the variety of images, ideas, and lifestyle as

options.72 In view of this it is not surprising that these women drew on this patriarchal

bargain more than the other women. To most Paceñas the rights patriarchal bargain was a

more attractive option than evangelicalism with the latter's advocacy of purism. To migrant

women again, feminism, like evangelicalism, was something that hardly concerned their lives;

it belonged to another sphere of city life from which they were excluded. As cholas 'on the

margins' they distanced themselves from 'other' city life and thus did not contemplate

engagement in it. This was most evident in women's responses to messages (including

legislation) around domestic violence. Widely exposed - via radio, television and public street

meetings - to the new law on domestic violence and to the institutional mechanism for its

enforcement, many women we spoke to were aware of the law but did not consider it to

have relevance for their own (violent) lives. This was not because they did not understand

the messages, nor that they disagreed with the measures, but simply that they did not

perceive it as their concern (or a concern for them), and only started doing so when my

assistant and I began to advocate women taking advantage of the new mechanisms. As all

women were aware of at least some of the elements of the rights patriarchal bargain (such as

the big feminist NGOs, the law on domestic violence etc), some chola women did of course

draw on certain elements from it (just as some also became evangelicals) in their bargaining

72 What one might call the 'romanticising' of rural life was common among our migrant respondents and
informants. According to them, people did not only help each other out more in the countryside, they were also
more honest, did not care as much for status and money, drinking took place much more sensibly, couples
stayed together, children were not abandoned, people worked more and so forth. On the other hand, the city
was thought of as 'being about money, people were egotistical and lazy, couples divorced more, children were
abandoned, there was a lot of alcoholism, etc. There was a real sense of things being very different in the city,
of city life changing the individual. While there may be elements of the 'grass is always greener somewhere else'
in this, it is curious that this positive portrayal of the countryside coincided with a consideration of it as
'backward' and 'uncivilised' (by migrants too). This apparent contradiction can be understood if we interpret the
above claims as expressions of feelings of being overwhelmed and insecure by the different experiences and
options, and the erosion of traditions and customs that was involved in city life. One (migrant) woman said. "In
the city everything is different. In die city people change. I think that people change, because as I have yes, we
ourselves have changed here. Change. I think that in the city itself sometimes [we are] seeing the bad there is so
we ourselves think diat this is bad and ... in this way I diink they change here.... In the countryside there is no
one nothing, so they continue to live like diis."[En la ciudad siempre es diferente. En la ciudad ya la gente
cambia. Creo que la gente cambia, por eso como yo mismo ya, nosotros mismos hemos cambiado acá. Cambia.
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with their spouse - from time to time.

Scholars on Andean gender relations have argued that two 'patriarchal

bargains' co-exist and that contemporary gender relations should be understood in terms of

these two. Drawing on writers of modernity my argument is that we must go beyond these

two bargains, to understand gender relations in terms of the profusion of messages, images

and life-styles co-existing in the modern city — of which at least two more (patriarchal)

bargains can be singled out: the evangelical and the rights one. To Giddens (1994) the

increasing exposure to a number of different ways of doing things and thinking about things

means that 'we have no choice but to choose how to be and how to act' (p. 75). While this is

the case for those individuals fully integrated into modern city, as a contrast to this, I argue,

chola women did not have many choices but also did not make choices, nor did they search

for new identities as Martinez and Quisbert (1999) suggest: in the city they had limited

choices when it came to their labour market participation, but also largely ignored making

choices about lifestyles and ideas coming from the newer (patriarchal) bargains. In so far as

they reflected and questioned the social world, the outcome was largely not to concern

themselves with 'new" and different ways of living, doing and thinking. The marginalisation

of cholas, then, was not simply reproduced through their clothing style and work patterns,

but through their own distancing from ideas and practices of modern urban Ufe — a life that

they did not feel part of, but badly wanted their daughters to take part in.

Understanding couple relationships.

By looking at different practices through the lenses of mechanisms of exclusion (and

inclusion) in the modern city and by identifying a number of (patriarchal) bargains which

existed in the city (the Andean; the Hispanic; the rights; and the evangelical) we begin to be

able to understand the variety of meanings and practices attached to couple relationships.

This is not to say that couple relationships can simply be understood in terms of (specific)

patriarchal bargains only. Firstly because the bargains in reality are not neat, isolated entities

but interact and overlap, and, as we have seen, at times are rather diffuse. Second, because, as

we have seen in Chapter Three, there is more to gender relations than the Andean and

Hispanic, but also the rights and the evangelical bargains, can explain. Third, because

individuals do not necessarily take on board one or the other, or combine elements of them,

Creo en la ciudad mismo hay veces viendo las cosas malas que son entonces nosotros mismos pensamos que
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and act accordingly. Not only may the partial or full adoption of elements of the bargains not

always be fully conscious but also what practices individuals can and do engage in depends

on many circumstances, including the practices and ideas of spouses, personal material

circumstances and large structural conditions and socio-economic changes, as this chapter

has indicated.

However, the bargains hdp us to explain the couple relationships between

evangelical spouses (evangelical bargain), migrant women's understanding of their informal

part-time paid work as a 'help' (Andean bargain), men's concern with the erosion of their

income earning possibilities (Hispanic bargain), factory women's stress on equality (rights

bargain), young women's insistence that they themselves shape their destiny (rights bargain),

and the reluctant acceptance of wives' work by some husbands of formal sector working

women (Hispanic bargain; Andean bargain, rights bargain). We also begin to understand why

young city-born women rejected 'luck', defined collaboration in terms of 'equality5 and

insisted on 'making' their husbands 'understand'. And while older women more often

referred to 'understanding' in terms of less agency and 'collaboration' in in terms men and

women's different roles, and found that 'luck' was important, despite their often extensive

role in contesting 'hierarchical' relationships.

A crucial influence shaping what aspects of the bargains individuals could com-

fortably draw upon and how they conceptualised partnership- and that also impacted upon

the couple relationship independently of them — was work. Work provided women with a

material fallback option which in the case of formal workers was greater than for the other

workers because of the relatively high income and the stability of the work, and in the

specific case of factory workers provided them with a workers' consciousness that, like

feminism, centred around rights. It also gave them an experience of sharing similar work and

earning similarly to their husbands (an experience which husbands also shared and generally

acknowledged, albeit with unease). This provided formal working women - and especially

factory women - with a basis for drawing on the rights bargain in shaping the conjugal

contract. In view of this and their early exposure to these ideas and practices, it is not

surprising that female factory workers were the ones who most openly challenged or directly

curbed husbands' power to withdraw from the conjugal contract or to suspend the rules,

through leisure outings and wife-beating.

está mal y... de esa manera creo cambian aquí... En el campo, no hay quien nada, entonces siguen viviendo así.]
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Conclusion

The history of urban women in La Paz is also one of class and ethnicity. It is not only a

history of women being subjugated to men, but also of elite women doing as much as

possible to distance themselves from and exclude women of lower classes and different

ethnic groups. Mestiza women in turn have a history both of distancing themselves from

their rural counterparts -- and thus upholding a stratified society based on class and ethnicity

- but also of successfully curbing or at least reshaping the socio-economically marginal

position the elite sought for them. They did so by beaming mestizas, by ensuring their

children mestizo status and by challenging the practices of exclusion designed by the elite.

Chola women's agency in remoulding and redefining social and ethnic categories then -

through strategies for their own and their children's social mobility - have historically been

immense. However, they have not simply been subjected to exclusionary mechanisms which

they have rather successfully resisted; they have also been the objects of 'praising projects'

for national unity and of co-option for political support, the most recent being Carlos

Palenques' successful project to win the support of urban mestizo women.

One can consider the position of the mestizos almost in cyclical terms: during

colonialism mestizos were a group that fought to become part of the elite. "While they

successfully managed to distance themselves from their Indian roots largely because of

women's strategies, only a few managed to integrate into the dominant society of the white.

The socio-ethnic group of mestizos was at its 'height' in the 19th century when it emerged as

an extremely political and culturally powerful group compared to earlier and to their Indian

counterparts. It is unclear exactly what women's position in this was, but their power shone

through in chola woman's collective actions in the early 20th century. However in the latter

half of the 20th century, low-income urban mestizos lost their hold as a key voice in the city,

and today are at their lowest point, one could argue, as present-day chola women's

marginalisation and partial exclusion exemplifies.

Mestizo women's style of clothing, then, has historically been a tool for

mobility, a sign of resistance and a symbol of pride.73 In contemporary La Paz, however, the

pollera was now more than anything a sign of and a source for migrant women's continuing

731 have not dealt with men's clothes here. It is of course interesting that low-income urban men did not wear
distinct types of clothes style. A possible explanation for this, which I will not go into detail about here, may be
women's involvement in the production of cultural values and 'keepers of tradition' (see Johnson 1998). See
Harris (1995, p. 372) on women as bearers of identities. See also Nash (1993), chapter 9 on men being the first
ones to move away from cholo culture.
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marginalisation in the city. Chola women's exclusion from the contemporary national

projects which attempted to bring ethnic groups and women in general 'in', is ironic given

their rural background, and was a consequence of ideas of chola women belonging to a

floating, in-between category of women with no culture and on their wty to becoming fully

urban.

Modern La Paz city was associated with very little choice for adult rural

migrant women coming to town. They were expected to adopt a 'de pollera' clothes style,

which, while providing them with certain opportunities in return for accepting their

appropriate 'place', certainly also relegated them to certain low-income positions within the

labour market, and aided in reproducing ideas of chola women as uneducated and

uncivilised. The result, I have argued, was not only to limit migrant women's options in the

labour market, but also to limit the choices chola women made in other respects. That is to

say, many chola women ignored practices and ideas that they considered not to be about or

for them because they were on the margins and not fully part of 'modern' city life. This could

explain why relatively strong 'forces of feminism' existed in the city that were largely ignored

or only partially drawn upon by 'de pollera' women, and it is possibly also part of the

explanation as to why so relatively few women became evangelical.

Writers on modernity have stressed the range of images, life-styles and ideas

available in modern society. If we recognise that La Paz is a modern city, we must question

Giddens' idea that individuals in a post-traditional setting have no choice but to make a

choice. For what was characteristic of a particular Bolivian urban modernity was the fact that

a group of individuals on the margins of city life had and made few choices.

However, if migrant women's agency for social mobility restricted itself to being

successful vendors in the informal sector (where they could admittedly earn a lot), cholas, as

in the past, worked hard for the social mobility of their daughters. Dressing them 'de

vestido', and providing them with a good education and perfect Spanish, meant that these

young women could easily pass as middle class women, as some of them in fact became, if

they managed to end up in a job as secretaries or nurses. For many, a factory job "was also a

good option that provided them with relatively high earnings. It would be a mistake to

consider these 'de vestido' women as new 'emancipatory5 actors as their mothers had been in

the past, for they did not challenge the foundations of the urban social hierarchy, but instead

accepted it and adapted to it. In other words, they did not resist the rules of the game but

played along with it. Of course, many daughters did not become winners, but for those who
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did, 'consuming' the modem city materially and ideologically was within their reach.

Relatively well-paid jobs (including factory work) gave these women a fallback option if their

marriage broke down. It also gave them a resource to bargain with in the conjugal contract as

women in factory work often earned almost as much as their husbands. With this 'in the

bag', and having been exposed to feminist ideas of equality and rights since childhood, it is

hardly surprising that some of these urban born young factory women carefully selected who

to marry, prepared the basis of the conjugal contract with more concern, stressed

'collaboration' as equality and their own agency in making the spouse 'understand' (as we saw

in Chapter Three), and thus had more equitable patterns in the division of labour and

exercised a greater voice in male activities that disturbed the power relations of the conjugal

contract, - than some of their sisters with rural backgrounds.

However, a gendered labour market where women were primarily - despite

background - relegated into the informal sector, the persistence of Andean and Hispanic

patriarchal bargains that underpinned the gendered labour market and in turn were

reproduced by it, and the continuing association of women with the domestic sphere (despite

being challenged by some feminist voices), meant that many low-income women in the city

ended up in low-paid informal work, largely dependent on husbands for their own and their

children's survival, and in relationships where husbands dominated the power play. To what

extent women in informal sector work or without income-generating work could draw upon

the rights bargain in their dealings with their husbands, depended not only on their own

structural position and individual desires (to ignore or take on new ideas, change or put up

with the couple relationship) but also upon their husbands and what kind of bargaining rules

had been constructed under the conjugal contract, by whom and how much they could be

challenged.

The history of gender relations, and of ethnicity and class, in urban La Paz is

one of both continuity and change. It is a history which, in Connell's (1995) words, is

'lumpy5. It is not a history of a simple reproduction of structures, which actors helped to

reproduce because they have internalised structures and are unaware of alternatives, as

Bourdieu (1999) suggests. It is largely a history of changing structures where particular actors

have been more forceful than others in forging such changes, sometimes underpinned by a

'radical transformation in social conditions' (Bourdieu, 2001, p.42), other times not. It is also

a history of the reconstitution of structures, as particularly the elite has sought to hold on to

or design new exclusionary structures through 'projects of modernity'. The meanings

attached to different ethnic groups, to gender and to class, have changed over the centuries
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and so have their collective identities, and this has shaped the particular constellations of

practices at a given time. This gives us hope for the future.
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Chapter Seven

Some Concluding Remarks

Women's work and gender relations among the couple

In this thesis I set out to explore the impact of women's work on intra-household gender

relations between urban couples. Six chapters later I would have to conclude that women's

increasing labour force participation in Bolivia in the recent decade has not unequivocally led

to women's emancipation among low-income couples. But one would also have to conclude

that women's work ¿¿¿¿make a difference to gender relations.

Among most couples, women's income generating activities meant as a min-

imum a higher total income for the couple than if the wife did not earn anything. It also gave

wives a sense of fulfilling their 'collaborative' role in the conjugal contract (although this

might be combined with ambivalent feelings on behalf of the husband), as well as a sense of

self-satisfaction from earning an income and engaging in other activities apart from the

domestic ones (even when combined with more negative feelings related to the work or the

couple relationship). If work is seen in a larger context, second (and third)-generation

migrants' entry into the formal sector labour market was one crucial variable in a rapidly

changing modern society, which provided possibilities for some and excluded others, and

exposed individuals to a profusion of ideas and images ~ some of which were adopted and

others ignored.

But did women's work transform gender relations between spouses in the

household? Roldan (1985) has argued that going out to work enhanced the self-esteem and

confidence of women in an urban Mexican context even if little else changed, which she

argues was the 'most minimal means' of eroding women's dependency on men (p.281). This

was in a context where substantial bargaining with husbands was needed if wives were to

take up paid work, even sub-contracted home-work As we saw, for most men and women in

my study, women's economic 'help' - if domestic chores and child care activities allowed -

was integral to ideas of collaboration between spouses (as shaped primarily by an Andean

patriarchal bargain). As such, women's informal work activities were seldom a source of

conflict, nor a challenge to what was seen as 'women's role', either for husbands or wives.

Thus it is unlikely to have led to any enhanced self-esteem and confidence as a means for

change, if we compare informal workers to housewives. So, because women's economic 'help'
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to husbands' income-generating responsibilities was so widely considered part of the

conjugal contract by most men and women, informal activities did not affect gender relations

much. An exception was when spouses worked together. Here, substantial conflicts were

often rooted in different conceptualisations of what the work of the respective spouses

should be, with some wives struggling against husbands' domination in the work relationship

and against what they felt as their husbands' lack of recognition of their worth in the work

process.

Women's formal work, on the other hand, challenged ideas of women's work

as secondary to their domestic responsibilities and little more than 'help' to husbands'

breadwinning engagement. Formal female workers' earnings were high, sometimes reaching

almost as much as that of their husbands, and women worked the 'set' hours that were

thought characteristic of men's work. Work was not fitted around domestic tasks and

childcare in the home, but the other way around. In this way women's formal work

challenged some of the dominant ideas attached to gendered work — and to responsibilities

both in the home and outside it — that were informed by the Andean and the Hispanic

patriarchal bargains, in a way that informal work usually did not do.1 Women's formal

(mainly factory) work in this study was a resource for bargaining in that it enhanced their

economic fallback position, informed ideas of rights and justice which were carried into the

home, and provided more legitimacy to women as 'equal working partners' in the couple

relationship. Women's authority in the bargaining processes, and the more egalitarian pat-

terns of division of labour and decision-making found among formal workers as a group,

point to the importance of this type of regular, (relatively) well-paid and full-time employ-

ment in aiding a transformation in gender relations in a changing urban environment.

Generally women were key strategic agents in money management but had

little power when it came to men's assertion of their authority through wife-beating and

leisure outings. A group of female factory workers who were relatively young, well-educated,

and city-born particularly stood out as generally not needing to exercise much agency in

money management and successfully preventing or curbing their husbands' outings and

violence. They were all in what we may term more 'egalitarian' relationships. However

egalitarian relationships - to varying degrees — also existed among informal workers and

1 An exception would be women working as construction 'helpers'. In this study then the division of women's
work into formal and informal work has proved very valid, which in part may have to do with factory workers
dominating the group of formal workers.
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housewives, pointing to the fact that while formal work impacted upon gender relations, it

was not the sole explanation.

Relatively few women in fact ended up in factory or other formal sector work.

Women primarily worked in informal sector activities with no social security, little stability

and low earnings. These activities could be fitted around childcare and domestic activities

and they gave women the flexibility to move in and out of the labour market and between

different activities in the informal sector. Women in the formal sector, on the other had,

enjoyed social security, high earnings and stability of work, but their hours were inflexible,

and their other domestic responsibilities had to be fitted around work. Even if these women

were often in rather 'egalitarian' relationships, they were still left with the majority of

domestic and childcare responsibilities, and in order to better be able to take care of their

children, and as a result some formal workers planned to switch to informal sector activities.

This gendered labour market was undergoing changes, it was generally felt:

female sellers were increasing in number and as a result, selling time in the street or in the

market had to be increased in order to earn the same amount of money. At the same time

men's position in the labour market was being eroded, and while women could do 'men's

jobs', men felt devalued if they ventured into 'female' work. This, the specialised nature of

much of men's work, and their income-earning responsibilities in the household left men

increasingly vulnerable and less versatile in the labour market, despite their more

advantageous position compared to women. These changes had no direct bearing on couple

relationships, in part probably because men managed to maintain their position as the main

income earner in the couple.

Men's income earning responsibilities and women's domestic and childcare

duties should be understood in terms of the gendered division of labour within the urban

couple. Money management, domestic work, decision-making, and the bargaining, conflicts

and strategies around these and issues related to children, men's outings, parents-in-law etc. -

- all took place between spouses. The urban couple was a rather autonomous and

increasingly isolated unit in the city with decreasing kinship and non-kinship networks and

organising practices. This autonomy was not given though, as especially mothers-in-law

continuously challenged it, often leading to severe conflicts between live-in daughters-in-law

and mothers-in-law, and spurring women's strategies to obtain a house of their own to

cement the autonomy of the couple. A contradiction then existed in the importance attached

to respectively the conjugal relationship and the parent-child bonds, and women were key
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strategic agents in resolving this. This led to many conflicts and tensions between the couple

but interestingly also prevented couples from splitting up.

There was evidence of younger, city-born women challenging the 'focality7 of

the couple by remaining single for years. However what continuously helped to sustain the

focality of couple was conceptualisations of collaboration, understanding and luck attached

to partnership, which individual spouses drew on in the bargaining process or used to come

to terms with disappointing relationships. The impact of women's work on gender relations

should thus be understood in terms of the couple as a rather autonomous and isolated unit,

leaving women socially and financially dependent upon a conjugal partnership in which their

informal sector work was defined as 'help', and where they could not draw on others for help

with domestic and childcare responsibilities. Thus in practice they were often unable to

engage in formal sector work in any case. Women in formal work challenged this, although in

part because husbands allowed them to.

Women's work did not alone explain the new and more egalitarian practices

emerging among the younger, city-born factory workers, and must be understood within a

specific urban, Bolivian context of exclusion and inclusion, where city residents were

exposed to a number of different ideas and practices, which some were more able to adopt

or reject than others. Chola women - as the rural migrants were called - have historically

been strong agents for their own and their children's social mobility. In present-day La Paz

however, they were marginalized, occupying an 'outsider' position. Dressing their daughters

in western-style 'de vestido' clothes and providing them with a good education and perfect

Spanish, Chola women did everything they could for their daughters to be integrated into

modern city life. Daugthers occupying themselves with 'city-life' usually helped out very little

in the home, in most cases leaving the majority of household work and child-care to

mothers. If mothers and daughters had success and daughters ended up in high-earning

formal sector jobs, a sound basis was laid for these young women to draw on feminist ideas

of rights and equality, and to negotiate couple relationships before marriage to ensure this.

Formal sector work was clearly not a necessary component for women to end up in more

'egalitarian' relationships, but it was an important one.

Gender relations, in an Andean context, it is often argued, have to be under-

stood in terms of an Andean tradition and a Hispanic tradition. While both 'patriarchal

bargains' help us to understand certain aspects of the couple relationship, there is much that

they cannot explain. Often treated as a dichotomy of egalitarian versus hierarchical gender
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relations - and implicitly good and authentic versus bad and foreign - it is dangerous to rely

too uncritically on them. Firstly the reality of couple relationships is a much more complex

affair than can be informed by these bargains, and secondly these bargains are complex in

themselves; they do not exist in isolation and pinning down exactly what they do and do not

entail is an almost impossible exercise. They do, however, advocate different general 'rules of

the game' in gender relations (which are not simply 'egalitarian' or 'hierarchical') - and they

do so alongside at least two other (patriarchal) bargains: the evangelical and the rights

bargain. These bargains help us to understand and explain some of the differences and

similarities in gender relations, why a direct correlation between women's work and gender

relations inside the household does not exist, but why gender relations within the household

were undergoing transformations in urban La Paz.

Concerns for the future

Clearly the impact of women's work on gender relations as examined in this thesis are

context-specific in many ways: in terms of the existence and interaction of different

(patriarchal) bargains in the city of La Paz, which are likely to be different in other Latin

American cities (where for instance an Andean bargain has not existed or where

evangelicalism has taken an even stronger hold on the population); in terms of the larger size

of the informal sector in the economy compared to its size in most other Latin American

countries; in terms of the specificities of an unfolding Bolivian gender history, and of

present-day mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion in the city of La Paz. While these factors,

together with the fact that Roldan did her fieldwork two decades ago, explain why our

conclusions differ, it also points to the need for more research on the topic of the impact of

women's work. An interesting question revolves around the extent to which modern urban

life in different cities is beginning to converge for their low-income urban populations with

increasing globalisation, since women's participation in the labour market is now firmly

established and still rising. May we begin to see similar characteristics emerging in gender

relations between couples in La Paz, Buenos Aires, Mexico Gty and Santiago, despite their

different 'cultural' traditions in gender relations, differently structured labour markets, and

different urban histories?2 The globalisation debate on gender relations has so far been from

the perspective of capitalism, focusing on the imperialistic and exploitative nature of

capitalism which on the one hand has been expressed in the rise of export factories and their
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selective demands as to what women they employ (young, single, nimble-fingered), and on

the other hand in the use of sub-contracted women for home-working 'leading to the

formation of a large-scale female industrial proletariat' (Safa, 1981). Some of the debate has

been firmly rooted in Marxist traditions assuming exploitation from the start, while other

authors have successfully challenged uniform claims and conclusions.3 Regardless, the

consequence has been that the research on gender relations - especially that focusing on the

household - has been sketchy at best, ignoring the different aspects of intra-household

inequalities and the ways in which power relations between spouses are being played out in

shaping and contesting these. What I would suggest is that we shift the balance of the scale

and begin to explore not only the 'logic' of capitalism and women's position in it, but start

from the 'other end' and look at changing gender relations and the different intra-household

patterns and processes, and ask what impact work, other factors and larger processes have on

these across different contexts. The practical implications of this is that the focus is not only

on factory work and sub-contracted home-working, which is what has received most

attention in the literature, but all types of women's work, that all levels of intra-household

gender relations are addressed, and that this is located within a larger perspective of

continuity and change within and across nations.

Concerns with larger globalising effects across nations should not substitute

the more 'narrow concerns' with the effects of larger socio-economic processes (be they

global or more context-specific) in specific places. In this thesis I have shown how historical

processes of change and continuity have informed contemporary practices of exclusion and

inclusion, in which the chola woman finds herself on the margin of modern city life. Her

future in the city remains speculation, but with examples of chola women increasingly

entering factory work and higher education, we may indeed soon see both a stronger

movement of (and for!) cholas for recognition and change or/and another 'praising' project

pursued by an elite which might soon be satiated with Indian-ness. It is of course entirely

possible that with time the 'pollera' style will disappear as a sign of differentiation, if migrant

women break the constraints of attire. Further research into examples of changing practices

around dress and the significance of women dressing differently, as opposed to men doing

2 As Giddens (1991; 1998) seems to suggest in his work on transformation of intimacy in couple relationships.
3 My research also challenges the idea that a 'large-scale female industrial proletariat' was being created with
women's sub-contracted home-work, as a relatively low number of women engaged in this, and usually did so
for relatively short periods of time, as we saw in Chapter Four. Equally, an analysis of women's working life in
La Modelo does not render support to the thesis that capitalism is exploitatively drawing on a big pool of cheap
female labour demanding them to be young, single and nimble-fingered, as women were often both married
and middle-aged, and almost as many men as women worked in this factory.
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so, would possibly point to seeds of new, contradictory, gendered processes of resistance and

exclusion in the city. This also leads to further questions of class and rural-urban

interconnections: are we to see a greater polarisation of women across classes or will they

unite in common cause under the banners of gender equity? Will the burdens of a poor rural

woman's life become increasingly similar to those of the poor urban woman, as it becomes

increasingly difficult to talk of the countryside and the city?4

My analysis showed that the urban couple was a key focal unit in the city,

becoming increasingly so with declining fictive kinship and non-kinship networks and

organising practices, leaving some women more isolated in the marriage and vulnerable to

dominant husbands. At the same time other, younger women delayed and carefully planned

their partnership in order to avoid such situations. In this way these women were challenging

the couple as an important symbolic and social unit. It is plausible that this trend will

continue, but whether it will be paralleled by couples increasingly splitting up is difficult to

say. The fact that most low-income urban women are financially dependent upon their

husbands, and the importance paid to parent-child bonds, makes it unlikely that we will see

women leaving husbands in great numbers. Future changes could, however, be as radical as

this, yet they might be less statistically visible. It is difficult to predict what effect the new

generation of 'successful' women will have beyond themselves in the future. Are we about to

see a widespread significant change in urban gender relations? Or will urban society become

increasingly polarised, leaving some groups behind?

In this thesis the focus has been on women's work. However, evidence from

my study and from more general global observations (Standing, 1999) suggests that men's

labour market participation is also undergoing significant changes in Bolivia and elsewhere.

In the Dominican Republic, Safa (1999) found that men were caring less about their

responsibilities as providers of families as their income generating possibilities were being

eroded, with the implication also that women were beginning to resist (re-) marriage. There

was no such evidence in my study, men did not seem to be becoming less responsible, and

while young women delayed getting married, this had more to do with ideas and practices

related to their own independence, to the couple relationship and to how to establish a

conjugal union, than to the behaviour of men. However it is quite possible that we will

4 The blurring distinction between the countryside and the city in the Bolivian context was pointed out to me by
Ricardo Calla (personal communication) who referred not only to migration processes to the city and the rural
population being highly dependent on urban markets, but also to the political fact that many mayors of small
rural towns actually reside in the city of La Paz.
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indeed see men's labour market position increasingly being eroded and that this will have

consequences for the formation of couples, with implications for the 'focalit/ of the couple

amidst other social relations, and for gender relations within couples. We need to ask

questions then that do not only relate to women's work, but also to men's work, and which

examine the consequences these changes have on each other. We will have to examine what

implications this has not only for men's masculinity, but also for gender relations in the

household, and for meanings and practices related to the focality of the urban couple, and we

will have to link such an analysis - as I have done in this thesis - with an analysis of larger

socio-economic processes. Are we to see more conflictive intra-household relations with

changes in men's and women's employment? Or will more 'egalitarian' trends override this?

Will it depend on the particular constellations of husbands' and wives' work within individual

couples?

This thesis has been 'biased' towards women as a result of the 'angle' of the

research but also for practical reasons of difficulties with interviewing men. The more recent

literature on 'masculinity' has made up for some of the general 'gender bias' which exists

within so-called 'gender studies', but by focusing mainly on male identities, it has tipped the

boat to the other side, largely ignoring women and the relationships between men and

women. Addressing questions of a changing gendered labour market and the implications for

men and women and their inter-relationships in the household, has methodological

implications that in a Latin American context cannot be resolved by a female researcher. As

Gutman (1996) has illustrated so clearly in his book on low-income men in a 'barrio' of

Mexico City, a good deal of 'hanging out' with men, including heavy drinking sessions and

bunding up close friendships in other ways are needed to get fully into men's ideas and

practices. Much of the feminist literature has focussed on the bonds between women

researching women, but there are indications that those between men are as important. One

can only hope that themes of gender relations will begin to be addressed in collaborative

projects involving both female and male researchers.5

5 Hans Buechler and Judith-Maria Buechler are an example of a male and female researcher working together.
However the gender perspective in their work has unfortunately been minimal.
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Appendix A: Issues on Methodology

The first sample was a survey of adults above 17 years in Alto Munaypata. We aimed at

registering all above 17, and I believe that we came close to the actual number of adults in

Alto Munaypata. In the end 884 individuals were registered. First my assistant registered only

couples to use for the selection of the main sample, and then we decided to broaden it up

and conduct a survey of all adults. Up to three visits were made to the houses in order to get

hold of someone who could inform us about household members, out of which one was in

the evening and one was during the weekend. 6 houses were in the end given up. When

possible we talked to the women in the house, afraid that husbands and fathers might not

adequately report women's income-generating activities (women may of course not

adequately report on men's activities too, but women were not likely to claim that their

fathers/sons/husbands did not have paid work when they did). Information about

household members may of course still at times have been withheld. Often though my

assistant already had good knowledge of who lived in what houses and sometimes knew

them personally, and this facilitated obtaining the information. Only one man refused to

provide us with his personal data.

The second sub-sample was a random stratified selection made on the basis of

all registered couples in Alto Munaypata. 334 couples were registered and calculating with an

expected non-response rate of 20% we randomly selected 24 couples from the group of

women who did not have any income-generating activities, 24 couples from the group of

women in informal work out of which 12 were couples working together, and 6 couples

from the group of women in formal work. If a person (usually the woman) said that she was

not working, we asked whether she had any income at the moment, when she last had so,

and whether she would be likely to work in the future. If it turned out that she worked on

and off with a continuous regular or irregular pattern to it, she was considered to have an

income-generating activity. The reason for only selecting 6 couples from the group of formal

workers was that we only had a total of 21 married or co-habiting women registered as being

in formal work. Once we started the interviews, readjustments in the groups were made as a

result of haven been informed incorrectly about women's work, registering it wrongly or

because some women's employment status had changed. Nine women were incorrectly

registered. Some women had taken up work in the meantime, others had stated that they did

not have any income-generating activities or other household members had said so, while it

turned out that they did, and one woman we had registered incorrectly as being in formal
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work, while she in fact was 'sub-contracted' by another woman as a street cleaner for a large

company. We ended up interviewing 24 women in informal work, 17 women without any

income-generating work, and 4 women in formal work,1 and 29 husbands from all three

groups.

The lower number of husbands reflects the difficulties we had in getting hold

of the men and/or arranging an interview with them. Some husbands also refused to be

interviewed or let us down when we turned up for an arranged interviews. Most of the in

total 30 men were interviewed during the evening or the weekend.

The interviews with people from Alto Munaypata usually took place in the

house, and never when the spouse was present. In a few cases, when the respondents

preferred, they were conducted in the room we used as an office in Alto Munaypata. The

interviews with the factory women (and one spouse) took place in a corner of the 'comedor'

(canteen) where the respondent could talk freely without her colleagues being able to hear

what she said, or in the street if the weather allowed for this.

My assistants3 were responsible for conducting the interviews, and I would

participate according to how comfortable the respondents seemed with me and according to

what additional questions I wanted to ask The interviews were all taped, later transcribed,

and I took notes as weñ during the interviews. After the interviews my assistant and I sat

down to discuss and analyse the interviews according to three questions: how did the

interviewee feel during the interview and how do we analyse what was said in the light of

this?; did any (unresolved) contradictions emerged and how could they be explained

(confusion about questions; contradictory realities etc)?; what themes emerged as the most

interesting ones from the interviews?

We visited the neighbourhoods of all the factory workers, to get a better idea

of their socio-economic backgrounds. In a few cases we were showed around by the factory

workers themselves and visited them inside their homes as well. Paralleling their incomes, the

factory workers lived in areas of the city with better housing conditions and infrastructure

than what Alto Munaypata had.

The random stratified sampling carried out in Alto Munaypata and La Modelo

means on the hand that these samples statistical represent the total (two) populations, that is

one can say that the picture, and the elements that make up this picture for each sub-sample

1 Identifying female formal workers was not difficult: it corresponded to those women who worked in
enterprises with 5 or more people, examples of this being a factory wokers, a cleaner in a school, and a nurse.
3 A female assistant was used for the interviews with women; a male assistant for the interviews with men.
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safely can be generalised to mirror the whole of these two populations. However as much of

the analysis is done on the basis of the two sub-samples together, generalisation in this

standard sense obviously become problematic. In addition to this; given that Alto Munaypata

and La Modelo were not chosen randomly from La Paz' barrios and factories, according to

the standard statistical notion of generalisation, there are serious limitations to any form of

generalisation. Two responses can be made to this: one is to is to abandon the

idea of generalising all together, the other is to think of it in other ways4 While

anthropological studies especially, often ignore the question all together or alternatively assert

that no forms of generalisations can be made from their place-specific studies, it is useful to

think of other ways of being able to generalise than the standard-statistical-sample-represent

-population option. 'Analytical generalisation' involving an analytical judgement of to what

extent a piece of research or part of it may be guiding to how things look in an other place

(Kvale, 1988)5 - or the 'larger' place - it is useful. It is a valid a form of generalisation when it

is based on detailed knowledge about the case and some knowledge about the setting which

one wants to generalise about, in terms of in what (critical) ways the latter differs and

resembles the case-study, enabling one to judge to what extent and in what ways ones own

study can elucidate relations found elsewhere. In this study I combine both senses of

generalisation: I take my samples to be representative of Alto Munaypata and the factory La

Modelo in the 'standard statistical' sense, and also largely to be representative of the lives of

the low-income urban population in La Paz in general. From my experiences in general

(including visiting most poor parts of La Paz) I have no indications that such generalisation is

invalid, and although it is of course difficult to say how exactly my findings can be applied to

the various low-income groups spread around the city, the fact that the respondents were

indeed spread throughout the city of La Paz and El Alto makes it more likely they

successfully did so.

4 See also Sayer (1997), pp.100-103, for a discussion of the 'dangers' of being to preoccupied with concerns for
(statistical) generalization.
5 In addition to statistical generalization, Kvale (1998) also talks of the 'naturalistic generalisation' which is based
on personal experience and 'silent' knowledge, rather than assertive logic, which characterizes analytical
generalization.
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Appendix B: Testing visual techniques

During the first period of fieldwork I tested a number of visual methods in groups and in

individual interviews alike, many of which were adopted from PRA/RRA techniques others

adapted or developed by others and myself. The idea was that this might help me to get valid

and reliable information on various issues, in a way which was fun and relaxing for the

participant and which sparked off and interesting discussions both in the groups and in the

individual interviews.

Deaskmrtruking matrixes.

I asked the women to draw or write down issues or things which were decided upon, and

then indicating whether husband or wife mostly had or generally took the decision. This was

not a successful exercise, and we did not manage to get even to the first step. This might

have been due to me not communicating the task well, or the women not being able to

conceptualise decision-making in terms of specific issues, without being prompted. It might

also be a result of difficulties in portraying or writing down decision-making issues.

Daily schechdes.

I started with this task by asking a woman to note down her day in words or pictures, and the

approx. time she spend on each activity. She did not respond to my idea of keywords , and

instead started writing long sentences, which was exhausting to her. Talking to her about her

day, I also realised that she had omitted a lot of activities. With another women I drew the

line for her instructing her to fill it out with what she did during the day, and like the first

woman she started writing out in length what she did. Something that she could just as well

have told me. A third woman straightforwardly told me that she did not want to draw.

Lifelines.

Lifelines were initially not very successful either. I asked the interviewee to draw or write

down their employment history and other major events on a line. One respondent told to

me that she would rather tell me, and what could I argue against that! Where it did work, was

when I filled in a line while we were talking, so that the interviewee could see it, and we then

discussed any gaps, or when certain events had taken place. I used this technique in some of

the early explorative interviews focussing on men and women's employment history.
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lwarm-ex.pendu.we lives.

My supervisor Fiona "Wilson suggested that I might use this drawing technique to get people

to indicate relative changes in earnings and expenditures over a year. In fact, this technique

worked relatively well, there were generally no problems with perceiving and illustrating

relative changes. Some people did have problems in illustrating relative earnings lis-a-iis

expenditures, so with many of the drawings earnings and expenditure had to be interpreted

separately. While being thrilled with the success of this technique I nevertheless abandoned it

after a while, as it took up much time without being a central aspect of my study.

Income and expenditure illustrations iiith the use <f coins.

Another quite successful technique involved using coins to illustrate the relative differences

in earnings between husband and wife, and what the earnings were spent on. I past on 10

coins to the interviewee and asked him/her to show me what part came from the interviewee

and from his/her spouse, if the 10 coins represented total household earnings. Then I asked

the person to show me what the 10 coins were used for. This did not always work as well as

the first part, as some expenditure were not reported without me asking about it, which made

it difficult to assess whether all types of expenditure had been accounted for. As for income,

there seemed no reason to substitute this with the simple questions - and as it turned out

also fairly unproblematic questions- of how much the respondents and the spouses earned.

Pre-drawipidnres.

I used three different types of pictures. One set of pictures were a number of multiple items

and events, which I used to ask the respondent whether he/she had, and if so, who had

initiated decision to buy or do, whether the other spouses was consulted, and if so, whether

the spouse was in agreement or not and if so, who took the final decision. Another set of

pictures consisted of 8 drawings (plus an drawing with a? on it) picturing the type of work

women engaged the neighbourhood. The third set of pictures consisted of three pictures of

family situations: one where the mother and father were displaying harmony, one where the

women and the man were discussing and one where the man was beating his wife.

The first set of pictures were not as useful as I initially thought, as I could simply

have asked the respondents about the various things and events (which I subsequently did in

a trial questionnaire, which was then later simplified) without the use of pictures, except for

where it came to issues of drinking and partying where the pictures served as a way to

introduce these sensitive topics.
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The second set of pictures with women doing various forms of work proved very

useful as a basis for discussions of why women were engaged in the kind of work they were.

The pictures also served as a good way of getting men's view on women working. This was

subsequently used in the in-depth interviews.

The third set of pictures of different situations of family life, were also extremely

useful. They introduced the topic of wife beating which I did not feel that I could ask about.

It was more successful with women than with men, as none of the men would admit to

beating their wives, although their wives had previously told me that they did. We ended up

using the picture of a man hitting the women in the semi-structured interviews with women

only.
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Appendix C: Interview Guides

ENTREVISTA con Mujeres

le: No.de cuestionario:

4c: Nombre:

2c: Encuestadora:

5c: Direción:

3c: Fecha:

A: TRABAJO

Queremos empezar con unas preguntas sobre trabajo, es decir trabajo que no es domestico.

Si E no trabaja ahora:

6c: Antes ha trabajado (no-domestico)!

Si <si= sigue, si <no= va a 22c

7c: Que trabajo era (más recien)?

Trabajo Principal (más hrs en una sem.)

8c: Hace cuanto tiempo no trabaja?:

9a: Porque no trabaja más?

GRABADORA

01=si 02=no

00=n/a

Trabajo Segundario 1:

dias/semanas/meses/años

Trabajo Segundario 2:

00=n/a
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Va a 22c

10c: Más o menos, cuanto gana Ud.

Trabajo principal

Trabajo segundario(l)

Trabajo segundario(2)

ahora en su(s) trabajo(s)?

(tipo):

(tipo):

(tipo):

Bs cada hora/día/semana/quincenal/mes/otra

Bs cada hora/día/semana/quincenal/mes/otra

Bs cada hora/día/semana/quincenal/mes/otra

00=n/a

00-n/a

00-n/a

lie: Su ingreso es fijo o eventual?

Trabajo principal: 1 =fijo

Trabajo segundario(l): l=fijo

Trabajo segundario (2): l=fijo

2 ̂ eventual

2 ̂ eventual

2 =eventual

00=n/a

00=n/a

00=n/a

12c+a: Como consigió o empezó su trabajo?

1 =busque mismo 2 =via un(a) amiga/o 3 =via familia 4 =otro 00=n/a

13a: Por favor, cuéntame de su trabajo(s) (que es el horario, de que existe el trabajo, le ayuda su esposo?)

GRABADORA

14c: Donde trabaja?

15c: Le gusta su(s) trabajo(s) o no? Porque?
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GRABADORA

16a: Hay cosas que no le gusta/le gusta?

GRABADORA

17a: Porque trabaja Ud.?
GRABADORA

18a: Si Ud. ganaría la lotería nacional - o si tendría mucho dinero - trabajaría igual? (Porque?)

GRABADORA

19a: Que importancia tiene su trabajo(s) para Ud.? (Como?)

GRABADORA

20a: Que piensa su esposo/a de su(s) trabajo(s)? (Valora su trabajo? Que dice?)

GRABADORA

21a: Según Ud., tiene importancia el trabajo de su esposo/a? (Como?)
GRABADORA
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22c: Viven sus padres?

23c: Que trabajo tiene(/tenia

24c: Que trabajo tiene (/tenia

1

más

más

=si, solo la madre

recién) su padre?

recién) su madre?

2 =si, solo el padre

trabajo 1:

00=n/a

trabajo 1:

00=n/a

3 =si, los dos 4 =no, ninguno

trabajo 2

09 =no sabe

trabajo 2

09 =no sabe

00 =n/a 99 = no responde

trabajo 3

trabajo 3

B: RELACIÓN ENTRE PAREJA

Ahora, tenemos unas preguntas sobre la vida familiar

25a: Dígame, como se lleva con su esposo/a?

GRABADORA

26a+c: Según Ud. quién decide más sobre la familia y el hogar, Ud. o su esposo/a? (Como es?/explicame un poco más por favor)

1 =mujer 2 =hombre 3 =los dos 99 =no responde

27a: (Entonces) Sobre que cosas decide más su esposo/a que Ud.?

GRABADORA
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28a: Sobre que cosas decide más Ud. que su esposo/a?

GRABADORA

29c: Muestra dibujos sobre <deciciones=. Otro 3 dibujos:l)con una mujer que significa que la mujer más que el hombre tomó/toma la decision

sobre X 2)con un hombre que significa que el hombre más que la mujer tomó/toma decision sobre X, 3) con los dos juntos, que significa que los

dos igualment toman la decision.

Exl: La decisión de tener el tv, era un decisión más de Ud., más de su esposo, o de Uds.dos igualmente?

Ex2: La decisión de compra ropas para los niños, es normalmente un decisión más de Ud., más de su esposo, o de Uds.dos igualmente?

Indica con un X: Mujer Hombre Los Dos N/A

1. Obtener TV

2. Obtener grabadora

3. Comprar ropas de los niños

\. Comprar ropas de la mujer

5. Comprar ropas del hombre

6. Que van a comer

7. Vivir en esta casa

8. Ir a pasear

9. Visitar la familia

10. Dar reealos a familia o amigos

11. Tener ahorros

12. Tener créditos
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13. Prestar dinero a familia o amieos

14. Futuro de la familia

15. Ir a vacaciones

30a: Muchas veces yo no estoy de acuerdo con lo que me esposo quere hacer o comprar. Sobre que cosas Ud.no está de acuerdo con su

esposo?

GRABADORA

31a: -Y sobre que cosas su esposo(a) no está de acuerdo con Ud.?

GRABADORA

32a: Cuando era la ultima vez que Ud. discutió con su esposo/a? (Sobre que era?)

GRABADORA

33a: Con la familia y el hogar cuales son sus responsibilidades?

GRABADORA

34a: - Y que responsibilidades tiene su esposo?

GRABADORA

35c: Muestra dibujos de trabajo domestico y comunal. Otro dibujo de una scala de 1 hasta 5 (con dibujos de un baso que muestra la scalajdonde
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1 significa no lo hace y 5 lo hace muchísimo.

Ex: Ud. hace X? Por favor, muéstrame a la scala cuanto lo hace? Y cuanto hace su esposo de X?

Indica entre 1 hasta 5 para mujer y hombre:

Mujer Hombre

1. Comprar alimentos

2. cocinar

3. lavar platos

4. lavar ropas

5. cuidar niños

6. limpiar y arreglar en casa

7. hacer construciones del casa

8. reperar cosas en casa

9. ir a trabajo comunal

10. ir al reuniones comunales

36a: Cuando descansa Ud.? (Y que hace?)

GRABADORA
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37a: Quién guarda el dinero que su esposo/a gana?

GRABADORA

38c: Cuanto gana su esposo/a más o menos?

sabe

(da el monto total o un parte?)

cada dia/semana/quincenal/mes/otro 00=n/a 99 =no responde 09 =no

39a: Quién guarda el dinero que Ud.gana? (da el monto total o un parte? Guarda el dinero junto con o separado d el dinero del esposo/a?)

GRABADORA

40a: Como maneja(n) el dinero? (Ud. da una suma fija al esposo? Unas veces pide más que esto? -para que es? Está de acuerdo?)

GRABADORA

41a: Quién tiene acceso al dinero? (Como? Están de acuerdo?)

GRABADORA

42a: En que se gasta el dinero que su esposo gana?

GRABADORA

43a: En que se gasta el dinero que Ud.gana?

GRABADORA
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G PREGUNTAS GENERALES

Ahora queremos saber su opinión de unas temas más generales

44a: Que diferencias hay entre el trabajo de la mujer y el trabajo del hombre?

GRABADORA

45a: Que diferencias hay entre el lugar de la mujer y el lugar del hombre en el hogar?

GRABADORA

46a: Cree Ud.que una mujer que trabaja y gana dinero puede tomar más decisiones al frente de su esposo que una mujer que no trabaja?

(Porque?)

GRABADORA

47a: Muestra 2 dibujos de la situcion familiar: ljestán discutiendo, 2)el hombre pega a mujer

Que le parece de este dibujos?

GRABADORA

D: DATOS PERSONALES

Al final tenemos unas preguntas sobre datos básicos

48c: Cuantos años tiene Ud.? Indica: años
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49c: Cuantos años tiene su esposo/a? Indicó; anos

50c: Ud.está casada(o) o coviviendo? 1 =casada(o) 2 =coviviendo 3 =otra (espec.)

51c: Cuantos años está con su esposo? anos

53c: Ud.es católica o protestanta? 1 =catolica(o) 2 =protestanta (espec.)

54c: Cuantos años están viviendo aqui en la zona?

55c: Donde vivián antes: 1 =campo (espec) 2 =ciudad (espec.)

52c: Tiene hijos? Cuantos? Cuantos años tienen? 1) l=mujer

2) l=mujer

3) l=mujer

4) l=mujer

5) l=mujer

6) l=mujer

7) l=mujer

8) l=mujer

2 =varon

2 =varon

2 =varon

2 =varón

2=varon

2 =varon

2 =varon

2 =varon

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

años (espec.)

3 =otra (espec.)_

00=n/a
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56c: Está casa es

57c: Si su propia: a

58c: Quines viveí

Indica parentes: 1

7

Indica otros: 1:

6

alquilado?

nombre de

1 =alquilado 2 =propia

quién esta registrado?

i en esta casa casa?

2

8

7

9

2

8

3 =anticretico 4 =gratuito/prestado

1 =esposa

3

10

3

2=esposo 3=losdos

4

11

4

9

(espec.)

4 =otra

5

10

(espec.)

13

5

5 =otro

6

11

(espec.)

00=n/a

59c: Con quién cena o almuerza con Uds.? 01=si 02=no

Indica personas además del esposo/a y hijos con quién E vive y come. Indica relación a E:

1. 2 3 4 5

60c: Cuantos habitaciones tienen Uds.? Indica habitaciones para las personas con quién E vive y come:

61c: Tiene agua de pila o domicilio? 1 =agua de pila 2=agua de domicilio

62c: Tiene luz? l=si 2=no
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63c: Tiene baño? l=si 2=no

64c: Observaciones:

Paredes interiores:

Piso:

Techo:

paredes, piso, techo

1 =adobe s/revoque

1 =tierra

1 =calamina

2=adobe c/revoque

2 =piedra

2=paja/barro

3

3 =

3 =

=ladrillo

»ladrillo

=teja

4 =madera 5 =tapial

4 =cemento 5 =madera

4=otro (espec.)

6=otro

6=otro

(espec.)

(espec)

65c: Tiene

66c: Si si, a

Ud. tierra en el campo o en la ciudad?

nombre de quién está registrado? 1

1 =si (espec.)

= mujer 2 =hombre 3=los

ciudad/campo

dos 4 =otro

2=no

00 =n/a 09=no sabe

67. Nivel de educación:

68. Numero de años en la ciudad:
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ENTREVISTA (hombres)

le: No.de cuestionario: 2c: Encuestadon 3c: Fecha:

4c: Nombre: 5c: Dirección:

A: TRABAJO

Queremos empezar con unas preguntas sobre su trabajo.

6c+a: Como consiguió o empezó su trabajo?

1 =busque yo mismo 2 =vía un(a) amiga/o 3 =vía familia 4 =otro 00 =n/a

7a: Por favor, cuénteme de su trabajo(s) (cual es el horario, en que consiste el trabajo, le ayuda su esposa?)

GRABADORA

8c: Donde trabaja?
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9c: Más o menos, cuanto gana Ud. ahora en su(s) trabajo(s)?

Trabajo principal (tipo):

Trabajo secundario(2) (tipo):

Bs cada hora/día/semana/quincena/mes/otra_

Bs cada hora/día/semana/quincena/mes/otra_

00=n/a

00=n/a

10c: Su ingreso es fijo o eventual?

Trabajo principal: l=fijo 2=eventual 00=n/a

Trabajo secundario(l): l=fijo 2=eventual 00=n/a

Trabajo secundario (2): l=fijo 2=eventual 00=n/a

Ha+c¡Cuantos años está haciendo este trabajo (¿principal) ?

GRABADORA

12c: Le gusta su(s) trabajo(s) o no? Porque?

GRABADORA

13a: Hay cosas que no le gustan/le gustan?

GRABADORA

14a: Porque trabaja Ud.?

GRABADORA
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15a: Si tendría mucho dinero - si Ud. ganaría la lotería nacional - trabajaría igual? (Porque?)

GRABADORA

16a: Su trabajo(s) es importante para Ud.? Porque?

GRABADORA

17a: Que piensa su esposa de su(s) trabajo(s)? (Valora su trabajo? Que dice?)

GRABADORA

18a: Según Ud., tiene importancia el trabajo de su esposa? (Como?)

GRABADORA

19c: Viven sus padres? l=si, solo la madre 2=si, solo el padre 3=si, los dos 4=no, ninguno 00=n/a 99= no

responde

20c: Que trabajo tiene(/tenia más reciéntamente) su padre? trabajol: trabajo 2 trabajo 3

00=n/a 09=nosabe

21c: Que trabajo tiene (/tenia más reciéntamente) su madre? trabajol: trabajo 2 trabajo 3

00=n/a 09=nosabe
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B: RELAQÓN ENTRE PAREJA

Ahora, tenemos unas preguntas sobre la vida familiar

22a: Con la familia y el hogar, cuales son los rcsponsibilidades de Ud.?

GRABADORA

23a: - Y que responsibilidades tiene su esposa?

GRABADORA

24c: Muestre dibujos de trabajo domestico y comunal. Otro dibujo de una escala del 1 hasta 5 (con dibujos de un vaso que muestra la

escala)donde 1 significa no lo hace y 5 lo hace muchísimo.

Ex: Ud. hace X? Por favor, muéstreme en la escala cuanto hace? Y cuanto hace su esposa?

Indique entre 1 hasta 5 tanto para mujer como el hombre:

Hombre

1. Comprar alimentos

2. cocinar

3. lavar platos

4. lavar ropas
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5. cuidar niños

6. limpiar y arreglar en casa

7. hacer construciones del la casa

8. reparar cosas en casa

9. ir a trabajo comunal

10. ir al reuniones comunales

25a: Cuando descansa Ud.? Y que hace?

GRABADORA

26a+c: Según Ud., quién decide más sobre la familia y el hogar, Ud. o su esposa?

l=mujer 2=hombre 3=losdos 99 =no responde

27a: (Entonces) Sobre que cosas decide más Ud. que su esposa?

GRABADORA

28a: Sobre que cosas decide más su esposa que Ud.?

GRABADORA
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29c: Muestra dibujos sobre <decisiones=. Otros 3 dibujos:l)con una mujer que significa que la mujer más que el hombre tomó/toma la decision

sobre X 2)con un hombre que significa que el hombre más que la mujer tomó/toma decision sobre X, 3) con los dos juntos, que significa que losi

i

dos igualmente toman la decision.

Exl: La decisión de tener el TV, era un decisión más de Ud., más de su esposo, o de Uds.dos igualmente?

Ex2: La decisión de comprar ropas para los niños, es normalmente una decisión más de Ud., más de su esposo, o de Uds.dos igualmente?

Indicar con un X: Mujer Hombre Los Dos N/A

1. Obtener TV

2. Obtener grabadora

3. Comprar ropas de los niños

4. Comprar ropas de la mujer

5. Comprar ropas del hombre

6. Que van a comer

7. Vivir en esta casa

8. Ir a pasear

9. Visitar la familia

10. Dar regalos a familia o amigos

11. Tener ahorros

12. Tener créditos

13. Prestar dinero a familia o amigos

14. Futuro de la familia

15. Ir de vacaciones
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30a: Muchas veces yo no estoy de acuerdo con lo que mi esposa quiere hacer o comprar. Sobre que cosas Ud.no está de acuerdo con su

esposa?

GRABADORA

31a: -Y sobre que cosas su esposa no está de acuerdo con Ud.?

GRABADORA

32a: Cuando era la ultima vez que Ud. discutió con su esposa? (Sobre que?)

GRABADORA

30a: Como manejan Uds. el dinero?

GRABADORA

31c: Cuanto gana su esposa más o menos? cada dia/semana/quincena/mes/otro 00=n/a 99 =no responde 09=nosabe

32a: En que se gasta el dinero que Ud.gana?

GRABADORA

33a: En que se gasta el dinero que su esposa gana?
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GRABADORA

G PREGUNTAS GENERALES

Ahora queremos saber su opinión de unos temas más generales

34a: Que diferencias hay entre el trabajo de la mujer y el trabajo del hombre?

GRABADORA

35a: Normalmente, quién es la cabeza del hogar? Porque?

GRABADORA

36a: Cree Ud.que una mujer que trabaja y gana dinero puede tomar más decisiones frente a su esposo que una mujer que no trabaja?

(Porque?)

GRABADORA

D: DATOS PERSONALES

Al final tenemos unas preguntas sobre datos básicos

37c:Ud.es católico o protestante? 1 = católico 2 =protestante (espec.)
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38c: Cuantos años están viviendo aqui en la zona?

39c: Donde viviá antes: 1 =campo (espec)

40c: Cuantos años vive en la ciudad?

2 =ciudad (espec.) 00=n/a

41c: Esta casa es alquilada? l=alquilada 2=propia 3 =anticretico 4 =gratuita/prestada (espec.) 5 =otro (espec.)

42c: Si es propia: a nombre de quién está registrada? l=esposa 2=esposo 3=losdos 4 =otra (espec.)

43c: Tiene Ud. tierra en el campo o en la ciudad? 1 =si (espec.) ciudad/campo 2 =no

44c: Si si, a nombre de quién está registrada? 1= mujer 2=hombre 3=los dos 4=otro

45c:Hasta que nivel escolar estudió Ud.?

00=n/a

00=n/a 09=nosabe
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Appendix D: Statistics of Division of Labour and Decision-

making
Division of labour

From quantitative analysis of men's and women's responses one can easily identify a clear

pattern in the gender domestic division of labour: women did the majority of cooking,

shopping, cleaning and tidying the house, washing dishes, washing cloths and looking after

children. Men on the other hand did the majority of house construction, repairs and also

more than women participated in communal meetings and communal work.1 See Graph D.I

The division of labour was not entirely strict; husband and wives also engaged

in what was commonly seen as respectively 'female tasks' and 'male tasks'. Interestingly men

valued their own efforts in 'female tasks' (cooking, washing dishes, child caring and cleaning)

higher than women did, with the exception of shopping and washing clothes. Spouses valued

efforts in shopping equally with women doing the most shopping. The reversed difference in

washing clothes can be explained by the fact that women rated both their own and their

husband's efforts higher than men did, pointing to the fact that women considered this the

hardest household chore of them all. When it came to 'male tasks' women generally also saw

themselves as doing more of these tasks than men admitted them to do. In addition men

rated women's engagement in most 'female' domestic tasks higher than women themselves

did and equally women rated some of men's 'male' domestic tasks higher than men

themselves did. In essence then both men and women saw the domestic work 'belonging' to

the other spouse as involving more efforts - whether carried out by themselves or the spouse

- than their 'own' responsibilities. This one could interpret as a positive valuing of each

other's work. Both men and women though, valued women's non-income generating work

higher than men's; none of men's domestic and community efforts came close to reaching

1 These tasks were identified on the basis of inspiration from Ramu's (1989) study on women, work and
marriage in Urban India, and on the basis of the early explorative fieldwork. Respondents were asked to rate
'how much' ('quanto') they did of the specific tasks on a scale from 1-5. The scale was illustrated in terms of
glasses filled at different levels and the respondent indicated which glass best illustrated his/her reply. Our
experience from the explorative fieldwork had shown that it was very difficult and time consuming to obtain
information on the time spent on the tasks. As Luxton (1997) argues, time studies are critical measures when
multiple tasks are performed at the same time and some task may not feel like work with the result that
respondents are likely to underestimate the time spend on them. Slow workers, as she points out, come across
as the those carrying the greatest work load. Also, I would add, heavy and tiring activities may be performed
over a shorter time span than light activities, and still be more of a burden, as washing cloths is an excellent
example of in my study. Given these issues and given that we were interested in the relative differences, rather
than the absolute terms, the chosen form of rating seemed more adequate. 'How much' could of course both
refer to the amount of time spend and the efforts involved, but this did not matter much, as we asked
respondents bodi about themselves and their partner's doings resulting in answers which were perceptions of
the rdadiE difference in work efforts, whether in terms of amounts or time spent or both, between the partners.
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the efforts made by women, according to both husbands and wives. Both men and women

also recognised that the gender differences overall were greatest in 'women's tasks' than

'men's tasks'. See Table D.2.

According to the women themselves women in formal work did less washing

clothes and child minding than women without income generating activities and women in

informal work They also did less cleaning and tidying than women in informal work but a

bit more than women not working, and the same amount of cooking and washing dishes as

housewife. Formal workers apparently spend much effort on grocery shopping. Interestingly

women in informal work gave themselves higher or the same scores in all ('female')

household work than women without work did, except for the washing of clothes. Informal

workers' higher rating suggests that women in informal work found their domestic tasks

heavier because of their additional engagement in the labour market. Why formal workers

did not have the same problem can be explained by turning to men's rating. Husbands of

formal workers rated their wives household work duties in general higher (for all tasks) than

the other husbands. They also generally rated their own tasks in these female duties higher

than the other men rated their own efforts. Wives agreed with this seemingly, wives of

formal workers rated their husbands' domestic 'female' tasks higher than the other wives.

Fitting into this picture husbands of housewives generally reported that they did the least

'female' domestic work, and the wives themselves agreed with this.2 See table D.3

As table D.4 illustrates women in formal work also perceived the gap between

what they did and what their husband did as smaller than the other women, women without

work seeing it to be greatest. Husband agreed with this, although all perceived the mean

difference to be less than the wives, except for husbands in formal work who saw it as greater

than their wives.

What about 'male domestic tasks' then? The five husbands with wives in formal

work in our main sample rated their own activities in 'men's tasks' higher than the other men.

Equally husbands of informal workers and housewives also rated their wives work in these

tasks respectively higher and lower, just as we saw in the case of 'women's tasks'. But contrary

to what we saw above, men of formal female workers also rated the mean difference between

their and their wives work as highest. Husbands of non-working women rated the lowest

gender difference in male domestic tasks. As table D.3 shows, wives mirrored these patterns

somewhat but saw a smaller gap between their activities and those of their spouse.

2 When it comes to grocery shopping, housewives reported similar efforts of their husbands in this as female
informal workers did.
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What conclusions can be made on this basis? One obvious one is that husbands

of wives in formal work were keener to report higher values of their own and their wives

efforts in both 'female activities' and 'male activities'. Given the low number of husbands of

formal workers in our sample (5), one should be careful not to put too much weight on this

group. However, as the same pattern was not the case for the wives it leads one to the

conclusion that husbands of wives in formal work probably did participate more in day-to-

day female domestic tasks than the other husbands. If one assumes that this group of women

did not have an overall greater amount of domestic tasks which needed to be done, it also

seems safe to conclude that women in formal work did less overall domestic and community

work than the other women, and we did indeed come across a few who had maids.3 Their

husbands on the other hand, both 'helped' their wives out more on 'female tasks' and

received less 'help' in male tasks, than the other men. The picture of the differences between

women in informal work and housewives was slightly odd suggesting that informal workers

found it hard work coping with both domestic and economic activities. However both wives

and husbands found that husbands of housewives did less female domestic work, suggesting

that, everything else equal, the wives did more. Both men and women agreed that the gap

between husband's and wives 'female tasks' was greatest among the 'housewife couples'.

According to both men and women there was also a smaller gap between the 'male activities'

of the two spouses among these couples than the others. In short then, one may interpret the

data to show that the sharing of domestic tasks largely followed women's work situation,

women did the most overall domestic tasks and their husbands the least when the woman

had no income-generating activities and men did most and women the least when she was in

formal sector work.

Decision-making

Asking husbands and wives about who was the main decision-maker of the household and

the family, slightly more women than men answered 'both' (42% against 40%). The biggest

dispute was that more men believed themselves to be the main decision-makers more than

wives did (43% against 34%), whereas many more women thought that they were the main

decision-makers (24% against 17% of the husbands). Women in formal work more than the

other women defined themselves as the main decision-makers (1/3). Surprisingly perhaps

slightly more housewives compared to informal workers did so too (24% against 17%). At the

3 Of course this rests on the assumption that no other household members carried out much of the
domestic/community tasks. See Chapter Three for a short discussion of this.
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same time the housewives also labelled their husbands with this authority (47%). This meant

that housewives hardly ever thought both spouses to be sharing this role (29%). In

comparison more than half (56%) of the formal working wives saw 'both' as the main

decision-makers; only 11% of these women stating their husband to be so. An equal number

of informal female workers saw respectively 'both' (10 = 42%) or their 'husbands' (10 =

42%) to be the main decision-makers. If these opinions reflected real decision-making it

suggests diat more shared decision-making existed among couples where the woman was in

formal sector work than among the other couples. The evidence for the two other groups is

more ambivalent, in part indicating that these are heterogeneous groups, as I will return to

below. See Table D.5.

Did husbands generally agree with their wives? To some extent yes. Out of the

30 husbands 12 (40%) felt that 'both' decided but only 5 (17%) said that it was their wives

who were the main decision-makers and interestingly non of these were husbands of formal

workers. If we look into more specific decision-making issues, one sees the clear gender

differences. The open questions on decision-making4 revealed that both men and women

found that women's main decisions surrounding the daily management of the household,

such as what food to buy and what to cook, with men keener to relegate their wives decision-

making to this than wives themselves. A smaller part of husbands and wives' replies also

mentioned women's decision-making in terms intermediate-sized things (such as clothing)

and big non-material issues, such as where to live, money matters, work (incl. the family

business), and children. When it came to husbands' decision-making, spouses largely agreed

about men's role in decisions on work and family business (although wives attached more

important than men), the buying of big and intermediate sized good and taking decisions on

big-non-material issues as well as deciding about children. See Table D.6. The closed

questions on decision-making largely supported this picture (see Table D.7), but it also

pointed to two issues where women's and men's view on decision-making were quite

different: one was where to live the other was lending out money5, many male and female

4 We asked all respondents about what decisions they decided more on than the spouse and what decisions the
spouse decided more on than the respondent him/herself. Responses were categorised, and entered into SPSS.
5 The list of decision-making issues was drawn up from information gathered during the first period of
fieldwork. Respondents were asked to indicate on visual illustrations whether the husband, the wife or both had
been or usually was the main decision-making on a particular issue or item. Both men and women largely agreed
on women's predominance in decision-making on buying children's clothes, their own clothes, what food to
eat, what presents to give, and decisions about visiting family members, and how much to save. Husbands were
thought to decide more about the buying of tv and tape recorders, their own clothes, taking up loans, when to
travel and the future of the family. Areas of controversy were where to live where each saw themselves as the
main decision-makers; going out and visiting kinship where men only claimed more shared decision making
whereas wives saw the former as a predominantly male decision and die latter more of their own decision, and
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spouses believing themdiies to have had or having a greater say. Partly this reflects the often-

contested issue between couples of where to live and with which family, as discussed in

Chapter Three. Partly it suggests that money management, including the lending, is an area of

bargaining, controversy and secrecy between the couples, as discussed in details in Chapter

Five.

Disaggregating the decision-making according to women's work and according

to 'male decisions' and 'female decisions' from the closed questions we see from the Table

D.8 that the means of respectively wives' and husbands decisions on 'female decisions'

according to the women, were similar between the three groups. "When it came to shared

decisions on female matters however we see a marked difference between female formal

workers reporting more shared 'female decisions' than the others, followed by informal

workers and then closely by non-working couples. Husbands agreed with wives when it came

to shared decision-making on female matters, but husbands of informal workers found then-

wives say in 'female decisions' to be greater than the others, followed by husbands of formal

workers, housewives having the least say. This was paralleled by the latter's husbands who

found that they had more of a say in 'female decisions' followed by husbands of formal

workers and lastly husbands of informal workers who claimed little say in these matters.

The variations between the women when it came to their decisions on 'male

matters' was not great either, except that it is noteworthy that informal female workers

decisions on male matters according to both men and women themselves was less than the

other women, and correspondingly their husbands' were greater. Again female formal

workers claimed the greatest shared decisions and had the lowest mean of male decisions on

male matters. Husbands of formal workers and of informal workers claimed almost equal

shared decisions while husbands of informal workers said more that they decided on 'male

decisions' than husbands of formal workers (who followed) and husbands of housewives.

To conclude on decision-making then: among couples of women in formal

work decision-making between the couple was seemingly more shared than among the other

couples and these wives were decided more on 'men's decisions' than the other wives,

although the few husband of formal sector women in the sample did not entirely agree with

their women's portrayal of relative egalitarianism. From men's more than women's responses

lending out money where husbands believed to take the lead, women saying that they decided more about this.
Consequently 'female decisions' were considered to be: buying children's clothes, women's clothes, what food
to eat, what presents to give and how much to save. Male decisions' emerged as bying television, buying tape
recorder, men's clothes, taking up loans, travelling and the future of the family. See previous footnote. Note
that 'not applicable' was accounted for in the means given below.
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it seems as if a 'marked' gender division of decision-making was upheld more among the

couples with informal working wives than the others. There is same indication that husband's

decision-making tended predominate more among couples where the woman was not

working, but as indicated before this group of couples it is more difficult to conclude

something firm about.

Graph D.I. Women and Men's Domestic and Community Work

Table D.2 Husband and Wives' Mean Rates on Specific Domestic and Community Tasks

Domestic and Community Work

Wife's grocery shopping

Husband's grocery shopping

Wives' Responses (mean rate 1- 5)

4,2

2,7

Husbands'Responses (mean rate 1-5)

4,2

2,7
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Wife's cooking

Husband's cooking

Wife's washing dishes

Husband's washing dishes

Wife's washing clothes

Husband's washing clothes

Wife's child caring

Husband's child caring

Wife's cleaning and tidying

Husband's cleaning and tidying

Wife's house construction

Husband's house construction

Wife's repairing things in house

Husband's repairing things in house

Wife's community work

Husband's community work

Wife's community meetings

Husband's community meetings

4,2

1,8

3,9

17
4,5

2,6

3,9

2,8

4,2

2,5

2

3,4

2,2

3,5

2

1,9

2

2,1

4,5

2,2

4,1

2,3

4

2,3

4,4

3,3

4

2,6

1,6

2,9

2

3,5

1,9

2,1

2

2,4

Table D.3. Husband and Wives' Mean Rates on Specific Domestic and Community Tasks

According to Wives' Work Status.

Domestic and

Community Work

Wife's share of

grocery shopping

Husband's share of

grocery shopping

Wife's share of

cooking

Husband's share of

cooking

Wife's share of

washing dishes

Husband's share of

Housewives'

responses

(mean rate)

4,1

2,4

4,1

1,5

3,7

1,4

Informal female

workers'

responses (mean

rate)

4,1

2,4

4,3

1,6

4,2

1,5

Formal female

workers'

responses (mean

rate)

4,3

3,3

4,1

2,3

3,7

2,3

Husbands of

housewives'

responses (mean

rate)

3,9

2,7

4,3

1,8

3,9

1,9

Husbands of

informal female

workers'

responses (mean

rate)

4,2

2,7

4,5

2,3

4,1

2,3

Husbands of

formal female

workers'

responses (mea

rate)

4,8

2,8

4,6

2,8

4,6

3,2
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washing dishes

Wife's share of

washing clothes

Husband's share of

washing clothes

Wife's share of

child caring

Husband's share of

child caring

Wife's share of

cleaning and

tidying

Husband's share of

cleaning and

tidying

Wife's share of

house construction

Husband's share of

house construction

Wife's share of

repairing things in

house

Husband's share of

repairing things in

house

Wife's share in

community work

Husband's share in

community work

Husband's share in

community

meetings

Wife's share in

community

meetings

4,7

2,1

4,1

2,3

4,1

1,8

1,7

2,8

2,2

3,1

2,4

1,9

2,1

2,5

4,5

2,5

4,4

2,8

4,3

2,3

2,5

3,6

2,3

3,5

2,3

2

2,2

2

4,4

3,3

3,2

3,3

4,2

3,3

1,6

3,5

2,2

3,8

1,2

1,8

2

1,4

3,9

2,1

3,7

2,6

3,7

2

1,7

2,4

1,5

3

1,5

1,5

1,7

1,6

3,9

2

4,7

3,7

4,1

2,7

1,4

2,8

2,1

3,4

2,1

2,1

2,5

2

4,4

3,4

5

3,6

4,4

3,6

1,8

4,2

2,6

4,6

2

3,2

3,6

2,6
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Table D.4. Mean Differences in Husbands' and Wives' Domestic and Community Task

According to Wives' Work Status6

Domestic and

Community

Work

Mean differences

in men and

women's 'female'

domestic tasks

Mean differences

in men and

women's 'male'

domestic and

community tasks

Housewives'

responses

13,1

1,2

Informal female

workers'

responses

12,7

2,3

Formal female

workers'

responses

6,1

4,7

Husbands of

housewives'

responses

10,3

2,3

Husbands of

informal female

workers'

responses

9,7

3,2

Husbands of

formal female

workers'

responses

8,4

6,6

Table D.5. Husbands and Wives' Responses to the Question 'Who decides most about the

family and the household, you or your spouse?', According to Women's Work Status.

Wife

Husband

Both

Total

Housewives'

responses

4 (23.5%)

8 (47.1%)

5 (29.4%)

17 (100%)

Informal female

workers'

responses

4 (16.7%)

10 (41.7%)

10 (41.7%)

24 (100.1%)

Formal female

workers'

responses

6 (33.3%)

2 (11.1%)

10 (55.6%)

18 (100%)

Husbands of

housewives'

responses

2 (20%)

3 (30%)

5 (50%)

10 (100)

Husbands of

informal female

workers'

responses

3 (20%)

6 (40%)

6 (40%)

15 (100%)

Husbands of

formal female

workers'

responses

4 (80%)

1 (20%)

5 (100%)

6 This is calculated by calculating the difference that each respondent gave him/herself and his/her spouse in
respectively 'female' and 'male' domestic and community tasks, and from that calculated the average (mean) of
the various groups.
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Table D.6. Wives and Husband's Decisions7

Mainly wives' decisions

Work/business matters

Kin/family matters

Money matters

Wife's own life/doings

Behaviour of partner

Children

Buying big material

things

Big non-material

decisions

Buying intermediate-

sized things

Buying and decisions

involving day-to-day

issues

Taking on spouse's role

when he is not there

Everything

Nothing

Total

Wives' Responses (total

numbers)

5

1

7

2

2

4

0

3

6

24

0

3

1

58

Wives' Responses (% of

total)

8.6

1.7

12.1

3.4

3.4

6.9

0

5.2

10.3

41.4

0

5.2

1.7

99.9

Husbands' Responses

(total numbers)

4

0

3

0

2

2

1

1

4

17

2

0

0

36

Husbands' Respon

(% of total)

11.1

0

8.3

0

5.6

5.6

2.8

2.8

11.1

47.2

5.6

0

0

100.1

Mainly husbands'

decisions

Work/business matters

Kin/family matters

Money Matters

Division of household

work

Husband's own

life/doings

Behaviour of partner

Health

13

1

3

1

2

2

0

19.7

1.5

4.5

1.5

3

3

0

5

0

2

0

2

1

1

12.5

0

5

0

5

2.5

2.5

7 Respondents could mention as many areas/issues for which they themselves or their spouse was main
decision-maker. I categorised the answers subsequently, which explains the different nature of the categories (in
order to come as close to the respondents meanings as possible) and the different types for women and men.
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External relations

(beyond family and

household)

Children

Buying big material

things

Big non-material

decisions

Buying intermediate-

sized things

Buying and decisions

involving day-to-day

issues

Taking on wife's role

when she is not there

Going out/going to

parties

The future

Everything

Nothing

Other

Total

l

5

9

6

4

3

1

4

3

2

3

3

66

1.5

7.6

13.6

9.1

6.1

4.5

1.5

6.1

4.5

3

4.5

4.5

99.7

0

4

9

5

5

2

0

3

0

0

1

0

40

0

10

22.5

12.5

12.5

5

7.5

2.5

100

Table D.7 Main decision-making of Wives or Husbands on specific Issues and Items8

Decisions about ¡gtúng a

T.V.

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about buying

children dothes

Wives' Responses (total

numbers)

9

12

27

11

59

Wives' Responses (% of

total)

15.3

20.3

45.8

18.6

100

Husbands' Responses

(total numbers)

1

7

19

3

30

Husbands' Responses

(% of total)

3.3

23.3

63.3

10.0

99.9

8 Based on closed questions. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they, their partner or both were or
had been the main decision-maker.
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Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about getting a

tape recorder

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about getting idfe's

dctbes

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about husband's

clothes

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about ishatfood to

eat

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about Iking in this

house

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about going out

28

13

15

3

59

7

21

18

13

59

38

17

4

59

20

31

8

59

40

4

15

59

21

17

21

59

47.5

22

25.4

5.1

100

11.9

35.6

30.5

22.0

100

64.4

28.8

6.8

100

33.9

52.5

13.6

100

67.8

6.8

25.4

100

35.6

28.8

35.6

100

13

5

9

3

30

4

12

12

2

30

15

12

3

30

7

19

4

30

19

2

9

30

5

10

15

30

43.3

16.7

30.0

10.0

100

13.3

40.0

40.0

6.7

100

50.0

40.0

10.0

100

23.3

63.3

13.3

99.9

63.3

6.7

30.0

100

16.7

33.3

50.0

100
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Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about listing

fanily

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about giiing

presents to fanily or friends

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions abend saúng

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about credit/loans

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about lending

money tofanüy or friends

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Deásions about the future

and the fanily

Wife

7

27

23

2

59

21

15

16

7

59

17

16

18

8

59

14

8

4

33

59

3

12

10

34

59

12

11

13

23

59

13

11.9

45.8

39.0

3.4

100.1

35.6

25.4

27.1

11.9

100

28.8

27.1

30.5

13.6

100

23.7

13.6

6.8

55.9

100

5.1

20.3

16.9

57.6

99.9

20.3

18.6

22

39.0

99.9

22

2

11

16

1

30

7

6

16

1

30

8

7

13

2

30

7

4

5

14

30

2

8

4

16

30

5

13

6

6

30

1

6.7

36.7

53.3

3.3

100

23.3

20.0

53.3

3.3

99.9

26.7

23.3

43.3

6.7

100

23.3

13.3

16.7

46.7

100

6.7

26.7

13.3

53.3

100

16.7

43.3

20

20.0

100.1

3.3
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Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

Decisions about gxng on

locations or journeys

Wife

Husband

Both

N/A - no response

Total

20

25

1

59

13

22

14

10

59

33.9

42.4

1.7

100

22

37.3

23.7

16.9

99.9

12

15

2

30

4

12

11

3

30

40

50

6.7

100

13.3

40

36.7

10

100

Table D.8. Husbands' and Wives' share of 'female' and 'male' decisions

Women's mean share of total

decisions as main decision-

makers on 'female decisions' (%)

Men's mean share of total

decisions as main decision-

makers on 'female decisions' (%)

Mean shared decisions of total

decisions between the couple on

'female decisions' (%)

Women's mean share of total

decisions as main decision-

makers on 'male decisions' (%)

Men's mean share of total

decisions as main decision-

makers on 'male decisions' (%)

Mean shared decisions of total

decisions between the couple on

Housewives'

responses

25.6

12.5

8.6

12.8

23.4

17.1

Informal

female

workers'

responses

25.4

10.4

10.1

11.7

25.1

17.2

Formal female

workers'

responses

25

10.9

12.8

12.3

16.4

22.5

Husbands of

housewives'

responses

19.3

14.6

11.1

9.4

22.2

23.4

Husbands of

informal

female

workers'

responses

22.7

8.8

14.5

4.7

26.9

22.5

Husband

of forma

female

workers'

response

20.2

9.9

17

7.7

22.8

22.4
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'male decisions' (%)

Total (%) 100 99.9 99.9 100 100.1 100
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